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IS PLEASED TO WELCOME
T H E

F O L LOW I N G

P U B L I S H E R S :

Applause, now in its fourth decade, is America’s foremost publisher
of theater and cinema books. Books range from biographies of film
and theater luminaries, to playscripts, librettos, monologue books, and
explorations of film and theater history.

Backbeat Books have been favorites among passionate music fans
and musicians since 1991. Known for their depth, spirit, and authority,
Backbeat offers a diverse range of books—from biographies and memoirs,
critical examinations and histories, to authoritative volumes on musical
instruments—covering all areas of rock ‘n’ roll, jazz, and beyond.
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Limelight Editions has been one of the world’s leading performing arts
publishers for more than thirty years. Limelight offers essential resources
for working and aspiring actors, producers, writers, directors, filmmakers,
set designers, and others, as well as guides to navigating a successful
career in film and theater. From winning that audition, to getting your film
made, to managing your own theatre company, Limelight books have the
information you need.

Union Park Press specializes in exquisitely designed regional books
focused in New England and the Boston areas in the subject categories of
travel, history, cooking and the outdoors.

NBN is pleased to be the new trade book distributor for these publishers formerly distributed by Hal
Leonard Book Group: Alijas Enterprises, Avalanche Records & Books, Country Music Hall of Fame,
Cherry Lane Music, Classical Music Today, Freedom Three Publishing, Himarks Publishing, JBL Pro
Audio Publications, Jake Island Ltd, Jetty Jewels Inc. , Kendrick Books, KaSu Press, Luthiers Press, Music
Resources, Playbill , Rebeats Press, Subtext/Glen Young, Tape OP, Tipbook Company, Theater World,
Vintage Guitar, Village Music Circles, Wrecking Crew LLC.
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Stealing Wyeth

Hong Kong Beat

BY BRUCE MOWDAY

True Stories From One of the Last British Police Officers in Colonial
Hong Kong

Andrew Wyeth was one of the best known American artists in the
world in the 20th century with his works, including the Helga series,
being sought after by serious art collectors worldwide. His father, N.
C., and son, Jamie, are integral parts of the best known American
family of artists. They have an art museum dedicated to their works.
A gang of thieves decided to steal an original Wyeth painting for
their “retirement” and engaged a professional cat burglar (who was
responsible for more than 1,500 crimes during his criminal career) to
steal a Wyeth painting. The theft resulted in taking 15 paintings from
the Wyeth estate in picturesque Chadds Ford, Pennsylvania. Seven
were done by Andrew, six by Jamie and the other two by California
artists.
Today, those paintings would be worth millions of dollars. The FBI
and Pennsylvania State Police were the investigating agencies.
Were the paintings still in America, Europe, or Asia? Were the
paintings pre-sold and in a private collection, being stored for future
sales or destroyed because the artwork was so well known?
The search for the paintings takes the investigators throughout
the United States and involves dangerous thieves, gamblers, drug
dealers and murderers. In the process of tracking down the thieves
and the paintings, hundreds of other crimes were solved.

BY SIMON ROBERTS

Sex, drugs, gambling, ghosts, drinking, rugby, overseas
adventures—and even some police work.
Hong Kong on the edge of empire was a place teeming with triads,
smugglers, Chinese immigrants and Vietnamese refugees. Simon’s
memoir of his time in the Hong Kong police force—from the 1970s
until after the 1997 handover—is a fast-paced tale of his exploits.
From the murky back streets of Kowloon to the open seas in the
Marine division, his shocking and hilarious tales offer an alternative
look back at what life was really like on the Hong Kong beat.
Simon Roberts joined the Royal Hong Kong Police in 1979 and
continued to serve in the Hong Kong Police after the handover
in 1997. During his 23 years of service he worked in different
departments all over the Territory. These included district crime and
anti-triad squads, vice squads, Operational Command, Crime HQ,
Crime Prevention, Marine, and even as a court prosecutor. During
his time in Hong Kong he kept a diary and was a prodigious letter
writer. He still has many of the early letters which, together with
accumulated official documents, form the backbone of this book.
Simon continues to work in the security industry. He now lives in
England.

Bruce Mowday is an award-winning author and newspaper
reporter. Mowday has appeared on the Discovery ID channel,
C-SPAN, the Pennsylvania Cable Network, along with Philadelphia
and local television shows. He lives in Downington, Pennsylvania.
·

Author is contacting venues for talks and book signings and will do interviews for

		

television, radio, internet, and print

August 2019 • True Crime/Heists & Robberies
144 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-1-56980-826-9 • $24.95 • Cloth • [Trade]
BARRICADE BOOKS
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December 2019 • Biography & Autobiography/Law Enforcement
248 pages • 16 Color Photos • 5½ x 8½
978-988-779281-9 • $17.95 • Paper • [Trade]
BLACKSMITH BOOKS
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Burt Reynolds, Put the Pedal to the Metal
How a Nude Centerfold Sex Symbol Seduced Hollywood
BY DARWIN PORTER AND DANFORTH PRINCE

In the 1970s and ‘80s, Burt Reynolds represented a new breed of movie star:
Charming and relentlessly macho, he was a good ol’ Southern boy who made
hearts throb and audiences laugh. He was Burt Reynolds, a football hero
and a guy you might have shared some jokes with in a redneck bar. After an
impressive but tormented career, rivers of negative publicity, a self-admitted
history of bad choices, and a spectacular fall from Hollywood grace, he died in
Jupiter, Florida, at the age of 82 in September of 2018.
Once, he posed nude for a woman’s magazine. Even though, by his admission,
it ultimately hurt his career, fan mail from horny females poured in from across
the nation.

August 2019 • Biography & Autobiography/Entertainment &
Performing Arts
384 pages • 70 B/W Photos • 6 x 9
978-1-936003-63-1 • $34.95 • Paper • [Trade]
BLOOD MOON PRODUCTIONS
·

Publicity from tabloids and mainstream media will accompany

		

the release of this book, along with radio interviews targeted to

		

Nashville and other country-western markets and videotaped

		

book trailers illustrating the ironies of his rags-to-riches-to-rags

		 saga

For five years, both in terms of earnings and popularity, he was the number
one box office star in the world. Smokey and the Bandit (1977) became the
biggest-grossing car-chase film of all time. As he put it, perhaps as a means
of bolstering his image, “I like nothing better than making love to some of the
most beautiful women in the world.” He was referring to his sexual involvements
with Catherine Deneuve, Farrah Fawcett, Dolly Parton, Cybill Shepherd, Tammy
Wynette, Lucie Arnaz, Kim Basinger, Candice Bergen, Lauren Hutton, Lorna Luft,
Sarah Miles, Angie Dickinson, Elizabeth Taylor, or Marilyn Monroe, whom he
once picked up on his way to the Actors Studio in New York City. He also hung
out with Bette Davis. (“I always had a thing for her.”) Love with another VIP came
in the form of that “Sweetheart of the G.I.s,” Dinah Shore. Their May-September
affair sparked endless chatter. “I appreciate older women,” he once said in a
moment of self-revelation.
He entered another much-publicized romance with actress Sally Field, the
“second love of my life.” After his death, The Flying Nun said, “Burt still lives
in my heart,” but then expressed relief that, because of his recent death, he’d
never read what she’d said about him in her memoir.
Men liked him too: He played poker with Frank Sinatra; shared boozy nights
with John Wayne; intercepted a “pass” from closeted Spencer Tracy; talked
“penis size” with Mark Wahlberg; went “wench-hunting” with Johnny Carson;
and threatened to kill Marlon Brando, to whom his appearance was often
compared.
His least happy (some said “most poisonous”) marriage—to Loni Anderson—was
rife with dramas played out more in the tabloids than in the boudoir. According
to Reynolds, “She’s vain, she’s a rotten mother, she sleeps around, and she
spent all my money.”
This biography—the first comprehensive overview of the “redneck icon” ever
published—reveals the joys and sorrows of a movie star who thrived in, but
who was then almost buried by the pressures and insecurities of the New
Hollywood. A tribute to “truck stop” America, it’s about the accelerated life of
a courageous spirit who “Put His Pedal to the Metal” with humor, high jinx, and
pizzazz. He predicted his own death: “Soon, I’ll be racing a hotrod in Valhalla in
my cowboy hat and a pair of aviators.” On his tombstone, he wanted it writ: “He
was not the best actor in the world, but he was the best Burt Reynolds in the
world.”
Famous for books that skewer deeply entrenched myths and icons, Darwin
Porter and Danforth Prince are the world’s most prolific chroniclers of
celebrities. As directors of show-biz “Experiences” at historic Magnolia House
on Staten Island, and winners of book awards from many literary competitions
across the U.S., they’re co-authors of streams of written entertainment about the
Ironies of Fame and how America interprets its celebrities.
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Custer at Gettysburg
A New Look at George Armstrong Custer versus Jeb Stuart in the Battle’s
Climactic Cavalry Charges
BY PHILLIP THOMAS TUCKER

George Armstrong Custer is famous for his fatal defeat at the Little Bighorn in
1876, but Custer’s baptism of fire came during the Civil War. After graduating last
in the West Point class of 1861, Custer served from the First Battle of Bull Run
(only a month after graduation) through Appomattox, where he witnessed the
surrender. But Custer’s true rise to prominence began at Gettysburg in 1863.

November 2019 • History/United States/Civil War Period
(1850-1877)
288 pages • 20 B/W Photos • 6 x 9
978-0-8117-3853-8 • $29.95 • Cloth • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/STACKPOLE BOOKS

·

Galley mailing to the trades and national long-lead media

·

Promotion on NetGalley

		

Finished book mailings to national print, online and broadcast

		 media
·

National print and online advertising

·

National print & broadcast media campaign

On the eve of the Battle of Gettysburg, only twenty-three years old and barely
two years removed from being the goat of his West Point class, Custer received
promotion to brigadier general and command—his first direct field command
—of the Michigan Cavalry Brigade, the “Wolverines.” Now that he held general
rank, Custer felt comfortable wearing the distinctive, some said gaudy, uniform
that helped skyrocket him into fame and legend. However flashy he may have
been in style, Custer did not disappoint his superiors, who promoted him in a
search for more aggressive cavalry officers. At approximately noon on July 3,
1863, Custer and his men heard enemy cannon fire: Stuart’s signal to Lee that
he was ready for action. Thus began the melee that was East Cavalry Field at
Gettysburg. Much back and forth preceded Custer’s career-defining action.
An hour or two into the battle, after many of his cavalrymen had been reduced
to hand-to-hand infantry-style fighting, Custer ordered a charge of one of his
regiments and led it into action himself, screaming one of the battle’s most
famous lines: “Come on, you Wolverines!” Around three o’clock, Stuart mounted
a final charge, which mowed down Union cavalry – until it ran into Custer’s
Wolverines, who stood firm, with Custer wielding a sword at their head, and
broke the Confederates’ last attack.
In a book combining two popular subjects, Tucker recounts the story of Custer
at Gettysburg with verve, shows how the Custer legend was born on the fields
of the war’s most famous battle, and offers eye-opening new perspectives on
Gettysburg’s overlooked cavalry battle.
Phillip Thomas Tucker is a writer and historian who has edited more than
two dozen books and written over sixty scholarly articles. His previous books
include Pickett’s Charge: A New Look at Gettysburg’s Final Attack, which
historian William C. Davis praised as “thoughtful and challenging . . . fresh and
bold,” and Death at the Little Bighorn: A New Look at Custer, His Tactics, and
the Tragic Decision Made at the Last Stand. For many years a civilian historian
with the Department of Defense, he lives in Upper Marlboro, Maryland, and is a
regular participant in book events at Gettysburg.

Also Available:
Lee's Real Plan at Gettysburg
BY TROY D. HARMAN

August 2018 • History/United States
168 pages • 17 B/W Photos • 6 x 9
978-0-8117-3662-6 • $24.95 • Paper • [Trade]

STACKPOLE BOOKS
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Generals in the Making
How Marshall, Eisenhower, Patton, and Their Peers Became the Commanders
Who Won World War II
BY BENJAMIN RUNKLE

After World War II, Winston Churchill wondered how the U.S. found and
developed the generals who won the war. German commanders expressed
similar amazement over the dynamic change in American military leadership
from World War I to World War II. Despite the obstacles of the 1920s and
1930s, when a national preference for isolationism and eventually the Great
Depression left the U.S. military diminished and impoverished, the interwar army
was nevertheless the incubator of future leaders such as Marshall, Eisenhower,
MacArthur, Bradley, and Patton. In a book of extraordinary insight, Benjamin
Runkle shows how these men emerged—in anything but predetermined fashion
—from the ashes of the interwar army to become the greatest generation of
senior commanders in military history.

August 2019 • History/Military/World War II
400 pages • 25 B/W Photos • 6 x 9
978-0-8117-3850-7 • $34.95 • Cloth • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/STACKPOLE BOOKS

Generals in the Making begins with World War I, in which, most notably,
Douglas MacArthur, George Patton, and George Marshall served with
distinction: Marshall on General Pershing’s staff, MacArthur as a decorated
field commander, and Patton as a tank leader. Over the next two decades,
these men and their contemporaries—Dwight Eisenhower, Omar Bradley,
Lucian Truscott, Matthew Ridgway, Lightning Joe Collins, Walter Bedell Smith,
Joseph Stilwell, and more—frequently crossed paths in the small army of the
1920s and 1930s, attending the same professional schools, serving under the
same commanders, even living as neighbors. These were lean years for the
army, years in which promotions came slowly, and service often meant farflung postings at isolated Midwest bases or in the Philippines. For some these
years brought personal tragedy, such as Eisenhower’s loss of a young son and
Marshall’s loss of his wife; for others they brought professional setbacks, from
academic failure to even court-martial. The closest these budding commanders
got to combat was the unfortunate assault on the Bonus Army in 1932 and the
1941 Louisiana Maneuvers, but during these years, the future commanders not
only learned, but innovated and reformed—and set the U.S. Army as well as
themselves on the road to success in the coming war.
Part military history and part group biography, Generals in the Making is the first
comprehensive history of the United States’ World War II generals between the
wars, covering not only the lives and careers of this brotherhood of officers, but
also the crucible of military ideas and innovation in which they served.
Benjamin Runkle is a former paratrooper and presidential speechwriter
who holds a doctorate from Harvard and a Bronze Star from Operation Iraqi
Freedom. His government posts included the National Security Council, the
House Armed Services Committee, and the Department of Homeland Security’s
Office of Cybersecurity and Communications. He has previously been a political
scientist with the RAND Corporation and now is a senior fellow with Artis
International, a think tank working at the intersection of behavioral science
and political violence. His writing has appeared in the New York Times, the
Washington Post, the Christian Science Monitor, The Guardian, the Jerusalem
Post, Foreign Affairs, Foreign Policy, Tablet Magazine, Joint Forces Quarterly,
The Weekly Standard, The Hill, RealClearDefense.com, WarOnTheRocks.
com, and Small Wars Journal. Runkle is the author of Wanted Dead or Alive:
Manhunts from Geronimo to Bin Laden. The Washington Times called it
“colorful, fast-paced”; “his writing is readable without being breezy, meaty
without being ponderous.” He lives in northern Virginia.
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Don Troiani's Campaign to Saratoga–1777
The Turning Point of the Revolutionary War in Paintings, Artifacts, and Historical
Narrative
BY ERIC SCHNITZER AND DON TROIANI

The Battles of Saratoga are cited as the turning point in the Revolutionary
War. Beginning when the armies prepared to face off in June 1777 through the
surrender of the British Army, in October, the battles of the Northern Campaign
were significant to the outcome of the War and the fight for independence.
As a result of the Saratoga battles, the patriots gained confidence, the French
entered the war and the British plan to win the war, quickly was put to an end.
Master historical painter Don Troiani and historian Eric Schnitzer combine
their talents in this new book on Saratoga, the Revolutionary War campaign.
This magnificently illustrated history features many new artworks, previously
unpublished eyewitness accounts, photographs of important artifacts and a
solid, detailed historical narrative including background on the campaigns
leading up to Saratoga.

August 2019 • History/United States/Revolutionary Period
(1775-1800)
224 pages • 219 Color Illustrations • 63 Color Photos • 8½ x
11 978-0-8117-3852-1 • $49.95 • Cloth • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/STACKPOLE BOOKS

Don Troiani is well known for his extremely accurate historical and military
paintings, scenes of great characters and grand action that have defined
America’s military heritage. An expert researcher with an extensive library
and impressive private artifact study collections of Civil War, War of 1812,
Revolutionary War, and World War II uniforms, equipage, insignia, and weapons,
he has served as a consultant on films, including Cold Mountain and Night
at the Museum 3, and television programs. His work has appeared in many
publications and is represented in the collections of numerous museums,
including the Smithsonian’s Museum of History and Technology, the U.S. Marine
Corps Museum, and the National Museum of African American History and
Culture. His ten books published over the last 25 year and still in print have sold
more than 200,000 copies. He lives in Southbury, CT.
Eric Schnitzer has been an interpreter and historian at Saratoga National
Historical Park for more than 20 years. He is recognized for his writing and
research on the Northern Campaign of 1777, having published countless
articles, lectured, and provided historical editing for many publications on the
subject. Eric earned degrees in History and Fine Art from SUNY Albany and is
founder and commander of the re-created 62nd Regiment of Foot. He lives in
White Creek, NY, with his wife, Jenna.

Also Available:
Don Troiani's Soldiers of the American
Revolution
BY (ARTIST) DON TROIANI TEXT BY JAMES L. KOCHAN

January 2007 • History: United States/Revolutionary Period
(1775-1800)
192 pages • Illustrations: 59 Illustrations • 212 Photos
978-0-8117-3323-6 • $54.95 • Hardback

Don Troiani's Civil War Soldiers
BY DON TROIANI AND
EARL J. COATES - FOREWORD BY JENNIFER LOCKE JONES
October 2017 • History: United States/Civil War Period (1850-1877)
288 pages • Illustrations: 350 Photos • 8 ¾ x 11 ⅜
978-0-8117-1970-4 • $39.95 • Hardback,
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100 Turning Points in Military History
BY ALAN AXELROD

The American Revolution was a war, but it was also a time, a span of history, in
which some people fought, but most just lived. They thought, acted, worked,
raised families, worshipped, built, sold, bought, and tried to live as best they
could in a time of hope, anxiety, despair, loss, gain, and, above all, disruption.
In the Time of the Revolution is a popular, single-volume history of the American
Revolution, 1775 to 1783, an intensely active, exciting, and critical span of time in
North America. It began with a lopsided skirmish at Lexington, Massachusetts,
culminated militarily in a major amphibious campaign mounted by a large
Franco-American army against British army and naval forces at Yorktown,
Virginia in 1781, and then passed through two more years of desultory combat
and cruel fights between diehard Loyalists and vengeful Patriots before
ending in the Treaty of Paris. During these eight years in an America that was a
collection of young towns on the edge of a vast wilderness, the break-up with
the mother country was the central fact of life.
Alan Axelrod is the author of many books on leadership, history, and military
history, including Miracle at Belleau Wood (Lyons Press, 2018), The Battle
of the Somme (Lyons Press, 2016), The Battle of Verdun (Lyons Press, 2016),
and Selling the Great War: The Making of American Propaganda (Palgrave
Macmillan, 2009). He has taught at Lake Forest College (Lake Forest, IL) and
Furman University (Greenville, SC) and was most recently a creative consultant
and on-screen commentator for The Great War, on the PBS American
Experience television series.
September 2019 • History/United States/Revolutionary
Period (1775-1800 )
256 pages • 75 B/W Illustrations • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-3863-3 • $27.95 • Cloth • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/LYONS PRESS

Also Available:

·

Announcement to trade publications

Generals South, Generals North

·

Galley mailing to national and regional long-lead media

The Commanders of the Civil War Reconsidered

·

Promotion on NetGalley

BY ALAN AXELROD

·

National print & broadcast media campaign

·

Outreach to national military history outlets

April 2016 • History
320 pages • 72 B/W Photos • 7½ x 9¼
978-0-7627-8849-1 • $17.95 • Paper • [Trade]
LYONS PRESS

Miracle at Belleau Wood
The Birth Of The Modern U.S. Marine Corps
NEW EDITION

BY ALAN AXELROD. FOREWORD BY BING WEST
May 2018 • History/Military
280 pages • 23 B/W Photos • 5 x 8¾
978-1-4930-3289-1 • $19.95 • Paper • [ S01 ]
LYONS PRESS
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America’s Forgotten Colonial History
BY DANA HUNTLEY

This is what we all learned in school: Pilgrims on the Mayflower landed at
Plymouth Rock in 1620. They had a rough start, but ultimately made a go of it,
made friends with the Indians, and celebrated with a big Thanksgiving dinner.
Other uptight religious Puritans followed them and the whole place became
New England. There were some Dutch down in New York, and sooner or
later William Penn and the Quakers came to build the City of Brotherly Love in
Pennsylvania, and finally it was 1776 and time to revolt against King George III
and become America.
That’s it. That’s the narrative of American colonial history known to one and all.
Yet there are 150 years—six or seven generations between Plymouth Plantation
and the 1770s—that are virtually unknown in our national consciousness and
unaccounted for in our American narrative.
Who, what, when, where and why people were motivated to make a two-month
crossing on the North Atlantic to carve a life in a largely uncharted, inhospitable
wilderness? How and why did they build the varied societies that they did here
in the New World colonies? How and why did we become America?
America’s Forgotten Colonial History tells that story.

August 2019 • History/United States/Colonial Period
(1600-1775)
224 pages • 25 B/W Illustrations • 40 B/W Photos • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-3847-3 • $24.95 • Cloth • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/LYONS PRESS

·

Galley mailing to the trades and national long-lead media

·

Finished book mailings to national print, online and broadcast

		 media
·

Promotion on NetGalley

·

National print and online advertising

·

National publicity media campaign

Dana Huntley was born on a New Hampshire dairy farm to English gentry farm
families on both sides, who were here before the 1640s and played a role in
every piece of New England history. Dana has a Ph.D. in British Literature (Drew
University), M.A. from Fordham and taught for 16 years. For many years Dana
wrote reviews and features for British Heritage (now British Heritage Travel),
and for seven years designed travel itineraries for the magazine. In 2004, he
was recruited by the magazine to become Editor. He lives in Leesburg, Virginia.

Also Available:
Insubordinate Spirit
A True Story Of Life And Loss In Earliest America 1610-1665
BY MISSY WOLFE

October 2012 • History/United States
272 pages • 6 x 9
978-0-7627-8040-2 • $16.95 • Paper • [Trade]

Devil Made Me Do It!
Crime And Punishment In Early New England
BY JULIET HAINES MOFFORD

December 2011 • History
240 pages • 6 x 9
978-0-7627-7165-3 • $14.95 • Paper • [Trade]
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America’s First Freedom Rider
Elizabeth Jennings, Chester A. Arthur, and the Early Fight for Civil Rights
BY JERRY MIKORENDA

In 1853, traveling in New York City was full of danger. Omnibus accidents were
commonplace. Pedestrians were regularly attacked by the Five Points’ gangs.
Rival police forces watched and argued over who should help. Pickpockets,
drunks and kidnappers were all part of the daily street scene in old New York.
Yet somehow, they endured and transformed a trading post into the Empire
City.
None of this was on Elizabeth Jennings’s mind as she climbed the platform onto
the Chatham Street horsecar. But her destination and that of the country took
a sudden turn when the conductor told her to wait for the next car because it
had “her people” in it. When she refused to step off the bus, she was assaulted
by the conductor who was aided by a NY police officer. On February 22, 1855,
Elizabeth Jennings v. Third Avenue Rail Road case was settled. Seeking $500
in damages, the jury stunned the courtroom with a $250 verdict in Lizzie’s favor.
Future US president Chester A. Arthur was Jennings attorney and their lives
would be forever onward intertwined.
This is the story of what happened that day. It’s also the story of Jennings and
Arthur’s families, the struggle for equality, and race relations. It’s the history of
America at its most despicable and most exhilarating. Yet few historians know of
Elizabeth Jennings or the impact she had on desegregating public transit.

January 2020 • History/African American
200 pages • 25 B/W Photos • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-4134-3 • $24.95 • Cloth • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/LYONS PRESS

·

Galley mailing to the trades and national long-lead media

·

Finished book mailings to national print, online and broadcast

		 media
·

Black History Month promotions

·

Promotion on NetGalley

·

National print and online advertising

·

National publicity campaign

Jerry Mikorenda’s articles and op-eds have appeared in The New York
Times, Newsday, The Boston Herald, San Francisco Chronicle, and Wall Street
Journal as well as various other magazines. In 2015, the popular American
Heroes Channel (AHC) program, What History Forgot interviewed the author for a
segment about Elizabeth Jennings He lives in Northport, New York.

Also Available:
Brothers in Valor
Battlefield Stories of the 89 African Americans Awarded the
Medal of Honor
BY ROBERT F. JEFFERSON, JR.
FOREWORD BY COL. GUION S. BLUFORD, JR.
October 2018 • History/African American
248 pages • 7¼ x 9⅜
978-1-4930-3174-0 • $26.95 • Cloth
LYONS PRESS

Black Men Built the Capitol
Discovering African-American History In and Around
Washington, D.C.
BY JESSE HOLLAND
September 2017 • History/African American
208 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-2968-6 • $17.95 • Paper
LYONS PRESS
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Archy Lee's Struggle for Freedom
The True Story of California’s Gold, the Nation’s Tragic March Towards Civil
War, and a Young Black Man’s Fight for Liberty
BY BRIAN MCGINTY

In San Francisco, California, in 1858, a young African American man was
freed from the claims of a white man who sought to return him to slavery in
Mississippi. This was one year after the Supreme Court’s notorious Dredd Scott
decision and during the California Gold Rush, which saw the population of the
state rise from 7,000 to more than 60,000 in a few short years.
Archy Lee was the name of the man who, with the aid of anti-slavery lawyers
and determined opponents of human bondage, had just won his freedom from
the claims of Charles Stovall. With the aid of pro-slavery lawyers and equally
determined supporters, Stovall had sought to capture him and carry him back to
a far-away slave plantation.
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Yet the book is not solely about Archy Lee. It is also about the travel routes
that the gold-seekers followed to California in the 1850s, some by land over
the Great Plains, some by sea around Cape Horn, yet others by sailing from
the east coast of North America to the isthmus of Panama, where they crossed
over the land there by train and continued on by sea to San Francisco. It is
about the efforts of the racially motivated lawmakers to suppress the rights
of all of California’s residents except whites, and to subject people of African,
Asian, Hispanic, and Native American descent to second-, third-, or even
fourth-class citizenship. It is about the residents of the state—including many
whites—who fought back against those efforts, seeking to ameliorate or repeal
the discriminatory laws and introduce a measure of fairness and justice into
California’s civil life. It is about the lawyers and judges who participated in
Archy Lee’s legal struggles in 1858, some supporting his claims for freedom
while others ferociously opposed them and, in the process, elevated their own
political and professional profiles.
Brian McGinty is the author of eleven published books on different aspects
of American history, three of which deal directly with legal aspects of Abraham
Lincoln’s life and presidency and another that deals with a closely related
subject, the 1859 trial of the abolitionist John Brown. McGinty brings an
expertise to the telling of legal stories that most historians do not, since he is
a lawyer, a member of the State Bar of California. He holds a B.A. in American
History from the University of California, Berkeley, and a J.D. from Berkeley Law.
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According to Kate
The Legendary Life of Big Nose Kate, Love of Doc Holliday
BY CHRIS ENSS

Doc Holliday’s paramour Big Nose Kate could never get a publisher to give her
the big bucks she demanded to tell the story of her life, but that didn’t mean
she didn’t collect material she wanted to use in a biography. Over the fifty years
Mary Kate Cummings, alias Big Nose Kate, traversed the West she saved letters
from her family, musings she had written about her love interests, and life with
the notorious John Henry Holliday. Using rare, never before published material
Big Nose Kate stock-piled in anticipation of writing the tale of her days on the
Wild Frontier, the definitive book about the famous soiled dove will finally be
told.
Kate claims to have witnessed the Gunfight at the OK Corral and exchanged
words with the likes of Wyatt Earp and Josephine Marcs. There’s no doubt she
embellished her adventures, but that doesn’t take away from their historical
importance. She was a controversial figure in a rough and rowdy territory. What
she witnessed, the lifestyle she led, and the influential western people she met
are fascinating and represent a time period much romanticized.
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Chris Enss is an author, scriptwriter and comedienne who has written for
television and film, and performed on cruise ships and on stage. She has
worked with award-winning musicians, writers, directors, producers, and as a
screenwriter for Tricor Entertainment, but her passion is for telling the stories of
the men and women who shaped the history and mythology of the American
West. Some of the most famous names in history, not to mention film and
popular culture, populate her books. She’s written or co-written more than two
dozen books for TwoDot. And she’s also a licensed private detective.
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Remembering the Civil War
The War as Told by Those Who Fought It
EDITED BY MICHAEL L. BARTON AND CHARLES D. KUPFER

In the years following the American Civil War, many participants—generals,
politicians, journalists, and soldiers—authored first-hand accounts of their
unique experiences. As Alfred E. Smith of the Library of Congress wrote in
1998, “No chapter of American history has been so voluminously recorded.”
While the quality and reliability of the memoirs varies, a large number provide
important perspectives that, taken together, offer vivid descriptions of major
battles, political developments, and other momentous events from Fort Sumter
to Appomattox.
In Remembering the Civil War, historians Michael Barton and Charles Kupfer
carefully select excerpts from the memoirs of key participants and weave
them together to tell the story of the war in a single volume. Contributors
include Union generals Ulysses Grant, James Longstreet, Joshua Lawrence
Chamberlain, W.T. Sherman, George McClellan, and future president James A.
Garfield. Confederate authors include Robert E. Lee, Nathan Bedford Forrest,
Edward Porter Alexander, J.B. Hood, Jubal Early, and Jefferson Davis. Diaries
and letters provide soldiers’ perspectives of what fighting was like on the
ground. A comprehensive introduction and headnote for each excerpt provide
background information and context.
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Michael L.Barton is professor emeritus of American Studies at Penn State
Harrisburg. His Civil War books include Goodmen: The Character of Civil War
Soldiers; The Civil War Soldier: A Historical Reader; and The Civil War Veteran:
A Historical Reader. Charles D. Kupfer is associate professor of American
Studies, School of Humanities, and Director, Center for Holocaust and Jewish
Studies, at Penn State Harrisburg. He is the author of two books on military
history: We Felt the Flames: Hitler’s Blitzkrieg, America’s Story and Indomitable
Will: Turning Defeat into Victory from Pearl Harbor to Midway. Both authors live
in Camp Hill, Pennsylvania.
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Maine Roads to Gettysburg
How Joshua Chamberlain, Oliver Howard, and
4,000 Men from the Pine Tree State Helped
Win the Civil War's Bloodiest Battle
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Billy the Kid and Jesse James
Outlaws of the Legendary West
BY BILL MARKLEY

Which outlaw did the most to wreak havoc on the frontier, Billy the Kid or Jesse
James? Neither of them was a saint. Their actions were seldom in compliance
with the law, and yet they had loyal family and friends by their sides everywhere
they went. What sets them apart from the thousands of outlaws who made the
West wild? Did they kill large numbers of men? Did they lead truly adventurous
lives? Was it their characters? Was there just the right ring to their names that
led people to remember them? Did they get the right publicity at the right time?
Did they just outlive all the others? Or was it a combination of these factors?
This joint biography reveals the intersection of their legacies and attempts to
answer the questions about their places in the story of the West.
History has always fascinated Bill Markley leading to his participation in
Dances with Wolves and four other films. Bill has written the novel Deadwood
Dead Men, four Western nonfiction books including Old West Showdown with
co-author Kellen Cutsforth, and articles for True West and Wild West magazines.
A member of Western Writers of America, Bill writes WWA’s Roundup
Magazine’s Wild Bill’s Wild West column. In 2015 Bill was sworn in as an
honorary Dodge City Marshal. Bill and his wife, Liz, live in Pierre, South Dakota,
where they have raised two grown children.
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The Greatest Stories Never Told:
Special Ops

Greatest Spy Stories Ever Told

BY LAURENCE J. YADON

In The Greatest Spy Stories Ever Told, our editor has pulled
together some of the finest writings about spies that capture
readers imaginations. The one thing the heroes in this collection
have in common is the ability to seamlessly shift identities. Each of
the men and women in these stories had the courage to meet and
study their enemies, gather critical intelligence, and then relay those
secrets at risk of being exposed—to do what they had to because
that was their duty and the lives of others meant more to them than
their own.

BY LAMAR UNDERWOOD

In The Greatest Stories Never Told: Special Ops, attorney and
author Larry Yadon has written some of the greatest tales about
special forces and operations – not twice- or thrice-told tales, but
the ones you haven’t heard before. It is an unforgettable collection,
and includes stories of legendary operations from early in the 20th
century, when special forces emerged, up through present-day
Afghanistan and Iraq.
Laurence J. Yadon is an attorney, mediator and arbitrator and
speaker on legal subjects and the American West. He has authored
or co-authored seven books, and he has also written numerous
articles and book reviews about the American West. A graduate of
the University of Tulsa and University of Oklahoma College of Law,
Mr. Yadon has served as a Fact Finder for the Department of Justice.
He has been an Adjunct Settlement Judge for the United States
District Court for the Northern District of Oklahoma since 1994.
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Chosen from hundreds of accounts of singular devotion to duty, the
stories in Greatest Spy Stories stand out for their jaw-dropping tales
of bravery. They are the best. No small feat.
Lamar Underwood is the former editor-in-chief of Sports Afield and
Outdoor Life and former editorial director of the Outdoor Magazine
Group of Harris Publications in New York. The numerous books
he has edited include Tales of the Mountain Men, The Greatest
Hunting Stories Ever Told, Survival Stories, and War Stories. His
novel On Dangerous Ground, was published by Doubleday. He
lives in Pennington, New Jersey.
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The Greatest Heist Stories Ever Told
EDITED BY TOM MCCARTHY

The Greatest Search and Rescue Stories
Ever Told

Crime does pay. At least for a while.

BY TOM MCCARTHY

You’ll see that quickly in these the ten compelling and true stories
of brilliant plans, guile, and nerves of steel. The thieves awaiting you
seem to have it all. They are clever, cool, and set at their goals with
icy resolve. It takes a lot of guts and nerves of steel to do what they
did and not fold under the pressure. After all, if those hard-wrought
plans fail, they’ll have plenty of time to think about what went wrong
in prison.

From the early years of Western Expansion to the present day,
our history is marked by the heroic exploits of the rescuer and the
rescued in some of the most daunting geographic, meteorological,
and otherwise life-threatening challenges. “First responders”
have variously been members of law enforcement to ordinary
good samaritans who couldn’t look the other way in the face of
their brethren in peril. This book collects the most compelling
search-and-rescue accounts of the last two hundred years, from
William Lewis Manly bringing relief to ‘49ers lost in Death Valley, to
modern-day SAR teams working with the National Park and Forest
Services to locate missing hikers or carry out the injured from a
wilderness mishap. Of course, many search-and-rescues turn into a
body recovery effort, or even a criminal investigation if foul play is
suspected. Regardless of the outcome, this book honors those who
put others’ lives before their own in the face of peril.

Break into the poshest hotel in New York City and roust guests
and security guards for the jewels and cash hidden in front-office
deposit boxes under the tightest security? Hijack an airplane,
demand a ransom and two parachutes, then disappear? Invent
a device that allows you to record the combination of any bank
vault, then break into bank vaults twice? Steal from a secret mob
depository run by a boss known for his brutality? Why not?
The Greatest Heists Stories Ever Told will allow readers to
appreciate the efforts that go into a truly magnificent heist. It is a
celebration of stunning, well-planned and audacious capers that
left police and armies of investigators looking for answers and
scratching their heads.

Tom McCarthy is an award-winning editor and writer who lives in
Guilford, Connecticut.

Tom McCarthy is an award-winning editor and writer who lives in
Guilford, Connecticut.
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Second City Sinners

The Notorious Reno Gang

True Crime from Chicago’s Deadly Streets

The Wild Story of the West’s First Brotherhood of Thieves,
Assassins, and Train Robbers

BY JON SEIDEL

While lurking in local restaurants or just around the corner inside
that inconspicuous building, countless criminals have quietly made
their mark on Chicago and the surrounding communities. Second
City Sinners reveals the hidden history of these places, bringing
readers back in time to when guys named Al Capone and John
Dillinger ruled the underworld.
Drawing upon years of research and an extensive collection of
rare photographs, author Jon Seidel sheds light on men like H.H.
Holmes and how Richard Speck almost got away with history’s most
disturbing crimes.
Jon Seidel has been reporting news in and around the Chicago
area for more than a decade. He’s covered crime and politics,
written about joy and heartache, and delivered the news in a way
that is fast, accurate and fair. He covered state government in Illinois
and Indiana, as well as the 2012 murder trial of Drew Peterson. He
won the Peter Lisagor Award twice.
Today Seidel covers federal courts for the Chicago Sun-Times. He’s
a member of the Chicago Headline Club’s board of directors and a
graduate of Ball State University in Muncie, Ind. He lives in Mount
Prospect, Illinois.

BY RACHEL DICKINSON

The true story of the world’s first robbery of a moving train, and the
real origins of the Wild West.
They were the first outlaws to rob a moving train. But from 1864
to 1868, the Reno brothers and their gang of counterfeiters,
robbers, burglars, and safecrackers also held the town of Seymour,
Indiana, hostage, making a large hotel near the train station their
headquarters. When the gang robbed the Adams Express car
of the Ohio & Mississippi Railroad on the outskirts of Seymour
on October 6, 1866, it shocked the world—and made other
burgeoning outlaws like Jesse James sit up and take notice. The
extraordinary—and extra-legal—efforts to take them out defined
the term “frontier justice.” From the first report of the robbery, Allan
Pinkerton’s operatives were on the scene, followed by kidnappings,
lynchings, and an extradition from Canada to Indiana that caused
an international incident. In the end, ten members of the Reno Gang
were hanged, including three of the Reno brothers. And no one was
ever charged with the murders.
The Notorious Reno Gang tells the complete story for the first time,
revealing how these gangsters, Pinkerton’s National Detective
Agency, and the little city of Seymour ushered in the Wild West.
Rachel Dickinson is a writer whose work has appeared in
numerous publications including The Atlantic, Smithsonian.com,
Outside, Men’s Journal, American Way, Aeon, Salon, and Audubon.
She has been awarded two Travel Classics awards, an American
Society of Journalists and Authors award for best book, a National
Endowment for the Humanities Youth Fellowship, and a coveted
Thomas J. Watson Fellowship. She lives in Freeville, New York.
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Helicopters Over Vietnam

Land With No Sun

Tours of Duty

U.S. Army Rotary Aircraft in the Vietnam War

A Year in Vietnam with the 173rd Airborne

Vietnam War Stories

BY ALEJANDRO VILLALVA

BY TED G. ARTHURS

BY MICHAEL LEE LANNING

The helicopter is the defining weapon of
the Vietnam War. Used for a variety of
missions – attacks, clandestine insertions,
observation, rescues and evacuations,
and more – choppers were everywhere
in Vietnam and created some of the
war’s most iconic, enduring images, from
the fictional “Ride of the Valkyries” in
Apocalypse Now to the very real battle
described in Hal Moore’s bestselling book
We Were Soldiers Once. Villalva dives deep
into the archives to find the best shots
of Hueys, Chinooks, Jolly Green Giants,
and other birds, as well as the men who
flew in them, to present the visual story of
helicopters in the Vietnam War.

A no-holds-barred, straight-in-your-face
account of combat in Vietnam. You know
it’s going to be hot when your brigade is
referred to as a Fireball unit. From May
1967 through May 1968, Ted Arthurs was
in the thick of it, humping an eighty-pound
rucksack through triple canopy jungle,
chasing down the Viet Cong and North
Vietnamese in the Central Highlands of
South Vietnam. As sergeant major for a
battalion of 800 men, it was his job to see
them through this jungle hell and get them
back home again.

These are the stories Vietnam vets tell over
beers at Legion halls and VFW posts—
stories of young men tangled up in the
chaos of landing zones and nameless jungle
hills, in the boredom of base camps, in the
confusion of a controversial war. Raw, often
gut-wrenching, sometimes funny, these war
stories describe slices of individual tours of
duty, from the firefights to the friendships,
and capture the kaleidoscope of the
American experience in Vietnam.

Alejandro Villalva has served in the U.S.
military on active and reserve status since
1991. He now works as a forensic analyst
and historian with the Department of
Defense. His previous book is Thunder over
Vietnam. He lives near Dayton, Ohio.
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Ted G. Arthurs was the Command Sergeant
Major of the 4th Battalion, 173rd Airborne
Brigade in Vietnam. He fought in the battles
of Dak-to and the Tet Offensive. He lives in
Destin, Florida.
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Michael Lee Lanning, a decorated Vietnam
veteran, also wrote Inside the LRRPs (9780804101660) and The Only War We Had
(978-1585446049). He lives near Galveston,
Texas.
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Patton’s Madness

Scrimmage for War

The Madness Behind the Genius for War

Pearl Harbor, Football, and the First Days of World War II

BY JIM SUDMEIER

BY BILL MCWILLIAMS

“Impressively comprehensive. . . . This portrait is neither a
hagiography nor a hit job—the author does give Patton his due
for all of his many virtues as a soldier, but he also punctures the
mystique of invincibility that’s often seen in fawning biographies of
the man. . . . A radical new biography that should interest historians,
military strategists, and psychologists.” —Kirkus
Dwight Eisenhower called General George S. Patton “mentally
unbalanced” and “just like a time bomb,” and indeed, the egotistical,
mercurial, aggressive Patton is perhaps as well known for his daring
battlefield exploits as for his questionable behavior and eccentric
beliefs. In a brief but probing assessment of Patton’s life based
on strong research in primary sources and long experience in
psychology, Jim Sudmeier considers the mind of Patton: what made
this military genius tick? To what extent was Patton’s boldness and
brilliance as a general, his willingness to welcome risk and danger,
connected to his unstable personality? Sudmeier presents a mythshattering reconsideration of one of military history’s most famous
commanders.
Jim Sudmeier is a scientist and writer originally from Minneapolis.
He holds degrees from Carleton College and Princeton University,
has taught at UCLA and UC Riverside, has held a National Institutes
of Health fellowship at Oxford, and for twenty-eight years before
his retirement was senior lecturer at Tufts Medical School. In
2006, he won a first-place award at the Houston Film Festival for
screenwriting Patton’s Secret Mission. He lives in Luck Wisconsin.
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In late November 1941, two college football teams—Willamette
University and San Jose State—set sail for Honolulu for a series of
games with the University of Hawaii. Instead of a festive few weeks
of football and fun, the players found themselves caught up in the
first days of the United States’ war with Japan. For two weeks after
the Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor on December 7, the young
men were recruited to dig and man trenches, string barbed wire,
guard hotels, and join patrols as martial law took hold in Honolulu.
They arrived home on Christmas Day after a dangerous journey
back across the Pacific. Almost all of the players would go on to
fight in the war.
This is a different kind of war story, blending battle and gridiron—
along with a strong dose of human interest, of college-aged young
men unexpectedly caught up in the world war. This is a story of
war and football, of Pearl Harbor and the first moments of the U.S.
in World War II. It is a story of the very first days of World War II as
experienced by a group of young men who witnessed it firsthand
—and would soon be fighting it (indeed, who were already fighting
it). This is a story of heroism, courage, self-sacrifice, and duty in the
maelstrom of war.
Bill McWilliams graduated from the U.S. Military Academy at West
Point and went on to join the U.S. Air Force and complete a combat
tour of 128 missions in Vietnam. He has written for numerous
newspapers in California, Nevada, Texas, and New Mexico and for
VFW Magazine and various military and professional publications.
His previous books include On Hallowed Ground: The Last Battle
for Pork Chop Hill. He lives near Provo, Utah.
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Hitler’s Great Gamble

The Ranger Force

A New Look at German Strategy, Operation Barbarossa, and the
Axis Defeat in World War II

Darby’s Rangers in World War II

BY JAMES ELLMAN

On June 22, 1941, Hitler invaded the Soviet Union in Operation
Barbarossa, one of the turning points of World War II. Within six
months, the invasion bogged down at the gates of Moscow, and
the Eastern Front proved to be the decisive theater in the defeat of
the Third Reich. Ever since, most historians have agreed that this
was one of Hitler’s great mistakes. In Hitler’s Great Gamble, James
Ellman argues that Barbarossa was a gamble, but that it was not
doomed from the start: that it was a reasonable gamble spoiled not
by strategic shortsightedness, but by diplomatic setbacks and poor
execution.
In Ellman’s recounting, the invasion of the Soviet Union was not
a doomed act of madness or hubris, but a logical gamble that
maximized the Third Reich’s attempts at achieving its war aims,
however perverted, of “living space” and subjugating the Slavs. Had
Finland and Japan made good on their alliance with Germany—had
Hitler been more committed to diplomacy and not military invasion—
Germany might well have succeeded in defeating the Soviet Union
and, perhaps, winning World War II. Drawing on a wealth of primary
and secondary sources (including many recently released), Hitler’s
Great Gamble is a provocative work that will appeal to a wide crosssection of World War II buffs, enthusiasts, and historians.
James Ellman, the grandson of Holocaust survivors, holds a
bachelor’s degree in history and economics from Tufts University
and an MBA from Harvard. He lives near San Francisco, California.
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BY ROBERT W. BLACK

“A fine, comprehensive history of one of the U.S. Army’s most
storied units. Black has done justice to William O. Darby and his
Rangers.” –Rick Atkinson, Pulitzer Prize-winning author of The
Liberation Trilogy
Darby’s Rangers are one of the most famous fighting units of World
War II—and indeed of all of military history. Trained by hard-bitten
British Commandos, these elite American soldiers landed in
North Africa in November 1942, battled across Sicily the following
summer, and landed at Anzio only to be decimated at the Battle of
Cisterna in one of the war’s most tragic episodes. From the dust
of Tunisia to the mountain passes of Italy, Darby’s Rangers led the
way.
In this action-packed account, Robert W. Black draws on decades
of original research to reconstruct the bloody combat history of
Darby’s Rangers while also capturing the colorful personalities that
gave the Ranger Force its fighting spirit: gritty, battle-hardened, and
uniquely American. This is a rousing story of men at war.
Col. Robert W. Black, a highly decorated Ranger veteran of
Korea and Vietnam, is a member of the Ranger Hall of Fame and
is recognized as the foremost historian of the Ranger experience.
Bestselling author Douglas Brinkley has called Black “the dean of
Ranger history.” His other books include Rangers in World War II,
Rangers in Korea, A Ranger Born, and The Battalion. He lives in
Carlisle, Pennsylvania, and Port Charlotte, Florida.
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First to Fight

The Vietnam War

An American Volunteer in the French Foreign Legion and the
Lafayette Escadrille in World War I

Battle Briefings

BY STEVE T. TOM

Five weeks after the outbreak of World War I in the summer of 1914,
American Kiffin Rockwell was on a ship for France. The United
States would not join the war nearly three years, but Rockwell
believed it was time to fight. In France, he joined the elite French
Foreign Legion and was soon fighting in the trenches of the
Western Front. A combat wound in 1915 rendered him unfit to fight
on the ground, so Rockwell volunteered to fight in the air, joining
the brand-new Lafayette Escadrille, a storied fighter squadron of
volunteer pilots, most of them American, most of them wealthy
aristocrats. In May 1916, Rockwell became the first American pilot
to shoot down a German plane and soon after was wounded in the
skies over Verdun. He flew the Lafayette Escadrille’s every mission
until his death in aerial combat in September 1916.

BY RONALD FRANKUM

The latest entry in Stackpole’s Battle Briefings Series covers
the Vietnam War, from its roots in the French war through the
evacuation of the embassy. In between is the American Vietnam
experience: the draft, the combat, the politics, and everything else.
Here, in 176 pages, is the Vietnam War.
Ronald Frankum is professor of history at Millersville University
and author of The Historical Dictionary of the War in Vietnam
(Scarecrow, 2011) and Like Rolling Thudner: The Air War during the
Vietnam War (Rowman & Littlefield, 2005). He lives near Millersville,
Pennsylvnia.
·

The Vietnam War at-a-glance

·

Quickly readable overview by an expert

First to Fight is a high-octane drama of a remarkable soldier and
pilot who fought in the trenches and in the skies during World War
I. It is the story of one of the first American fighter pilots at the dawn
of aerial combat, the era of the Red Baron, with dogfighting biplanes
high above the trench lines. But more than a World War I story, more
than an aviation story, this is the story of an idealist who volunteered
– long before his country drafted its first soldier – to fight, and
ultimately die, in defense of civilization.
Steven T. Tom is a retired U.S. Air Force officer who served for
more than twenty years during the Cold War. He lives near Atlanta,
Georgia.
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Looking for Hemingway

Great American Cowboy Stories

The Lost Generation and the Final Rite of Passage

Lyons Press Classics

BY TONY CASTRO

EDITED BY MICHAEL MCCOY

Named by Boston's NPR News Station as one of the Best Books of
2016

Roping a buffalo, running off cattle rustlers, sitting out a winter
storm in a cave—adventures like these were all part of everyday
life for the cowboy. They’re depicted here in stories that have
stood the test of time, by writers whose words are just as funny
and wise today as they were one hundred years ago.

In 1959, the most famous literary figure of his time set out in the twilight of
his life to recapture his early success in the 1920s. The experience tested
all the credos of bravery and grace under pressure he had lived by.
Just months before turning sixty, Ernest Hemingway headed for
Spain to write a new epilogue for his bullfighting classic Death in the
Afternoon, as well as an article for Life magazine. His hosts were Bill
and Anne Davis, wealthy Americans in pursuit of the avant-garde life
of the 1920s’ post-war expatriates, who lavishly entertained celebrities
and the literati, at their historic villa, La Consula. This hacienda would
become Hemingway’s home during the most pivotal months of the
Nobel laureate’s denouement, and Bill Davis—fellow adventurer who
had survived the Depression running arms during the Spanish Civil
War—would become his friend and bullfight-traveling companion.
Looking for Hemingway explores that incredible friendship and offers a
rare intimate look into the final period of the legendary author’s life.
Tony Castro is a historian, Hemingway scholar, journalist, and author
of multiple books including the best-selling Mickey Mantle: America’s
Prodigal Son, hailed by The New York Times as the definitive
biography about the baseball Hall of Fame legend. A former national
correspondent for The Washington Post, Castro has also written for
the Los Angeles Times, and Sports Illustrated. He was given a special
tour of La Finca Vigía, Hemingway’s home in Cuba, arranged for him
by Fidel Castro in 1967, and has long known screenwriter Teo Davis,
the son of Bill and Anne Davis, the American expatriates who hosted
Hemingway’s last visits to Spain. He lives in Los Angeles.
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Covering all corners of the great Western expanse--from Montana
to Mexico, California to the Mississippi--the stories in this collection
represent not just the Anglo male perspective but also that of the
blacks, Mexicans, and women who made their lives on the range.
It features works by Owen Wister, Theodore Roosevelt, Frederic
Remington, Isabella L. Bird, Nat Love, Bill Nye, Charlie Siringo,
Zane Grey, Andy Adams, Mark Twain, E. Mulford, O. Henry (creator
of the Cisco Kid), and many others, including some surprises by
little-known authors.
Michael McCoy, born and bred in the Cowboy State (Wyoming),
is managing editor of Jackson Hole magazine and a field editor
for Adventure Cyclist. He has authored nine books, including
Montana: Off the Beaten Path and The Wild West. His travel and
recreation pieces have appeared in numerous magazines and
compilations by National Geographic, The Discovery Channel, and
other publishers. He lives in Victor, Idaho.
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Baseball’s First Indian

Geronimo

The Story of Penobscot Legend Louis Sockalexis

Prisoner of Lies
True Stories from Twenty-Three Years as a Prisoner of War,
1886-1909

BY ED RICE

Born in 1871 on Maine’s Penobscot Indian reservation and nephew
of a chief, Louis Sockalexis became professional baseball’s first
American Indian player. Ultimately, his prowess on the diamond
inspired the name Cleveland’s baseball team carries today.
Exploring the brilliant but too-brief major league career of
the “Deerfoot of the Diamond,” Baseball’s First Indian follows
Sockalexis’s rise to the majors, his fall to the minor leagues of New
England, and his final return to the reservation in Maine, where he
continued to coach baseball and work as an umpire.
This fascinating study of the life of Louis Sockalexis is filled with
game action and leavened by the flamboyant and colorful stories
of 19th century sportswriters who frequently invented what the truth
would not supply. It’s a treasure for every student of baseball history.

BY W. MICHAEL FARMER

When Geronimo and his warriors surrendered to the US Army,
General Miles made a number of promises for the surrender terms
that were in fact false. Geromino: Prisoner of Lies provides insights
into how Chiricahua prisoners of war lived while held in captivity by
the United States Army in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries as seen through the eyes of their war leader Geronimo.
The indignities and lies they suffered, and how they maintained
their tribal culture in the face of great pressure to change or vanish
entirely, are brought to life and provided new context through this
book.

Ed Rice grew up in Bangor, Maine, and has been an arts critic
for the Portland Press Herald/Maine Sunday Telegram, Maine
Times, and Maine Public Broadcasting System’s “Maine Things
Considered.” Rice also edited If They Could Only Hear Me, a
collection of personal essays about the fight against ALS. He lives
with his wife, Susan, in New Brunswick, Canada.

W. Michael Farmer combines over ten years of research into
nineteenth century Apache history and culture with southwest
living experience to fill his stories with a genuine sense of time and
place. A retired Ph.D. physicist, he has also written short stories for
anthologies and award winning essays. His first novel, Hombrecito’s
War, won a Western Writers of America Spur Finalist Award for Best
First Novel in 2006 and was a New Mexico Book Award Finalist for
Historical Fiction in 2007.
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Saving Israel

Prelude to Stalingrad

The Unknown Story of Smuggling Weapons and Winning a Nation’s
Independence

The Red Army’s Attempt to Derail the German Drive to the
Caucasus in World War I

BY BOAZ DVIR

BY IGOR SDVIZHKOV

IIn November 1947, the United Nations voted to partition Palestine
between the Arabs and Jews. By May 1948, the long-simmering
tensions between the two sides boiled over into outright war, pitting
the Jews against the Palestinians and their allies. At the start of the
war, the Jews had more manpower than weapons – and a wingless
air force – and with the United States banning arms sales to the
belligerents, the Jews needed creative solutions to their shortage.
Enter men like Al Schwimmer and Charlie Winters, Americans with
experience in World War II aviation and sympathy to a Jewish state
in Palestine. With connections to the aviation industry and Jewish
underground, they arranged to smuggle weapons into Palestine,
including Nazi-surplus Mauser rifles, Messerschmitt fighters from
Eastern Europe, and American B-17 bombers. In one of the great
ironies of modern history, Israeli independence was won with
weapons imprinted with swastikas. The B-17s joined a squadron
known as the “Hammers” and formed the nucleus of the new Israeli
air force; which made vital contributions to Israel’s victory.

In the summer of 1942, the Germans launched Case Blue, a
strategic offensive into the Caucasus, a region rich in oil, birthplace
of Stalin, and gateway to Iran and the Middle East. It was a pivotal
moment of World War II, which history remembers primarily for the
titanic clash at Stalingrad during the fall and early winter of 1942-43,
but less well understood is the series of summer operations that led
to and shaped that turning-point battle.

The participants risked their lives, freedom, and citizenship to
prevent what they viewed as a possible second Holocaust, and
their story is one of a covert operation involving smuggling,
deception, and personal bravery

In Prelude to Stalingrad, Igor Sdvizhkov reconstructs the fighting
in the northern sector of the Case Blue offensive, near the city
of Voronezh. Using German documents as well as previously
classified Soviet sources, Sdvizhkov zooms in on the nine days
of see-saw fighting – involving tens of thousands of men and
hundreds of tanks and guns on both sides – that threatened to
derail the German offensive north of Stalingrad. In response to the
withdrawals and mass surrenders on the Eastern Front during the
war’s early months a year before, Stalin ordered that no ground be
given up, that his armies fight instead of pulling back, ensuring that
the fighting would be brutal. Ultimately unsuccessful in denying
the Germans a bridgehead on the Don River, the Red Army inflicted
heavy losses, eroding the Wehrmacht’s fighting power before it
even reached Stalingrad.

Boaz Dvir is an award-winning journalist and filmmaker who
directed and produced the PBS documentary A Wing and a
Prayer, which won best feature documentary at the 2016 Fort
Lauderdale International Film Festival. Dvir is an assistant professor
of journalism at Penn State and has also directed and produced
the documentaries Jessie’s Dad and Discovering Gloria. He lives in
Pennsylvania.

Igor Sdvizhkov is a graduate of Lipetsk Pedagogical Institute and
has taught at the secondary and university levels. He lives south
of Moscow. Translator Stuart Britton has been translating Russian
military memoirs, battle histories, and operational studies for more
than a decade. His previous translated titles include Demolishing
the Myth (9781912174355) and The Viaz’ma Catastrophe
(9781911096139). He lives in Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
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Inga

The Great Sweepstakes of 1877

Kennedy’s Great Love, Hitler’s Perfect Beauty, and J. Edgar
Hoover’s Prime Suspect

A True Story of Southern Grit, Gilded Age Tycoons, and a Race
That Galvanized the Nation

BY SCOTT FARRIS

BY MARK SHRAGER

“[A] a revealing and startling new book. . . . a great read in this
stressful election season. . . . Hollywood’s leading men were mad
for Inga. . . . a notorious, fascinating, and unpredictable life! . . . it
would make a fabulous movie.” –Columnist Liz Smith

In 1877 the members of the United States Senate postponed all
business for the day so that they might attend a horse race—the
iconic, polarizing post-Civil War event at the center of this story. The
nation, still recovering from the depredations of the Civil War and
the Reconstruction that followed, recognized it as a North vs. South
encounter, pitting New York’s powerful thoroughbred Tom Ochiltree
and New Jersey’s Parole—owned by the ostentatious Northern
tycoons Pierre and George Lorrilard—against the already legendary
“Kentucky crack,” Ten Broeck—owned by the teetotaling, plain-living
Frank Harper and ridden by black jockey and former slave William
Walker—representing a former slave state and its Southern values.
The race and the colorful cast of characters involved reflected the
still seething America during one of the nation’s most difficult and
divisive periods. Shrager presents a fascinating and heart-pounding
piece of history exposing the racial and economic tensions
following the Civil War that culminated in one final race to the end.

Inga Arvad was the great love of President John F. Kennedy’s life,
and also Adolf Hitler’s special guest at the 1936 Berlin Olympics.
She was an actress, a foreign correspondent, a popular Washington
columnist, an explorer who lived among a tribe of headhunters, one
of Hollywood’s most influential gossip columnists, and a suspected
Nazi spy. The latter nearly got Kennedy cashiered out of the
Navy, but instead set in motion the chain of events that led to him
becoming a war hero.
In addition to her romance with Kennedy and the attention of Hitler,
Arvad married three times — to an Egyptian diplomat who insisted
they never had divorced, the brilliant filmmaker Paul Fejos whom
Charlie Chaplin considered a genius, and the famed cowboy movie
star Tim McCoy.
Scott Farris is the New York Times bestselling author of Kennedy
& Reagan: Why Their Legacies Endure and Almost President: The
Men Who Lost the Race but Changed the Nation. A former bureau
chief for United Press International and a political columnist, he
has interviewed most of the men and women who have sought the
presidency over the past thirty years, and has managed several
political campaigns. He appeared on the 2011 C-SPAN television
series The Contenders, and has appeared on MSNBC’s “Morning
Joe” and “Melissa Harris-Perry.” His work has been published in The
New York Times, Washington Post, and Wall Street Journal. He lives
in Portland, Oregon, with his wife and two children.
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Mark Shrager is a prolific turfwriter, having published several
hundred articles in magazines such as Turf & Sport Digest,
American Turf Magazine (ATM), and others. His article, “1,001
Surefire Ways to Lose a Horse Race,” was published in the annual
Best Sports Stories anthology. Shrager has also published two
books of Breeders’ Cup handicapping information. Six years of
research, including stretches in Kentucky and at the Library of
Congress, have led to The Great Sweepstakes of 1877. He lives in
Altadena, California.
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Warrior Pups

The Secret History Of America’s First Central Intelligence Agency

True Stories of America’s K9 Heroes

BY RICHARD SMITH

BY JEFF KAMEN

“The best book about America’s first modern secret service.”
--Washington Post Book World

Lavishly illustrated with full-color photos throughout, Warrior Pups
takes you behind-the-scenes into the lives of the fiercely dedicated
military men and women and their civilian supporters who make the
US Military Working Dog program the success that it is. It has been
estimated that during its six-year career in the field, each Military
Working Dog saves the lives of 150 American and coalition soldiers
by detecting hidden IEDs and disrupting ambushes.

In the months before World War II, FDR prepared the country for conflict
with Germany and Japan by reshuffling various government agencies
to create the Office of Strategic Services—America’s first intelligence
agency and the direct precursor to the CIA. When he charged William
(“Wild Bill”) Donovan, a successful Wall Street lawyer and Wilkie
Republican, to head up the office, the stage was set for some of the
most fantastic and fascinating operations the U.S. government has
ever conducted. Author Richard Harris Smith, himself an ex-CIA hand,
documents the controversial agency from its conception as a spin-off of
the Office of the Coordinator for Information to its demise under Harry
Truman and reconfiguration as the CIA.
During his tenure, Donovan oversaw a chaotic cast of some ten
thousand agents drawn from the most conservative financial scions
to the country’s most idealistic New Deal true believers. Together
they usurped the roles of government agencies both foreign and
domestic, concocted unbelievably complicated conspiracies,
and fought the good fight against the Axis powers of Germany
and Japan. For example, when OSS operatives stole vital military
codebooks from the Japanese embassy in Portugal, the operation
was considered a success. But the success turned into a flop as the
Japanese discovered what had happened, and hastily changed a
code that had already been decrypted by the U.S. Navy. Colorful
personalities and truly priceless anecdotes abound in what may be
called the most authoritative work on the subject.

The dog/handler team goes first into battle ahead of the troops,
sniffing out hidden IEDs, booby traps, and ambushes. American K-9
units are so effective that the enemy often targets them first. The
only way handlers can summon the necessary courage is to have
rock solid faith in the abilities of their highly trained dogs. Warrior
Pups captures that courage, faith, and love on every page.
Award-winning journalist Jeff Kamen is the co-author with Robert
Kupperman of Final Warning: Averting Disaster in the New Age
of Terrorism. His New York Daily News Magazine cover story,
“Facing the Terrorists,” provided readers with extraordinary access
to the NYPD’s storied Bomb Squad. His news reporting and
documentaries on national security, law enforcement, race relations,
and politics have been featured on radio TV and in print for more
than forty years. Kamen has reported for NPR, NBC News, ABC and
CBS Radio, CBC and Mutual News.

Richard Harris Smith began writing this history of the OSS after
resigning from the CIA in 1968. He now deals in rare and antique
American books and lives with his daughter in California.
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Night Boat to New York
Steamboats on the Connecticut, 1824-1931
BY ERIK HESSELBERG

Night Boat to New York: Steamboats on the Connecticut, 1824-1931,
is a portrait of the vanished steamboat days—when a procession
of stately sidewheelers plied between Hartford and New York
City, docking at Peck’s Slip on the East River in the shadow of the
Brooklyn Bridge. At one time, Hartford could boast two thousand
steamboat arrivals and departures in a year. Altogether, some
thirty-five large steamboats were in service on the Connecticut
River in these years, largely on the Hartford to New York City route.
These Long Island Sound steamers, unlike the tubby, wedding cake
dowagers of Western waters, were long, sleek craft, with sharp
prows cutting a neat wake as they cruised along. Departing each
afternoon from State Street or Talcott Street wharf in Hartford, the
“night boats” reached New York at daybreak, inaugurating a pattern
of city commuting that continues to this day. Steamboating not only
brought people and goods—Colt’s firearms and Essex’s pianos—
down river to New York for export to world markets, but also helped
America’s inland “spa culture” transplant itself to the seashore,
making steamboating not just convenient transportation but also a
social phenomenon noted by such writers as Charles Dickens and
Mark Twain. No wonder crowds wept in the fall of 1931, when the
last steamboats, made obsolete by the automobile, churned away
from the dock and headed downriver—never to return.
Erik Hesselberg has been writing about the Connecticut River for
20 years, first as an environmental reporter for the Middletown
Press, and after as executive editor of Shore Line Newspapers in
Guilford, where he oversaw 20 weekly newspapers from Old Lyme
to Stratford, CT. He also created the popular Shoreview weekly
and River & Shore magazine. He’s a regular contributor to “Voices
on the River,” a website that devoted to unknown aspects of
Connecticut River history. He lives in Haddam, CT.
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Professional Criminals of America

Dear Harry

From Gilded Age New York

Letters to President Truman

BY THOMAS BYRNES

BY D. M. GIANGRECO AND KATHRYN MOORE

Professional Criminals of America

“Dear Harry taps into the Truman era in a way no other book has.
It is a grand collection, lively, full of surprise, insight, humor, and
humanity. In all, a very welcome event.” —David McCullough, author
of Truman

Originally written in 1886, Professional Criminals of America
contains biographical sketches, including photographs, of over
four hundred of the nation’s leading criminals. Each profile details
the crimes committed and the circumstances leading up to arrest
and conviction. Thomas Byrnes is credited with popularizing
the term ‘rogues gallery,’ and for both good and ill, according to
the New York Times, Byrnes “shaped not just the New York City
Detective Bureau, but the template for detective work…in every
modern American metropolis.” Also included are short, informative
chapters on criminal methods, executions, and fugitives from justice,
along with intriguing chapters on mysterious unsolved murders,
adventurers, and a list of every prison and state penitentiary in
America at the original time of publication.

Americans are not shy about letting politicians know what’s on their
minds, and, in Harry Truman, they believed that they had a president
they could level with. He even sometimes responded personally to
them—especially on subjects he felt strongly about. Today, it seems
remarkable that a man who described the presidency as “the most
awesome job in the world” would take the time to read and respond
to White House mail.Truman, however, had an unquenchable thirst
for what his everyday Americans” were thinking, yet distrusted
opinion polls. For him, the daily stack of mail provided the next best
poll after the voting booth.

Inspector Thomas Byrnes (June 15, 1842 – May 7, 1910) was an Irishborn American police officer, who served as head of the New York
City Police Department detective department from 1880 until 1895.

Authors D. M. Giangreco and Kathryn Moore include a robust cross
section of the thousands of messages sent to Truman. Juxtaposed
with informative background essays, these letters provide an
undiluted account of the greatest challenges confronting the U.S.
during Truman’s administration, including civil rights, the Marshall
Plan, the formation of Israel, the atomic bomb, the McCarthy
hearings, the Korean War, and the General McArthur’s dismissal,
which alone solicited more than 90,000 missives. While the
majority of the letters are from private citizens, others come from
correspondents, the occasional bombastic senator, and a few from
the world figures.
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The Victorio Peak Mystery

Terror on the Santa Fe Trail

A Search for the Greatest Lost Treasure Cache in America

Kit Carson and the Jicarilla Apache

BY W.C. JAMESON

BY DOUG HOCKING

In a little-known mountain range in southern New Mexico is an
unremarkable mountain called Victorio Peak. In a cavern in that
mountain, it is rumored that billions of dollars’ worth of artifacts and
thousands of gold and silver ingots and coins have been cached
for decades, a treasure that dwarfs all others. Its existence, or the
belief in its existence, has been responsible for millions of dollars’
worth of recovery efforts, blatant violation of laws and trampling
of legal rights by the United States government as well as dozens
of citizens, and the involvement of a wide variety of infamous
characters. It has also been responsible for a number of deaths.

In the 1840s and 50s, the Jicarilla Apache were the terror of the
Santa Fe Trail and the Rio Arriba. They repeatedly clashed with the
cavalry and raided wagon trains, and there was bad blood between
the band and the Army after the Battle of San Pasqual, when they
were on opposite sides during the Mexican American War. In 1854,
as traffic was on the increase along the historic trade route, the
Jicarilla soundly defeated the 1st United States Dragoons in the
Battle of Cieneguilla.

For generations, people all over the world have been fascinated
and enthralled by tales and legends of lost mines and buried
treasures. Most can identify the Lost Dutchman Mine of Arizona’s
Superstition Mountains and the so-called Oak Island Treasure in
Nova Scotia as prominent examples of legends that have seized
the attention of millions. If one were to write a mystery/thriller
incorporating colorful characters, murder, unexplained deaths,
intrigue, theft, deceit, and political and legal machinations, one
need not look any further than the incredible treasure mystery
associated with Victorio Peak. It is, in fact, one of the most bizarre
and confounding mysteries in American history and involves what
my well be the largest treasure cache known to man.
W.C. Jameson is the award-winning author of more than eighty
books. He is the bestselling treasure author in America, and his
prominence as a professional fortune hunter has led to stints as a
consultant for the Unsolved Mysteries television show, the Travel
Channel, and the History Channel. He lives near Austin, Texas.
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Cieneguilla was the worst defeat of the US Army in the West up
to that time, and it was just one of the first major battles between
the US Army and Apache forces during the Ute Wars. According to
one version of events, the 60 dragoons, under the direction of a Lt.
Davidson, had engaged in an unauthorized attack on the Jicarilla
while they were out on patrol. Others claimed that the Jicarilla either
ambushed the Army or taunted them into attack. Kit Carson, who
was agent for the Jicarilla, would defend Davidson’s actions—and
after this fight, he served as a scout against the Jicarilla.
Much like the Sioux defeat of Custer at Little Big Horn, the Jicarilla’s
victory over the Army led to retribution and disaster. The Jicarilla
were defeated and faded from memory before the Civil War. These
are the events that brought them to ruin.
Doug Hocking lives in southeast Arizona, where he has frequently
visited the site of Forts Buchanan and Breckenridge, Cochise’s
Stronghold, Johnny Ward’s Ranch, and Apache Pass seeing them
through the eyes of historian, ethnographer and archaeologist.
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High Heels & Beetle Crushers

My Pagan Ancestor Zuri

The Life, Losses and Loves of an Officer and Lady

A Parallel Journey
Christchurch to Stonehenge

BY JACKIE SKINGLEY

A compelling memoir of post-war Britain. Jackie Skingley grew up
with limited career choices but joining the Women’s Royal Army
Corps offered her a different life, living and working in a military
world, against the backdrop of the Cold War. Packed full of stories
reflecting the changing sexual attitudes prior to the arrival of the
pill and the sexual revolution of the mid 60s, Skingley’s memoir
denotes a shift in the political and social fabric of the era. Follow her
relationships with the men in her life from finding her first true love,
which through a cruel act of fate was denied her, to embarking on a
path of recovery.
Jackie Skingley lives in South West France where Reiki, jewellery
making, painting, and mosaics as well as writing, keep her fully
occupied.

BY KEN WEST

Meet Zuri, our sophisticated pagan ancestor as she lives her
life in Christchurch in 2200 BC. It is the Neolithic period and the
first civilization in Britain along the mystical River Avon, an area
called “Avonlands”. Her rituals and mythology embrace nature to
a degree that we no longer understand. Her tribe is contrasted
with the wealthy pensioners, the oldest population in the UK,
who now live where her hut once stood. Most have abandoned
the dirty air of London for the picturesque Dorset coast. This is
a social history of two tribes living in the mysterious region of
Stonehenge, with today’s pensioner tribe living to twice Zuri’s age,
growing overweight and unfit, and when not idly writing books,
overwhelming the NHS.
Since retirement, Ken West has written two books on natural burial,
and spent the past four years researching and writing My Pagan
Ancestor Zuri using his horticultural and environmental skills and
well as his understanding of death and its associated ritual. Inspired
by a Bronze Age grave in his new street in Christchurch, he, and his
alter ego Zuri, show why Avonlands is a true paradise, now and in
the past, when Stonehenge was the wonder of the age. West lives
in Christchurch, England.
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328 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-1-78904-290-0 • $29.95 • Paper • [Trade]
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Beyond a Reasonable Doubt

From Estate to Embassy

Giving Voice to the Accused

Memories of an Ambassador

BY N. SIVANANDAN

BY K. KESAVAPANY WITH ANITHA DEVI PILLAI

In Beyond a Reasonable Doubt, N. Sivanandan, one of the longestserving interpreters in Singapore’s judiciary, gives an insight into the
work of a court interpreter.

This biography documents K. Kesavapany’s journey from the
Malayan estates in the late 1930s to his move to Singapore
where he joined the Singapore Civil Service in the 1970s, and
from his entry into Singapore’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA)
to his subsequent sojourns abroad. After retiring from the MFA,
he became Director of the Institute of Southeast Asian (National
University of Singapore). This book also elaborates on the next
phase of his journey where he holds prominent portfolios with
institutions such as the Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy,
the Dyslexia Association of Singapore and the Inter-Religious
Organization.

During his twenty years in the High Court and more than thirty years
in the Subordinate Courts (now the State Courts), Sivanandan has
interpreted in lengthy criminal cases—mostly murder, rape and
robbery—and long, complicated civil trials before High Court judges,
many with formidable reputations.
Here are interesting cases that show what it is like standing next
to the witness box and giving voice to the witness or litigant in a
courtroom filled with their loved ones, judges, prosecuting officers
and defense lawyers. This collection of experiences is enlivened
by personal stories of the men on the bench, and life in the early
days when the courts were situated in different areas and travelling
between courts was itself an experience!
N. Sivanandan spent more than five decades as an interpreter
in the judiciary. To mark his retirement, this book documents the
interesting aspects of his work as an interpreter in the hope of
inspiring the next generation. The book also includes a collection of
high-profile interesting cases he has worked on.

January 2020 • Biography & Autobiography/Personal Memoirs
256 pages • 5⅛ x 7¾
978-981-484148-1 • $15.99 • Paper • [Trade]

K. Kesavapany served as Singapore’s Permanent Representative to
the UN in Geneva and was concurrently accredited as Ambassador
to Italy (1991-1997) and Turkey. He was elected the first Chairman of
the General Council of the WTO in 1995. He was also Singapore’s
Non-Resident Ambassador to the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan,
Singapore’s High Commissioner to Malaysia (1997-2002) and
Director of the Institute of Southeast Asian Studies (2002-2012).
Anitha Devi Pillai lectures at the National Institute of Education
(Nanyang Technological University, Singapore). She has published
in academic journals and books, as well as poetry and short stories
in local and international journals.

October 2019 • Biography & Autobiography/Personal Memoirs
190 pages • 6 x 9
978-981-484150-4 • $18.99 • Paper • [Trade]
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Karpal Singh

Lost at 15, Found at 50

Tiger of Jelutong
The Full Biography

BY ASHWINI DEVARE

BY TIM DONOGHUE

Karpal Singh is widely regarded as Malaysia’s best criminal and
constitutional lawyer. His sudden death on 17 April 2014 in a horrific
car accident—just a month after he was convicted of sedition in the
High Court—shocked and saddened Malaysians to the core and left
a deep void in the country’s legal and political landscape.
Karpal was a fearless advocate for justice and a defender of human
rights in South East Asia and has appeared in the Privy Council
in London on a number of occasions before such appeals were
abandoned by Malaysia. He is renowned for his defence of many
people from nations who have faced the death penalty under
Malaysia’s Dangerous Drug Act.
In recent years, one of his biggest achievements was his successful
defense of former Deputy Prime Minister Anwar Ibrahim on two
charges of sodomy in 2012. On the night he died, Karpal was still
fighting for Anwar, who had been convicted once again of sodomy.
In this edition with a new foreword by Karpal’s son, Gobind Singh
Deo, veteran journalist Tim Donoghue completes the biography of
Malaysia’s tenacious and principled lawyer-politician.
Tim Donoghue is a journalist with the Dominion Post based in
Wellington, New Zealand. He has been a frequent visitor to Malaysia
since 1986 when he began covering the drugs trafficking case of
the New Zealand mother and son, Lorraine and Aaron Cohen. He
first discussed the possibility of writing this biography with Karpal
Singh when he visited the lawyer at the Kamunting Detention Camp
outside Taiping in 1988.

October 2019 • Biography & Autobiography/Lawyers & Judges
316 pages • 6 x 9
978-981-484145-0 • $19.99 • Paper • [Trade]

From Russia’s Iron Curtain to Burma’s Bamboo Curtain, Sikkim to
South Korea, this biography follows the struggle of a young girl
whose life was a cross-continental roller coaster ride that soared
and plunged from one country to another. By the time she was 15,
Ashwini Devare had lived in 5 countries.
Born in Moscow at the height of the Cold War, her journey continued
to the other side of the Cold War, to America, a Superpower mired
in the Vietnam War. Sikkim, a forgotten mountain country tucked
in the Himalayas became her next home, against the backdrop of
a pro-democracy movement that would overthrow the monarchy.
From Sikkim to Switzerland, where the challenges of assimilation
in a deeply conservative country, left long-term scars on a young,
impressionable mind. As a teenager in India during a turbulent time
in the nation’s history, she witnessed the upheaval and anarchy
that followed in the wake of the assassination of its prime minister.
In South Korea, she attended college with US soldiers in the heart
of a military complex, while student demonstrations convulsed the
country. She was a spectator to the dawn of democracy that rose
over the Land of the Rising Calm.
From being an observer of historical political events to becoming
a journalist, her globetrotting life that began in the Soviet Union
culminates in the tropical foliage of Singapore.
Ashwini Devare is a former reporter with BBC’s Asia Business
Report and CNBC India. Her first book, Batik Rain (2014), is a
collection of short stories that received critical acclaim. It was
longlisted for the Frank O’Connor Short Story Award. Devare is a
regular moderator and speaker at leading literary festivals in Asia.

August 2019 • Biography & Autobiography/Women
256 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-981-482882-6 • $15.99 • Paper • [Trade]
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Thailand

Jefferson’s White House

History, Politics and the Rule of Law

Monticello on the Potomac

BY JAMES WISE

BY JAMES B. CONROY

This introductory book on Thai politics and the rule of law explains
why chronically unstable Thailand struggles to mediate and
adjudicate its political disputes. It focuses on the continuities
between the pre-1932 and post-1932 periods. Since the shift to
constitutional monarchy in 1932, the power of the monarch and
military has endured, the legislature, electorate and, until recently,
judiciary have been comparatively powerless, and constitutions and
laws have been comparatively unimportant. Historical continuities
are also evident in the persistence of hierarchical thinking and
ethno-nationalism, both of which have inhibited open debates about
governance. And the rule of law does not always apply, owing to
different principles underlying western and traditional Siamese
law and the emergence of a distinctively Thai legal culture and
consciousness.

As the first president to occupy the White House for an entire
term, Thomas Jefferson shaped the president’s residence, literally
and figuratively, more than any of its other occupants. Remarkably
enough, however, though many books have immortalized
Jefferson’s Monticello, none has been devoted to the vibrant look,
feel, and energy of his still more famous and consequential home
from 1801 to 1809. In Monticello on the Potomac, James B. Conroy,
author of the award-winning Lincoln’s White House offers a vivid,
highly readable account of how life was lived in Jefferson’s White
House and the young nation’s rustic capital.

Thailand’s governance was re-cast ambitiously in the 1890s, 1932
and 1997. Since 1997, governing Thailand and developing Thailand’s
economy have become harder. So political disputes have become
more acute and the absence of a national consensus on dispute
settlement mechanisms more obvious. Until governance is again recast, Thailand’s political instability and cycle of coups will continue.

James Conroy is the author of Our One Common Country:
Abraham Lincoln and the Hampton Roads Peace Conference of
1865, and Lincoln’s White House: The People’s House in Wartime,
co-winner of the 2017 Gilder Lerhman Lincoln Prize and winner
of the 2017 Abraham Lincoln Institute Book Prize. He resides on
Boston’s South Shore. Conroy speaks extensively and has been
featured on C-Span Book TV.

James Wise was Australia’s Ambassador to Thailand from 2010
to 2014. He also worked in Thailand from 1995 to 1998, when he
was Deputy Head of Mission at the Australian Embassy. He is an
independent director of ANZ Bank (Thai), a member of the Board of
the Beaumont Partnership Foundation, an adviser to King Mongkut
University of Technology Thonburi (KMUTT), and an independent
consultant providing assessments and presentations on trends in
the political economy of Thailand.
January 2020 • History/Asia/Southeast Asia
312 pages • 6 x 9
978-981-484154-2 • $25.99 • Paper • [Trade]
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Archie’s Lights

Hard Down! Hard Down!

The Life and Times of a Scottish Lightkeeper

The Life and Times of Captain John Isbester from Shetland

BY ARCHIE MACEACHERN AND ANNE MACEACHERN

BY CAPTAIN JACK ISBESTER

Born at a clifftop lighthouse in 1910, Archie’s life was spent in the
world of Scottish lighthouses—he was one of the third generation of
his family in the service of the Northern Lighthouse Board. Written
in Archie’s words, this account portrays the man and reveals a
past way of life. From peacetime through war, dealing with goats,
shipwrecked sailors or German spies, the story brings vividly to
life the challenges of living and working at a lighthouse, including
raising a young family at such an isolated and potentially dangerous
place.

Hard Down! Hard Down! describes the eventful life of a Shetland
man in pursuit of his ambitions—to reach the top in his profession,
to find a wife, to cherish a family, to do his job well and to be
respected by his peers. The account is enlivened by extracts
from numerous well-chosen family letters, diaries and postcards
revealing the minutiae of shipboard and family life 120 years ago.

Many characters appear at various lights, each with their own
personality and often annoying habits. Short-term transfers took
place in and just after World War 2 when communications and
transport were particularly difficult. There were hardships and
rewards, and a mystery to solve: the well-known disappearance of
three keepers at the Flannan Isles in 1900.
Like his colleagues, Archie upheld to the best of his ability the
ideal of their Service, “For the Safety of All”, but in his younger days
he was not afraid to speak up and press, with others, for better
conditions. His service as a full-time keeper continued in part-time
capacities, extended over a period of 67 years.
Through this man’s keen eye, the reader will meet people, birds,
animals and situations from a lifetime of service; a revealing
glimpse into this close-knit world. There is also humor, often that dry
Highland humor, which adds spice to the telling; in Archie’s case a
fondness for wild places and dried figs helped.

August 2019 • Biography & Autobiography/Personal Memoirs
204 pages • 40 B/W Illustrations • 40 B/W Photos • 8 Color Illustrations
25 Color Photos • 6¾ x 9½
978-1-84995-399-3 • $24.95 • Paper • [Trade]

After four years as a fisherman in the stormy waters around
Shetland, John Isbester chose to spend his next forty years in
large square-rigged sailing ships from Liverpool at a time when
shipping casualties were all too common. Remarkable feats of
survival and tragic deaths are described with clarity and detail. John
Isbester’s wife, and sometimes their children, sailed with him on
several year-long voyages accompanied by her upright piano. Her
letters provide an extra dimension, describing conditions ashore in
Sydney, ‘Frisco, Antwerp and La Rochelle. Extracts from the diary of
an observant young Scots solicitor on a voyage from Liverpool to
Sydney provide many insights into the nature of life aboard a large
square-rigged sailing ship on a long voyage.
The author, also a professional mariner, has compiled a record of
the life of his grandfather from diligent research of shipping records
held in the many parts of the world to which John Isbester sailed.
Technical issues are illustrated with numerous diagrams for the
reader and there are new insights into the loss of the Dalgonar and
the acclaimed saving of 26 of the crew.
Captain Jack Isbester spent 35 years in the Merchant Navy, served
as Chief Officer on the topsail schooner Sir Winston Churchill, and
was Director of Nautical Studies at HMS Conway.

August 2019 • Biography & Autobiography/Personal Memoirs
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They Were Just Skulls
The Naval Career of Fred Henley, Last Survivor of HM Submarine
Truculent
BY JOHN JOHNSON-ALLEN

This compelling story is the result of many hours spent recording
the memories of Fred Henley. At the age of 14 Fred worked on a
Thames sailing barge, then after his training at HMS Ganges, he
joined his first ship which took him from the icy Arctic Ocean to the
heat of West Africa where the Bismarck and her support ships were
hunted.
His experiences included visiting Archangel, sailing on Arctic
convoys, capturing German supply ships, the failed attack on Oran,
landings in Piraeus, Salonika and the French Riviera and operating
with Special Forces in the Greek Islands. There is inevitably some
humor when Fred recounts his encounters with girls.
The book then explores the tragic loss of his last submarine, HMS
Truculent. In the cold January waters of the Thames Estuary, within
sight of Southend, England, over 60 men were lost in a major
disaster, just five years after the end of WWII. The voices of the
survivors are heard telling how they stood in complete blackness in
a sunken submarine, waiting for the water to come in so that they
could escape to the surface, only for all but a few to drift away and
die in the darkness.
The story concludes with happier times with Fred visiting ports in
the Mediterranean during peacetime as a married man.
John Johnson-Allen is a Fellow of the Royal Historical Society
and the Royal Institute of Navigation, Chairman of the Institute of
Seamanship and is a Liveryman of the Honourable Company of
Master Mariners.
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The Guide to Craft Beer

Small Brewery Finance
Accounting Principles and Planning for the Craft Brewer

BY BREWERS PUBLICATIONS

Now is the best time in U.S. history to be a craft beer lover. Whether
you want to be a craft beer expert or just learn more before
trying your first craft beer, The Guide to Craft Beer will help you
navigate the brave new world of beer. As of early 2019, more than
7,000 breweries are reinvigorating the beer scene with traditional
styles and using American ingenuity to brew beers that push the
boundaries of style. These small and independent breweries are
changing the way we think about beer.
The Guide to Craft Beer explains what craft beer is and how
breweries are building community in their local areas. Dive into the
80+ style summaries and determine what beer you might like or find
new styles to seek out. Develop your own tasting adventure with
beer pairing tips for different styles and types of foods that marry
well with them. Record your personal journey using the tasting log
included in each book. A great resource for new or seasoned beer
drinkers and perfect for gift-giving!
·

Presence on Brewers Publications website

·

Digital galley available on NetGalley

·

Print collateral including mini-catalogs

·

Ongoing social media via Brewers Publications and Brewers Association

·

Press release (wire release), media comp copies, targeted media relations

·

Promotion of author signings at major craft beer events

August 2019 • Cooking/Beverages/Alcoholic/Beer
150 pages • 100 Color Photos • 4¼ x 6½
978-1-938469-54-1 • $12.95 • Paper • [Trade]

BY MARIA PEARMAN

Your brewery is much more than just a small business—it’s the
fulfillment of your dream to share a love for quality craft beer
and beverages. Build success from start-up to expansion with a
solid foundation of finance principles geared specifically toward
small beverage producers. Learn how to build and interpret
financial reports and create basic pro-forma financial statements
for launching a brewery, purchasing additional equipment, or
determining a new location. Explore the various business models
available to you as a craft brewery. Discover pricing models that
maximize your profits. Learn how to build a budget and use it to
hold staff accountable. Written in an accessible style, it will help
brewery owners and their staff understand the importance of
a strong financial foundation. The insights and results-oriented
content will help you run a more successful brewery.
A Certified Public Accountant, Maria Pearman founded Radix
Accounting in 2012 to provide accounting expertise and a deep
operational knowledge to the alcohol beverage industry. Pearman
has also taught CPA review courses and beer business programs at
Portland State University and the University of Vermont. She resides
in Portland, Oregon.

October 2019 • Cooking/Beverages/Alcoholic/Beer
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Sweet Maple
Backyard Sugarmaking from Tap to Table
BY MICHELLE VISSER

Sweet Maple is an instructional book on backyard sugarmaking that’s also the
story of one family’s connection to the past on a small New England sugar farm.
Throughout its pages, Michelle (the “sugarmaker’s wife”) gives advice on:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the 22 different kinds of trees that can be tapped.
the process of making syrup, to help you decide what level is right for you.
how to make alternative treats, such lilac syrup.
the health benefits of maple products, which contain more than 40
antioxidants.
substituting processed sugar with all-natural maple syrup in any recipe.
the 3 steps to making maple sugar.
how to make irresistible maple cream and how to enjoy it.

While learning the art of sugarmaking alongside her husband, Michelle guides
readers through every step of all-natural syrup production, with directions
for tapping one tree or dozens, while detailing the life-changing benefits of
using maple syrup in the kitchen. Interspersed with sugaring techniques, tips,
sidebars, and storytelling, Michelle shares more than 30 of her family’s triedand-true maple recipes—from scones to salads.

October 2019 • Cooking/Methods/Canning & Preserving
256 pages • 150 Color Photos • 30 Recipes • 7 x 9
978-1-4930-3777-3 • $22.95 • Paper • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/LYONS PRESS

·

Pre-order campaign

·

Featured title at BEA

·

National publicity campaign targeting the cooking market

Michelle Visser is a homesteader in rural New England. She’s a fourthgeneration gardener, and a “sugarmaker’s wife.” She founded her blog,
“SoulyRested,” in 2015. Michelle is a popular presenter at homesteading
summits, a freelance editor, and is the author of sought-after ebooks and
instructional courses all about collecting, boiling, and baking with maple syrup.

Also Available:

		 including Mother Earth News, Farm Life, Allrecipes, Delish, and
		

Bon Appétit

·

Extensive blogger outreach

·

Targeted social media campaign

Quick and Easy Dehydrated Meals in a Bag
BY TAMMY GANGLOFF; STEVEN GANGLOFF
AND SEPTEMBER FERGUSON

February 2018 • Cooking/Methods/Quick & Easy
232 pages • 8 Color Photos • 7 x 9
978-0-8117-1980-3 • $19.95 • Paper
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The Farm Girl’s Guide to Preserving
the Harvest
How to Can, Freeze, Dehydrate, and Ferment Your Garden’s
Goodness
BY ANN ACCETTA-SCOTT
May 2019 • Cooking/Methods/Canning & Preserving
224 pages • 120 Color Photos • 55 Recipes • 7 x 9
978-1-4930-3664-6 • $24.95 • Paper • [Trade]
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A Cowboy Christmas
Western Celebrations, Recipes, and Traditions
BY SHANNA HATFIELD

Through photos, interviews, how-tos, and recipes, this book offers a guide to
creating your own Cowboy Christmas and a celebration of the style, traditions,
food, and family celebrations unique to the lifestyles of American cowboys.
Featuring ranch families, rodeo cowboys, and communities with western-style
Christmas celebrations, this book highlights the flavors, sights, sounds, and
experiences that make a Cowboy Christmas special. Each chapter will feature
traditions, recipes, decorations, and stories from the interviewees.
A hopeless romantic with a bit of sarcasm thrown in for good measure, Shanna
Hatfield is a USA Today bestselling author of sweet romantic fiction written
with a healthy dose of humor. In addition to blogging, this former farm girl is
completely smitten with her husband, lovingly known as Captain Cavedweller.
CANDY CANE SNOWBALLS
Whether you call them Mexican Wedding Cakes, Russian Tea Cakes, or
Mothballs, these delicious, buttery cookies are always a hit. Hide a Candy
Cane Kiss inside these for a special holiday surprise!
Makes two dozen.

October 2019 • Cooking/Seasonal
172 pages • 100 Color Photos • 80 Recipes • 8 ½ x 9¾
978-1-4930-4234-0 • $26.95 • Cloth • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/TWODOT

·

1 cup butter, softened

·

½ cup powdered sugar

·

1 teaspoon vanilla

·

2¼ cups all-purpose flour

·

¼ teaspoon salt

·

1 bag Candy Cane Kisses

Directions:
·

Preheat oven to 400 degrees F.

·

Mix butter, sugar and vanilla in large bowl. Stir in flour and salt until dough sticks together.

·

A life-long fan of rodeo, Shanna has contacts with the PRCA and

·

Unwrap Candy Cane Kisses and mold dough around each kiss, placing cookies an inch or two

		

Justin Cowboy Crisis Fund through an annual promotion she

		

apart on baking sheet.

		

does, contributing a portion of her book sales to the JCCF

·

Bake 6-8 minutes, until set but not brown. Remove from cookie sheet. Cool slightly on wire rack.

		

during the holiday season, making her a perfect choice for

		

While still warm, roll cookies in powdered sugar. Cool on wire rack completely. Roll in powdered

		

writing this book.

		

sugar again.

·

Read local/local author co-op

·

If desired, crush a peppermint stick and roll tops of cookies in the candy for added flair.

·

Local Gift show promotion

·

Featured title at BEA and PLA

·

Regional media pitching including

·

Pitching to national lifestyle media like Better Homes & Gardens,

		 Family Circle, NYTimes, Style, and Yankee

Also Available:
Cowgirls in the Kitchen
Recipes, Tales, and Tips for a Home on the Range
BY JILL CHARLOTTE STANFORD AND ROBIN BETTY JOHNSON

September 2016 • Cooking/Methods/Baking
224 pages • 120 Color Photos • 8 x 8½
9781493024087 • $24.95 • Cloth

The Cowboy's Cookbook
Recipes and Tales from Campfires, Cookouts, and Chuck
Wagons
BY SHERRY MONAHAN

August 2015 • Cooking/Methods/Baking
160 pages • 35 B&W Photos
978-1-4930-1067-7 • $14.95 • Paper
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The Wild Blueberry Cookbook

Art of Breakfast

Year-Round Recipes from Barren to Table

B&B Style Recipes to Make at Home

BY SALLY PASLEY VARGAS

BY DANA MOOS

The small low-bush wild blueberry native to Maine and the
Maritimes is an honest American fruit, a true “local food.” Along with
cranberries and Concord grapes, blueberries were growing on
North American soil and sustaining the native cultures long before
Europeans crossed the Atlantic.

A Maine breakfast is more than just blueberries. Maine is a travel
destination, and its B&Bs are some of the most visited places in the
state. Moos, the former innkeeper of the Kingsleigh Inn in Southwest
Harbor, has great advice on serving a breakfast that not only tastes
great but looks good, too. Perfect for B&B owners, but also great for
folks with out-of-town guests, or who just want to have friends over,
this book makes it easy to create an artful and tasty breakfast.

With fifty recipes, The Wild Blueberry Cookbook is a celebration
of the flavor and versatility of the blueberry. The recipes are
traditional, but also reflect today’s vibrant and imaginative cooking
style. Emphasizing the fruit’s Maine roots and its standing as a
“superfood,” this cookbook profiles the industry and is peppered
with fun features and healthful facts. Recipes range from muffins to
tasty entrees to desserts, cocktails, and preserves.
Sally Pasley Vargas is a freelance writer and the author of Food for
Friends and The Tao of Cooking. She is a cooking teacher, coach,
recipe developer, and currently writes the column The Confident
Cook for the Boston Globe along with seasonal recipes for the
Wednesday Food Section. Vargas has written for Vegetarian Times
and The Magazine of Yoga. She also contributes to Craving Boston,
the WGBH Public Television website. Her interest in photography
has led Vargas to combine her love of cooking with photos of
beautiful food.

August 2019 • Cooking/Specific Ingredients/Fruit
128 pages • 65 Color Photos • 50 Recipes • 7 x 9
978-1-60893-913-8 • $26.95 • Cloth • [Trade]

Dana Moos is a former innkeeper who found great pleasure
in creating unique and delicious meals for her guests. A former
head of the Maine Innkeeper’s Association, she is now a broker
specializing in inns and B&Bs. She lives in Wiscasset, Maine.
“If, like Moos, you believe a gorgeous, gourmet breakfast starts the
day off right, this book is the guide and inspiration for making meals
as delicious and impressive as hers.” —Tina Cohen, The Working
Waterfront

August 2019 • Cooking/Courses & Dishes/Breakfast
240 pages • 60 Color Photos • 50 Recipes • 7 x 10
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A.D. Livingston’s Mastering the Cast-Iron
Skillet

Cousin Rick’s Game and Fish Cookbook

BY A. D. LIVINGSTON

Good ol boy, Cousin Rick Black, is passionate about hunting, fishing,
and cooking wild game and fish, and he’s spent a lifetime collecting
and testing recipes for every kind of fish, fowl, and game, both large
and small. Now he shares 250 of his favorite recipes for deer, elk,
antelope, caribou, moose, bear, buffalo, squirrel, rabbit, beaver,
raccoon, trout, bass, salmon, and panfish. In addition to the recipes,
Rick includes chapters on rubs and marinades, cooking with beer,
and how to cook for wild game banquets. Great tasting wild game
starts with savvy field dressing, and Rick shares plenty of tips and
helpful info on how to best and safely prepare game and fish before
you get to the kitchen. And Rick knows that cooking game should
be a rewarding and enjoyable experience so, in typical Cousin Rick
style, he’s included a dollop of down home humor too.

Frying and sautéing steaks, fish, and other foods in a skillet
may seem like a simple procedure, but with a careful eye to the
different techniques, one can easily make a dish go from ordinary
to extraordinary. In Mastering the Cast-Iron Skillet, A. D. Livingston
demonstrates that if you enjoy good eating and take pleasure in
your cooking, a skillet may be the only pan you need. Cast-iron
pans are a favorite for Livingston and he shares all of his favorite
cast-iron cooking recipes in this book. Livingston also goes into
complete detail for seasoning and care for the world’s perfect
skillet.
With chapters on:
* Skilletmanship * Beef and pork * Burgers * Poultry and fowl *
Venison and game * Fish and shellfish * Skillet vegetables * Skillet
breads * Breakfasts * Skillet gravy * Cast-Iron Skillet Specialties
Featuring more than 150 delicious recipes—with complete, easyto-follow cooking instructions for such treats as Sumac Trout, Cross
Creek Crackling Bread, Versatile Venison Burgers, Steaks Cognac,
and Sopchoppy Pancakes—A.D. Livingston’s Mastering the CastIron Skillet is ideal for both novice and advanced chefs.

BY RICK BLACK

Rick Black is a veteran hunter, fisherman, and outdoor cook. Rick
writes a syndicated outdoor sports column for Iowa newspapers
and has written five cookbooks for Stackpole. He is chairman of SC
Iowa Friends of the NRE, SE Iowa chairman of Pheasants Forever,
and is on the Camp Chef Pro Staff. He lives in southeastern Iowa.

The late A. D. Livingston wrote a regular column for Gray’s
Sporting Journal and was the author of more than a dozen
cookbooks, including Cast-Iron Cooking; Cold-Smoking and SaltCuring Meat, Fish, and Game; Jerky; Sausage; The Freshwater
Fish Cookbook; The Whole Grain Cookbook; and On the Grill. He
cooked, fished, hunted, and wrote from his home in Wewahitchka,
Florida.

September 2019 • Cooking
160 pages • 30 B/W Illustrations • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-4526-6 • $18.95 • Paper • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/LYONS PRESS
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Weeknight Slow Cooker

Our Best Skillet & Sheet Pan Recipes

BY GOOSEBERRY PATCH

The pans that can! Family meals don’t get any easier than the
delicious one-dish dinners, mains and desserts you’ll find in this
cookbook. Just turn on the oven and call ‘em in to the dinner table.
These versatile pans are perfect for dump dinners too.

Weeknights mean busy schedules but your slow cooker is here to
help!
Meal-by-meal cooks have continued to come up with new and
creative ways to slow-cook and slow-bake in this timeless kitchen
helper. We love that you can prepare an entire menu from drinks,
appetizers, soups, sides, mains and desserts!

Just look inside for:

With delicious soups, stews and sides, you can feed your family a
hearty snack or quick dinner with zucchini Parmesan or Slow-Cooker
Hearty Pork Stew. Let’s not forget how easy it is to get a wholesome
meal on the table with worry-free recipes like French-Country
Chicken, Savory Merlot Pot Roast and Cheddar Cheese Strata. Top
off dinner with amazing desserts like Apple-Peanut Crumble and
Chocolate Pudding Cake. Surprise! We added a special chapter with
some of those new and fun ways to make recipes in the slow-cooker
like Chocolate Peanut Butter Drops, Cinnamon Rolls, Apple-cinnamon
bread in jars and Meatless Stuffed Peppers!

•

•
•

•
•
•

Breakfasts to Wake Up For: Sausage & Red Pepper Strata, Baked Apple Pancake,
Cherry Streusel Coffee Cake
Square Meals: Turkey-Broccoli Casserole, Ham & Cheese Spaghetti, Black Bean
& Rice Enchiladas
Potluck Pleasers: Company Baked Ziti, Deep-Dish Sausage Casserole, Delectable
Baked Chicken
Toss-Together Sides: Sweet Corn & Rice Casserole, Mexican Roasted Cauliflower,
Cheesy Garlic Rolls
Parties in a Pan: Jalapeño Cheese Squares, Baked Artichoke Squares, Sticky
Honey Chicken Wings
Sweets to Share: Grandma Gracie’s Lemon Cake, Isabella’s Ice Cream Pie, Spiced
Zucchini Bars

You can count on Gooseberry Patch for easy-to-follow directions,
using familiar ingredients. Whether you’re cooking for your family or
hosting a casual get-together with friends, you’ll find recipes here
that are sure to please.

With these simple and delicious recipes to show your slow-cooker
some love, you’ll be guaranteed it’ll love you back.
Gooseberry Patch was founded nearly 35 years ago by Vickie
Hutchins and Jo Ann Martin, two moms looking for a way to do what
they loved and stay home with kids too. Gooseberry Patch is best
known for their collection of family-friendly, community-style cookbooks.
Each book is created with today’s time-strapped, budget-conscious
families in mind and filled with recipes shared by cooks all across the
country… with some from friends in Canada and occasionally “across
the pond”. Along with treasured family recipes, each book includes the
stories that go along with these tried & true dishes.

August 2019 • Cooking/Methods/Slow Cooking
288 pages • 280 Color Photos • 307 Recipes • 8 x 9
978-1-62093-317-6 • $19.95 • Paper • [Trade]

·

210K email subscribers: emailed 3-4 times per week with promotions & recipes

·

300K LIKES on Facebook

·

Gooseberry Patch Blog: 1.3M page views in the past 12 months

·

Pinterest: 195k Engaged Followers, 17.3K Pins

·

YouTube: In the Kitchen with JoAnn & Vickie—25K views per year

·

Twitter: 11.5K Active Followers

September 2019 • Cooking/Methods/Special Appliances
256 pages • 150 Color Photos • 175 Recipes • 6 x 9
978-1-62093-335-0 • $16.95 • Paper • [Trade]

GLOBE PEQUOT/GOOSEBERRY PATCH
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Christmas Cookies Cookbook
BY GOOSEBERRY PATCH

Updated with more than 20 mouth-watering photos!
Pass the cookie platter, please! Frosted sugar cookies, twisty pinwheels, soft
gingerbread...all the classics (and some new favorites!) are inside.
Christmas Cookie Jar is chock-full of scrumptious recipes with all the flavors of
the season...Chocolate Mint Stars, Raspberry Shortbread Thumbprints, Frosted
Ginger Creams and Cranberry Crumb Bars. You’ll find old-fashioned favorites
like Pecan Icebox Cookies, Grandma’s Butter Fingers and Pastel Cream
Wafers...even Oh-So-Easy Cut-Outs and 1-2-3 Cookies that bake up in a jiffy.
Of course we’ve included candies for gift-giving like Grandpa’s Famous
Caramels and Sparkling Sugarplums, along with lots of clever ideas for sharing
cookies. There’s even an all-chocolate chapter packed with goodies like
Double Fudgy Cookie Bars and Buckeye Brownies.
When Christmas Eve arrives, we’ll be setting out a plate of Rudolph’s Carrot
Cookies for Santa…how about you?

October 2019 • Cooking/Methods/Baking
240 pages • 200 B/W Illustrations • 21 Color Photos
224 Recipes • 7¼ x 9¼
978-1-62093-332-9 • $17.95 • Comb-bound • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-1-931890-55-7
GLOBE PEQUOT/GOOSEBERRY PATCH

Gooseberry Patch was founded nearly 35 years ago by Vickie Hutchins and
Jo Ann Martin, two moms looking for a way to do what they loved and stay
home with kids too. Gooseberry Patch is best known for their collection of
family-friendly, community-style cookbooks. Each book is created with today’s
time-strapped, budget-conscious families in mind and filled with recipes
shared by cooks all across the country… with some from friends in Canada and
occasionally “across the pond”. Along with treasured family recipes, each book
includes that stories the go along with these tried & true dishes.

Also Available:

·

210K email subscribers: emailed 3-4 times per week with

		

promotions & recipes

·

300K LIKES on Facebook

·

Gooseberry Patch Blog: 1.3M page views in the past 12 months

·

Pinterest: 195k Engaged Followers, 17.3K Pins

Make Your Holidays Extra Special With Our Abundant
Collection of Delicious Seasonal Recipes, Creative Tips and
Sweet Memories

·

YouTube: In the Kitchen with JoAnn & Vickie—25K views per

BY GOOSEBERRY PATCH

The Christmas Table

		 year
·

Twitter: 11.5K Active Followers
August 2018 • Cooking/Methods/Baking
240 Pages • 206 B&W Photos • 21 Color Photos
978-1-62093-285-8 • $17.95 • Comb-bound
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Instant Pot
BY GOOSEBERRY PATCH

Short on time? With an Instant Pot®, you can cook up all your family’s favorite
meals in a fraction of the time. Pressure-Cooker Country Chicken Soup, BBQ
Spareribs even down-home Bacon-Braised Mixed Greens taste like they
cooked all day. And, how about Lemon Bread Pudding for dessert?
Got more time? Go low & slow with a slow cooker. Treat your family to slowsimmered dishes like fork-tender Italian Pot Roast, tummy-warming Grandma’s
Famous Chili and Hot Fudge Spoon Cake.
We’re sharing lots of useful tips for making the most of these handy kitchen
appliances and converting recipes from one to another.
So put ‘em to work, cooking up wonderful meals for your family.
Gooseberry Patch was founded nearly 35 years ago by Vickie Hutchins and
Jo Ann Martin, two moms looking for a way to do what they loved and stay
home with kids too. Gooseberry Patch is best known for their collection of
family-friendly, community-style cookbooks. Each book is created with today’s
time-strapped, budget-conscious families in mind and filled with recipes
shared by cooks all across the country… with some from friends in Canada and
occasionally “across the pond”. Along with treasured family recipes, each book
includes the stories that go along with these tried & true dishes.

January 2020 • Cooking/Methods/Pressure Cooking
288 pages • 200 Color Photos • 250 Recipes • 8 x 9
978-1-62093-338-1 • $19.95 • Paper • [Trade]
GOOSEBERRY PATCH

Also Available:
Modern Kitchen, Old-Fashioned Flavors
BY GOOSEBERRY PATCH

·

210K email subscribers: emailed 3-4 times per week with

		

promotions & recipes

·

300K LIKES on Facebook

·

Gooseberry Patch Blog: 1.3M page views in the past 12 months

·

Pinterest: 195k Engaged Followers, 17.3K Pins

·

YouTube: In the Kitchen with JoAnn & Vickie—25K views per

January 2019 • Cooking/Methods/Special Appliances
224 pages • 220 B/W Illustrations • 225 Recipes • 7¼ x 9¼
978-1-62093-309-1 • $17.95 • Cloth • [Trade]

		 year
·

Twitter: 11.5K Active Followers
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Moms Go-To Recipes

Real Food From the Farmhouse

BY GOOSEBERRY PATCH

BY GOOSEBERRY PATCH

The best recipes are those shared by Mom, a sister, a friendly
neighbor or a best friend, don’t you think? It seems Mom’s always
been there…helping with endless stacks of homework, giving
the best advice and baking the juiciest pies we’ve ever tasted!
Moms have their go-to favorites to answer the question “What’s
for dinner?” so we’re compiling healthy meals as well as favorite
comfort foods for weeknights and special events. The best recipes
are those shared by Mom, a sister, a friendly neighbor or a best
friend, don’t you think?

Making and sharing healthy meals the whole family will enjoy!
Replacing unhealthy prepackaged and processed foods with “real
food”. Recipes for mouthwatering meals made with wholesome and
familiar ingredients. Quick and tasty favorites for breakfast, lunch,
dinner, dessert, and even snacks that are a snap to make.

Gooseberry Patch was founded nearly 35 years ago by Vickie
Hutchins and Jo Ann Martin, two moms looking for a way to do
what they loved and stay home with kids too. Gooseberry Patch is
best known for their collection of family-friendly, community-style
cookbooks. Each book is created with today’s time-strapped,
budget-conscious families in mind and filled with recipes shared
by cooks all across the country… with some from friends in
Canada and occasionally “across the pond”. Along with treasured
family recipes, each book includes the stories that go along with
these tried & true dishes

January 2020 • Cooking/Methods/Quick & Easy
224 pages • 220 B/W Illustrations • 220 Recipes • 7¼ x 9¼
978-1-62093-346-6 • $17.95 • Comb-bound • [Trade]

·

210K email subscribers: emailed 3-4 times per week with promotions & recipes

·

300K LIKES on Facebook

·

Gooseberry Patch Blog: 1.3M page views in the past 12 months..

·

Pinterest: 195k Engaged Followers, 17.3K Pins.

·

YouTube: In the Kitchen with JoAnn & Vickie—25K views per year.

·

Twitter: 11.5K Active Followers

January 2020 • Cooking/Health & Healing
224 pages • 220 B/W Illustrations • 220 Recipes • 7¼ x 9¼
978-1-62093-348-0 • $17.95 • Comb-bound • [Trade]
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Our Favorite Fish & Seafood
Recipes Cookbook

Our Favorite Sauces,
Marinades & Rubs

Our Best Breakfast &
Brunch Recipes

BY GOOSEBERRY PATCH

BY GOOSEBERRY PATCH

BY GOOSEBERRY PATCH

Is there anything tastier than fresh seafood and
fish? Crab, lobster, tuna, salmon...we love it all,
and for Our Favorite Fish & Seafood Recipes,
we’ve gathered over 60 fresh-from-the-sea
favorites!

Marinating meat and vegetables and
serving up a sauce on the side makes any
meal even better.

There’s nothing better than treating your
family to a delicious breakfast. Whether
it’s a sandwich on the go or a huge
stack of pancakes on a sunny Sunday,
breakfast is a meal everyone loves. And
who doesn’t like breakfast for supper
every so often?

No matter which dish you choose, it’s sure to be
the catch of the day!

Gooseberry Patch was founded nearly 35 years ago by Vickie
Hutchins and Jo Ann Martin, two moms looking for a way to do
what they loved and stay home with kids too. Gooseberry Patch is
best known for their collection of family-friendly, community-style
cookbooks. Each book is created with today’s time-strapped,
budget-conscious families in mind and filled with recipes shared
by cooks all across the country… with some from friends in
Canada and occasionally “across the pond”. Along with treasured
family recipes, each book includes the stories that go along with
these tried & true dishes

January 2020 • Cooking/Specific Ingredients/
Seafood • 128 Pages • 62 B/W Illustrations
62 Recipes • 6 x 4¼
978-1-62093-350-3 • $8.95 • Spiral bound • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-1-62093-089-2

·

210K email subscribers: emailed 3-4 times per week with promotions & recipes

·

300K LIKES on Facebook

·

Gooseberry Patch Blog: 1.3M page views in the past 12 months..

·

Pinterest: 195k Engaged Followers, 17.3K Pins.

·

YouTube: In the Kitchen with JoAnn & Vickie—25K views per year.

·

Twitter: 11.5K Active Followers

January 2020 • Cooking/Courses & Dishes/Sauces
& Dressings
112 pages • 62 B/W Illustrations
62 Recipes • 6¼ x 4¼
978-1-62093-351-0 • $8.95 Spiral bound • [Trade]

January 2020 • Cooking/Courses & Dishes/
Breakfast
256 pages • 150 Color Photos • 185 Recipes • 6 x 9
978-1-62093-353-4 • $16.95 • Paper • [Trade]
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The Fonio Cookbook
An Ancient Grain Rediscovered
BY PIERRE THIAM, PHOTOGRAPHS BY ADAM BARTOS

In this landmark cookbook, Chef Pierre Thiam, a native of Senegal, celebrates
fonio, an ancient “miracle grain” of his childhood that he believes could change
the world. Grown for centuries in Africa, fonio is not only nutritious and glutenfree, but also as easy to cook as rice and quinoa. The Fonio Cookbook is full of
simple recipes for the home cook, with both traditional West African dishes such
as Fonio Fritters with Sweet Potato and modern creations like Tamarind Roasted
Chicken with Fonio and Fonio Seafood Paella. There are also numerous fonio
dishes for breakfast and for satisfying your sweet tooth, including Fonio and
Plantain Pancakes and Fonio Chocolate Cake with Raspberry Coulis.
Among the recipes, you’ll find a rich cultural history of fonio that Thiam recounts
in fascinating detail. The Fonio Cookbook also takes the reader on a journey
to Senegal’s fonio-growing region, with evocative photos and stories of the
harvest season detailing the grain’s ease of growth and highlighting the people
who transform fonio from crop to edible grain.
Come along and discover this nutrient-rich ancient grain that’s gaining
incredible momentum in the western world and how it can replace any grain in
your favorite dishes.

October 2019 • Cooking/Specific Ingredients/Rice & Grains
192 pages • 100 Color Photos • 55 Recipes • 8 x 10
978-1-891105-69-2 • $24.95 • Cloth • [Trade]
LAKE ISLE PRESS

·

Pierre Thiam will participate in events in New York and around

		

the US, from conferences on global food issues to bookstore

		

signings, museum talks, and fonio-themed pop-up dinners

·

Lake Isle Press and the author will focus the press coverage

		

from cooking, nutrition, and environmental angles, in outlets

		 including The New York Times, NPR, CNN, BBC Food, Saveur,
		 Food & Wine, Food52, The Splendid Table, The Sporkful, and
		

popular podcasts focused on food

·

Social media outreach: Pierre will provide regular updates about

		

the book release and cooking with fonio to his 10,000+ followers

		

on Instagram, Facebook, and Twitter. The updates will take the

		

form of both photos and videos, to drum up excitement about

		

fonio and demonstrate the ease of cooking with this nutritious

		 grain
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Pierre Thiam, known for his advocacy of West African cuisine, is a celebrated
chef, restaurateur, and cookbook author. His books, Yolele! Recipes from the
Heart of Senegal and Senegal: Modern Senegalese Recipes from the Source
to the Bowl, were IACP and James Beard finalists, respectively. His TED
GLOBAL talk on the subject of fonio in November 2017 has received more
than 1.1 million views. He also shared his love of Senegalese food with the late
Anthony Bourdain on CNN’s Parts Unknown, Season 7. Thiam is the Executive
Chef and co-owner of Teranga at The Africa Center in New York, the Executive
Chef of Nok by Alara in Lagos, Nigeria, and the Signature Chef of Teranga
Lounge at the five-star Pullman Hotel in Dakar, Senegal. He lives in New York,
New York. Adam Bartos is an internationally-known photographer whose work
is included in the permanent collections of the Museum of Modern Art, New
York; the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art; the J. Paul Getty Museum, Los
Angeles, and others. He lives in New York, New York.

COOKING

Dim Sum Basics

Home-cooked Meals

Irresistible Bite-sized Snacks Made Easy

Favourite Asian Dishes and More

BY NG LIP KAH

BY ALLAN ALBERT TEOH

Learn to prepare authentic dim sum snacks with ease from dim sum
master Ng Lip Kah. In Dim Sum Basics: Irresistible bite-sized snacks
made easy, Chef Ng demonstrates how to make all-time favorites
like siew mai, paper-wrapped chicken, glutinous rice in lotus leaf
and egg tarts; as well as creative additions such as egg yolk custard
buns and snow skin dumplings. Written in an easy-to-follow manner
and presented with step-by-step photographs, these recipes will
help perfect your skills in making dim sum, be it molding dumplings
into various shapes or preparing crisp and flaky pastries. With Chef
Ng’s guide, you can enjoy delicious, freshly made dim sum at home.

Home-cooked Meals: Favourite Asian Dishes and More celebrates
the comfort of sharing a home-cooked meal with family and friends.
In this collection, popular culinary consultant Allan Albert Teoh
presents 45 carefully tested dishes that can be mixed and matched
to form a satisfying meal. Choose from a variety of Asian homestyle favourites such as beef rendang (spicy dry beef stew), fish
head curry and stir-fried okra; or prepare simple one-dish classics
like white bee hoon (braised rice vermicelli) and kampong fried
rice. Round off a perfect meal with desserts such as pulut tai tai
(glutinous rice cakes with coconut jam) and rose coconut ladu
(sweet coconut balls), which are sure to delight your loved ones.
Cooking at home becomes a simple pleasure with Allan’s easy-tofollow, mouth-watering recipes.

Ng Lip Kah has more than 30 years of experience working at
established restaurants, which include TungLok Restaurant, Red
Star Restaurant (Chin Swee) and Harbour City Restaurant (PSA
Building), all of which are known for their dim sum specialties. In
2008, Chef Ng was conferred Individual Second Runner-up and
the Group Champion Award by the World Association of Chinese
Cuisine (WACC), an international non-government and non-profit
organization that promotes Chinese cuisine worldwide. The WACC
is endorsed by members from various Asian, European, and
American regions. Chef Ng is very passionate and sincere about his
craft. He currently conducts culinary classes, where he shares his
sought-after skills in making dim sum and other Chinese dishes.

October 2019 • Cooking/Regional & Ethnic/Chinese
112 pages • 8¼ x 10
978-981-484141-2 • $20.99 • Paper • [Trade]

Allan Albert Teoh is a self-taught baker whose hobby of weekend
baking flourished into a popular culinary enterprise, AllanBakes.
Well known for his delicious cheesecakes, Teoh was crowned
one of the four Cheesecake Heavenly Kings in a countrywide
contest organised by Lianhe Wanbao. Teoh’s wonderful treats
have also been recognised further afield at the Gourmand World
Cookbook Awards 2011 in Paris, where his first book, AllanBakes
Really Good Cakes, clinched the Best Desserts Cookbook Award
for Singapore. His second and third books, AllanBakes Really
Good Treats and AllanBakes Really Good Cheesecakes, were
published in 2013. Teoh is also the author of the AllanBakes
Really Good No-nonsense series published in 2018.

December 2019 • Cooking/Regional & Ethnic/Asian
120 pages • 8¼ x 10
978-981-484129-0 • $20.99 • Paper • [Trade]
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Cooking Backlist

Best Church Suppers

Clean Eating For Every Season

The Compleat Meadmaker

January 2018 • Cooking/Entertaining
256 pages • 60 Color Illustrations • 140 Color Photos
150 Recipes • 6 x 9
978-1-62093-278-0 • $15.95 • Paper • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/GOOSEBERRY PATCH

December 2017 • Cooking/Specific Ingredients/Natural
Foods • 352 pages • 200 Color Photos
200 Recipes • 8 x 10
978-1-4930-3099-6 • $22.95 • Paper • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT

June 2003 • Cooking/Beverages/Alcoholic
216 pages • 7 x 10
978-0-937381-80-9 • $19.95 • Paper • [Trade]
BREWERS PUBLICATIONS

Delicious Recipes for Diabetics

Great Sausage Recipes and
Meat Curing

How To Brew

December 2017 • Cooking/Health & Healing/Diabetic &
Sugar-Free • 304 pages • 200 Color Photos
315 Recipes • 8¾ x 9
978-1-62093-265-0 • $19.95 • Paper • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/GOOSEBERRY PATCH
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560 pages • 44 B/W Illustrations • 142 B/W Photos
29 Color Photos • 6½ x 9½
978-0-02-566860-7 • $29.95 • Cloth • [Trade]
THE SAUSAGE MAKER, INC.

June 2017 • Cooking/Beverages/Alcoholic/Beer
582 pages • 50 B/W Illustrations • 200 B/W Photos
40 Recipes • 7 x 10
978-1-938469-35-0 • $24.95 • Paper • [Trade]
BREWERS PUBLICATIONS

Nourishing Traditions

Preggatinis™

The Ultimate Dehydrator
Cookbook

April 2003 • Cooking/Health & Healing
688 pages • 7¾ x 10¼
978-0-9670897-3-7 • $27.00 • Paper • [Trade]
NEWTRENDS PUBLISHING, INC.
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160 pages • 5¼ x 7⅛
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From Baghdad with Love
A Dog, A Marine, and the Love that Saved Them
UPDATED EDITION
LIEUTENANT COLONEL JAY KOPELMAN, USMC, (RET.)
WITH MELINDA ROTH AND TOM MCCARTHY

Revised and Updated
New York Times Best-Seller
An ultimately uplifting lesson on life and love that only a special bond can bring.
What happens when the indelible bond between a man and a dog formed in the
harshest of conditions is put the test?
Moving and uplifting, here is the long-awaited updated edition of The New York
Times best-selling From Baghdad with Love.
Lt. Col. Jay Kopelman went to extraordinary lengths to bring back to America the
puppy his combat-hardened Marines rescued in war-torn Fallujah—called the
“most dangerous city on Earth.” That tense journey back to peacetime America
was the easy part, they would learn. By the time they returned home, Lava and Lt.
Col. Kopelman were kindred spirits, bound by the chaos they had shared in Iraq.
From hardened soldiers to wartime journalists to endangered Iraqi citizens,
From Baghdad, With Love told the unforgettable true story of an unlikely band
of heroes who learn unexpected lessons about life, death, and war from a
mangy little flea-ridden refugee. Lt. Col. Kopelman won the hearts of readers
everywhere with his moving story of adopting Lava.
September 2019 • Pets/Dogs
240 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-1-4930-4206-7 • $19.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-1-59921-182-4
GLOBE PEQUOT/LYONS PRESS

·

Pre-order campaign

·

Featured title at hardware and garden shows

·

National print and online advertising including The New York

		

Times, Washington Post, Chicago Tribune, L.A. Times

This revised and updated edition takes readers back to America and new
challenges both Lt. Col. Kopelman and Lava faced—what millions of veterans
returning from wars in Iraq and Afghanistan faced: Trying to live normal lives after
chaotic life-and-death combat tours. As they settled back into life far from Iraq
and war, he and Lava learned that while they both faced daily challenges, they
had each other, and that bond proved to be all they needed. The transition was
not easy but with each other’s love they would survive.
Theirs was a passage ripe with answers and inspiration for anyone.
Lt. Col. Jay Kopelman (USMC, Ret.) is author of The New York Times bestselling From Baghdad with Love. Today he is an executive and frequent
motivational speaker who in his free time enjoys cycling and surfing in Southern
California.

Also Available:
Unconditional Honor
Wounded Warriors and Their Dogs
BY CATHY SCOTT, PHOTOGRAPHS BY CLAY MYERS

March 2015 • Pets/Dogs
288 Pages • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-0329-7 • $26.95 • Cloth • [Trade]

LYONS PRESS

Warrior Pups
True Stories of America’s K9 Heroes
BY JEFF KAMEN

September 2019 • Pets/Dogs
184 Pages • 128 Color Photos • 8 x 8½
978-1-4930-4226-5 • $17.95 • Paperback • [Trade]

LYONS PRESS
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The Official U.S. Military Working Dog Training
Handbook
BY DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

Learn how to train your dog exactly as the U.S. military trains its canine soldiers.
This manual is the Department of Defense’s principle source of information
on care, conditioning, and training of our nation’s Military Working Dogs –
such as “Cairo,” the canine who served in the raid that killed Bin Laden. From
basics, such as “HEEL” and “STAY” to negotiating obstacle courses, to tracking,
searching, and even attacking . . . this manual shows readers how our military
trains their dogs to be the best trained canines in the world. Contents include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Veterinary Training Priorities
Principles of Conditioning and Behavior Modification
Clear Signals Training Method
Deferred Final Response
The Military Working Dog (MWD Program)
And more…

The U.S. Air Force is the executive agency for the Department of Defense
Military Working Dog Program. The 341st Training Squadron, Lackland Air Force
Base, San Antonio, Texas, operates this program. They provide trained Military
Working Dogs, handlers, trainers and kennel masters for the Department of
Defense and other government agencies.

September 2019 • Reference/Handbooks & Manuals
304 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-1-4930-4506-8 • $17.95 • Paper • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/LYONS PRESS

·

Galley mailing to the trades and national long-lead media

·

Promotion on NetGalley

		

Finished book mailings to national print, online and broadcast

Also Available:
Rescue Your Dog from Fear
Tried-and-True Techniques to Help Your Dog Feel Secure
BY PEGGY O. SWAGER

		 media
·

National print and online advertising

·

National publicity campaign targeting pet and military media

		 outlets

February 2015 • Pets/ Dogs
224 Pages
978-1-4930-0477-5 • $16.95 • Paper

LYONS PRESS

How to Start a Home-based Dog Training
Business
BY PEGGY O. SWAGER

November 2012 • Business & Economics/ Careers
208 pages
978-0-7627-9096-8 • $19.95 • Paper

GLOBE PEQUOT
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Traditional Skills of the Mountain Men

Living with Wildfire

An Illustrated Guide To Wilderness Living And Survival

A Homeowner’s Handbook

BY DAVID MONTGOMERY

BY MAUREEN GILMER

Filled with valuable information for hobbyists, survival enthusiasts,
family campers - and everyone who enjoys outdoor life, Traditional
Skills of the Mountain Men is the essential illustrated guide to
wilderness living and survival. How to make your own clothing,
shelter, and equipment are all covered in step-by-step detail—
through illustrations by the author himself. Learn how to make and
use hunting tools and utensils, wild game traps, mountainman
clothing, powder flasks and horns, tents, deer-horn jewelry, and
much more. Wilderness survival skills are also covered, with
instruction geared at both novice and expert. Learn how to trap wild
game, tan hides, shoot with black powder, make a fire, and cook a
hearty meal with only the barest of essentials.

In Living with Wildfire (first published as The Wildfire Survival Guide),
gardening expert Maureen Gilmer shares proven ways to save your
home, property, and life with wildfire-resistant landscaping and fireprevention techniques. Discover how to create bands of protection
by choosing fire-resistant plants, manage native vegetation, prevent
erosion and mudslides, and learn about wildfire dynamics and
safeguarding your home against them, water storage and delivery
in any emergency, and creating a defensible space for you and
firefighters.

David Montgomery is a professional teacher and artist. He is also
the author of Native American Crafts and Skills. He was born in
Tucson, Arizona.

September 2019 • Nature/Reference
240 pages • 500 B/W Illustrations • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-3513-7 • $18.95 • Paper • [Trade]

Included is updated information on insuring your property, selecting
your home site, packing an emergency kit, and getting public
and private assistance. With easy-to-follow diagrams, instructional
photographs, and landscaping plans, you’ll have all the resources
necessary to get through fire season and keep your home standing.
Maureen Gilmer is a second generation Californian with over thirty
years’ experience in arid climate gardening, landscape architecture
and the environment. She’s published 18 books and countless
magazine features on plants, design and wildfire in the west. For a
decade she’s been writing a national Yardsmart column that runs
every week with color photography. Maureen also writes a weekly
column for the Desert Sun newspaper in Palm Springs. Maureen has
appeared on The View, The Early Show, Good Morning America,
and was host and project designer for four seasons of Weekend
Gardening, on the DIY Channel. Maureen lives in the California
desert north of Palm. She is also a wildfire survivor.

January 2020 • Gardening/Landscape
176 pages • 14 B/W Illustrations • 2 B/W Photos • 40 Color Photos • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-3836-7 • $21.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 0878339019
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See those animal signs on the trail? Was that footprint left by a fox or a wolf? Was that pile of droppings deposited by a moose, a mouse, or
a marten? Scats and Tracks will help you determine which mammals, birds, reptiles, and amphibians have passed your way and could still
be nearby. Clearly written descriptions and illustrations of scats, tracks, and gait patterns will help you recognize species across the entire
region. An identification key, a glossary of tracking terms, and detailed instructions on how to document your finds are also included here.
Easy-to-use scat and track measurements appear on each page, making these books especially field friendly and letting you know if a
white tailed ptarmigan, a red fox, or even a black bear has been your way.

Scats and Tracks of Alaska
Including the Yukon and
British Columbia
A Field Guide To The Signs Of Sixty-Nine
Wildlife Species
SECOND EDITION

Scats and Tracks of North
America

Scats and Tracks of the
Great Plains

A Field Guide To The Signs Of Nearly 150
Wildlife Species

A Field Guide To The Signs Of Seventy
Wildlife Species

SECOND EDITION

SECOND EDITION

BY JAMES HALFPENNY

BY JAMES HALFPENNY

August 2019 • Nature/Animals
336 pages • 4¼ x 7
978-1-4930-4302-6 • $18.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-0-7627-4842-6

August 2019 • Nature/Animals
192 pages • 4¼ x 7
978-1-4930-4294-4 • $14.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-0-7627-4232-5

BY JAMES HALFPENNY

August 2019 • Nature/Animals
192 pages • 4¼ x 7
978-1-4930-4298-2 • $14.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-0-7627-4230-1

Scats and Tracks of the Mid-Atlantic

Scats and Tracks of the Midwest

A Field Guide To The Signs Of Seventy Wildlife Species

A Field Guide to the Signs of Seventy Wildlife Species

SECOND EDITION

SECOND EDITION

BY JAMES HALFPENNY

BY JAMES HALFPENNY

August 2019 • Nature/Animals
192 pages • 4¼ x 7
978-1-4930-4296-8 • $14.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-0-7627-4233-2

August 2019 • Nature/Animals
192 pages • 4¼ x 7
978-1-4930-4300-2 • $14.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-0-7627-4234-9

James Halfpenny was featured in a Discovery Channel documentary on the loss of native tracking skills and has taught outdoor
education since 1961 for the Smithsonian, Outward Bound, and the Appalachian Mountain Club.
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Practical Deer Management

Mongooses of the World

BY CHARLES SMITH-JONES

BY ANDREW JENNINGS AND GÉRALDINE VERON

Practical Deer Management offers candid and comprehensive
advice for anyone who has to deal with deer and the issues they
present, be they gardeners suffering attacks on their flower beds,
foresters looking to prevent damage to newly planted trees, or
landowners with larger scale problems.

Mongooses are a remarkable and fascinating group of small
carnivores, with 25 species occurring in Africa and nine in Asia.
They live within a wide variety of habitats, from open savannah to
dense rainforest, and display an amazing diversity in social behavior,
with both solitary and group-living species. Yet this family is one of
the least-known group of carnivores.

While a wealth of information on deer exists already, a career in
teaching countryside managers quickly made it apparent that there
was a need for a straightforward and comprehensive volume that is
accessible to all. Written to be clear and easily understood, Practical
Deer Management looks at the deer themselves and suggests nonlethal protective measures in addition to more active management,
with attention given to other considerations such as health, the law
and the practical construction of infrastructure such as high seats. A
humane approach is stressed throughout.
Practical Deer Management is an essential handbook for anyone
who has to deal with deer and the problems that they may present.
An all-round field sportsman, Charles Smith-Jones has always
been fascinated by deer which he has studied and managed for
almost forty years with wide experience across all of the six British
species.

August 2019 • Nature/Animals/Mammals
224 pages • 5 B/W Illustrations • 15 Color Illustrations
200 Color Photos • 7½ x 9¾
978-1-84689-299-8 • $34.95 • Cloth • [Trade]
QUILLER PUBLISHING LTD.

Recent cinematic films and TV documentaries on meerkats and
banded mongooses have been very popular, but people are much
less familiar with the other mongoose species that live across
Africa and Asia —most of these are rarely seen in the wild and are
very poorly known, and several have not been studied in the field.
One African mongoose was only discovered by western scientists
in 1958, and several others are only known from a few museum
specimens and recent observations in the wild.
This well-researched, lavishly illustrated book will give a
comprehensive overview of the whole mongoose family, including
all the different aspects of mongoose biology, their role in human
society and the conservation issues that they face, as well as
detailed information on all 34 mongoose species.
Dr. Andrew Jennings and Professor Géraldine Veron have
devoted their careers to studying the ecology, evolution and
conservation of small carnivores, especially mongoose and civet
species in Asia and Africa. They are both members of the IUCN/
SCC Small Carnivore Specialist Group, and have helped assess
the conservation status of many Asian small carnivores. Together
they completed the first radio-telemetry project on the short-tailed
mongoose in Southeast Asia, and have published several scientific
papers, articles and books on mongooses and other carnivores.

December 2019 • Nature/Animals/Mammals
192 pages • 130 Color Photos • 6¾ x 9½
978-1-84995-435-8 • $24.95 • Paper • [Trade]
WHITTLES PUBLISHING
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Pollinators include bats, bees, hummingbirds, butterflies, moths, wasps, flies, and beetles. These beneficial species are both beautiful
to observe and critical to the preservation of diverse ecosystems and agriculture. These portable folding guides include illustrations
and descriptions of 140 species and back-panel maps featuring some of each state’s top nature viewing hot spots. They are handy field
references and perfect take-along guides for visitors and nature enthusiasts of all ages. Made in the USA.

California Butterflies &
Pollinators

Michigan Butterflies &
Pollinators

Pennsylvania Butterflies &
Pollinators

A Folding Pocket Guide to Familiar Species

A Folding Pocket Guide to Familiar Species

A Folding Pocket Guide to Familiar Species

UPDATED EDITION
BY JAMES KAVANAGH, ILLUSTRATED BY
RAYMOND LEUNG
October 2019 • Nature/Animals/Butterflies &
Moths • 12 pages • 33/4 x 81/4
978-1-62005-378-2 • $7.95 • Pamphlet • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-1-58355-356-5 (2018)

Colorado Butterflies &
Pollinators

UPDATED EDITION
BY JAMES KAVANAGH, ILLUSTRATED BY
RAYMOND LEUNG
October 2019 • Nature/Animals/Butterflies &
Moths • 12 pages • 33/4 x 81/4
978-1-62005-381-2 • $7.95 • Pamphlet • [Trade]

North Carolina Butterflies &
Pollinators
A Folding Pocket Guide to Familiar Species
UPDATED EDITION

A Folding Pocket Guide to Familiar Species
UPDATED EDITION
BY JAMES KAVANAGH, ILLUSTRATED BY
RAYMOND LEUNG
October 2019 • Nature/Animals/Butterflies &
Moths • 12 pages • 33/4 x 81/4
978-1-62005-379-9 • $7.95 • Pamphlet • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-1-58355-425-8 (2018)

Florida Butterflies &
Pollinators
BY JAMES KAVANAGH, ILLUSTRATED BY
RAYMOND LEUNG
October 2019 • Nature/Animals/Butterflies &
Moths • 12 pages • 33/4 x 81/4
978-1-62005-380-5 • $7.95 • Pamphlet • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-1-58355-344-2 (2018)

October 2019 • Nature/Animals/Butterflies &
Moths • 12 pages • 33/4 x 81/4
978-1-62005-382-9 • $7.95 • Pamphlet • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-1-58355-337-4 (2014)

Ohio Butterflies &
Pollinators
A Folding Pocket Guide to Familiar Species
UPDATED EDITION

Texas Butterflies &
Pollinators
UPDATED EDITION
BY JAMES KAVANAGH, ILLUSTRATED BY
RAYMOND LEUNG
October 2019 • Nature/Animals/Butterflies &
Moths • 2 pages • 33/4 x 81/4
978-1-62005-376-8 • $7.95 • Pamphlet • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-1-58355-368-8 (2016)

Virginia Butterflies &
Pollinators
A Folding Pocket Guide to Familiar Species

BY JAMES KAVANAGH, ILLUSTRATED BY
RAYMOND LEUNG
October 2019 • Nature/Animals/Butterflies &
Moths • 12 pages • 33/4 x 81/4
978-1-62005-383-6 • $7.95 • Pamphlet • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-1-58355-431-9 (2016)

Wisconsin Butterflies &
Pollinators
A Folding Pocket Guide to Familiar Species
BY JAMES KAVANAGH, ILLUSTRATED BY
RAYMOND LEUNG
October 2019 • Nature/Animals/Butterflies &
Moths • 12 pages • 33/4 x 81/4
978-1-62005-386-7 • $7.95 • Pamphlet • [Trade]
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October 2019 • Nature/Animals/Butterflies &
Moths • 12 pages • 33/4 x 81/4
978-1-62005-384-3 • $7.95 • Pamphlet • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-1-58355-462-3 (2018)

A Folding Pocket Guide to Familiar Species
BY JAMES KAVANAGH, ILLUSTRATED BY
RAYMOND LEUNG

A Folding Pocket Guide to Familiar Species
UPDATED EDITION

BY JAMES KAVANAGH, ILLUSTRATED BY
RAYMOND LEUNG

UPDATED EDITION
BY JAMES KAVANAGH, ILLUSTRATED BY
RAYMOND LEUNG
October 2019 • Nature/Animals/Butterflies &
Moths • 12 pages • 33/4 x 81/4
978-1-62005-385-0 • $7.95 • Pamphlet • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-1-58355-419-7 (2018)
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These portable folding guides to international ecotourism destinations include illustrations and descriptions of 140 species and back-panel
maps featuring the top bird viewing hotspots. They are handy field references for birders building their life-lists and the perfect take-along
reference for nature enthusiasts and visitors of all ages. Made in the USA.

New Brunswick Birds

Saskatchewan Birds

A Folding Pocket Guide to Familiar Species

A Folding Pocket Guide to Familiar Species

BY JAMES KAVANAGH, ILLUSTRATED BY RAYMOND LEUNG

BY JAMES KAVANAGH, ILLUSTRATED BY RAYMOND LEUNG

September 2019 • Nature/Birdwatching Guides
12 pages • 140 Color Illustrations • 2 Color Photos • 33/4 x 81/4
978-1-62005-364-5 • $7.95 • Paper • [Trade]

September 2019 • Nature/Birdwatching Guides
12 pages • 140 Color Illustrations • 2 Color Photos • 33/4 x 81/4
978-1-62005-367-6 • $7.95 • Paper • [Trade]

Newfoundland & Labrador Birds

Trinidad & Tobago Birds

A Folding Pocket Guide to Familiar Species

A Folding Pocket Guide to Familiar Species

BY JAMES KAVANAGH, ILLUSTRATED BY RAYMOND LEUNG

BY JAMES KAVANAGH, ILLUSTRATED BY RAYMOND LEUNG

September 2019 • Nature/Birdwatching Guides
12 pages • 140 Color Illustrations • 2 Color Photos • 33/4 x 81/4
978-1-62005-365-2 • $7.95 • Paper • [Trade]

September 2019 • Nature/Birdwatching Guides
12 pages • 140 Color Illustrations • 2 Color Photos • 33/4 x 81/4
978-1-62005-369-0 • $7.95 • Paper • [Trade]

Nova Scotia Birds
A Folding Pocket Guide to Familiar Species
BY JAMES KAVANAGH, ILLUSTRATED BY RAYMOND LEUNG
September 2019 • Nature/Birdwatching Guides
12 pages • 140 Color Illustrations • 2 Color Photos • 33/4 x 81/4
978-1-62005-366-9 • $7.95 • Paper • [Trade]

Visit Edelweiss to see state- and topicspecific assortments of the nearly 600
titles offered by Waterford Press.
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The Nature of Colorado

The Nature of Texas

An Introduction to Familiar Plants, Animals and Outstanding
Natural Attractions

An Introduction to Familiar Plants, Animals and Outstanding
Natural Attractions

BY JAMES KAVANAGH, ILLUSTRATED BY RAYMOND LEUNG

BY JAMES KAVANAGH, ILLUSTRATED BY RAYMOND LEUNG

Colorado’s unique landscape, from rolling prairies and shrublands,
woodlands and mountain forests to alpine tundra is home to
hundreds of species of plants and animals. The Nature of Colorado
includes a memorable essay by James C. Rettie, who worked
for the National Forest Service in 1948. In a flash of brilliance, he
converted the statistics from an existing government pamphlet on
soil erosion into an analogy for the ages. His essay inspires us all
to recognize the fleeting time and fragile state of the natural world
around us.

The largest state in the United States, Texas hosts more than 1000
species of plants and animals. The Nature of Texas includes a
memorable essay by James C. Rettie, who worked for the National
Forest Service in 1948. In a flash of brilliance, he converted the
statistics from an existing government pamphlet on soil erosion into
an analogy for the ages. His essay inspires us all to recognize the
fleeting time and fragile state of the natural world around us.

This field guide introduces readers to common plants and animals
and highlights the diversity of species found in Colorado with more
than 350 full color illustrations and and pages of maps describe the
major wildlife viewing destinations and parks in different parts of the
state. Checklists and full indices help serious citizen scientists and
nature watchers can track their viewing experiences.

November 2019 • Nature/Reference
176 pages • 200 Color Illustrations • 5½ x 8½
978-1-62005-374-4 • $16.95 • Paper • [Trade]

This field guide introduces readers to common plants and animals
and highlights the diversity of species found in Texas with more
than 350 full color illustrations, 9 maps featuring the major wildlife
viewing destinations and parks in different parts of the state.
Checklists and full indices so that serious citizen scientists and
nature watchers can track their viewing experiences.

November 2019 • Nature/Reference
176 pages • 300 Color Illustrations • 5½ x 8½
978-1-62005-375-1 • $16.95 • Paper • [Trade]
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Swamp Life of the Southeastern USA

Animal Trackers

A Folding Pocket Guide to Familiar Species

Folding Pocket Guides to Animal Tracking, Animal Skulls & Bones
and North American Animal Tracks

BY JAMES KAVANAGH, ILLUSTRATED BY RAYMOND LEUNG

Swamps are unique habitats that support a diversity of plants
and animals specially adapted to living there. Covering species
occurring in Southeastern US swamps, marshes, bayous/sloughs,
bogs, and the Everglades, this portable folding guide features
illustrations and descriptions of 140 species and a back-panel map
showing some of the most notable swamps in the region.
September 2019 • Nature/Ecosystems & Habitats/Lakes, Ponds & Swamps
12 pages • 140 Color Illustrations • 2 Color Photos • 33/4 x 81/4
978-1-62005-368-3 • $7.95 • Paper • [Trade]

Texas Invasive Animals & Plants
A Folding Pocket Guide to Familiar Species

BY JAMES KAVANAGH, ILLUSTRATED BY RAYMOND LEUNG

The Animal Trackers set offers three bestselling folding guides for
animal and outdoor sports enthusiasts of all ages—Animal Tracking,
Animal Skulls & Bones and Animal Tracks—handsomely packaged
in an acetate bag. Laminated for durability, these beautifully
illustrated guides are lightweight, pocket-sized sources of portable
information and ideal for field use by beginners and experts alike.
Made in the USA.
October 2019 • Nature/Animals/Mammals
36 pages • 33/4 x 81/4
978-1-62005-387-4 • $17.95 • 3 Pocket Guides • [Trade]

World Wildlife

BY JAMES KAVANAGH, ILLUSTRATED BY RAYMOND LEUNG

As invasive plants, insects and animals take over an area, they have
the potential to impact native species and reduce the bio-diversity
that we need to sustain our natural ecosystems, healthy homes, and
agriculture. This guide identifies 40 invasive species in Texas—a
useful reference guide for homeowners, citizen scientists, and
others interested in control and containment.
October 2019 • Nature/Animals/Wildlife
12 pages • 33/4 x 81/4
978-1-62005-377-5 • $7.95 • Paper • [Trade]

A Set of Six Pocket Guides to Some of the World’s Most
Endangered Species
BY WATERFORD PRESS

This set of six folding pocket guides highlights some of the world’s
most threatened and critical species. Created in collaboration
with Jeff Corwin Connect, the guides to bears, primates, sharks,
snakes, wild cats, and wild dogs feature full color photographs
and information about how these animals behave, reproduce and
survive in diverse habitats around the world.
October 2019 • Nature/Endangered Species
72 pages • 33/4 x 81/4
978-1-62005-371-3 • $29.95 • 6 Pocket Guides • [Trade]

Texas Reptiles & Amphibians
A Folding Pocket Guide to Familiar Species
BY JAMES KAVANAGH, ILLUSTRATED BY RAYMOND LEUNG

The diverse habitats of Texas combined with its central location
where species from the east, west and Mexico converge, make it
a prime destination to find and study reptiles and amphibians. This
portable folding guide includes illustrations and descriptions of 100
species and a back-panel map featuring some of the state’s top
nature viewing hot spots.
September 2019 • Nature/Animals/Reptiles & Amphibians
12 pages • 100 Color Illustrations • 2 Color Photos • 33/4 x 81/4
978-1-62005-370-6 • $7.95 • Paper • [Trade]
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WATERFORD PRESS
To p F i f t y B e s t s e l l e r s

The fifty guides below are consistently national bestselling titles
and cover a wide variety of topics suitable for retailers of any type.

				
ISBN
Title

Price
(USD)

1. Animal Tracking.......................................................................978-1-58355-551-4...........$7.95
2. Animal Tracks...........................................................................978-1-58355-072-4..........$7.95
3. Backyard Birds of Eastern/Central North America.......978-1-62005-242-6......... $9.95
4. Backyard Birds of North America......................................978-1-58355-464-7...........$7.95
5. Basic & Primitive Navigation...............................................978-1-58355-712-9............$7.95
6. Bass & Freshwater Game Fish of North America.........978-1-62005-215-0...........$7.95
7. Bees & Other Pollinators......................................................978-1-62005-187-0...........$7.95
8. Bird Feeders and Food.........................................................978-1-62005-244-0......... $9.95
9. Birding 101.................................................................................978-1-62005-229-7......... $9.95
10. Birds of Prey.............................................................................978-1-58355-189-9...........$7.95
11. Bugs & Slugs, Second Edition............................................978-1-62005-286-0.........$7.95
12. Butterflies & Moths.................................................................978-1-58355-129-5...........$7.95
13. Dangerous Animals & Plants...............................................978-1-58355-309-1...........$7.95
14. Dinosaurs, Second Edition..................................................978-1-62005-287-7..........$7.95
15. Dragonflies & Damselflies....................................................978-1-58355-475-3...........$7.95
16. Eastern Backyard Birds.........................................................978-1-58355-074-8..........$7.95
17. Edible Wild Plants...................................................................978-1-58355-127-1.............$7.95
18. Emergency First Aid, Third Edition....................................978-1-62005-288-4..........$7.95
19. Field Dressing Game.............................................................978-1-58355-534-7...........$7.95
20. Foraging for Wild Edible Foods.........................................978-1-62005-278-5..........$7.95
21. Freshwater Fishes..................................................................978-1-58355-183-7............$7.95
22. Galapagos Wildlife.................................................................978-1-58355-081-6...........$7.95
23. Gardening for Birds................................................................978-1-62005-236-5......... $9.95
24. Geology.....................................................................................978-1-58355-075-5..........$7.95
25. Hummingbirds of North America.......................................978-1-62005-241-9.......... $9.95
26. Hummingbirds.........................................................................978-1-58355-791-4............$7.95
27. Improvised Trapping..............................................................978-1-58355-710-5...........$7.95
28. Knots, Second Edition...........................................................978-1-62005-290-7..........$7.95
29. Medicinal Plants......................................................................978-1-58355-190-5...........$7.95
30. The Moon..................................................................................978-1-62005-279-2..........$7.95
31. Mushrooms...............................................................................978-1-58355-182-0...........$7.95
32. Nests and Eggs of North American Backyard Birds...978-1-62005-225-9........ $9.95
33. The Night Sky, Second Edition...........................................978-1-62005-280-8.........$7.95
34. Outdoor Knots.........................................................................978-1-58355-536-1...........$7.95
35. Pond Life, Second Edition....................................................978-1-58355-214-8...........$7.95
36. Reptiles & Amphibians..........................................................978-1-58355-180-6...........$7.95
37. Right Bird, Right House.........................................................978-1-62005-227-3......... $9.95
38. Roadside Wildflowers............................................................978-1-58355-179-0...........$7.95
39. Sandhill Crane Display Dictionary, Second Edition.....978-1-58355-690-0..........$7.95
40. Shelter, Fire, Water.................................................................978-1-58355-706-8..........$7.95
41. The Southern Night Sky.......................................................978-1-58355-168-4...........$7.95
42. Southwest Desert Life...........................................................978-1-58355-124-0...........$7.95
43. Southwest Desert Plants......................................................978-1-58355-208-7..........$7.95
44. Trees...........................................................................................978-1-58355-178-3............$7.95
45. Trout & Salmon of North America......................................978-1-62005-217-4...........$7.95
46. Volcanoes, Second Edition.................................................978-1-58355-847-8...........$7.95
47. Waterfowl, Second Edition...................................................978-1-58355-638-2..........$7.95
48. Weather......................................................................................978-1-58355-112-7.............$7.95
49. Wilderness First Aid...............................................................978-1-58355-718-1.............$7.95
50. Wilderness Survival, Third Edition.....................................978-1-62005-362-1...........$7.95
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The Backyard Gardener

The Everglades

Florida’s Living Beaches

April 2017 • Gardening/Vegetables
256 pages • 125 Color Photos • 7 x 9
978-1-4930-2657-9 • $18.95 • Paper • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/LYONS PRESS

December 2016 • Nature/Environmental Conservation &
Protection • 448 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-1-56164-990-7 • $24.95 • Cloth • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/PINEAPPLE PRESS

May 2017 • Nature/Reference
400 pages • 6 x 8
978-1-56164-981-5 • $22.95 • Paper • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/PINEAPPLE PRESS

Florida’s Seashells

The Homesteader’s Herbal
Companion

Identifying Trees of the East

May 2017 • Nature/Animals/Marine Life
96 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-56164-982-2 • $9.95 • Paper • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/PINEAPPLE PRESS

April 2018 • Gardening/Herbs
320 pages • 120 Color Photos • 7 x 9
978-1-4930-3415-4 • $24.95 • Paper • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/LYONS PRESS

June 2017 • Nature/Plants/Trees
416 pages • 192 B/W Illustrations • 1 Color Illustration
916 Color Photos • 5½ x 8¼
978-0-8117-1830-1 • $29.95 • Paper • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/STACKPOLE BOOKS

Lukewarming

Waterfowl Identification

Welcome to the Farm

September 2016 • Science/Earth Sciences/Meteorology
& Climatology • 250 pages • 6⅛ x 9
978-1-944424-03-9 • $14.95 • Paper • [Trade]
CATO INSTITUTE

August 1996 • Nature/Birdwatching Guides
80 pages • 16 B/W Illustrations
400 Color Photos • 7 x 4½
978-0-8117-2982-6 • $12.95 • Spiral bound • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/STACKPOLE BOOKS

April 2017 • Gardening/Vegetables
336 pages • 200 Color Photos • 7½ x 9
978-1-4930-2601-2 • $21.95 • Paper • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/LYONS PRESS
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Lost Hong Kong
A History in Pictures
BY PETER WALLER

Hong Kong is one of the world’s most exciting cities and its story is
one of constant change.
From a sleepy fishing community, Hong Kong has grown into
one of the world’s most significant financial and trading centers.
Hong Kong Island itself has witnessed massive rebuilding over
the years, with much of the colonial-era architecture swept
away and replaced by skyscrapers. Moreover the first high-rise
buildings from the late 1950s are now themselves under threat, as
the constant requirement for more accommodation —for people
and for businesses—continues. The Kowloon peninsula and the
New Territories have also experienced development, while the
construction of the new airport saw the destruction of an entire
island to create the material for the its foundations. This pressure for
land has seen reclamation far extend the coastline of Hong Kong
Island.
Over the years photographers have recorded the changing face
of Hong Kong—its street scenes, buildings and people. This new
book—drawing upon images from a wide range of sources, most
of which are previously unpublished—provides a pictorial tribute
to a lost world. Once-familiar but now long-gone scenes offer a
tantalising glimpse back at a time that in chronological terms may
be relatively recent, but which now seems to be in the distant past.
Peter Waller has been involved in publishing and writing for more
than 30 years. He is the author of a number of books and, prior
to going freelance, was Publisher (Books) at Ian Allan Publishing
in London. He is a director and secretary of the Online Transport
Archive.

December 2019 • Photography/History
96 pages • 90 Color Photos • 8¼ x 8
978-988-779284-0 • $21.95 • Paper • [Trade]
BLACKSMITH BOOKS
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Auf der Suche nach verlorenen Paradiesen

Erich Engelbrecht. Introspective Images

BY HANS DIETER SCHAAL

EDITED BY WALTRAUD ENGELBRECHT WITH RENATE VOGT AND
GOTTFRIED KNAPP

With the increase of general knowledge about the world, nature, the
cosmos and with the development of technology, the urge grew—
quite heretically—to kill old, fairy-tale religious stories as lies. Every
scientific knowledge increased our level of knowledge, thus our
education, but led to a renewed expulsion. First people regarded
the earth as the center of the universe, then they had to learn that
we, together with our planet, orbit the sun and are only a tiny round
sphere among billions of other spheres in the Milky Way and the
entire cosmos.
Hans Dieter Schaal is a trained German architect. He works not
only in his original profession, but also as a garden architect, as an
exhibition and stage designer and as a writer. His exhibition designs
and stage sets are among the best of their kind in our time.

December 2019 • Art/Environmental & Land Art
272 pages • 40 B/W Photos • 120 Color Photos • 8¼ x 9¾
978-3-86905017-1 • $78.00 • Cloth • [Trade]

Erich Engelbrecht (1928–2011) called his pictures introspective. He
remarks on this: “The introspective image inspects the arena of
the soul, the field of operation of archetypes, which constitute the
fundamental pattern of our behavior.”
He had no plan or idea for an artwork, merely an empty sheet of
paper or canvas in front of him; he made himself receptive, waited,
and allowed himself to be guided by the images, a process that
he experienced very much as an ordeal and even as a threat to
his existence. His wife Waltraud Engelbrecht would then try to
read these images and to derive a coherence of meaning from
correspondences of form and color.
Waltraud Engelbrecht, the wife of the artist, studied art history
and philosophy. Her inspiring analyzes convey the metaphysical
background of Engelbrecht’s artistic work. As an art historian Renate
Vogt accompanied the artist’s work for many years and published
numerous articles about his work. Gottfried Knapp works as an
editor in the feuillton of the Süddeutsche Zeitung in the field of art,
architecture and film.

December 2019 • Art/Individual Artists
156 pages • 46 B/W Illustrations • 104 Color Photos • 10 x 12
978-3-86905014-0 • $69.90 • Cloth • [Trade]
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New Military Museums

Parc de sculptures Erich Engelbrecht,
Château des Fougis

BY JOHN ZUKOWSKY

VOLUME 84

This volume examines more than thirty international military
museums that were constructed over the past two decades
and more. The museums are featured in individual entries and
lavish color photography. Some were designed by internationally
renowned architects such as Norman Foster, Daniel Libeskind,
Skidmore Owings & Merrill, and Robert A. M. Stern, but many more
are the products of creative, accomplished designers. Beyond the
architecture of these museums, exhibition and installation designs
by noted specialist firms such as Ralph Appelbaum Associates,
Koosmann.dejong, and Gallagher & Associates, among others, have
raised the bar in terms of immersive experiences for their visitors.
Museums presented within the book are examined within the
context of the history of war memorials and military museums, the
latter being a less well researched subject.
Architectural historian John Zukowsky has an earned doctorate
from Binghamton University. While curator of architecture for The
Art Institute of Chicago (1978–2004), he organized a number of
award-winning exhibitions accompanied by major books. After that,
he held executive positions within military-related museums such
as the Intrepid Sea, Air & Space Museum and the Pritzker Military
Museum and Library. He lives in Chicago, Illinois.
·

TEXT BY GOTTFRIED KNAPP AND JOÃO J. DE ABREU VARES,
PHOTOGRAPHS BY PHILIPPE HERVOUET

His monumental sculptures that dominate the landscape have given
Erich Engelbrecht (1928–2011) a place in the history of modern
sculpture. His method of drawing images plastically in the space,
and of using these drawings transformed into solid bodies to
occupy whole landscapes, is unparalleled. The enigma balanced
between representationally and the abstract, the multiplicity of
meaning, which invites freely poetic titles, is essential to the unique
charm of Erich Engelbrecht’s visual work. During his search for a
place in France where he could present his large sculptures, he
discovered in 2000 the open, meadow-like land, with the château
tucked into a piece of forest behind it. In the park of Château des
Fougis, 29 of his artworks communicate with each other in such a
relaxed way that visitors are prompted to think and to enjoy.
Gottfried Knapp works as an editor in the feuilleton of the
Süddeutsche Zeitung, Munich, Germany, in the fields of art,
architecture, and film. João J. de Abreu Vares, a graduated
architect, advised Erich Engelbrecht on the installation of the
sculpture park.
·

axelmenges.de/Zukowsky_Military-Museums.pdf

August 2019 • Architecture/Buildings/Public, Commercial & Industrial
128 pages • 14 B/W Photos • 9 Color Illustrations • 176 Color Photos • 10 x 12
978-3-86905015-7 • $46.90 • Cloth • [Trade]

axelmenges.de/Opus_84_Engelbrecht-Parc-de-sculptures.pdf

August 2019 • Art/Techniques/Sculpting
60 pages • 3 B/W Photos • 3 Color Illustrations • 41 Color Photos • 11 x 12
978-3-93256584-7 • $39.90 • Cloth • [Trade]
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Shawshank Redemption Revealed
BY MARK DAWIDZIAK

A 25th anniversary history and celebration of The Shawshank Redemption, one
of the most cherished American films of the late twentieth century and one of
the finest movies made from a Stephen King story. Featuring behind the scenes
photography and new interviews with the cast and crew! The movie not only
boasts a great story, it also has a great backstory, starting with the dollar deal
that eventually led King and co-stars Tim Robbins and Morgan Freeman to put
their trust in a largely untested director making his first feature film. Although
the film received mostly positive reviews on its release in September 1994, the
box office was disappointing and it failed to win many awards. But as Andy tells
Red in the film, “no good thing ever dies.” The movie found new life, reaching
an ever-growing audience on cable and home video (through word of mouth,
it became one of the top-rented movies of 1995). Each year, The Shawshank
Redemption rises in polls asking film fans to name their favorite movies. It has
become nothing less than this generation’s The Grapes of Wrath, an inspiring
story about keeping hope alive in bleak times and under the most horrendous
conditions.
Mark Dawidziak has been the television critic at the Cleveland Plain Dealer
since July 1999. During his sixteen years at the Akron Beacon Journal, he held
such posts as TV columnist, movie critic, and critic-at-large. Also an author and
playwright, his many books include two histories of landmark TV series: The
Columbo Phile: A Casebook (1989) and The Night Stalker Companion (1997).
Everything I Need to Know I Learned in The Twilight Zone, his lighthearted
tribute to Rod Serling’s celebrated anthology series, was published in 2017.
September 2019 • Performing Arts/Film/Reference
272 pages • 25 B/W Photos • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-4098-8 • $29.95 • Cloth • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/LYONS PRESS

·

Available on NetGalley

·

Feature title at Gift Shows and Bookexpo

·

Media exclusive for never-before-seen and behind-the-scenes

		 photos
·

Trade announcements of book to PW, Booklist, Foreword

		

Reviews, Library Journal, Kirkus, and Shelf Awareness

·

Finished book mailing to national print, TV, web, and radio media

		

outlets including: The New York Times, Boston Globe, LA Times,

		

Washington Post, Wall Street Journal, Chicago Tribune, USA

Also Available:
Hollywood's Lost Backlot
40 Acres of Glamour and Mystery
BY STEVEN BINGEN

December 2018 • Performing Arts/Film/History & Criticism
264 pages • 121 B&W Photos • 95 Color Photos
978-1-4930-3361-4 • $21.95 • Paper

GLOBE PEQUOT/LYONS PRESS

		 Today, etc.
·

Pitch to major entertainment outlets such as People, 		

		

Entertainment Weekly, E! Online, The Daily Mail, US Weekly, and

		 more.

Bettie Page
The Lost Years: An Intimate Look at the Queen of Pinups,
through her Private Letters & Never-Published Photos
BY TORI RODRIGUEZ
ILLUSTRATED BY RONALD CHARLES BREM

October 2018 • Biography & Autobiography/Entertainment & Performing
Arts • 144 pages • 78 B&W Photos • 26 Color Photos
978-1-4930-3450-5 • $27.95 • Cloth

GLOBE PEQUOT/LYONS PRESS
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Easy Rider
50 Years of Looking for America
BY STEVE BINGEN

In 1969 a man walked upon the moon, the Woodstock music festival was held
in upstate New York, Richard Nixon was sworn in as the president of the United
States, the Beatles made their last public appearance, as did, after a fashion,
Judy Garland, Dwight D. Eisenhower, Boris Karloff, Joseph P. Kennedy, and
Jack Kerouac, all of whom passed away that year. Something else passed
away that year as well. In early July, just days before the moon landing, a lowbudget exploitation movie, EasyRider, was released. It’s astonishing and wholly
unexpected success almost single-handedly destroyed the Hollywood studio
system which had been controlling the entertainment industry for half a century.
Its success would ultimately change the way movies would be made, and who
made them, as well as how those movies looked and sounded, and which
audiences those movies would be made for. Additionally, the film’s innovative
techniques; including extensive location shooting, unexplained editing
juxtapositions, improvised dialogue, and innovative use of popular music, would
change the vocabulary and language of cinema forever. Easy Rider: 50 Years
of Looking for America will tell the story of Easy Rider on the fiftieth anniversary
of its explosive release. Through published interviews, previously undiscovered
archival materials, and new reflections by the participants, the whole story of
Hollywood’s first true counterculture movie will be revealed for the first time
ever.

November 2019 • Performing Arts/Film/History & Criticism
240 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-4643-0 • $24.95 • Cloth [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/LYONS PRESS

Also Available:

·

Galley mailing to the trades and national long-lead media

On Location

·

Finished book mailings to national print, online and broadcast

A Film and TV Lover’s Travel Guide

		 media
·

Promotion on NetGalley

·

National print and online advertising

·

National publicity campaign targeting entertainment media

BY LISA IANNUCCI
March 2018 • Travel/Special Interest/Adventure
240 pages • 32 Color Photos • 5½ x 8½
978-1-4930-3085-9 • $21.95 • Paper • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT

The Scarlett Letters
The Making of the Film Gone With the Wind
EDITED BY JOHN WILEY JR.
March 2018 • Performing Arts/Film
536 pages • 48 B/W Photos • 10 Color Photos • 5¾ x 8¾
978-1-4930-3354-6 • $24.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-1-58979-872-4
GLOBE PEQUOT/LYONS PRESS
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Elvis Through the Ages
Images from the Hollywood Photo Archive
BY BOZE HADLEIGH

From the beginning of his career to his death as the Hollywood icon Elvis
Presley sang and enchanted thousands of people. Publicity photos and
behind-the-scenes shots from the Hollywood Photo Archives include scores of
long been forgotten or abandoned images in neglected studio archives. This
book collects 100 of the rarest of the rare, seldom previously seen images of
his career. For the Elvis fans who think that they have seen it all, this book will
provide a new lens on a beloved American icon.
The Hollywood Photo Archive is not only a wonderful collection of cinematic
history, it captures the collective memories of Hollywood. The gunmen, the
gallants, the ghosts and the stars of the big screen are represented in an
impressive archive of more than 180,000 pieces.
The outstanding archive provides a treasure trove of prints for film buffs;
delve in and discover wonderful film stills, celebrity portraits and heroic stage
performances.
Boze Hadleigh’s 22 books have been translated into 14 languages and yielded
11 TV documentaries and three plays. He holds a master’s degree in journalism,
speaks five languages, has visited over 60 countries, and won on Jeopardy!
(donating his winnings to a fire-damaged library). His titles include Hollywood
Gays, The Lavender Screen, Sing Out!, Broadway Babylon, Celebrity Lies!,
Marilyn Forever, and An Actor Succeeds. The Los Angeles Times called him “a
pop culture dynamo.”
September 2019 • Biography & Autobiography/
Entertainment & Performing Arts
160 pages • 75 B/W Photos • 75 Color Photos • 7 x 10
978-1-4930-3349-2• $24.95 • Cloth • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/LYONS PRESS

Also Available:
The Little Book of Rock and Roll Wisdom
BY MIKE KATZ AND CRISPIN KOTT

·

Promotion through author connections in Hollywood

·

Blad mailing to long-lead media

·

Digital galley available on NetGalley

·

Trade publications: galleys sent for early review to Publishers

		 Weekly, Library Journal, Kirkus, Booklist, Shelf Awareness,

October 2018 • Reference/History
304 pages • 50 Color Photos
978-1-4930-3561-8 • $17.95 • Cloth

LYONS PRESS

		 Foreword
·

Finished book mailings to national print, TV, web, and radio

		

media outlets (see below)

American Icons
Frank Sinatra
BY STONESONG PRESS

April 2018 • History/Entertainment & Performing Arts
96 pages • 50 B&W Photos • 50 Color Photos
978-1-4930-3300-3 • $16.95 • Cloth

LYONS PRESS
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MGM Style
Cedric Gibbons and the Art of the Golden Age of Hollywood
BY HOWARD GUTNER

MGM Style is an overview of the career and achievements of Hollywood’s
most famous art director. Cedric Gibbons was the supervisor in charge of the
art department at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer film studios from its inception in 1924
until Gibbons chose to retire in 1956. Lavishly illustrated with over 175 pristine
duotone photographs, the vast majority of which have never before been
published, this is the first volume to trace Gibbons’ trendsetting career. At its
height in the late 1930s and early 1940s, Gibbons was regularly acknowledged
by his peers as having shaped the craft of art direction in American film; his
work was recognized as representing the finest in motion picture sets and
settings. Gibbons and his associates constructed the villages, towns, streets,
squares and edifices that later appeared in hundreds of films, and whose
mixed architecture stood in for army camps and the wild west, Dutch New York
and Dickensian London, ancient China and modern Japan. Inspired by the
work of Le Corbusier and the Bauhaus masters, as well as the 1925 Exposition
Internationale des Arts Décoratifs at Industriels Modernes in Paris and Frank
Lloyd Wright’s experiments with open planning, Gibbons championed the
notion that movie decor should move beyond the commercial framework of the
popular cinema

September 2019 • Performing Arts/Film/History & Criticism
240 pages • 8½ x 11
978-1-4930-3857-2 • $45.00 • Cloth • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/LYONS PRESS

·

Available on NetGalley

·

Feature title at Gift Shows and Bookexpo

·

Media exclusive for never-before-seen and behind-the-scenes

Howard Gutner first became interested in the Hollywood studio system and its
traditional blend of business and art while attending the film studies program
at Northwestern University. In 2001 he published Gowns by Adrian: The MGM
Years 1928-1941. (Harry N. Abrams). This book was the first comprehensive
review of Adrian’s career at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, and was lauded by the New
York Times as “a definitive look at Hollywood’s legendary designer.” Gutner
lives in Brooklyn, New York.

Also Available:
Warner Bros.

		 photos

Hollywood's Ultimate Backlot

·

Trade announcements of book to PW, Booklist, Foreword

		

Reviews, Library Journal, Kirkus, and Shelf Awareness

BY STEVEN BINGEN - WITH MARC WANAMAKER
FOREWORD BY DORIS DAY

·

Finished book mailing to major entertainment outlets such as

		 People, Entertainment Weekly, E! Online, The Daily Mail, US
		 Weekly, and more.

October 2018 • Performing Arts/ Film/ History & Criticism
288 pages • 4 B&W photos • 154 Color Photos • 8½ x 11
978-1-4930-3533-5 • $24.95 • Paper
GLOBE PEQUOT/TAYLOR TRADE

Paramount
City of Dreams
BY STEVEN BINGEN

December 2016 • Performing Arts/ Film/ History & Criticism
288 pages • 212 Color Photos • 9 x 11
978-1-63076-200-1 • $35.00 • Cloth
GLOBE PEQUOT/LYONS PRESS
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Being Sherlock
A Sherlockian’s Stroll Through the Best Sherlock Holmes Stories
BY ASHLEY D. POLASEK

Being Sherlock shares the best collection of Sherlock Holmes stories fans
have never had, until now. Shared by Sherlockian Ashley Polasek, she nimbly
sets the stage for each story and shares interesting Sherlockian tidbits about
the incredible evolution of this iconic character. Famous former and current
Sherlocks include: William Gillette, Basil Rathbone, Christopher Lee, John
Cleese, Robert Downey Jr., Sir Ian McKellen, Benedict Cumberbatch, among
others. Featuring lesser-known photography and behind the scene shots, this
book is for every Sherlock Holmes fan bookshelf. Unlike other Sherlockian
guides, this book attempts to answer why the Sherlock narrative is so popular
and decree the best and worst representations.
Ashley D. Polasek holds a doctorate in the study of Sherlock Holmes on
screen, a subject on which she has spoken across the U.S., U.K., and Europe,
and as a member of The Baker Street Babes, the web’s only all-female Sherlock
Holmes podcast. Editor of books on Sherlock Holmes, P.G. Wodehouse, and
the biopic genre, she is an English lecturer, a professional enthusiast, and a
competitive historical martial artist. Find her on Twitter @SherlockPhD.

October 2019 • Fiction/Fiction/Mystery & Detective/
Traditional
400 pages • 25 B/W Photos • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-4239-5 • $26.95 • Cloth • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/LYONS PRESS

·

Available on NetGalley

·

Feature title at Gift Shows and Bookexpo

·

Media exclusive for never-before-seen and behind-the-scenes

		 photos
·

Trade announcements of book to PW, Booklist, Foreword

		

Reviews, Library Journal, Kirkus, and Shelf Awareness

·

Finished book mailing to major entertainment outlets such as

		 People, Entertainment Weekly, E! Online, The Daily Mail, US
		 Weekly, and more
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The Sporting Art of Eldridge Hardie
Paintings of Upland Hunting, Angling, and Waterfowling
BY ELDRIDGE HARDIE. INTRODUCTION BY TOM DAVIS.
FOREWORD BY PAUL SCHULLERY

Eldridge Hardie has made a name for himself as a highly respected sporting
artist, capturing in watercolor and oil the heart-in-the-throat moments and the
quieter times hunters and fishermen live for. Hardie’s art helps us see, feel,
understand, and hold on to those times.
This book, with 150 paintings carefully and exquisitely reproduced, documents
Hardie’s lifework. Hardie has painted every kind of sporting scene—Wisconsin
grouse hunts, Atlantic salmon camps, southern quail plantations, angling
waters in Tierra del Fuego and Scotland, waterfowling on the Santee marsh
and Chesapeake Bay, fly fishing the Bahama flats, the Bighorn, Colorado, and
South Platte Rivers. He’s painted home rivers and close-to-home fields and
destinations to dream for. He recalls these times and the paintings that capture
them in descriptive text. Workbook pages of preliminary studies and notations
from the artist’s workbooks are reproduced side by side with the paintings.
These notes give a rare look into the artist’s creative process.
For six decades Eldridge Hardie has worked at what he loves doing, painting
his passion for outdoor sport. His art has graced the pages of books—his own
and others, been published in the pages of the finest sporting magazines,
hung in North America’s galleries and private collections, and been shown in
prestigious exhibitions. He lives in Denver, Colorado.

November 2019 • Art/Subjects & Themes/Plants & Animals
224 pages • 150 Color Photos • 12 x 10
978-0-8117-3839-2 • $75.00 • Cloth • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/STACKPOLE BOOKS
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Portraits from Hollywood’s Golden
Age of Cinema Glamour
BY COLIN SLATER AND THE HOLLYWOOD PHOTO ARCHIVE

In photographs only seen briefly as part of studio press kits
distributed upon release of a new film, these long-lost stills of
Hollywood’s leading ladies have been reverently rendered into
color portraits that not only evoke a treasured past of beauty and
glamour, but also seem comfortably familiar to the contemporary
eye. These posed photos have been chosen not only for their
bespoke sensuality, but also for how the discrete addition of color
has elevated a black and white still to a kind of artistic grace,
prompting rediscovery of classic Hollywood’s most beautiful
women. Actresses portrayed here include Julie Andrews, Anna
Mae Wong, Audrey Hepburn, Ingrid Bergman, Bette Davis, Carole
Lombard, Carroll Baker, Joan Crawford, Marion Davies, Angie
Dickinson, Eva Marie Saint, and many others.
The Hollywood Photo Archive is not only a wonderful collection of
cinematic history, it captures the collective memories of Hollywood.
The gunmen, the gallants, the ghosts and the stars of the big screen
are represented in an impressive archive of more than 180,000
pieces. The collection has been assembled over forty years by
Director Colin Slater. In Slater’s early days, as he began to learn
his craft, it was the great Directors, Wilder, Lean and Welles, who
advised him to study and learn from the film stills. Slater went on
to own an important public relations agency, The Adventurers, in
association with the legendary Journalist and Film Executive, Fred
Hift. Together with 500 stringers the company worked on almost
every motion picture produced and released in the UK, gathering
stills from the stars and press collateral from the studios. Added
with Hift’s lifetime of files the Hollywood Archive was born. The
outstanding archive provides a treasure trove of prints for film buffs;
delve in and discover wonderful film stills, celebrity portraits and
heroic stage performances.
September 2019 • Performing Arts/Film/History & Criticism
160 pages • 10 x 10
978-1-4930-3345-4 • $35.00 • Cloth • [Trade]

The Many Lives of James Bond
BY MARK EDLITZ

Lots of people love James Bond. But how many have actually
been Bond? The Many Lives of James Bond offers the largest ever
collection of original interviews with actors who have played Bond
in different media, as well as in-depth interviews with many of the
diverse artists who have contributed their talents to the making of
James Bond movies, television shows, novels, radiodramas, comic
books, theme park rides, and video games. These wide-ranging
interviews provide a behind-the-scenes look at the artists’ goals, the
challenges they faced, and how they met them. As the author talked
with these creative people, a through line emerged. It involves a
series of related fundamental questions about Bond that artists
must reckon with when interpreting Bond. Who is James Bond and
what, if anything, beyond successfully completing a mission does he
really want? What drives him? Why did he become an agent? What
is the nature of his inner-life? Would he be capable of a satisfying
life away from high-octane adventure and danger? This book is also
the first to examine the Bond character. These questions challenge
and inspire the creators to pull back the curtain on a deliberately
opaque figure in an attempt to explore and analyze Bond’s
interior life and thought processes, and how the Bond actors have
interpreted the role.
Mark Edlitz has made a name for himself by writing about beloved
and sometimes overlooked manifestations of pop culture. He wrote
about Princess Leia’s Metal Bikini for The Huffington Post, the
Broadway musical Superman for Los Angeles Times Hero Complex,
and about the forgotten Doctor Strange TV movie for Aint It Cool
News. Mark wrote the book How to Be a Superhero, a collection of
interviews with 35 actors who played superheroes over the last 5
decades. Mark lives in New York City with his superhero wife and
two villainous children.

September 2019 • Performing Arts/Film/Reference
320 pages • 8½ x 11
978-1-4930-4156-5 • $29.95 • Cloth • [Trade]

GLOBE PEQUOT/LYONS PRESS
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The Quotable John Wayne

John Wayne’s Way

The Grit and Wisdom of an American Icon

Life Lessons from the Duke

COMPILED BY CAROL LEA MUELLER

BY DOUGLAS BRODE

“There is no one who more exemplifies the devotion to our country,
its goodness, its industry, and its strength than John Wayne.”
—President Ronald Reagan

As John Wayne’s character said in The Alamo: “There’s right
and there’s wrong. You got to do one or the other.” The ultimate
measure of a man is how he chooses to act. From the pithy to the
humorous to the profound, the film career of the man known as The
Duke is full of life lessons for today. In John Wayne’s Way, author
Doug Brode explores the film legacy of the Duke and provides
commentary on the lessons learned from the archetypes of the
West and American manhood Wayne displayed on the silver screen.
Complete with quotes and photographs from the movies, these
pithy lessons will be appealing to John Wayne fans and Western film
buffs.

“No man’s lifetime of work has better expressed the land of the free
and the home of the brave. No man’s lifetime of work has given
proof to the world that our flag is still there. John Wayne is in truth a
star-spangled man who so proudly we hail.”—Frank Sinatra
“John Wayne is loved the world over as a man who represents
independence, the love of freedom, and the hearty strength of
character which made our country great.”—Gregory Peck
Perhaps best known for his classic movie lines, such as “Fill your
hands, you sons-of-bitches!” from True Grit, the late actor John
Wayne often displayed a spontaneous and biting wit when away
from the screen as well. When a reporter from the Harvard Crimson
sarcastically asked Wayne if he looked at himself as an “American
Legend,” for example, the Duke replied: “Well, not being a Harvard
man, I don’t look at myself any more than necessary.”

Douglas Brode is a screenwriter, playwright, novelist, film historian,
and multi-award winning journalist. He is the author of more than 30
books on film and the mass media.

Carol Leah Mueller was a lifelong trivia buff and author of Name
That Boat! She lived in Royal Oaks, California.

September 2019 • Reference/Quotations
144 pages • 65 B/W Photos • 5 x 7
978-1-4930-4165-7 • $16.95 • Paper • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/LYONS PRESS
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192 pages • 80 B/W Photos • 5½ x 8½
978-1-4930-3929-6 • $19.95 • Paper • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/TWODOT
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Sally Rand

The Road to Oz

American Sex Symbol

The Evolution, Creation, and Legacy of a Motion Picture
Masterpiece

BY WILLIAM HAZELGROVE

She would appear in more than thirty films and be named after a
Road Atlas by Cecil B Demille. A football play would be named after
her. She would appear on To Tell the Truth. She would be arrested
six times in one day for indecency. She would be immortalized in the
final scene of The Right Stuff, cartoons, popular culture, and live on
as the iconic symbol of the Chicago World’s Fair of 1933. She would
pave the way for every sex symbol to follow from Marilyn Monroe to
Lady Gaga. She would die penniless and in debt. In the end, Sammy
Davis Jr. would write her a $10,000 check when she had nothing left.
Her name was Sally Rand. Until now, there has not been a biography
of Sally Rand. But you can draw a line from her to Lana Turner, Marilyn
Monroe, Raquel Welch, Ann Margret, Madonna, and Lady Gaga. She
broke the mold in 1933, by proclaiming the female body as something
beautiful and taking it out of the strip club with her ethereal fan dance.
She was a poor girl from the Ozarks who ran away with a carnival,
then joined the circus, and finally made it to Hollywood where Cecil
B Demille set her on the road to fame with silent movies. When the
talkies came her career collapsed, and she ended up in Chicago,
broke, sleeping in alleys. Two ostrich feathers in a second-hand store
rescued her from obscurity.
William Elliott Hazelgrove has a Masters in History and is the
best-selling author of ten novels and five narrative nonfiction books:
Madame President: The Secret Presidency of Edith Wilson, Forging
a President: How the West Created Teddy Roosevelt (Regnery
Publishing), Al Capone and the 1933 World’s Fair (Rowman and
Littlefield). He lives in Chicago, Illinois.

BY JAY SCARFONE AND WILLIAM STILLMAN

The Road to Oz is a complete retelling of how The Wizard of Oz
was influenced and created, and attained its iconic status. The
new volume by Jay Scarfone and William Stillman will reflect
recent research and much more through newly discovered period
interviews, media resources of the era, transcriptions and unique
contemporary interviews with those who were there. Additionally,
never-before-published imagery accompanies the text. In its truth
and candor, this new historical contribution is ideal to tie-in with the
2018-19 80th anniversary of the 1939 movie.
“The Road to Oz not only delivers exciting, previously unpublished
information and insight, but does so in an extremely well-cited
format. This is absolutely a must-have for any Oz fan or film
historian.” —Sean Barrett, theatrical/film producer and artistic
director, Land of Oz, North Carolina
Jay Scarfone and William Stillman are the authors of several
books on the creation of the motion picture The Wizard of Oz.
Historians and collectors since the 1970s, they have amassed
one of the world’s largest and most comprehensive archives of
memorabilia from The Wizard of Oz, the holdings of which include
rare photographic images and authentic costumes and props from
the film’s production. Additionally, they have been contributors and
advisors to countless other books, periodicals, and documentaries
on Hollywood history, memorabilia, and collectibles. They live in
Pennsylvania.
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Zappa Gear
The Unique Guitars, Amplifiers, Effects Units, Keyboards, and Studio Equipment
BY MICK EKERS. FOREWORD BY DWEEZIL ZAPPA

Frank Zappa was an unremitting musical innovator and experimenter, always
looking for ways to exploit the latest advances in technology. His working life
coincided with the explosive development of music technology that ran from
the 1960s through the following three decades. Without such inventions as the
Marshall amplifier, the Gibson SG, the wah-wah pedal, and the Synclavier—
much of it modified to his requirements and used in ways for which they
had never been designed—Zappa’s “air sculptures,” as his music has been
described, would have had a significantly different shape and texture.
Lavishly illustrated—including over 180 unique photographs of Frank Zappa’s
guitars and equipment taken by the author at his UMRK studio in LA and
featuring a foreword by Dweezil Zappa—Zappa Gear offers an unprecedented
inside look at the machinery behind the legendary music. In addition to a
detailed presentation of the equipment, Zappa Gear also introduces some
of the pioneering inventors, engineers, and entrepreneurs without whom the
instruments would not exist.
Zappa Gear is an official Frank Zappa book produced and written with the full
cooperation and endorsement of Gail Zappa and the Zappa Family Trust.
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Mick Ekers is a lifelong Frank Zappa enthusiast, first seeing the original
Mothers of Invention at the Royal Festival Hall in London in 1968. A musician
and self-confessed equipment geek, in the 1970s he worked as a sound
engineer and also sold sound equipment and early synthesizers. He lives in the
United Kingdom.

Also Available:
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Reviews, author interviews, mentions, and features at music and

		

pop culture outlets

·

Nationwide classic rock and talk radio campaign

·

Excerpt opportunities available

·

Facebook and Instagram contests and advertising campaign

·

Posters and postcards

Frank Zappa FAQ
All That’s Left to Know About the Father of Invention
BY JOHN CORCELLI
August 2016 • Biography & Autobiography/Music
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The Phantom of the Opera
Behind the Scenes at the Palais Garnier
FOREWORD BY ANDREW LLOYD WEBBER

The Phantom of the Opera: Behind the Scenes at the Palais Garnier is
a full authorized and official celebration of Sir Andrew Lloyd Webber’s
groundbreaking musical. All aspects of The Phantom of the Opera are explored
here, from the beautiful music and meaningful lyrics through stunning sets and
colorful costumes, to the setting of the 19th century Paris and the Opéra Garnier.
An insight into the creation of this stunning work of art and a loving look at the
characters, stories, and places therein, The Phantom of the Opera will be an
essential book for any fan of the musical. The book will also include elements
from Love Never Dies, including photographs of sets, lyrics, costumes, and
music.

Also Available:
November 2019 • Performing Arts/Theater/Broadway &
Musical Revue
192 pages • 250 Color Photos • 9¼ x 11
978-1-4930-4793-2 • $40.00 • Cloth • [Trade]
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Defying Gravity
The Creative Career of Stephen Schwartz: from Godspell to
Wicked
REVISED AND UPDATED SECOND EDITION
BY CAROL DE GIERE

·

The Phantom of the Opera is the longest running musical in

		

Broadway history, written by one of the greatest composers of

October 2018 • Biography & Autobiography/Music
512 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-5400-3146-4 • $29.99 • Paper • [Trade]

		

all time, Sir Andrew Lloyd Webber
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·

The Phantom of the Opera is one of the most successful pieces

		

of entertainment ever: the show has been seen by more than

		

140m people around the world; estimated gross receipts are

		

$850m on Broadway alone.

·

This beautiful, official and fully authorized book explores The

		

Phantom of the Opera from its inception to the present day, with

		

unparalleled insight and authority.

August 2010 • Music/Printed Music /Musicals, Film & TV
268 pages • 6 x 9
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·

It features music and lyric excerpts, original reviews, exclusive
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photographs, as well as “in-world” artifacts from the show,

		

including notes from the Phantom himself.

The Broadway Musical Quiz Book
BY LAURA FRANKOS
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25 Years of Grace
An Anniversary Tribute to Jeff Buckley's Classic Album
BY MERRI CYR WITH JEFF APTER

Jeff Buckley made only one album, but the one he made has proved to be
seminal. Grace emerged at a time when grunge gripped the charts. Buckley’s
refined melodies and wide vocal range made him stand apart from his
contemporaries. His rendition of Leonard Cohen’s “Hallelujah” is arguably the
most memorable version ever recorded. His talent awed industry giants and
moved the hearts of fans spanning generations. Grace made clear a remarkably
talented force had come upon the world, and it promised a wellspring of
astonishing music for years to come. But Buckley’s untimely death in 1997 left
his fans to wonder about all the sonic magic that could have been and to hold
dear the few but brilliant songs he left behind.
In the wake of his passing, Buckley has continued to garner new fans and
influence countless artists. And while a number of posthumous releases of
unpolished, deep cuts have helped satiate listeners over the years, it is his
official studio album Grace that reverberates with timelessness: at its release in
1994, the album sounded like nothing that had come before—and no album has
repeated its essence since.

September 2019 • Music
256 pages • 12 x 12
978-1-61713-638-2 • $50.00 • Cloth • [Trade]
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Photographer Merri Cyr was there along the way. She has documented
Buckley’s career from his days at the East Village coffee shop Sin-é to his iconic
Grace cover shoot to his rigorous tour around the world as he promoted his
unprecedented debut. In 25 Years of Grace, Cyr joins forces with Jeff Buckley
biographer Jeff Apter (A Pure Drop: The Life of Jeff Buckley) to produce
an illustrated tribute to this classic album in celebration of its twenty-fifth
anniversary.
The book features brand new interviews with Buckley insiders—Matt Johnson,
Mick Grøndahl, Michael Tighe, Gary Lucas, Karl Berger, Andy Wallace, George
Stein, Steve Berkowitz, and others—revealing the details about Buckley’s
signing to a major label, the role of the band in creating arrangements, finding
the right creative direction for the multifaceted songsmith, the songwriting
process and final song selections, key meetings and collaborations, recording
techniques, memorable moments in the studio, and more. The book also
includes reflections about Buckley and Grace from an array of music artists—
Butch Walker, Pete Yorn, Jimmy Gnecco, Glen Hansard, Holly Miranda, and
Lenny Kaye, to name a few. Lavishly illustrated with many never-before-seen
photographs, 25 Years of Grace takes a fresh look at the making and legacy of
this classic album.
Merri Cyr, author of A Wished for Song: A Portrait of Jeff Buckley, is widely
recognized as the official Jeff Buckley photographer, having shot the iconic
Grace cover photo and countless other images of the artist. She lives in
Brooklyn, New York. Jeff Apter is the author of the Jeff Buckley biography
A Pure Drop: The Life of Jeff Buckley, as well many other books, including
Tragedy: The Sad Ballad of the Gibb Brothers. He lives in Australia.
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The Hot Rats Book
A Fifty-Year Retrospective of Frank Zappa’s Hot Rats
BY BILL GUBBINS AND AHMET ZAPPA

“A movie for your ears” is how rock icon Frank Zappa first described his album
Hot Rats, which remains, 50 years after its release, not only one of Zappa’s
most critically acclaimed and commercially successful albums, but a stunning
tour-de-force of the totality of his musical genius and legendary skills as a
composer, lyricist, producer, arranger, studio innovator, and virtuoso guitar
player.
To celebrate the 50th anniversary of this much-loved LP, Ahmet Zappa and the
Zappa Family Trust have teamed with Backbeat Books and Bill Gubbins, the
only photographer to document the Hot Rats sessions, to create The Hot Rats
Book, a deluxe, commemorative book packed with never-been-seen-before
photos, interviews, and intimate insights into the creation of this masterwork.
As a special bonus for Zappa fans everywhere, the book also contains Gubbins’
exclusive photos of the last U.S. show of the original Mothers of Invention on
August 10, 1969 at Cleveland’s Musicarnival in Warrensville Heights, Ohio.
Though primarily known as a national magazine editor (Creem, Moviegoer,
Country Weekly), media innovator (the Channel One in-school TV network), and
virtual reality pioneer (iPIX), Bill Gubbins is also an accomplished photographer
whose work has appeared in the New York Times and Rolling Stone and been
the subject of solo exhibits in the U.S. and Europe. Gubbins had just turned 19
when Zappa invited him to document the Hot Rats sessions after their interview
following the Musicarnival show.
October 2019 • Music/Recording & Reproduction
256 pages • 200 B/W and Color Photos and Images • 12 x 12
978-1-4930-4775-8 • $40.00 • Cloth • [Trade]
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Ahmet Zappa, the second son of Frank and Gail Zappa, is co-trustee of the
Zappa Family Trust, managing and administrating all assets of the Frank Zappa
business. He is also a successful entrepreneur, consulting and partnering with
a variety of businesses; a New York Times best-selling author (Because I’m
Your Dad); and film and television screenwriter and producer (The Odd Life
of Timothy Green). His favorite things in the world are his extraordinary wife
Shana, their daughter Halo, their son Arrow, and unicorn pancakes.
Bill Gubbins’s photographs have appeared in the New York Times and
Rolling Stone and have been exhibited in the United States (Detroit, Nashville,
Philadelphia, and soon, Los Angeles) as well as internationally (Bad Doberan,
Germany; Klagenfurt, Austria).
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Get Tusked
The Inside Story of Fleetwood Mac’s Most Anticipated Album
BY KEN CAILLAT AND HERNAN ROJAS

In this behind-the-scenes look at the making of Fleetwood Mac’s epic, platinumselling double album, Tusk, producers and engineers Ken Caillat and Hernan
Rojas tell their stories of spending a year with the band in their new milliondollar studio trying to follow up Rumours, the biggest rock album of the time.
Following their massive success, the band continued its infamous soap opera
when its musical leader and guitarist, Lindsey Buckingham, threatened to
quit if he didn’t get things his way, resulting in clashes not only with his band
but especially Caillat, who had been essential to the band’s Grammy-winning
sound.
Hernan Rojas’s story recounts a young man who leaves Chile after General
Pinochet’s coup to seek his future in the music industry of Los Angeles, where
he finds success at one of the hottest studios in town. When Fleetwood Mac
arrives, Rojas falls in love with its star singer, Stevie Nicks, and the two of them
become romantically involved.
Throughout the book, both Caillat and Rojas detail not only the trials and
sacrifices they made to finish the album, but also triumphs of musical inspiration
and technical innovation that have made Tusk the darling of music critics and
indie rockers today.
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Ken Caillat is the Los Angeles–based producer and engineer for the
Fleetwood Mac albums Rumours, Tusk, Mirage, Live, and The Chain Box Set.
He has also had the pleasure of producing his daughter Colbie Caillat’s albums,
Coco, Breakthrough, All of You, and Christmas in the Sand. Hernan Rojas is a
recording engineer, music producer, and morning anchor for Sonar 105.3 FM in
Santiago, Chile, when not leading Great Place 2 Rock, a company dedicated to
promoting change and transformation through music.
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Into the Never
Nine Inch Nails and the Creation of The Downward Spiral
BY ADAM STEINER

Ushering in a new era of confessional music that spoke openly about
experiences of trauma, depression, and self-loathing, Nine Inch Nails’ seminal
album, The Downward Spiral, changed popular music forever—bringing
transgressive themes of heresy, S&M, and body horror to the masses and
taking music technology to its limits.
Released in 1994, the album resonated across a generation, combining
elements of metal, industrial, synth-pop, and ambient electronica, and going on
to sell over four million copies.
Inspired by David Bowie’s Low and Pink Floyd’s The Wall, the album recounts
one man’s disintegration as he descends into nihilism and nothingness. Blurring
the lines between autobiography and concept album, creation and decay, it is
also the story of Trent Reznor (the man who is Nine Inch Nails) as he pushed
himself to the edge of the abyss, trapped in a cycle of addiction and selfdestruction.
Featuring new interviews with collaborators and artists inspired by the album,
Into the Never sets The Downward Spiral in the context of music of the era
and brings the story up to date, from Reznor’s recovery to his reinvention as an
Oscar-winning soundtrack artist.
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Adam Steiner studied philosophy at the University of Aberdeen and enjoys
writing about music, street-art culture, architecture, and transgressive fiction.
His first novel is Politics of the Asylum (Urbane Publications. He also created the
Disappear Here poetry-film project in the city of Coventry. He lives in London
with Edie, Maja, and Gonzo! the dog.
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Foo Fighters

Wish You Were Here

The Band That Dave Made

Inside’s Pink Floyd’s Musical Milestone

BY STEVIE CHICK

BY WILL ROMANO

From the ashes of Nirvana, Dave Grohl rose as a one-man band
with a self-titled album: The Foo Fighters. Now, twenty-five years
on and with a rock-solid outfit—including Nate Mendel (bass), Taylor
Hawkins (drums), Chris Shiflett (guitar), Pat Smear (rhythm guitar),
and latest addition Rami Jaffee (keyboards)—the Foo Fighters are
reveling in the success of their ninth studio album, Concrete and
Gold.

The mid-’70s were a time of reckoning. Critics, who once exalted
the shamanic characteristics of rock stars, launched full-frontal
assaults on mainstream music icons and their tendencies toward
overindulgent artistic visions. Amid this confusion, psychedelic
and progressive rock pioneers Pink Floyd, unleashed their 1975
progressive rock milestone, Wish You Were Here.

Paying homage to the band’s enduring longevity, The Foo Fighters:
The Band That Dave Made is a comprehensive look at a career
that boasts worldwide sales of more than thirty million albums, ten
Grammies, and hit stadium-rock anthems such as “Learn to Fly,”
“Best of You,” and “Everlong.” Illustrated throughout and including
an album-by-album discography, this handsome biography from
acclaimed rock writer Stevie Chick is a fitting tribute to a band born
out of “the nicest guy in rock’s” single-minded vision and now one
of the planet’s biggest rock groups.

Refusing to buckle under pressure, Floyd looked inward to
produce Wish You Were Here, a conceptual, self-referential album
that spoke of spiritual depravation, mental absence, and industry
corruption, while, perhaps inadvertently, reflecting the general
madness and societal malaise of the mid-’70s. Created in the
spirit of camaraderie, Wish You Were Here waged war against the
system, better known in Floydlandia as “The Machine,” while paying
tribute to a fallen hero and victim of the industry—the creative force
fundamental to the band’s existence, Syd Barrett.

Stevie Chick has been writing about music for over a decade,
contributing to publications like MOJO, the Guardian, NME, the
Times, the Quietus, Kerrang!, Melody Maker, Sleaze Nation, and
Plan B. He is the author of Psychic Confusion: The Sonic Youth Story
(Omnibus), Ninja Tune: 20 Years of Beats and Pieces (Black Dog),
and Spray Paint the Wall: The Story of Black Flag (Omnibus). He
lives in London.

As our world was racked by military conflicts, governmental
scandals, political assassination attempts, and a near-total erosion
of the public trust, Pink Floyd emerged victorious, responding to
this external dissonance with their ultimate band statement. What a
strange, complex moment in time to have generated a classic.
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Will Romano has published work in a variety of outlets, such as the
New York Post, New York Daily News, American Way, Guitar Player,
Modern Drummer, Sound on Sound, VH1.com, and others. He is
the author of five books, including 2017’s Close to the Edge, the
critically acclaimed Mountains Come Out of the Sky (with a foreword
by iconic drummer Bill Bruford), and Big Boss Man. He lives in
Upstate New York.
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I Am Michael Alago
Breathing Music, Signing Metallica, Beating Death
BY MICHAEL ALAGO WITH LAURA DAVIS-CHANIN

Musician, nightlife impresario, record label executive, photographer, and author,
Michael Alago became the assistant music director for legendary nightclubs
the Ritz and the Red Parrot. At age twenty-four, he began a storied career as
an A&R executive at Elektra Records that started with signing Metallica in the
summer of 1984, changing the entire landscape of rock ’n’ roll and heavy metal.
Alago continued to work in A&R for both Palm Pictures and Geffen Records. He
was thrilled to executive-produce albums by Cyndi Lauper, Public Image Ltd,
White Zombie, and Nina Simone.
In the late 1980s, he was diagnosed with HIV, which manifested into full-blown
AIDS ten years later. He survived to continue his music career, but in 2005, he
left music to pursue his other love: photography. He has since overcome his
longtime addiction to drugs and alcohol.
In his clean and sober life, he has reconnected with his family, continues to
be a working photographer as well as record producer, and only through the
grace of his 12-Step program is he able to live this big, beautiful life. In 2017, a
documentary directed by Drew Stone and produced by Michael Alex on Alago’s
wildly successful career in music was released in theaters and on Netflix,
entitled Who the Fuck Is That Guy? The Fabulous Journey of Michael Alago.

November 2019 • Biography & Autobiography/Music
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Passionate about music, art, and literature, legendary music executive and
published photographer Michael Alago is the quintessential New Yorker with
an “only in New York” career. Alago is known for his extraordinary work with
Metallica, White Zombie, John Lydon, Cyndi Lauper, and Nina Simone.
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Sympathy for the Drummer

New Waves, Old Hands, and Unknown
Pleasures

Why Charlie Watts Matters

The Music of 1979

BY MIKE EDISON

Both a gonzo rush—capturing the bristling energy of the Rolling
Stones and the times in which they lived—and a wide-eyed
reflection on why the Greatest Rock ’n’ Roll Band in the World
needed the world’s greatest rock ’n’ roll drummer.
Across five decades, Rolling Stones drummer Charlie Watts, the
anti-rock star and urbane jazz fan with a dry wit and little taste for
the limelight, was witness to the most savage years in rock history,
and emerged a hero, a warrior poet. With his easy swing and often
loping, uneven fills, he found nuance in a music that often had
little room for it, and along with his greatest ally, Keith Richards, he
gave the Stones their swaggering beat. While others battled their
drums, Charlie played his modest kit with finesse and humility, and
yet his relentless grooves on the nastiest hard-rock numbers of the
era delivered a dangerous authenticity to a band that on their best
nights should have been put in jail.
Author Mike Edison, himself a notorious raconteur and
accomplished drummer, tells a tale of respect and satisfaction, for
the first time uncovering the utterly irreplaceable, true beating heart
of the Rolling Stones, Charlie Watts.
Mike Edison’s books include the celebrated memoir I Have
Fun Everywhere I Go; the sprawling social history of sex on the
newsstand, Dirty! Dirty! Dirty!; and the deliciously filthy political
satire Bye, Bye, Miss American Pie. Edison is the former editor
and publisher of High Times magazine, and has contributed to
numerous publications, including Spin, Interview, and New York
Press, for which he covered classical music and professional
wrestling. Edison is also a popular radio host and noted musician.
He lives and works in Brooklyn, New York.
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BY SEAN EGAN

The year 1979 was a seminal watershed moment in rock music.
The year saw the release of Pink Floyd’s The Wall, David Bowie’s
Lodger, Led Zeppelin’s In Through the Out Door, Bob Dylan’s
Slow Train Coming, Fleetwood Mac’s Tusk, Elvis Costello and the
Attractions’ Armed Forces, Joe Jackson’s Look Sharp! and I’m the
Man, Stiff Little Fingers’ Inflammable Material, Gary Numan/Tubeway
Army’s Replicas and the Pleasure Principle, Joy Division’s Unknown
Pleasures, the Jam’s Setting Sons, the Clash’s London Calling, and
the UK 2-Tone phenomenon. It also saw a slump in album sales, a
resurgence in single sales, and the peak and bloody death of disco.
Now, with the help of new and exclusive interviews with artists and
producers, New Waves, Old Hands, and Unknown Pleasures tells
the varied, vibrant, and often unexamined story of popular music
in 1979. It reveals the stories behind key recordings, traces the
trajectories of commercial and artistic successes, and explains the
musical and socio-political context behind the sounds of the day.
Londoner Sean Egan has contributed to, among others, Billboard,
Classic Rock, Record Collector, Uncut, and RollingStone.com. He
has written several books, including works on the Beatles, the
Rolling Stones, and the Clash. His 2002 book Jimi Hendrix and the
Making of “Are You Experienced” was nominated for an Award for
Excellence in Historical Recorded Sound Research.
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Rolling Stones FAQ

Joss Whedon FAQ

All That’s Left to Know About the Bad
Boys of Rock

All That’s Left to Know About Buffy,
Angel, Firefly, Dr. Horrible, the Avengers,
and More

Cleverly marketed by their original
manager as the bad boys of rock, the
Rolling Stones have survived dalliances
with the devil, drug busts, and the
death of founding member Brian Jones
to become the world’s longest-running
rock and roll band. This book presents
the musical facts in a fast-moving, fanfriendly read. The five incarnations of
the Rolling Stones are highlighted with
in-depth explorations of the band’s hit
records, albums, films and tours.
Gary J. Jucha is the author of Jimi Hendrix FAQ. He resides in
Rosewell, Georgia.
September 2019 • Music/History & Criticism
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BY JOHN KENNETH MUIR

Providing a career-spanning view of
everyone’s favorite geek writer and
director, Joss Whedon FAQ offers
answers to fans’ questions about one of
the most significant pop culture auteurs
of the past twenty-five years.
John Kenneth Muir is the award-winning author of more than
twenty-five books about film and television and the creator of
the web series The House Between (2007–2009). He lives in
Charlotte, North Carolina, with his wife, twelve-year-old son, three
cats, and a bearded dragon.
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Paul Simon FAQ

Tattoo FAQ

All That’s Left to Know About the
Legendary Singer and the Iconic Songs

The Story Behind The Ink

BY DAVE THOMPSON

Here is a fascinating, all-encompassing
journey through the life and career
from behind the scenes of Simon’s
groundbreaking work at the forefront of
world music through his emotional 2018
final concert before his retirement-from
performing live.
Dave Thompson is the author of some two hundred books on
rock and pop music, pop culture, and many other topics. His
writing has also appeared in Rolling Stone, Mojo, Alternative
Press, Goldmine, and many other publications. He lives in Newark,
Delaware.
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BY HOLLY DAY

Covers the earliest known examples of
tattoos to the more recent innovations,
including ultraviolet and temporary
tattoos containing one’s personal and
financial data.
Holly Day has been a freelance writer
since 1986, with work appearing in
several thousands of magazines
internationally, including regular columns in Guitar One Magazine
and Music Alive! Magazine. She lives in Minneapolis, Minnesota,
with her husband and two children.
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Shatner
BY MICHAEL SETH STARR

In the early months of 1966, a handsome, hardworking thirty-five-year-old
Canadian-born actor named William Shatner was cast as Captain Kirk in Star
Trek, a troubled, low-budget science-fiction television series set to premiere
that fall on NBC. Star Trek struggled for viewers and lasted only three
seasons, but it found a huge, rabidly dedicated audience when it premiered
in syndication following its cancellation—turning Shatner into a pop-culture
icon and launching him on a career path he never could have imagined after
graduating from McGill University with an economics degree twenty years
earlier. As he approaches his ninetieth year, he’s still working at a furious pace
as a man of boundless contradictions: by turns one of the most dissected,
disliked, revered, respected, mocked, imitated, and beloved stars in the show
business firmament.
Shatner takes a comprehensive look at this singular performer, using archival
sources and information culled from interviews with friends and colleagues
to transport readers through William Shatner’s remarkably bumpy career: his
spectacular failures and triumphs; tragedies, including the shocking death of his
third wife, Nerine; and, ultimately, the resilience Shatner has shown, time and
again, in the face of overwhelming odds. Author Michael Seth Starr unravels
the mystery of William Shatner, stripping away the many myths associated with
his personal life and his relationships with fellow actors, presenting a no-holdsbarred, unvarnished look at the unique career of an inimitable performer.

November 2019 • Biography
400 pages • 2 8-page B/W and Color Photo Inserts
6x9
978-1-49508-268-9 • $32.99 • Cloth • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/APPLAUSE THEATRE & CINEMA BOOKS
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Michael Seth Starr lives in Northern New Jersey and has covered television
at the New York Post since 1995 as a reporter, columnist, and editor. He has
authored critically acclaimed biographies of Peter Sellers, Art Carney, Joey
Bishop, Bobby Darin, Raymond Burr, Redd Foxx, and Ringo Starr, which was
selected as one of People magazine’s “Books of the Week” upon its release
in July 2015. His many television appearances include The Today Show, CBS
This Morning, Good Morning America, Rachael Ray, Good Day New York, Tavis
Smiley, The Late Late Show, Larry King Live, and The Talk.
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It’s Always Loud in the Balcony
A Life in Black Theater, from Harlem to Hollywood and Back
BY RICHARD WESLEY

Richard Wesley was witness to a revolution. As both a celebrated participant
and eager student of the Black Theater Movement in the late 1960s, he
became part of a seismic force in American culture, breaking down barriers
and helping to disrupt the cultural landscape. It’s Always Loud in the Balcony: A
Life in Black Theater, from Harlem to Hollywood and Back is both history and
memoir, tracing Wesley’s roots from riot-torn Newark, New Jersey, across the
rocky terrain of Harlem, and finally to Hollywood, where he became partners
with Sidney Poitier, writing several successful films before returning to New
York and the theater world—a trip that Wesley has wryly characterized as “black
power to black establishment.”
Wesley unfolds the history of black theater with love and precision, from the
emergence of Amiri Baraka, and his own debut, the fiercely militant Black
Terror—which landed him a deal with the legendary producer Joseph Papp—
through his moviemaking experience in Los Angeles, working with Bill Cosby
and Richard Pryor, among others. Wesley lands on solid ground in the twentyfirst century as an elder statesman, a happy witness to the great success of
a new breed of black theater that includes the widespread success of Tyler
Perry and Lin-Manuel Miranda’s Hamilton, which brought hip-hop to Broadway.
It’s Always Loud in the Balcony is the passionate, firsthand account of a crucial
American art movement whose effects will be felt for generations to come.

September 2019 • Performing Arts/Theater/History &
Criticism
256 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-49507-241-3 • $29.99 • Paper • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/APPLAUSE THEATRE & CINEMA
BOOKS

Richard Wesley was born in Newark, New Jersey. His work has been produced
on stage, screen, and television. He has received the Drama Desk Award, the
NAACP Image Award, the AUDELCO Award, and the Castillo Award for his work
in political theater. An Associate Professor at the Tisch School of the Arts at
New York University, he is married to the novelist Valerie Wilson Wesley.
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Broadway Musicals, Show by Show

Broadway
The American Musical

NINTH EDITION
BY STANLEY GREEN, REVISED AND UPDATED BY CARY GINELL

This updated edition of one of the bestselling and comprehensive
Broadway reference books, first published in 1985, has been
expanded to include many of the most important and memorable
productions of American musical theater, including revivals.
Arranged chronologically, beginning with musicals from just after the
Civil War, each successive edition of the book has added valuable
updates about trends in musical theater as well as capsule features
on the most significant musicals of the day. The ninth edition
documents important musicals produced since the end of the
2012–2013 season through spring 2019.
Broadway Musicals, Show by Show features a wealth of statistics
and inside information, plus critical reception, cast lists, pithy
commentary about each show, and numerous detailed indexes that
no Broadway fan will want to be without.
Stanley Green (1928–1990) was a historian of American musical
theater, devoting many years to lecturing and writing on the subject.
In 1967, Green wrote A Salute to the American Musical Theatre for
the Manhattan School of Music, which was performed at the White
House. He was the author of The World of Musical Comedy and
The Encyclopedia of Musical Comedy, among other well-loved
books. Cary Ginell is the author of ten books on American music.
He is a recipient of the prestigious ASCAP Deems Taylor Award,
a Grammy nominee, and six-time winner of the ARSC Award for
Excellence in Recorded Sound Research. Since 1996, Ginell has
reviewed musicals and plays for various publications in Southern
California, including Broadway World, the Acorn, and his own blog,
VC On Stage.

September 2019 • Performing Arts/Theater/Broadway & Musicals
544 pages • B/W Photos • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-4769-7 • $27.95 • Paper • [Trade]

SECOND EDITION
BY MICHAEL KANTOR AND LAURENCE MASLON

A comprehensive companion to the six-part Emmy-winning PBS
documentary series, Broadway: The American Musical is the gold
standard of musical theater history books, tracing the roots of the
art form at the turn of the twentieth century through the smashing
successes of the new millennium. The in-depth text is lavishly
illustrated with a treasure trove of photographs, scenic renderings,
production stills, and rehearsal shots, many previously unpublished.
With a foreword by Julie Andrews, this edition is revised and
updated, with brand-new material on all the Broadway musicals
through the 2018–2019 season, including The Book of Mormon,
Hamilton, Dear Evan Hansen, and more. Called by Playbill “an
epic tome—handsomely produced and intensely researched,” this
five hundred-page volume is a must-have for theater fans, casual
enthusiasts, and students of all ages.
Michael Kantor’s twenty-five years’ experience in historical
documentary filmmaking includes the six-part Emmy-nominated
series, Make ’Em Laugh: The Funny Business of America (hosted
by Billy Crystal and narrated by Amy Sedaris), Give Me the Banjo
(narrated by Steve Martin), The Thomashefskys: Music and
Memories of a Life in the Yiddish Theater, and Quincy Jones: In the
Pocket for the American Masters series. Laurence Maslon is an arts
professor at New York University’s Tisch School of the Arts. He is
the host and producer of the radio series Broadway to Main Street,
broadcast on the local NPR-affiliate station WPPB-FM. He lives in
New York City and on the North Fork of Long Island.

September 2019 • Performing Arts/Theater/Broadway & Musicals
512 pages • B/W and Color Images • 8½ x 11
978-1-4930-4767-3 • $29.99 • Paper • [Trade]
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Hearing the Cloud

In Land

Can Music Help Reimagine the Future?

Writings Around Land Art and its Legacies

BY EMILE FRANKEL

BY BEN TUFNELL

Can music be a curse? Here is an alternate history of online
politics and new technology from the perspective of listening,
typing, composing, and shared hearing. Emile Frankel presents
a rigorous account of a world felt to be in crisis. The aesthetic
and tonal ramifications for such feelings are twisted within the
oppressive online structures mediating new music. The legacies
of Silicon Valley digitalism, 4chan, Less Wrong, and Chaos Magic
are compared to the magical thinking which underlies stochastic
composition, and the aesthetics of deconstructed club music.
Despite a pessimistic account of Accelerationism and reactionary
philosophy, Frankel’s spirited writing is full of hope. Hearing the
Cloud considers the communal online conversations we engage
in daily as profound acts of defiance. Sweet, lithe, oily, and honest
music is shown to be an important source of togetherness.

An attempt to melt an iceberg with a blowtorch, an indoor lake
of tequila, an ascent of Mt. Everest, driftwood burnt with sunlight
focused through a magnifying glass and a doorbell that emits the
sound of a dying star; these are some of the extraordinary artistic
strategies covered in this collection. Gathering together texts
published since 2002, as well as specially written new essays,
In Land traces recent engagements with landscape, nature,
environment and the cosmos.

Emile Frankel is a writer and composer researching the changing
conditions of online listening. In addition to internationally
performed video game pieces and orchestral works, Frankel
lectures and can be found on community radio. He lives in Victoria,
Australia.

November 2019 • Music/Instruction & Study/Techniques
241 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-1-78535-838-8 • $23.95 • Paper • [Trade]

Ben Tufnell is an art curator and writer. Previously a curator at
Tate, London, and Director of Exhibitions at Haunch of Venison, he
is currently Director of Parafin, an independent gallery in London.
In 2013-14 Tufnell co-curated the Arts Council Collection touring
exhibition Uncommon Ground: Land Art in Britain 1967-79, which
travelled to four UK museums. As an independent curator, Tufnell
has collaborated with a large number of international museums
including Tate Britain, Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art,
Edinburgh, the South African National Gallery, Cape Town, and
MUAC, Mexico City. He lives in London, England.

December 2019 • Art/Conceptual
248 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-1-78904-050-0 • $23.95 • Paper • [Trade]
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Buddhist Temples of Thailand

The Entrepreneurial Artist

A Visual Journey through Thailand’s 42 Most Historic Wats

Lessons from Highly Successful Creatives

BY JOE CUMMINGS, PHOTOGRAPHS BY DAN WHITE

BY AARON P. DWORKIN

The Buddhist Temples of Thailand explores the Buddhist temple’s
historical position in Thai culture and the dynamic role it continues
to play in everyday life. The kingdom’s best-known sites and rare
gems, such as Wat Phra Kaew in Bangkok and Wat Phumin in
Nan, are brought to life through expert text and more than 200
commissioned photographs.

In The Entrepreneurial Artist: Lessons from Highly Successful
Creatives, Aaron Dworkin offers an engaging, practical guide to
achieving artistic fulfillment, both personally and professionally.
Based on the accomplishments of Shakespeare, Mozart, and
several contemporary creatives, these lessons will help you realize
your professional goals—no matter your medium. Among those
Dworkin personally interviewed for this book are Emmy-winning
actor Jeff Daniels, Tony-award winning choreographer Bill T. Jones,
Grammy award-winning musician Wynton Marsalis, and Pulitzer
Prize winner Lin-Manuel Miranda, country music legend Lee
Greenwood, among others. The stories of these thirteen remarkable
individuals come alive with lessons of love, loss, despair, sacrifice,
perseverance, and triumph.

Joe Cummings first came to Thailand in 1977 and two years later
begin researching Southeast Asian art history for a master’s degree
at the University of California at Berkeley. He has written more
than 30 guidebooks on countries in Asia and North America and
authored several books on Buddhist archaeology, Thai design
and other related topics, including Buddhist Stupas in Asia, Lanna
Renaissance, Burmese Design and Architecture and Chiang Mai
Style. The late Dan White was a British photographer who spent
two decades specializing in South and South East Asia from his
base in Bangkok. He did pioneering work on India, particularly
on the complex world of Hindu ascetics and also in Cambodia
celebrating the end of war. Publications include The Times, Der
Speigel, Marie Claire, The Observer and The South China Morning
Post.

Some of the artist-entrepreneur takeaways explored in this book
include:
•
•
•
•

Build partnerships—with peers, patrons, and sponsors
Embrace diversity
Expand your focus
Allow your work to mature

Aaron P. Dworkin is an acclaimed multi-media performing artist,
social entrepreneur, and educator. He is professor of arts leadership
and entrepreneurship at University of Michigan’s School of Music,
Theatre & Dance and professor of entrepreneurial studies at UofM’s
School of Business. Dworkin lives in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

October 2019 • Photography/Subjects & Themes/Landscapes
256 pages • 10¾ x 9½
978-981-482880-2 • $49.99 • Paper • [Trade]
MARSHALL CAVENDISH INTERNATIONAL (ASIA) PTE LTD
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December 2019 • Performing Arts/Business Aspects
160 pages • 13 B/W Photos • 5½ x 8½
978-1-5381-2953-1 • $19.95 • Cloth • [Trade]
ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD PUBLISHERS
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For Kids of All Ages
The National Society of Film Critics on Children’s Movies
EDITED BY PETER KEOUGH

In For Kids of All Ages, members of the National Society of Film
Critics celebrate the wonder of childhood in cinema. In this volume,
original essays commissioned especially for this collection stand
alongside classic reviews from prominent film critics like Jay Carr,
Roger Corliss, and Roger Ebert. Each of the ten sections in this
collection takes on a particular aspect of children’s cinema, from
animated features to adaptations of beloved novels. The films
discussed here range from the early 1890s to the present. The
contributors draw on personal connections that make their insights
more trenchant and compelling. The essays and reviews in For Kids
of All Ages are not just a list of recommendations—though plenty
are included—but an illuminating, often personal study of children’s
movies, children in movies, and the childish wonder that is the
essence of film.

National Book Network
is an independent, fullservice sales, marketing,
and distribution company
serving book publishers
from around the world.

Peter Keough writes frequently on film as a correspondent for
the Boston Globe. He was the film editor for the Boston Phoenix
from 1989 until the publication’s demise in 2013. His writing has
also appeared in the Chicago Reader, the Chicago Sun-Times,
the Chicago Tribune, Chicago Magazine, Sight & Sound, Boston
Magazine and numerous others. Keough has been a member of
the National Society of Film Critics since 1992 and his writing has
appeared in several of their anthologies. Keough lives in Boston,
Massachusetts.

December 2019 • Performing Arts/Film/History & Criticism
256 pages • 10 B/W Photos • 6 x 9
978-1-5381-2858-9 • $22.95 • Paper • [Trade]
ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD PUBLISHERS
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Spring Releases from Applause Theatre & Cinema Books and Backbeat Books

A Voice of the Warm
The Life of Rod McKuen
BY BARRY ALFONSO

In his 1960s–1970s heyday Rod McKuen
was a phenomenally popular singersongwriter as well as the bestselling
poet in publishing history. His role as
a pioneering gay rights activist who
bridged the ‘60s generation gap with a
message of love and tolerance helps to
make his story uniquely relevant today.

May 2019 • Biography & Autobiography/Music
304 pages • 2 8-page inserts • 6 x 9
978-1-61713-709-9 • $29.95 • Cloth • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/BACKBEAT BOOKS

Crazy Man, Crazy
The Bill Haley Story
BY BILL HALEY JR. AND PETER
BENJAMINSON

Featuring a collection of rare
photographs, this book is a must-have for
any serious rock ‘n’ roll fan.

April 2019 • Biography & Autobiography/Music
304 pages • 2 8-page inserts • 6 x 9
978-1-61713-711-2 • $29.95 • Cloth • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/BACKBEAT BOOKS

Elements of Song Craft
The Contemporary Songwriter’s Guide
To Writing Songs That Last
BY BILLY SEIDMAN

An all-in-one manifesto for contemporary
songwriters in every genre to organize,
understand, and practice the rules,
principles, definitions, forms, and song
craft needed to create good songs.

June 2019 • Music/Instruction & Study/
Composition
208 pages • B/W Images • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-4765-9 • $24.95 • Paperback
Original • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/BACKBEAT BOOKS
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Sense of Occasion
BY HAROLD PRINCE

In this fast-moving, candid,
conversational, and entertaining
memoir, Prince returns to this seminal
text, invigorating it with fresh insights
cultivated through four decades of
additional practice.

June 2019 • Performing Arts/Theater/Broadway
& Musical Revue
304 pages • 2 8-page Photo Inserts: B/W and
Color • 6 x 9
978-1-5400-4688-8 • $19.95 • Paper • [Trade ]
GLOBE PEQUOT/APPLAUSE THEATRE &
CINEMA BOOKS

Where You Goin’ with That
Gun in Your Hand?
The True Crime Blotter of Rock ‘n’ Roll
BY KEITH ELLIOT GREENBERG

This book examines a total of twenty-one
fatal crimes tied to the music industry,
such as the murders of Marvin Gaye,
Biggie Smalls, Tupac Shakur, and Selena.

May 2019 • Music/Genres & Styles/Rock
288 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-61713-685-6 • $24.95 • Paperback
Original • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/BACKBEAT BOOKS

Spring Releases from Applause Theatre & Cinema Books and Backbeat Books

Bollywood FAQ
All That’s Left to Know About the
Greatest Film Story Never Told

John Hughes FAQ
All That’s Left to Know About the Man
Behind the Movies

BY PIYUSH ROY

BY THOMAS A. CHRISTIE

Provides a thrilling, entertaining,
and intellectually stimulating joy ride
into the vibrant, colorful, and multiemotional universe of the world’s most
prolific and most-watched film industry.

Considering the entire sweep of Hughes’s
work behind the camera, this focuses
not only on the popular classics of his
filmography but also on many of his movies
that have achieved a certain cultural
prominence over the passing years.

May 2019 • Performing Arts/Film/Guides &
Reviews • 400 pages • B/W Images • 6 x 9
978-1-4950-8230-6 • $24.95 • Paperback
Original • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/APPLAUSE THEATRE &

April 2019 • Performing Arts/Film/Direction &
Production • 392 pages • B/W Images • 6 x 9
978-1-4950-7466-0 • $24.95 • Paperback
Original • [Trade]

CINEMA BOOKS

GLOBE PEQUOT/APPLAUSE THEATRE &
CINEMA BOOKS

Dave Matthews Band
FAQ

John Waters FAQ

All That’s Left to Know About the Most
Popular Jam Band
BY STEPHEN THOMAS ERLEWINE

Collectively these chapters explain
everything there is to know about the
most popular jam band in history.

All That’s Left to Know About the
Provocateur of Bad Taste
BY DALE SHERMAN

Looks at how a nice boy from the
right side of the tracks would end up
becoming a demon of society and the
influences that drove his ambition in
moviemaking.

April 2019 • Biography & Autobiography/
Music • 400 pages • B/W Images • 6 x 9
978-1-61713-651-1 • $24.95 • Paperback
Original • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/BACKBEAT BOOKS

April 2019 • Performing Arts/Film/Direction &
Production • 400 pages • B/W Images • 6 x 9
978-1-4950-7665-7 • $24.95 • Paperback
Original • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/APPLAUSE THEATRE &
CINEMA BOOKS

Elton John FAQ

Woodstock FAQ

All That’s Left to Know About the
Rocket Man

All That’s Left to Know About the Fabled
Garden

BY DONALD GIBSON

BY THOMAS E. HARKINS

Investigating the highs and lows
throughout each of John’s musical
phases and sartorial changes, this
underscores not only the talent behind
the legend but the unvarnished truth
behind tales that are familiar only to
diehard fans.

Thirty-two acts took to the stage that
weekend and the book gives the
performers and the music their due
consideration by cutting through the lofty
rhetoric and mythology surrounding the
legendary festival.

June 2019 • Music/History & Criticism
400 pages • B/W Images • 6 x 9
978-1-61713-650-4 • $24.95 • Paperback
Original • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/BACKBEAT BOOKS

June 2019 • Music/History & Criticism
400 pages • B/W Images • 6 x 9
978-1-61713-666-5 • $24.99 • Paperback
Original • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/BACKBEAT BOOKS
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Accidentally Like a Martyr

I Know Better Now

Long Slow Train

June 2018 • Music/History & Criticism
290 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-61713-672-6 • $24.99 • Paper • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/BACKBEAT BOOKS

November 2018 • Biography & Autobiography/Music
324 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-61713-710-5 • $29.99 • Cloth • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/BACKBEAT BOOKS

October 2018 • Music/Printed Music
256 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-61713-691-7 • $24.99 • Paper • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/BACKBEAT BOOKS

My Years with Townes Van Zandt

Fleetwood Mac FAQ

Pop Culture New York City

October 2018 • Biography & Autobiography/Music
252 pages • 63/8 x 9¼
978-1-61713-708-2 • $29.99 • Cloth • [Trade]
Globe Pequot/Backbeat Books

October 2018 • Music/Genres & Styles/Rock
376 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-61713-667-2 • $19.99 • Paper • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/BACKBEAT BOOKS

June 2018 • Travel/Special Interest/Hikes & Walks
272 pages • 5 x 8
978-1-4950-9315-9 • $19.99 • Paper • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/APPLAUSE THEATRE & CINEMA
BOOKS
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The Girl in the Back

The Ultimate Guide to Vinyl and More

May 2018 • Music/Genres & Styles/Rock
274 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-61713-687-0 • $24.99 • Paper • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/BACKBEAT BOOKS

September 2018 • Music/Genres & Styles/Pop Vocal
304 pages • 10 x 10
978-1-61713-686-3 • $29.99 • Paper • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/BACKBEAT BOOKS
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Acting in Film

The Art of Horror Movies

In the Heights

February 2000 • Performing Arts/Acting & Auditioning
168 pages • 5¾ x 8¼
978-1-55783-277-1 • $19.99 • Paper • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/APPLAUSE THEATRE &
CINEMA BOOKS

September 2017 • Performing Arts/Film/General
256 pages • 10 x 11 3/8
978-1-4950-6484-5 • $40.00 • Cloth • [Trade ]
GLOBE PEQUOT/APPLAUSE THEATRE &
CINEMA BOOKS

April 2013 • Performing Arts/Theater/Broadway & Musical Revue
176 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-1-4768-7464-7 • $16.99 • Paper • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/APPLAUSE THEATRE & CINEMA BOOKS

Freddie Mercury

A Perfect Union of Contrary Things

Godzilla FAQ

October 2016 • Biography & Autobiography/Music
224 pages • 8¾ x 11¼
978-1-4950-3011-6 • $34.99 • Cloth • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/BACKBEAT BOOKS

October 2018 • Biography & Autobiography/Music
288 pages • 6 x 8¾
978-1-61713-727-3 • $19.99 • Paper • [Trade]
978-1-4950-2442-9 • $29.99 • Cloth • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/BACKBEAT BOOKS

April 2017 • Performing Arts/Film/History & Criticism
376 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-4950-4568-4 • $19.99 • Paper • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/APPLAUSE THEATRE &
CINEMA BOOKS

Speak with Distinction

Stella Adler

The Guitar Player Repair
Guide

How to Make Your Electric
Guitar Play Great!

April 2000 • Performing Arts/Acting &
Auditioning • 416 pages • 6¾ x 9½
978-1-55783-047-0 • $39.99 • Paper • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/APPLAUSE THEATRE &
CINEMA BOOKS

November 2000 • Performing Arts/Acting &
Auditioning • 276 pages • 63/8 x 9¼
978-1-55783-373-0 • $29.99 • Cloth • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/APPLAUSE THEATRE &
CINEMA BOOKS

December 2007 • Music/Musical
Instruments/Guitar • 336 pages • 8½ x 11
978-0-87930-921-3 • $34.99 • Multiple-item
product • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/BACKBEAT BOOKS

July 2012 • Music/Musical Instruments/Guitar
144 pages • 83/8 x 11
978-0-87930-998-5 • $29.99
Multiple-item product • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/BACKBEAT BOOKS
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Are We Still Rolling?

Breaking and Entering

Drum Circle Facilitators’
Handbook

January 2011 • Biography & Autobiography/Music
368 pages • 5⅜ x 8
978-0-9779903-1-3 • $18.00 • Paper • [Trade]
TAPE OP

October 2016 • Performing Arts/Acting & Auditioning
368 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-1-62316-078-4 • $19.99 • Paper • [Trade]
OPUS BOOKS

January 2014 • Music/Musical Instruments/Percussion
96 pages • 6 x 8⅛
978-0-9724307-4-6 • $19.99 • Paper • [Trade]
VILLAGE MUSIC CIRCLES

The Grand
Budapest Hotel

Frankie Finds the Blues

The Grand Budapest Hotel

Making the Responsive Guitar
Boxed Set

September 2018 • Music/Genres & Styles/Children’s
40 pages • 9 x 11½
978-0-9714254-7-7 • $18.99 • Cloth • [Trade]
FREEDOM THREE PUBLISHING

March 2014 • Performing Arts/Screenplays
174 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-1-62316-051-7 • $15.95 • Paper • [Trade]
OPUS BOOKS

March 2011 • Music/Musical Instruments/Guitar
626 pages • 9½ x 14
978-0-9823207-3-0 • $265.00 • Multiple-item product,
boxed • [Trade]
LUTHIERS PRESS

The Official Vintage Guitar
Magazine Price Guide 2019

Outlaws & Armadillos

The Secrets of Dance Music
Production

October 2018 • Music/Musical Instruments/Guitar
638 pages • 8¼ x 10¾
978-1-884883-41-5 • $34.95 • Paper • [Trade]
VINTAGE GUITAR MUSIC

June 2018 • Music/Genres & Styles/Rock
120 pages • 10 x 10
978-0-915608-32-4 • $24.95 • Paper • [Trade]
COUNTRY MUSIC HALL OF FAME

December 2016 • Music/Recording & Reproduction
312 pages • 10½ x 9
978-0-9564460-3-9 • $39.99 • Paper • [Trade]
JAKE ISLAND LIMITED
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Addison Mizner

The Art of the Stonemason

Calligraphy

March 2018 • Architecture/Individual Architects & Firms
360 pages • 200 B/W Photos
23 Color Photos • 9¼ x 12½
978-1-4930-2655-5 • $50.00 • Cloth • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/LYONS PRESS

March 2006 • Architecture/Methods & Materials
174 pages • 150 B/W Photos • 8½ x 11
978-0-911469-27-1 • $25.00 • Paper • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/ALAN C HOOD & COMPANY

September 2013 • Art/Techniques/Calligraphy
224 pages • 450 Color Photos • 8½ x 11
978-0-8117-1294-1 • $24.95 • Paper • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/STACKPOLE BOOKS

Degas

Famous Works of Art

The Ideal of Culture

July 2012 • Art/History
256 pages • 8¾ x 11⅜
978-0-7548-2388-9 • $35.00 • Cloth • [Promotional]
ANNESS/LORENZ BOOKS

September 2017 • Art/History
336 pages • 63 Color Photos • 7 x 10
978-1-5381-0495-8 • $21.95 • Paper • [Trade]
ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD PUBLISHERS

May 2018 • Literary Collections/Essays
572 pages • 6⅜ x 9½
978-1-60419-123-3 • $24.00 • Cloth • [Trade]
AXIOS PRESS

Laurel Burch™ Dream Believers

Rembrandt

Sea Glass

April 2017 • Art/Individual Artists
80 pages • 8¼ x 8⅜
978-1-61745-575-9 • $14.95 • Cloth • [Trade]
C&T PUBLISHING

June 2012 • Art/History/Baroque & Rococo
256 pages • 500 Color Photos • 8¾ x 11¾
978-0-7548-2378-0 • $35.00 • Cloth • [Promotional]
ANNESS/LORENZ BOOKS

May 2017 • Antiques & Collectibles/Glass & Glassware
104 pages • 85 Color Photos • 8¼ x 8½
978-1-60893-653-3 • $16.95 • Cloth • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/DOWN EAST BOOKS
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Frankie’s Scared of Everything
BY MATHEW FRANKLIN

You would be scared too if your own brain was out to get you!
The world can be a dark place. More and more we find ourselves and our
children feeling overwhelmed by the unknown and the pressures of society.
This book helps instill early on the fact that our fears can be our greatest
strengths.
Follow Frankie as their imagination runs wild creating robots, beasts, sea
creatures, and even a mole man on this Technicolor adventure.
Being afraid has never looked so fun.
Mathew Franklin is a tattoo artist, painter, graphic designer, and musician.
After receiving degrees in painting and photography from Miami University he
immediately became a staple in the art scene in Columbus, Ohio where he
currently resides.

October 2019 • Juvenile Fiction/Monsters • Ages 3-8
32 pages • 32 Color Illustrations • 12 x 9
978-1-944201-22-7 • $19.95 • Cloth • [Trade]
BUILDING BLOCK PRESS

·

Author website: TatFranklin.com

·

Author Instagram: @tatfranklin

·

Author Facebook: /tatfranklin and /frankiesscaredofeverything

·

Publisher website: buildingblockpress.com

·

Publisher Instagram: @buildingblockpress

·

Publisher Facebook: /buildingblockpress

·

Regional book tour (KY, OH, IN, TN & GA)

·

Review copy mailing

·

Targeted Instagram and Facebook ads
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#NotReadyToDie

The Math Kids
An Unusual Pattern

BY CATE CARLYLE

VOLUME 3

Ginny’s life suddenly comes to a screeching halt one fateful Monday
when a shooter shows up at Southwestern High School during first
period.
In lockdown with both the homeroom sub and her secret crush
Owen badly wounded, Ginny finds herself teamed up with
Kayla, one of the “Barbies.” Together, they must try to keep their
classmates alive amid terror and pain.
As the chaos continues, Ginny is plagued with questions. Has she
judged Kayla too harshly? Will she ever have the chance to ask
Owen to prom? Will the fight she had with her mom before school
been their last interaction ever?
With the uncertainty of everyone making it out alive growing with
every minute, there’s only one thing Ginny knows for sure: no one is
making it out unchanged.
·

eGalleys available on NetGalley

·

PR outreach to bloggers and podcasters

·

Bi-monthly newsletter to 7,000 US libraries

·

Target US media and review journals for mentions around publication dates and

		

author interviews

·

Use social media and newsletters to position as ideal for holiday gifts

October 2019 • Juvenile Fiction/Thrillers & Suspense • Ages 14+
126 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-1-988761-39-8 • $14.99 • Paper • [Trade]

BY DAVID COLE

The Math Kids are at it again! When their new friend, Special Agent
Carlson, asks them to take a look at a cryptic poem written by a
dying bank robber, they know they will need all of their math skills to
crack the case.
The poem isn’t their only problem, though. Their favorite school
janitor is fired for stealing from student lockers. The Math Kids know
Old Mike would never do anything like that, but how can they prove
it, especially with the new janitor watching their every move?
Jordan, Stephanie, Justin, and Catherine will need math, bravery,
and a little bit of luck if they hope to solve the bank robbery case
and get Old Mike his job back. Will they be able to figure out the
unusual pattern in time?
·

eGalleys available on NetGalley

·

PR outreach to bloggers and podcasters

·

Bi-monthly newsletter to 7,000 US libraries

·

Target US media and review journals for mentions around publication dates and

		

author interviews

·

Use social media and newsletters to position as ideal for holiday gifts

October 2019 • Juvenile Fiction/Mysteries & Detective Stories • Ages 9-12
120 pages • 17 B/W Illustrations • 5½ x 8½
978-1-988761-37-4 • $9.99 • Paper • [Trade]

COMMON DEER PRESS
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Stop Reading This Book!
BY CAROLINE FERNANDEZ, ILLUSTRATED BY SHANNON O’TOOLE

Stop Reading This Book challenges, warns, and roadblocks
readers from the privilege of reading its pages. Is the reader a
mischief-maker like the book thinks or a hero who can overcome
challenges? Would you stop reading this book...?
Caroline Fernandez is a kidlit author, parenting blogger and social
media enthusiast. She is the author of two bestselling books:
Boredom Busters: Over 50 Awesome Activities for Children Aged
7 Years + (Cico Books, 2014 2016 Silver Birch Non-Fiction Honour
Book) and More Boredom Busters: Over 50 Awesome Activities
for Children Aged 7 Years + (Cico Books, 2015). Fernandez is the
creator of parentclub.ca.
·

Social media and newsletter outreach for book cover reveals and to position as 		

		

ideal books for summer holiday and summer camp reading, as well has holiday gifts

		

for teachers and classrooms

·

Galleys available on NetGalley

·

PR outreach to bloggers and podcasters

·

Bi-monthly newsletter to 7,000 US libraries

·

Target US media for mentions around publications dates and author interviews

October 2019 • Juvenile Fiction/Interactive Adventures • Ages 4-8
40 pages • 7 Color Illustrations • 11 x 8½
978-1-988761-41-1 • $10.95 • Paper • [Trade]
COMMON DEER PRESS
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The Fall Fairy Gathering
BY LIZA GARDNER WALSH, ILLUSTRATED BY HAZEL MITCHELL

Now that the fairies have made the most of spring and summer, shepherding
the growing things through the warm months, what do they do when autumn
comes and the growing things begin to settle in to rest? How do the fairies
prepare for winter?
Beloved fairy writer Liza Gardner Walsh explores the matter in a charming
picture book of rhyming questions. Paired with warm and whimsical illustrations
by Hazel Mitchell, this delightful book will help children discover just how fairies
celebrate the harvest season.
And while the fairies do love to add some fun to everything they do, there’s also
a gentle reminder here of our human connection to nature and the importance
of nurturing it.
Liza Gardner Walsh has worked as a children’s librarian, pre-school teacher,
high-school English teacher, writing tutor, museum educator, and she holds
an MFA in writing from Vermont College. She lives with her family in Camden,
Maine. Award-winning illustrator of more than a dozen books, Hazel Mitchell
grew up in England, where she attended art college. She now calls Maine
home.

August 2019 • Juvenile Fiction/Fantasy & Magic • Ages 3-8
32 pages • 32 Color Illustrations • 10 x 10
978-1-60893-592-5 • $17.95 • Cloth • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/DOWN EAST BOOKS

Also Available:
·

Sales materials available for booksellers to host fairy-themed

		

in-store events.

·

Outreach to Maine and New England media, as well as area

		

radio and TV.

·

Outreach to targeted national media

·

Review materials to Library Journal, School Library Journal, and

		

other key national review media

·

Social media promotion

February 2017 • Juvenile Fiction/Fantasy and Magic
Ages 3-8
32 pages • 10 x 10
978-1-60893-633-5 • $16.95 • Cloth

·

Featured title at BEA, NEIBA, New England Made and other gift

GLOBE PEQUOT/DOWN EAST BOOKS

Do Fairies Bring the Spring?

		 shows
·

NetGalley campaign targeting mom bloggers, librarians and

		

children’s book reviewers

·

Author is an extremely proactive and energetic self-promoter.

		

She does frequent workshops and readings at schools, libraries,

		

and botanical gardens.

·

Early pages to TheNew York Times, Washington Post, Chicago

		

Tribune, L.A. Times, women’s magazines (Parents, Family Circle,

		 Working Mother, etc.) and regional parenting publications
·

Finished book mailing to all of the above, plus regional print,

		

broadcast and radio in New England. (Author has been featured

Where Do Fairies Go When It Snows
October 2015 • Juvenile Fiction/Fantasy and Magic
Ages 3-8
32 pages • 10 x 10
978-1-60893-413-3 • $16.95 • Cloth

GLOBE PEQUOT/DOWN EAST BOOKS

		 on 207, Portland Press Herald, Maine Public Broadcasting
		

Network, Portland FOX affiliate morning show and many others)
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The Weaver’s Surprise

Do Puffins Ever . . .?

BY TOM KNISELY,
ILLUSTRATED BY MEGAN LLOYD-THOMPSON

BY FRAN HODGKINS

What happens when a family of mice moves
into a weaver’s cottage for the winter? Will they
tuck into his woven cloth for a long winter’s
nap? Will the weaver discover their presence,
and if he does, what will he do?
This enchanting tale is spun by master weaver
Tom Knisely, author of several instructional
weaving books including Weaving Rag Rugs,
Handwoven Table Linens, Handwoven Baby
Blankets, and his latest, Huck Lace Weaving
Patterns with Color and Weave Effects. Told
in compassionate detail, the story makes you
wonder, has Knisely had personal experience
with tiny curious visitors? Illustrated by Megan
Lloyd, the adorable family of mice win your
heart from the very first page. Lloyd, an
experienced children’s book illustrator with
dozens of books to her credit and also a
weaver, brought both of her talents together
to create accurate renderings of weaving tools
and also the oh-so-cute mouse family.

November 2019 • Juvenile Fiction/Lifestyles/Country
Life • 32 Pages • 25 Color Illustrations • 10¼ x 10¼
978-0-8117-3821-7 • $16.95 • Cloth • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/STACKPOLE BOOKS

Puffins are funny. With their round little
bodies and stubby wings, combined with
a brightly colored beak, they are one of
the most appealing birds. Just looking at
a puffin can make you happy.
For whatever reason, puffins appeal to
practically everybody.
This entertaining and informative book
tells you everything you really want to
know about puffins, answering the kinds
of questions kids always ask, such as do
puffins have teeth?; do they always have
such colorful beaks?; are they related
to penguins?; and why are they called
puffins, anyway?
Fran Hodgkins is the author of
numerous children’s books, including
Andre the Famous Harbor Seal and
How People Learned to Fly. She lives in
Rockport, Maine.

August, 2019 • Juvenile NonFiction/Animals/
Birds • Ages 4-8
32 pages • 10 Color Illustrations
40 Color Photos • 11 x 8½
978-1-60893-911-4 • $17.95 • Cloth • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/DOWN EAST BOOKS
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The Adventures of Riley,
the Museum Dog
ILLUSTRATED BY DEVRA FIRST.
BY RYAN HUDDLE

There is a mystery afoot at the Museum of
Fine Arts in Boston. A hole appears here, a
tiny bite there. Someone has been eating
the art!
Join Riley the Museum Dog, who is
specially trained to sniff out pests, as he
attempts to catch the mischievous culprit.
Children will enjoy the antics, as the hunt
leads them past and introduces them to
some of the world’s great art. Featuring
works by John Singleton Copley, Frida
Kahlo, Claude Monet, Kehinde Wiley, and
more.
Co-produced by The Boston Globe and
the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, The
Adventures of Riley the Museum Dog is
authored by Devra First, with hand-drawn
illustrations by Ryan Huddle.

May 2019 • Juvenile Fiction/Animals
Ages 7-12 • 40 pages • 9 x 10
978-1-63076-360-2 • $16.95 • Cloth • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/MUDDY BOOTS
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Fortis Mission

Grimworld

May’s Moon

Tick, Tock, Tick, Tock

BOOK II
BY AVERY MORAY
BY S.Y. PALMER

Fifteen-year-old Michael May makes history as the first child in
space and part of a crew to the far side of the moon. However, from
the moment he docks at the International Space Station, things
change.... Theft, sabotage, and a shocking discovery threaten
Michael May’s mission to the moon and force him to act. If he can’t
find the answers, the mission will fail. Fortis Mission is the second
instalment in the May’s Moon trilogy.
S.Y. Palmer writes adventure stories for 8- to 12-year-olds. Her
characters are ordinary children who display extraordinary traits as
they look for answers and chase their dreams. S.Y. Palmer studied
German and International Studies at the University of Warwick,
before a career in sales and skills training. She has worked with
school and pre-school charities for a decade and she now writes full
time in rural South Oxfordshire, England.

October 2019 • Juvenile Fiction/Science Fiction • Ages 8-12
216 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-1-78904-091-3 • $11.95 • Paper • [Trade]

Every day, thirteen year old Henry Bats has his usual bowl of Sugar
Slugs, helps tend Cobalt Sidewinders at Frank’s Peculiar Pets, and
keeps to himself with his comic book collection. Just your typical
day in Grimworld, where the sky is always dark and shadows lurk
in the streets. What’s not typical is a suspicious Nightspook luring
Henry into a cemetery in the middle of the night with the promise of
a prized comic book. The Nightspook steals part of Henry’s lifespan
with a pocket watch, which begins counting down to his death.
Henry is running out of time, and the pocket watch won’t stop
ticking...
Avery Moray is a storyteller who specializes in middle grade and
young adult fantasy. She lives in a land with tall mountains and wide
plains with her two furry sidekicks and one non-furry accomplice.
She likes sweets, cats, Halloween, and loves creating things of all
kinds, stories being among them. Moray lives in Louisville, Colorado.

November 2019 • Juvenile Fiction/Ghost Stories • Ages 9-13
160 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-1-78904-157-6 • 1-78904-157-0 • $11.95 • Paper • [Trade]

JOHN HUNT/OUR STREET BOOKS
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Jake’s Book

Counting Sheep

BY MICHAEL STRELOW

BY PIPPA CHORLEY, ILLUSTRATED BY DANNY DEEPTOWN

Jake’s sisters have been important to the health and welfare of
the kingdom. Jake has been on the outside looking in on their
adventures in The Princess Gardener and The Alyssa Chronicle.
But now it’s his turn. He’s been watching from high in the trees,
and now with a little help from some magical old friends, Jake finds
transformation and the natural world as easy as the quick shake of
a squirrel’s tail. Jake’s Book is volume III of The Princess Gardener
series.

One cold dark night when Sam can’t sleep, her mum suggests that
she counts some sheep. But how can she count them when one of
the sheep can’t jump over the fence?

Michael Strelow has a Ph.D in Literature, and has published poetry,
short stories, and nonfiction essays in literary and commercial
magazines. He hosts creative writing workshops in universities and
writing groups, and his 2005 novel The Greening of Ben Brown
was a finalist for the Ken Kesey Novel Award. Strelow lives in Salem,
Oregon.

December 2019 • Juvenile Fiction/Fantasy & Magic • Ages 0-17
168 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-1-78904-232-0 • $11.95 • Paper • [Trade]
JOHN HUNT/OUR STREET BOOKS
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Join Sam and her flock in this frolicking, rhyming farmyard tale as
they try to help little Sheep find a way over the fence.
Pippa Chorley grew up in a picturesque village in England
surrounded by sheep. Trained as a primary school teacher, she
loves to write stories that make children giggle and think outside
the box. Chorley has a passion for writing in rhyme, not only
because it is great fun, but also because she knows that rhyme is an
essential part of children’s reading development. This is the first of
three rhyming storybooks written by Chorley about the adventurous
little girl Sam who loves to solve problems! Chorley now lives
in sunny Singapore with her husband and their very own flock.
Obsessed with wildlife from a young age, Danny Deeptown found
his love of drawing through hours of copying scientific illustrations
from books of animals and dinosaurs. His artistic talent later led him
to study Illustration in South Wales. It was here he found a love for
classic book illustration and the use of pen and ink. Deeptown has
illustrated numerous books for children and when not in his studio,
he likes to spend his time adventuring and seeking out new places
in nature. When working on this book, Deeptown was often spotted
in fields sketching sheep!

January 2020 • Juvenile Fiction/Bedtime & Dreams • Ages 3+
32 pages • 10 x 10
978-981-484119-1 • $10.00 • Paper • [Trade]
MARSHALL CAVENDISH INTERNATIONAL (ASIA) PTE LTD
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Attack of the Cybugs

The Never-Ending Game

The Plano Adventures

The Plano Adventures

BY DR. MO DIRANI AND HWEE GOH, ILLUSTRATED BY DAVID LIEW

BY DR. MO DIRANI AND HWEE GOH, ILLUSTRATED BY DAVID LIEW

The Wood Wide Web is a ghost town. No one goes out or talks to
each other, and the children hide in their tree houses all day long.
Professor Plano, Zed, and Zee get there to find that Cybugs have
infested the town. They text trash, send nasty notes and dislike
everything in sight. Is Lod Myopic behind this? The trio needs to
hurry to help their new friends, but how?

Something is very wrong in Nettown. The playgrounds are empty
and there is no one in sight. Warned by the blazing red glow on
his Orb, Professor Plano investigates with Zed and Zee. They find
that Lord Myopic has created a massive game that every kid on the
block keeps playing and playing…and playing. One of the twins gets
caught up in this web! What will they do? Volume three in the Plano
Adventures series.

Dr. Mo Dirani is a world leading expert on myopia (short-sightedness). He earned his PhD with the world’s largest twin study on myopia
in Australia. His research showed that the environment can influence the development of myopia even in twins who share 100 per cent of
their genes. In 2009, Dirani led a national study on myopia in Singapore, which confirmed that myopia can occur in very young children,
putting them at risk of developing sight-threatening myopia later in life. Therefore, early prevention is important. Today, he heads plano Pte
Ltd, a company with a single mission to help families all over the world manage device use and myopia. Hwee Goh is a MediaCorp scholar
who spent 16 years in political broadcast news. She is also a communications professional who teaches media skills and provides editorial
support to companies at The Media Consultants Singapore. Her passion is reading, and promoting reading. David Liew is the talented
illustrator behind the highly successful ten-book Ellie Belly series,that has sold 100,000 copies. Liew also created Squirky of the five-book
Squirky series. In 2014, he wrote and illustrated his own book, Nightmare on Eat Street.

October 2019 • Juvenile Fiction/Action & Adventure • Ages 5-9
60 pages • 5⅛ x 7¾
978-981-482897-0 • $8.99 • Paper • [Trade]

August 2019 • Juvenile Fiction/Action & Adventure • Ages 5-9
60 pages • 5⅛ x 7¾
978-981-482896-3 • $8.99 • Paper • [Trade]

MARSHALL CAVENDISH INTERNATIONAL (ASIA) PTE LTD
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Little Godwit Finds His Wings

Out of Order

BY EMILY LIM-LEH, ILLUSTRATED BY JOHN LIM

BY DR. MO DIRANI AND HWEE GOH, ILLUSTRATED BY DAVID LIEW

Little Godwit hatches late and learns that his flock has left to escape
the cold Arctic. Soon, he meets different birds who try to make him
fit in with them. The young chick has to decide if he should stay with
these birds or keep flying. How will Little Godwit find his way?

Lord Myopic is determined to cover Murktown in fog, and take
control of its people. Only Professor Plano knows how to defeat
him! He is on his way to pick up his Clear Vision potion when he
ends up in the backyard of a certain pair of twins! Little does he
know, this is the exact place he needs to be to succeed.

Join Little Godwit on his epic journey across the world in this
uplifting story about discovering one’s strengths.
Award-winning author Emily Lim-Leh is the first outside North
America to win three medals for her children’s books at the IPPY
awards (the world’s largest book awards) and also the first in
South East Asia to win the Moonbeam Children’s Book Award.
Like Little Godwit, Emily took a somewhat lonesome journey to
find her wings as an author. Now, Lim-Leh’s imagination happily
takes flight in search of new tales to write. Read more about Emily
at mummumstheword.wordpress.com. John Lim, also known as
SeeSaw, is a dreamer. He loves to illustrate and doodle as it helps
him express his inner thoughts better than words. Like Little Godwit,
John is always willing to try new things. He believes that we should
not be afraid to be ourselves and express our ideas, and that we
should have fun doing it! Find out more about Lim at seesaw.work
and on Intagram @see_n_saw.

November 2019 • Juvenile Fiction/Animals/Birds • Ages 3-8
36 pages • 10 x 8¼
978-981-484117-7 • $10.00 • Cloth • [Trade]

About the Series: Myopia (short-sightedness), device dependency
and lack of outdoor activity are public health concerns worldwide.
Stories from the plano adventures are based on years of scientific
research, written specially to empower young readers to tackle
these adverse effects of excessive device use.
Dr. Mo Dirani is a world leading expert on myopia (shortsightedness). He earned his PhD with the world’s largest twin study
on myopia in Australia. His research showed that the environment
can influence the development of myopia even in twins who share
100 per cent of their genes. In 2009, Dirani led a national study on
myopia in Singapore, which confirmed that myopia can occur in very
young children, putting them at risk of developing sight-threatening
myopia later in life. Therefore, early prevention is important.
Today, he heads plano Pte Ltd, a company with a single mission to
help families all over the world manage device use and myopia.
Hwee Goh is a MediaCorp scholar who spent 16 years in political
broadcast news. She is also a communications professional who
teaches media skills and provides editorial support to companies
at The Media Consultants Singapore. Her passion is reading, and
promoting reading. David Liew is the talented illustrator behind the
highly successful ten-book Ellie Belly series,that has sold 100,000
copies. Liew also created Squirky of the five-book Squirky series.
In 2014, he wrote and illustrated his own book, Nightmare on Eat
Street.
November 2019 • Juvenile Fiction/Action & Adventure • Ages 5-9
60 pages • 5⅛ x 7¾
978-981-482898-7 • $8.99 • Paper • [Trade]

MARSHALL CAVENDISH INTERNATIONAL (ASIA) PTE LTD
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The Yummiest Cupcake
BY LEILA BOUKARIM, ILLUSTRATED BY BARBARA MOXHAM

Alex loves cupcakes. He loves to bake them, he loves to ice them,
and most of all, he loves to eat them! The problem with Alex’s
passion for cupcakes was this—he was only ever allowed one. That
was the rule. Just one cupcake. When Alex can’t decide which
cupcake to choose on his birthday, it seems like nothing is going his
way...until he gets home to find a wonderful birthday surprise!

We have hundreds
more children’s books
available on Edelweiss.
Search “National Book
Network” to see them all!

A sweet story about passion and perseverance from the creators of
Hello, Goodbye Little Island and A Warm Christmas.
Leila Boukarim was born in Lebanon, raised in several countries,
and now lives in Singapore. In every one of her homes, she’s always
found peace in the kitchen, measuring and mixing ingredients that
magically turn into beautiful, fluffy cakes in the oven. No matter
how old she gets, Boukarim still struggles with the “one cupcake”
rule. Barbara Moxham was born in Munich, raised in Sydney
and currently calls Singapore home. She has an insatiable sweet
tooth and an incurable book addiction, so illustrating a book about
cupcakes was a sugary delight for her. The Yummiest Cupcake is
the sixth book she has illustrated and is by far the most delicious.

November 2019 • Juvenile Fiction/Social Issues/Values & Virtues • Ages 3-8
40 pages • 10 x 8¼
978-981-484128-3 • $10.00 • Paper • [Trade]
MARSHALL CAVENDISH INTERNATIONAL (ASIA) PTE LTD
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Pansy in Rome
The Mystery of the Missing Cat
VOLUME 7
BY CYNTHIA BARDES, ILLUSTRATED BY VIRGINIA BEST

Pansy the poodle and her human friend Avery have solved mysteries all over
the world—from foiling a jewel thief in Los Angeles to tracking down a talented
lion cub in Africa. For their newest adventure, they travel to Rome, where a cat
with culinary skills has vanished from one of the city’s best restaurants. Chef
Mario is desperate to find her, so it is Pansy to the rescue!
As Pansy and Avery scour Rome, listening for Angelina’s bell and sniffing the
air for her signature garlic scent, they encounter such sites as the Colosseum
and Trevi Fountain, and learn some useful Italian words. When they finally find
Angelina, in the kitchen of a rival chef, they must teach him some lessons about
stealing, envy, and the value of friendship. Most important of all, he learns that
he must find his unique talent, rather than trying to copy his friend. In the end,
all are reunited for a tasty picnic, and Pansy and Avery reaffirm their own special
friendship.
Seventh in the Pansy the Poodle mystery series of classic children’s books.
Pansy in Rome is perfect for developing reading skills in young emergent
readers age 3-7.
Parents, teachers, and librarians appreciate the heirloom-quality oversized
hardcover with its extra thick pages and splendid full color illustrations.

October 2019 • Juvenile Fiction/Animals/Dogs
Ages 3-7 • 32 pages • 28 Color Illustrations • 9 x 12
978-1-7329768-0-1 • $21.95 • Cloth • [Trade]
OCTOBRE, LLC

·

Newly-redesigned website

·

Online advertising via Google, Bing, and Facebook

·

Ebooks available for entire series

·

Book signing in Florida, Illinois, and New York City with dates

		

and additional locations TBA

·

Postcard mailing to 1200 independent booksellers and libraries

Cynthia Bardes and her husband, David, spend each fall at a Beverly Hills
hotel with their toy poodle, Pansy. Inspiration for the Pansy stories was born
out of random misfortune. One day, when crossing Wilshire Boulevard, Cynthia
was struck by a car. Her injuries required surgery and a lengthy recuperation at
the hotel. While bedridden, Cynthia’s vivid imagination and Pansy’s popularity
with employees and guests of the hotel made for a perfect story. The Pansy
the Poodle Mystery Series was born. Pansy in Rome is the seventh book of
the series. A graduate of Sarah Lawrence College, Bardes is a former dress
designer and interior decorator. When not in Los Angeles, Bardes, her husband,
and Pansy live in Vero Beach, Florida. Virginia Best is an artist whose paintings
and photographs have been exhibited nationally. She lives with her husband
and three poodles in Derby, Vermont.

Also Available:
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Pansy in Africa

Pansy in Venice

The Mystery of the Missing Lion Cub

The Mystery of the Missing Parrot

October 2018 • Juvenile Fiction/Animals/Dogs
Ages 3-7 • 32 pages • 28 Color Illustrations • 9 x 12
978-0-692-98457-4 • $21.95 • Cloth • [Trade]

October 2015 • Juvenile Fiction/Animals/Dogs • Ages 3-7
32 pages • 28 Color Illustrations • 9 x 12
978-0-692-34554-2 • $21.95 • Cloth • [Trade]

Pansy in London

Pansy in Paris

The Mystery of the Missing Puppy

A Mystery at the Museum

October 2017 • Juvenile Fiction/Animals/Dogs • Ages 3-7
32 pages • 28 Color Illustrations • 9 x 12
978-0-692-82604-1 • $21.95 • Cloth • [Trade]

March 2014 • Juvenile Fiction/Animals/Dogs • Ages 3-7
32 pages • 28 Color Illustrations • 9 x 12
978-0-615-84019-2 • $18.95 • Cloth • [Trade]

Pansy in New York

Pansy at the Palace

The Mystery of the Missing Monkey

A Beverly Hills Mystery

October 2016 • Juvenile Fiction/Animals/Dogs • Ages 3-7
32 pages • 28 Color Illustrations • 9 x 12
978-0-692-61301-6 • $21.95 • Cloth • [Trade]

November 2012 • Juvenile Fiction/Animals/Dogs
Ages 3-7 • 32 pages • 28 Color Illustrations • 9 x 12
978-0-615-69253-1 • $18.95 • Cloth • [Trade]

CHILDREN’S

The Generous Fish
BY JACQUELINE JULES, ILLUSTRATED BY FRANCES TYRRELL

Inspired by Jewish folklore, The Generous Fish is the story of a young boy
named Reuven who takes a verse from scripture to “cast your bread upon
the waters” (Ecclesiastes 11:1) quite literally. The result of his daily act is a giant
talking fish with golden scales! Boy and fish spend idyllic days together until the
villagers realize those scales are real gold. Every villager has good reason to
ask for one. Devorah needs clothes for her children. Old Joseph needs money
for a cane. The fish says he has plenty to share. But he grows weak from giving
away too much, too fast. Can Reuven stand up to the village and save his
friend?
Through a unique friendship between a boy and a magic fish, award-winning
author Jacqueline Jules has created an environmental fable sure to generate
discussion in the classroom and at home. What happens when we want
something that depletes another’s resources? Frances Tyrrell’s finely detailed
illustrations delightfully capture a child’s innocent love for the natural world.
An author’s note provides biblical sources on human interaction with the
environment.

January 2020 • Juvenile Fiction/Animals/Fish • Ages 4-8
40 pages • 40 Color Illustrations • 8 x 10
978-1-937786-79-3 • $16.95 • Cloth • [Trade]
WISDOM TALES

·

Bound galley mailing to leading book review outlets

·

Space advertising in Publishers Weekly, Foreword, Kirkus, and/

Jacqueline Jules is the author of forty books for young readers, including the
award-winning Zapato Power series, Never Say a Mean Word Again: A Tale
from Medieval Spain, and Feathers for Peacock. A former school librarian
and teacher, Jules enjoys visiting schools to share her passion for reading
and writing. She is a word person, who loves rearranging words on the page,
the same way people have fun fitting the pieces of a jigsaw puzzle together.
Jules lives in Arlington, Virginia. Frances Tyrrell is an artist who creates finely
detailed and imaginative illustrations for children’s books and a wide range
of licensed products. A lover of the magical world of illustrated books since
childhood, Tyrrell now takes great pleasure in creating beautiful books for
today’s children. Her works Huron Carol and Woodland Christmas have been
shortlisted for the Governor-General’s Award for Illustration, while her original
watercolors are in private and public collections. Tyrrell lives and works in
Oakville, Canada.

		 or School Library Journal
·

Media kit to review journals

·

Online publicity promotion through publisher’s website and

		

Facebook accounts, and through author and illustrator websites

		

and blogs: jacquelinejules.com and francestyrrell.com

·

Email campaign to target user group through email blast
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Children’s Fiction Backlist

Do Princesses Wear Hiking Boots?
January 2016 • Juvenile Fiction/Imagination & Play
Ages 2-6 • 32 pages • 32 Color Illustrations • 8 x 6¾
978-1-63076-164-6 • $7.95 • Board book • [Promotional]
978-0-87358-828-7 • $15.95 • Cloth • [Promotional]
GLOBE PEQUOT/TAYLOR TRADE PUBLISHING

A Land Remembered

A Land Remembered

VOLUME 1

VOLUME 2

March 2001 • Juvenile Fiction/Family/Multigenerational
Ages 9-14 • 248 pages • 6¼ x 9
978-1-56164-223-6 • • $9.95 • Paper • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/PINEAPPLE PRESS

March 2001 • Juvenile Fiction/Family/Multigenerational
Ages 9-14 • 200 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-56164-224-3 • $8.95 • Paper • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/PINEAPPLE PRESS

February 2013 • Juvenile Fiction/Family/Parents
Ages 0-4 • 32 pages • 32 Color Illustrations • 6½ x 7½
978-1-58979-748-2 • $8.95 • Board book • [Trade]
978-0-87358-901-7 • $12.95 • Cloth • [Promotional]
COOPER SQUARE PUBLISHING LLC

Stone Soup

When Someone Very Special Dies

You Be You

December 2005 • Juvenile Fiction/Fairy Tales & Folklore/
Country & Ethnic • Ages 4-7
32 pages • 8¾ x 11⅛
978-0-87483-602-8 • $8.95 • Paper • [Trade]
AUGUST HOUSE

July 1996 • Juvenile Fiction/Social Theme/Death, Grief,
Bereavement • Ages 9-12
32 pages • 11⅛ x 8¾
978-0-9620502-0-6 • $9.95 • Paper • [Trade]
WOODLAND PRESS

October 2011 • Juvenile Fiction/Social Issues
32 pages • 32 Color Illustrations • 7½ x 8½
9781589797475 • $7.95 • Board book • [Trade]
978-1-58979-666-9 • $12.95 • Cloth • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/TAYLOR TRADE PUBLISHING
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Only One You

Children’s Nonfiction Backlist

A is for Airplane/A es para avion

Birds, Nests & Eggs

Cooking Rocks!

February 2003 • Juvenile NonFiction/Foreign Language
Study • Ages 1-5 • 28 pages • 5 x 5
978-0-87358-831-7 • $6.95 • Board book • [Promotional]
COOPER SQUARE PUBLISHING LLC

January 1998 • Juvenile NonFiction/Science & Nature
Ages 5-10 • 48 pages • 8¾ x 9
978-1-55971-624-6 • $7.95 • Paper • [Promotional]
COOPER SQUARE PUBLISHING LLC

September 2004 • Juvenile NonFiction/Cooking & Food
192 pages • 7¼ x 9½
978-1-891105-15-9 • $16.95 • Spiral bound • [Trade]
LAKE ISLE PRESS

Everything Horse

A Kid’s Guide to Sewing

One Minute Mysteries

June 2005 • Juvenile NonFiction/Animals • Ages 8-11
64 pages • 6⅛ x 9¼
978-1-55971-921-6 • $7.95 • Paper • [Promotional]
COOPER SQUARE PUBLISHING LLC

August 2013 • Juvenile NonFiction/Crafts & Hobbies
Ages 11-14 • 144 pages • 181 Color Photos • 7½ x 9
978-1-60705-751-2 • $21.95 • Paper • [Trade]
C&T PUBLISHING/FUNSTITCH STUDIO

April 2008 • Juvenile NonFiction/Science & Nature
Ages 9-14 • 192 pages • 5¾ x 8¾
978-0-9678020-1-5 • $12.95 • Paper • [Trade]
SCIENCE, NATURALLY!

Seashells, Crabs and Sea Stars

Tracks, Scats and Signs

What I Saw in Yellowstone

January 1999 • Juvenile NonFiction/Science & Nature
Ages 7-10 • 48 pages • 8¾ x 8½
978-1-55971-675-8 • $7.95 • Paper • [Promotional]
COOPER SQUARE PUBLISHING LLC

November 1996 • Juvenile NonFiction/Science & Nature
Ages 7-10 • 48 pages • 8¾ x 8¾
978-1-55971-599-7 • $7.95 • Paper • [Promotional]
COOPER SQUARE PUBLISHING LLC

July 2012 • Juvenile NonFiction/Travel • Ages 8-12
40 pages • 8½ x 9
978-1-60639-035-1 • $12.95 • Paper • [Trade]
RIVERBEND PUBLISHING
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BUSINESS

Digital You
Real Personal Branding in the Virtual Age
BY WILLIAM ARRUDA

What’s your story?
In Digital You: Real Personal Branding in the Virtual Age, branding
authority William Arruda describes the 21st-century world of
personal branding and guides you to define, express, and expand
your personal brand for the virtual world. Branding is not about
being famous, Arruda explains; it’s about being selectively famous.
When you understand the true value of personal branding, you can
use it as a serious career development strategy.
Digital You offers a deep dive to developing, designing, and
sustaining a personal brand throughout the fluid movements of any
career. Understand how to be clear about your digital brand and
your unique promise of value so you can increase your success and
happiness at work and in life. It’s time to stop worrying about career
extinction and start crafting a brand of distinction.
A corporate branding veteran and accomplished entrepreneur,
William Arruda is the founder and president of Reach, the global
leader in personal branding with representatives in 49 countries.
He’s also the co-founder of CareerBlast.TV, a video learning
platform for professionals. His list of clients includes American
Express, Google, Gucci, IBM, J&J, LinkedIn, Microsoft, Pepsi,
Starwood Hotels, and Target. As a thought leader, Arruda is a
spokesperson on personal branding, social media, and leadership.
He has appeared on BBC TV, the Discovery Channel, and NPR,
and he’s been featured in Time, Fast Company, the Wall Street
Journal, and Entrepreneur. He is the bestselling author of the
definitive books on executive branding, Ditch. Dare. Do! and Career
Distinction, and he writes a regular column for Forbes. He lives in
New York.
October 2019 • Business & Economics/Marketing
150 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-1-949036-75-6 • $18.95 • Paper • [Trade]
ASSOCIATION FOR TALENT DEVELOPMENT
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BUSINESS

The Unicorn Project
A Novel about Digital Disruption, Redshirts, and Overthrowing the Ancient
Powerful Order
BY GENE KIM

This highly anticipated follow-up to the bestselling The Phoenix Project takes
another look at Parts Unlimited, this time from the perspective of software
development.
In The Phoenix Project, Bill, an IT manager at Parts Unlimited, is tasked with
a project critical to the future of the business, code named Phoenix Project.
But the project is massively over budget and behind schedule. The CEO
demands Bill fix the mess in ninety days or else Bill’s entire department will be
outsourced.
In The Unicorn Project, we follow Maxine, a senior lead developer and
architect, as she is exiled to the Phoenix Project, to the horror of her friends
and colleagues, as punishment for contributing to a payroll outage. She tries
to survive in what feels like a heartless and uncaring bureaucracy and to
work within a system where no one can get anything done without endless
committees, paperwork, and approvals.
One day, she is approached by a ragtag bunch of misfits who say they want
to overthrow the existing order, to liberate developers, to bring joy back
to technology work, and to enable the business to win in a time of digital
disruption. To her surprise, she finds herself drawn ever further into this
movement, eventually becoming one of the leaders of the Rebellion, which puts
her in the crosshairs of some familiar and very dangerous enemies.
October 2019 • Business & Economics/Management
345 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-942788-76-8 • $28.99 • Cloth • [Trade]
IT REVOLUTION PRESS

·

Lead title of the year with major marketing spend

·

Galley outreach to national business and technology media

		 outlets
·

Galley excerpt promotion event at DevOps Enterprise Summit

		

London, June 2019 (1,500+ attendance)

·

Launch event at DevOps Enterprise Summit Las Vegas, October

		

2019 (2,000+ attendance)

·

Promotional campaign to over 250,000+ through IT Revolution

		

and its partners

·

Author promotion on social media, newsletter, personal 		

		

appearances, etc.

·

IT Revolution social media and newsletter outreach to 47,000+

The Age of Software is here, and another mass extinction event looms—this
is a story about “red shirt” developers and business leaders working together,
racing against time to innovate, survive, and thrive in a time of unprecedented
uncertainty...and opportunity.
Gene Kim is a multi-award winning CTO, researcher, and author. He is the
founder of Tripwire and served as CTO for thirteen years. His books include
The Phoenix Project, The DevOps Handbook, Beyond the Phoenix Project,
Accelerate, The Visible Ops Handbook, and Visible Ops Security. Kim is a huge
fan of IT operations and how it can enable developers to maximize throughput
of features from “code complete” to “in production” without causing chaos and
disruption to the IT environment. He has worked with some of the top Internet
companies on improving deployment flow and increasing the rigor around
IT operational processes. In 2007, ComputerWorld added Gene to the “40
Innovative IT People to Watch Under the Age of 40” list, and he was named a
Computer Science Outstanding Alumnus by Purdue University for achievement
and leadership in the profession. Follow Kim on his website or on Twitter
@RealGeneKim. Gene Kim lives in Portland, Oregon.

		 network
·

Targeted pre-sales and ad campaign through print and social

		

media channels
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BUSINESS

Team Topologies

100 Great Leading Through Frustration Ideas

Evolving Organization Design for Business and Technology

From Leading Organisations Around the World

BY MATTHEW SKELTON AND MANUEL PAIS

BY DR. PETER SHAW

Successful teams are fundamental to create successful outcomes
for any business, across all industries, to include building and
running modern software systems, and successful organizations
take care in designing and evolving their team structures.

In this latest addition to the highly successful 100 Great Ideas series,
readers will find a comprehensive guide to overcoming one of the
most frequently felt emotions at work today: frustration.

Team Topologies will help readers discover:
•
•
•
•
•

Team patterns used by successful organizations
Common team patterns to avoid with modern software systems
When and why to use different team patterns
How to evolve teams effectively
How to split software and align to teams.

Matthew Skelton has been building, deploying, and operating
commercial software systems since 1998. Head of Consulting at
Conflux, he specializes in Continuous Delivery, operability and
organization design for software in manufacturing, ecommerce,
and online services, including cloud, IoT, and embedded software.
Manuel Pais is a DevOps and Delivery Coach and Consultant,
focused on teams and flow first. He helps organizations adopt test
automation and continuous delivery, as well as understand DevOps
from both technical and human perspectives.
·

Galley outreach to national business and technology media outlets

·

Galley promotion event at DevOps Enterprise Summit London, June 2019 (1,500+

		 attendance)
·

Launch event at DevOps Enterprise Summit Las Vegas, October 2019 (2,000+ 		

		 attendance)
·

Promotional campaign to over 250,000+ through IT Revolution and its partners

·

Social media and newsletter outeach to 47,000+ network

·

Targeted pre-sales and ad campaign through print and social media channels

September 2019 • Business & Economics/Leadership
240 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-942788-81-2 • $21.99 • Paper • [Trade]
IT REVOLUTION PRESS
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Frustration comes in many forms and from many sources—bosses,
colleagues, staff, clients, and not to forget, oneself. If left to fester,
frustration can quickly impair a person’s ability to work and to lead,
and potentially hijack the performance of the entire team and
organisation.
100 Great Leading Through Frustration Ideas provides a practical
framework for leading yourself and others through frustration.
Starting from a simple 5-step plan—Understand, Plan, Act, Observe,
and Reframe—this wise and wide-ranging guide shows you how to
address your frustrations in a fresh and constructive way, and use
them as a springboard to new breakthroughs.
Author Dr. Peter Shaw, who has written three other titles in this series,
distils 100 learning points from his vast experience in business and
government, and conveys them in a highly personable, easy-to-read
style.
Dr. Peter Shaw is a founding partner of Praesta Partners and works
with individuals, teams, and groups to enable them to grow their
strengths and tackle demanding issues confidently. He has held a
wide range of board-level posts covering finance, personnel, policy,
communications, and delivery, and worked in five UK Government
Departments. He is the author of 28 influential books on leadership.

December 2019 • Business & Economics/Business Communication
264 pages • 5⅛ x 7¾
978-981-484147-4 • $19.50 • Paper • [Trade]
MARSHALL CAVENDISH INTERNATIONAL (ASIA) PTE LTD

BUSINESS

The Executive Warrior

Locker Room Talk

40 Powerful Questions to Develop Mental Toughness for Career
Success

A Guide to Political Correctness in the Public Domain

BY VICTOR NG

Why are 87% of people not engaged at work, according to a recent
Gallup global report? Among the biggest reasons are lack of
purpose, loss of focus and inability to handle setbacks. To survive
and thrive in today’s volatile workplace, you’ll need to be mentally
tougher than ever.
Many self-development books seem to have all the answers. This
is one book that asks all the right questions and guides you to find
your own answers.
Certified executive coach and former award-winning C-suite
executive Victor Ng draws on 20 years of corporate experience
in one of the world’s most competitive industries to take you on a
journey of personal discovery and professional empowerment.
Whether you’re a fresh school-leaver, ambitious young executive or
seasoned corporate-world veteran, you’ll find the answers you’ve
been seeking in this inspiring and indispensable self-coaching
handbook.
Victor Ng is a certified executive coach and trainer for future
leaders. He was one of the youngest to reach the regional C-suite
management of a global communications agency network, having
won over 100 professional awards while working in London,
Shanghai and Singapore. For 20 years, he has worked with CEOs,
government leaders, entrepreneurs, PhDs and students. His insights
on leadership and professional development have been featured
on Business Insider, Thrive Global, The Good Men Project, and
Lifehack.

September 2019 • Self-Help/Personal Growth/Success
216 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-981-484102-3 • $16.99 • Paper • [Trade]

BY STEVE DAWSON

Since man first harnessed consciousness, we have watched and
learnt. Observing the traits and behaviors of every facet in our
environment. This means we have an ability to predict what is safe,
comfortable and reliable. In our own mind this creates an invaluable
safety net for our decision-making processes. But what seems like
a useful tool in our head, can be cruel and patently unfair beyond it.
Trends in a world driven by the Internet are educating us about how
harmful stereotyping can be. And those falling foul of a behavior
seemingly ingrained in our DNA, are paying high-profile prices.
Locker Room Talk examines how we got here, why it’s so hard to
change our mindset and the consequences for us and the brands
we represent, if we do not.
Steve Dawson is a Chartered Tax Accountant who has turned
his hand to journalism over the past 20 years. Born in London but
having lived in Singapore since 1994, Steve wrote for The Straits
Times, before joining Channel i News. He was then head-hunted
by ESPN Star Sports (now Fox Sports) where he now presents live
football from Europe and Asia. Steve also has a successful business
coaching people how to present their data and innovations. He
has written two sports biographies, Alex Yoong: The Driver’s Line in
2010 and How to Be the Greatest Like Muhammad Ali in 2012.

September 2019 • Business & Economics/Decision-Making & Problem
Solving • 224 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-981-482842-0 • $16.99 • Paper • [Trade]

MARSHALL CAVENDISH INTERNATIONAL (ASIA) PTE LTD
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Mano Sabnani’s Money Secrets

Resolving Disputes

Cruise Your Way to Financial Freedom

A Guide to the Options for Appropriate Dispute Resolution (ADR)

BY MANO SABNANI

BY ANIL CHANGAROTH

Everyone is interested in making money, having a good life and
retiring comfortably. But how do you go about planning for future
financial security and more importantly, how do you achieve
financial freedom? The reality is that job security lessens and
incomes dwindle as we get older. To maintain a decent lifestyle, it
is essential to build savings and invest them prudently while in your
prime earning years. It is hard work, but it has to be done.

A guide to the appropriate options available for resolving disputes,
such as adjudication, arbitration, conciliation, dispute boards, expert
determination, litigation, mediation, neutral evaluation, etc.

Well-known financial writer and investor Mano Sabnani stresses
the importance of financial independence and shares his money
secrets on building an investment portfolio to achieve a passive
income for a comfortable retirement.
Topics in the book include simple financial literacy, core principles of
investing, what and how to invest for the best long-term results, and
how to select the right stocks to invest in. Mano’s Money Secrets
includes his investment principles and strategies as well as his
views on the Singapore stock market, banks and property/REITs. He
also provides guidance on how not to get caught up in speculation
and scams.
The book’s conclusion is that real happiness is achieved only when
you have financial independence and little or no financial worries.

The book carries out a thorough explanation of each of these
mechanisms, how each operates, and practical considerations as
to how each of these mechanisms may be appropriate, the key
differences between the various dispute resolution mechanisms
and why a party may need to adopt a particular method are also
explored.
Anil Changaroth is an Advocate & Solicitor of Singapore and
qualified as a barrister of England and Wales in 1993. Changaroth is
Managing Director and General Counsel of ChangAroth Chambers
LLC. In practice since 1995 (and conversant in Mandarin, Malay,
Malayalam and Tamil, besides English), he focuses on Building,
Construction and Infrastructure work and most aspects of
Commercial, Civil, Criminal and Corporate front end advisory work
and Appropriate Dispute Resolution services. He also practiced with
the arbitration group of an international law firm and was in-house
counsel with the Contract Advisory and Dispute Management
division of Davis Langdon & Seah (Arcadis Group).

Mano Sabnani is currently Chairman and CEO of Rafflesia Holdings,
Singapore, a company he founded to pursue opportunities in the
investment, corporate advisory, and media sectors.

August 2019 • Business & Economics/Personal Finance
208 pages • 5⅜ x 8½
978-981-482875-8 • $17.99 • Paper • [Trade]

November 2019 • Business & Economics/Business Communication
136 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-981-482851-2 • $15.99 • Paper • [Trade]

MARSHALL CAVENDISH INTERNATIONAL (ASIA) PTE LTD
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Business Backlist

5 Day Weekend

Accelerate

The DevOps Handbook

March 2018 • Business & Economics/Personal Finance
320 pages • 15 Color Illustrations • 6½ x 9¼
978-1-885167-81-1 • $24.99 • Cloth • [Trade]
BARD PRESS

March 2018 • Business & Economics/Information
Management • 288 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-942788-33-1 • $21.99 • Paper • [Trade]
IT REVOLUTION PRESS

October 2016 • Business & Economics/Management
480 pages • 47 Color Illustrations • 6 x 9
978-1-942788-00-3 • $27.95 • Paper • [Trade]
IT REVOLUTION PRESS

How to Retire Happy, Wild, and
Free

Little Red Book of Selling

The Millionaire Next Door

September 2009 • Business & Economics/Personal
Finance/Retirement Planning • 240 pages • 7 x 10
978-0-9694194-9-5 • $19.95 • Paper • [Trade]
VISIONS INTERNATIONAL PUBLISHING

August, 2004 • Business & Economics/Sales & Selling
220 pages • 51/2 x 8
978-1-885167-60-6 • $19.95 • Cloth [Trade]
BARD PRESS

November 2010 • Business & Economics/Motivational
272 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-58979-547-1 • $16.95 • Paper • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/TAYLOR TRADE PUBLISHING

The Next Millionaire Next Door

The ONE Thing

The Phoenix Project

October 2018 • Business & Economics
272 pages • 6¼ x 9¼
978-1-4930-3535-9 • $24.95 • Cloth • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/LYONS PRESS

April 2013 • Business & Economics/Management
240 pages • 40 B/W Illustrations • 6 x 8½
978-1-885167-77-4 • $24.95 • Cloth • [Trade]
BARD PRESS

February 2018 • Business & Economics/Management
432 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-942788-29-4 • $24.00 • Paper • [Trade]
IT REVOLUTION PRESS
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HEALTH/SELF-HELP/PARENTING

Baby Names 2020

The Art of You

This Year’s Best Baby Names
State to State

A Guide to Shaping Your Unique Place in the Beautiful Mosaic
of Life

BY ELEANOR TURNER

BY VANESSA TUCKER

Choosing a name for your baby has never been easier or more
enjoyable than with Baby Names 2020. Whether you are looking
for a traditional name or something more adventurous, Baby Names
2020 will help solve your baby-naming dilemmas.

You are a masterpiece—an unfolding work of art, beautiful in the
moment and growing every day. The Art of You invites you to
answer your call; it presents the perception-shifting vision that
both you and your life are creative acts and shows you how to see
the exquisite masterpiece you came here to be. Vanessa Tucker
harnesses the alchemy of her therapeutic and spiritual practice, her
intuitive gift as a teacher, and her dark and illuminating personal
experiences, and distils them into tools you can use to rediscover
yourself. Packed with narrative paintings, inspiring stories, and
practical exercises, she presents five innovative ways of looking at
yourself and guides you through an empowering creation process
that enables you to: step into your feminine wisdom, connect with
your cosmic power and reclaim your beauty, leading you into an
empowering space of love and wholeness. Are you ready to answer
your creative calling?

Popular culture continues to affect baby naming. The recent Disney
revival of classics such as Aladdin and The Lion King may well see
Jasmine and Nala jump up the charts.
Looking at state differences, the name Elijah is popular in the
southern states, but absent from top ten lists for the mid-Atlantic
and New England states. Pretty much across America, Williams and
Liams can be found everywhere, as can Emmas and Olivias for girls.
With over 8000 of this year’s favorite names, Baby Names 2020 is
the most up-to-date baby name book you can buy to help you with
the all-important baby name decision.
Baby names expert Eleanor Turner is an experienced author who
has written 11 baby names books. Turner lives in Racine, Wisconsin.

September 2019 • Family & Relationships/Baby Names
320 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-1-910336-60-1 • $9.99 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-1-91033-654-0 (2018)
CRIMSON PUBLISHING
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Vanessa Tucker is the founder of Walk your Talk Retreats, creator
of Alchemy Healing, Happy Cards and co-founder of Women
Weaving Change. Tucker’s creative calling developed from the point
of crisis, which led her to ask the question: What would I do if I had
six months to live? Her answer took her on a spiritual pilgrimage to
self-love and empowerment. She lives with her partner in Plymouth,
England.
·

vanessajtucker.co.uk

·

walkyourtalkretreats.co.uk

·

womenweavingchange.com

August 2019 • Self-Help/Creativity
264 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-1-78904-107-1 • $21.95 • Paper • [Trade]
JOHN HUNT/O-BOOKS

HEALTH/SELF-HELP/PARENTING

Crystal Prescriptions

Wisdom for Living

The A-Z Guide to Creating Crystal Essences for Abundant WellBeing, Environmental Healing and Astral Magic

Learning to Follow Your Inner Guidance

VOLUME 7
BY JUDY HALL

Crystal essences and gem waters have been used for thousands of
years to bring the body back into harmony and restore personal and
environmental well-being. They are an extremely convenient way of
combining crystal properties. In this, the latest volume in the Crystal
Prescriptions series, you will learn how to create your own essences
from healing crystals. Powerful aids to self-development and soul
growth, these potent essences heal and rebalance the chakras,
support your abundance and aspirations, assist in overcoming
addictions, stress and PTSD; expand your consciousness; provide
protection against detrimental electromagnetic fields; facilitate
environmental and earth-healing, and accelerate karmic, ancestral
and past life healing. Sections are included on emotional and
mental healing, physiological essences, and those to specifically
assist young people. You can also explore innovative astrological
and astral-magic essences that harness the power of the planets
and their associated crystals to capitalize on the strengths of, and
overcome the challenges in, your birth chart. These, along with
essences for the day-to-day movement of the planets enable you to
fulfil your true potential. Each section is accompanied by a Directory
of appropriate crystals and an introductory section assists in the
care and selection of exactly the right crystals for your essences.
An internationally known author, Judy Hall is the author of
the million-selling Crystal Bibles and O-Books’ series Crystal
Prescriptions. Her books have been translated into fifteen
languages. She has been voted the Kindred Spirit MBS personality
of the year, and has appeared four times on the Watkins MBS list of
100 most spiritually influential living writers.
September 2019 • Body, Mind & Spirit/Crystals
344 pages • 5⅛ x 7½
978-1-78904-052-4 • $29.95 • Paper • [Trade]

BY REYNOLD RUSLAN FELDMAN AND SHARON CLARK

We live in uncertain, even dangerous times. If we were ships, we’d
be traveling in rough waters and dense fog. Without a navigation
system, we’d soon be sunk—literally. We need to know where and
how to navigate to keep ourselves safe as we pursue our individual
life journeys. Wisdom for Living is an invaluable resource and guide
for strengthening, developing, and accessing your own inherent
wisdom nature. Each of us comes hard-wired with the equipment
needed to navigate the rough waters of life. This equipment is our
intuition or gut feelings, available to all. Yet like the GPS in a car or
phone, we need to learn to access, use, and trust it. These short
essays suggest how you can find wisdom in a variety of people,
places, and things. You are encouraged to keep a wisdom journal
(WJ) in which you respond to a motivating question at the end
of each essay. In this way, you will create a personal handbook
for guiding your life while using your inner guidance to deal with
challenges.
Reynold Ruslan Feldman is a retired English professor, dean, and
university vice-president. He is a nonprofit consultant, fundraiser,
and linguist, and is an author and teacher of practical wisdom. Along
with his wife, Feldman mentors young women leaders. He lives in
Boulder, Colorado. Sharon Clark is a writer and editor. Re-wired
after a career in public relations, she mentors seniors in preserving
their personal histories through memoir writing. She lives in Novato,
California.

August 2019 • Self-Help/Motivational & Inspirational
176 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-1-78904-149-1 • $16.95 • Paper • [Trade]
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Going Nowhere, Slow

Safe Infant Sleep

The Aesthetics and Politics of Depression

Expert Answers to Your Cosleeping Questions

BY MIKKEL KRAUSE FRANTZEN

BY JAMES J. MCKENNA

Using examples from art and literature, Frantzen explores the social,
political and economic implications of both real and imagined
depression. Is feeling blue a symptom of the death of progress?
Was the suicide of David Foster Wallace a proverbial canary in
a coal mine? Margaret Thatcher once declared that there is no
alternative to the social order that we now reside within. Have
we accepted her slogan as a fact, and is that why so many are on
Prozac and other anti-depressants? Frantzen examines the works
of Michel Houellebecq, Claire Fontaine, and David Foster Wallace
as he seeks out an answer and a way to formulate a new future
oriented left movement.

In the world of pediatric care, sleep safety guidelines are
controversial and often misguided. Cosleeping, a term which
encompasses sleeping in the same room or on the same bed as
your infant, is a common parental instinct. Despite mainstream
opposition, thousands of parents continue the practice, whether
intentionally, accidentally, or out of necessity.

Mikkel Krause Frantzen is a postdoc at the University of Aalborg,
and literary critic at the Danish newspaper Politiken. His research
brings together interpenetrating questions of aesthetics and politics.
Frantzen gained his PhD from the Department of Arts and Cultural
Studies, University of Copenhagen. He lives in Copenhagen,
Denmark.

So, why do current medical guidelines insist that cosleeping is
unsafe? What is the difference between Sudden Infant Death
Syndrome (SIDS) and Sudden Unexpected Infant Death (SUID), and
are they related to cosleeping? What should parents do to make a
safe sleep space for their infant?
In Safe Infant Sleep, the world’s authority on cosleeping breaks
down the complicated political and social aspects of sleep
safety, exposes common misconceptions, compares current
recommendations to hard science and introduces his new
"breastsleeping" framework.
Complete with resource listings for parents and professionals,
Safe Infant Sleep will teach you how to confidently choose a safe
sleeping arrangement as unique as your family.
Dr. James J. McKenna directed the Mother-Baby Behavioral
Sleep Laboratory at the University of Notre Dame for twenty-two
years. He pioneered the world’s first studies of the physiology and
behavior of cosleeping mothers and infants, and has published over
140 scientific articles on the topics of cosleeping, breastfeeding,
evolutionary medicine, and SIDS. He has also authored several
books and has spoken at medical, parenting, and policy
conferences around the world. He lives in San Francisco, California.

December 2019 • Psychology/Psychopathology/Depression
240 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-1-78904-214-6 • $23.95 • Paper • [Trade]
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Mindfulness for Chocolate Lovers

Be Your Own Light

A Lighthearted Way to Stress Less and Savor More Each Day

Stepping Out of the Shadows of Mental Illness

BY DIANE R. GEHART

BY ELEANOR SEGALL

An accomplished and honored professor, psychotherapist, author,
and chocolate connoisseur, Diane Gehart identifies surprisingly
efficient and fun ways to increase your daily dose of joy. Drawing
on positive psychology, Eastern wisdom, and three decades of
psychotherapist know-how, she outlines a no-nonsense yet goodhumored path to get you where you want to go. She will teach you
step-by-step how to:

Born of Eastern European Jewish refugees and British Jews,
Eleanor Segall grew up with a close-knit family in England. When
she was 12 her father, previously undiagnosed, tried to kill himself.
Trying to protect their children, his hospitalizations were never
openly discussed by her parents.

• Identify the essential elements necessary for life-long happiness
and add them to your everyday habits.
• Develop an unshakable sense of inner joy that sustains you in
good times and bad.
• Engage your most painful life circumstances to dramatically 		
improve your life for the better.
• Navigate common pitfalls and challenges, including skillfully 		
handling the most difficult personalities and relationships.
• Transform how you journey through life—making it a joy ride 		
regardless of weather or other unforeseen circumstances.
Diane R. Gehart is an award-winning professor of Counseling
and Family Therapy at California State University, Northridge, and
author of numerous best-selling books for professionals, including
Mindfulness and Acceptance in Couple and Family Therapy and
Mastering Competencies in Family Therapy. She maintains an
active psychotherapy practice in the Los Angeles, California, area
and resides in Westlake Village.

September 2019 • Self-Help/Meditations
200 pages • 3 B/W Photos • 5½ x 8½
978-1-5381-2906-7 • $19.95 • Paper • [Trade]
ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD PUBLISHERS

But when Eleanor began displaying symptoms of bipolar disorder
in her early teens, her family’s legacy of mental illness forced its
way into their lives. Her family, attune to the symptoms after her
father’s illness, got Eleanor the help she needed for her own bipolar.
Eleanor now manages her anxiety and bipolar, and writes prolifically
to provide hope, battle stigma and emphasize recovery.
Eleanor Segall has appeared in Rethink Mental Illness, Time
to Change, Cosmopolitan, Happiful Magazine, Refinery 29,
The Jewish News, World Union of Jewish Students, Bipolar UK,
Huffington Post UK, among many others. She has been an advocate
for the Jewish Association of Mental Illness, bringing awareness and
tackling stigma to over eighty synagogues and Jewish organizations
across the United Kindgdom. Her blog, Be Ur Own Light, was a
finalist for the 2018 UK Blog Awards.
·

Review copy mailing to bipolar blogs and online mental health editors

·

Pitch author for original blog contnent to bipolar and mental health blogs

·

Outreach to regional and national Jewish media and synagogues

November 2019 • Self-Help/Mood Disorders/Bipolar Disorder
200 pages • 5 x 7¾
978-1-78956-036-7 • $12.95 • Paper • [Trade]
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I’ll Be Right Back

Lost Boy Found

Parenting with Mental Illness

Redrawing the Lines of My Life

BY TOVA FEINMAN

BY ANDREW PUCCETTI

Tova Feinman was just beginning to face the sexual abuse she
suffered as a child when she found herself parenting a young
daughter on her own. Reeling between undiagnosed post-natal
depression and her own childhood trauma, Feinman struggled
to stay afloat mentally and financially. Under the care of her
psychiatrist, she successfully learned to reconcile her troubled
childhood while raising her daughter Katie. But when Katie lost her
eyesight, Feinman had to navigate her daughter’s new physical
needs while maintaining her own mental health. I’ll Be Right Back
is a moving testament to the resiliency of the human spirit and the
strength of a mother’s love.

Andrew Puccetti came from what seemed like a good family.
But if one was to peer behind the curtains, they’d find that not
everything was as perfect as it seemed. Andrew’s father suffered
from alcoholism, his mother threw herself into fostering, and Andrew
himself suffered from intense OCD and anxiety. He recovered
through therapy, and, as he grew, he discovered himself and found
the strength to come out of the closet to his family.

Tova Feinman is the author of Teacup in a Storm: Finding My
Psychiatrist and is a frequent contributor to PyschCentral.com.
She speaks nationwide about her experience navigating life
while recovering from trauma and mental illness. Feinman lives in
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
·

Pitch author to mental health and parenting editors at regional dailies

·

Finished copy mailing to national and regional Jewish publications

·

Pitch original blogs to general mental health sites

But the OCD returned, and Andrew found himself unable to maintain
his friendships or a job. After being admitted to a psychiatric
hospital, Andrew was diagnosed with obsessive compulsive
disorder, generalized anxiety disorder, major depressive disorder,
and borderline personality disorder. Here he tells his brave story of
how he overcame it all to become the person he is today.
Andrew Puccetti is a college student, activist, and mental illness
survivor. He now lives a happy, fulfilling life and is passionate about
sharing his story so that others know what it feels like to live with
mental illness. He works to help people have more compassion for
those with mental illness, let others know they are not alone, and
break the stigma around such issues. Puccetti lives in the suburbs of
Chicago, Illinois, with his family and two dogs. You can find out more
about Puccetti on his website andrewpuccettiauthor.com.
·

Review copy mailings to regional dailies

·

Finished copy mailings to OCD and mental health organizations and foundations

·

Author promotion on social media including feature on #mentalhealthmondays with

		 giveaway
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200 pages • 5 x 7¾
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·

Promotion on Trigger blog with original content by author

·

Outreach to college mental health student groups
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Love and Other Gods
A Journey Through Psychosis
BY MICHAEL NANGLA

In this fascinating account of bipolar II disorder, Michael Nangla
writes through the lens of religion and romantic love. As he
abandons the traditional Indian life his family wants for him and
instead pursues education, Michael Nangla tries to replace that
security with romantic love. He becomes adrift when those loves fail
to last.

Looking for your sales
representative? Turn
to page 313 or visit
nbnbooks.com.

After an evening out with friends, Michael becomes unhinged and
leaves his apartment and spends the night in a graveyard. There,
he hears an angel tell him to meet with the Devil, and amid the
headstones, Michael comes face to face with the Devil, whose
visage morphs into Michael’s own countenance.
Following that terrifying night of his psychotic episode, Michael is
hospitalized. But, it is only the beginning of his journey of healing,
which brings him back to his family, and back to India.
Poetic and moving, Nangla articulates his mental illness as only one
who knows the darkness can: with an eloquent appreciation for the
beauty of the light.
Born to Sikh parents in 1967, Michael Nangla is the youngest of
a proudly traditional family, and is the only member to be born in
England, something that has deeply defined him as he reconciles
his two cultures. He was a journalist covering politics before
becoming a documentary producer for BBC Radio 4 and author. He
lives in London with his wife and daughter.

November 2019 • Psychology/Psychopathology/Bipolar Disorder
200 pages • 5 x 7¾
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Guide To Getting It On

Carry This Message

Crystal Prescriptions
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Artful Embroidery on Canvas
Get Creative with Thread, Fabric, Paper, Acrylic Mediums & More
BY IRENE SCHLESINGER

Transform ordinary artist canvas into an embroidered masterpiece! With easyto-learn stitches, your embroidery needle becomes a paintbrush to stitch
creative ideas into life. Get your feet wet with small art pieces and step-by-step
techniques for stitching on stretched canvas. Gather supplies to add appliqué,
acrylic paint, fibers, beads, and even mirrors to your mixed-media pieces! Get
tips on how to finish and display canvas embroidery art, with an extensive
project gallery for inspiration. It’s like art quilting for needlework lovers!
• Embellish unique art pieces with fibers, sequins, beads, paper, paint, and
more
• Amateur embroiderers and experienced needleworkers alike will love 		
seeing their work from an artist’s point of view
• Get started with three small sample projects
Irene Schlesinger learned to stitch from her grandmother. Her schooling and
admiration of folk, surrealist, and expressionist artists inspired her use of vibrant
colors, patterns, and textures in embroidered canvases and mixed-medium
panels. She lives in San Francisco, California.
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·

National print advertising campaign

·

Email promotions sent to 50,000+ consumers

·

Publicity including website promotions and social media

		

exposure on Facebook (over 2 million impressions) and Twitter

		

(over 240,000 impressions) accounts

·

Reviews in both print and online press

·

Targeted review copy mailing to American Patchwork & Quilting,

		 McCall’s, Quiltmaker, Notions, Love of Quilting, and Fabric Shop
		 Network
·

Promoted at top craft industry shows, including Quilt Market and

		 QuiltCon
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Exploring Folk Art with Wool Appliqué & More
16 Projects Using Embroidery, Rug Hooking & Punch Needle
BY REBEKAH L. SMITH AND KELSEY ANILEE SMITH

Elevate your wool appliqué! Stitch sixteen projects in the American folk-art style,
from heartfelt home decor to handy sewing accessories. Each piece combines
wool appliqué with a traditional handwork skill—embroidery, rug hooking,
punch needle, yarn sewing, quilting, cross stitch, or dimensional! Learn from the
authors and their fellow folk artist friends as they collaborate on these creative
projects and share expert tips and tricks.
Rebekah L. Smith studied graphic design at the Art Institute of Pittsburgh. Her
creations today are inspired by Pennsylvania-German folk art. She and her
family continually work to restore their 1838 house in the Western Reserve of
Ohio. Kelsey Anilee Smith, the daughter of Rebekah L. Smith, has a B.A. in
history and an M.A. in museum studies. Her work in museums and her love of
the past inspire her embroidery and other work. She lives in Ohio.
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Heirloom Embroidery from Brian Haggard
250+ Iron-On Designs
BY BRIAN HAGGARD

Easy to use—just transfer and stitch!
Over two hundred and fifty embroidery designs from best-selling author Brian
Haggard are now available as iron-on transfers, to make applying and using his
designs a breeze. Transfer and embroider beautiful designs from his popular
books Embroidered Memories and Crazy-Quilted Memories. From florals and
banners to birds and bees, this book has elegant images of all kinds (and in all
sizes, too!)
• Dozens of designs you’ll love to use on your crazy quilts, embroidery 		
hangings, and more.
• Enjoy a huge variety of embroidery transfers in different sizes.
• Transfer each image several times.
Brian Haggard has over twenty years of award-winning floral design under
his belt and owns a thriving interior design business. Thousands of students
have enjoyed his classes in the US and abroad. He lives in Indianapolis with his
husband.

Also Available:
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80 pages • 8 x 10
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Crazy-Quilted Memories
Beautiful Embroidery Brings Your Family Portraits to Life
BY BRIAN HAGGARD

August 2011 • Crafts & Hobbies/Needlework Embroidery
96 pages • 8¾ x 11
978-1-60705-227-2 • $27.95 • Paper • [Trade]

Embroidered Memories
375 Embroidery Designs • 2 Alphabets • 13 Basic Stitches •
For Crazy Quilts, Clothing, Accessories...
BY BRIAN HAGGARD

		 QuiltCon
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80 pages • 165 Color Photos • 8 x 10
978-1-60705-570-9 • $24.95 • Paper • [Trade]
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A Stylish Guide to Classic Sewing
Explore 30 Timeless Garments with History, Styling & Tips for Ready-to-Wear
Results
BY JULIE STARR AND SARAH GUNN

Though making your own clothes is incredibly rewarding, deciding what
patterns will still look stylish in five or ten years can be a challenge. This
inspirational guide walks you through the thirty best garments to make for
yourself, from a lovely French jacket to a basic button-up and a sleek pair of
pants. Learn why each garment has become a staple, its design features and
characteristics, and the best fabrics to use when sewing. Create classic pieces
that will stand the test of time, like a classic pencil skirt (pattern and instructions
included). Get styling tips for every occasion, with a photo gallery and charming
illustrations and advice that flows like conversation with a best friend who loves
fashion and sewing as much as you do.
• The ultimate guide for planning your self-sewn wardrobe!
• Learn how to select a garment, a pattern, and fabrics to fit your style.
• See real-life models in thirty classic looks, along with whimsical fashion 		
illustrations sprinkled throughout the book.
• Get tips on styling for everyday looks and special occasions.
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192 pages • 7½ x 9½
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Targeted review copy mailing to American Patchwork & Quilting,

Julie Starr is a perennially favorite contributor to the 300,000+ global member
website Sewing Pattern Review, where her clothing has won four consecutive
annual awards based on member votes. She lives near Charleston, South
Carolina. Sarah Gunn is inspired by the pursuit of a stylish wardrobe. Her blog,
Goodbye Valentino, has been recognized by Vogue Patterns Magazine and
Burda Style, and she regularly contributes to the Pattern Review website. She
lives in Spartanburg, South Carolina.

		 McCall’s, Quiltmaker, Notions, Love of Quilting, and Fabric Shop
		 Network
·

Promoted at top craft industry shows including Quilt Market and

		 QuiltCon
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Wool Appliqué Heirlooms
15 Antique-Inspired Projects & Techniques
BY MARY A. BLYTHE

Enjoy quiet time with time-honored wool appliqué! Add warmth and texture to
your home with wool appliqué. Sewing in the popular folk-art style, you’ll stitch
fifteen projects, including thirteen heirloom-worthy table mats and two versions
of an Advent calendar. Learn how reverse appliqué brings depth and color to
your handwork without the bulk of additional layers. This guide offers advice on
choosing and using wool (even scraps!), plus valuable techniques and tips for
wool hand stitchers.
• Make heirlooms your family will treasure.
• Be inspired by beautiful styled photos with seasonal theme.
• Choose the best tools and get advice on stitches
Mary A. Blythe loves heirloom crafts, rug hooking, cross-stitch, penny rugs,
and knitting. From 2006 to 2011, she operated The Woolen Needle quilt shop,
and today she spends time with family, traveling, and designing patterns. She
lives in eastern Iowa.
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Me & My 18” Doll
Sew 20+ Matching Outfits, Accessories & Quilts for the Girl in
Your Life
BY ERIN HENTZEL

A match made in heaven! Sewing patterns for little girls and their eighteeninch dolls. Dressing like your doll has never been so much fun! Make stylish
coordinates, modern accessories, and cozy quilts for little girls and the dolls
they love. Each project comes in a standard 18” doll size and a child’s size (with
the clothing in sizes 5–12), so you can customize the perfect pairing! Get the
best possible fit for garments by learning to self-draft some of the patterns—a
helpful skill to learn as your children grow.
Erin Hentzel fell in love with sewing at age seven, creating stuffed animals,
clothing, and doll fashions. She sells PDF sewing patterns online and teaches
sewing classes in Oregon’s Willamette Valley, where she lives with her husband
and children.
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The Storyteller’s Sampler Quilt
Stitch 359 Blocks to Tell Your Tale
BY CINZIA WHITE

Raconteur—The Storyteller’s Collection, an award-winning quilt, is your next
take-anywhere project. Sew a collection of miniature pieced hexagons, making
the king-size quilt your next long-term project, or pick and choose from 363
block designs to make a project of any size! A mix of hand-stitched and
machine-pieced blocks are organized in 59 collections. Full-size foundation
paper patterns are included for many of the blocks, with tips for English paper
piecing.
Cinzia White has been quilting for over thirty years, has published numerous
patterns in patchwork magazines, and has taught throughout Australia. White
has created many award-winning quilts and enjoys stitching and appliquéing by
hand. She lives in Gerringong, NSW Australia.
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Kim Schaefer’s Wool Appliqué Calendar
Quilts
12 Months of Fast, Fun & Fusible Projects

Ombré Quilts
6 Colorful Projects
BY JENNIFER SAMPOU

BY KIM SCHAEFER

Piecing meets fast and easy fusible wool appliqué in this follow-up
to the best-selling Kim Schaefer’s Calendar Quilts. Start a family
tradition by hanging a new mini quilt in your home each month!
Twelve seasonal wall quilts—one for each month of the year—are
perfect for quick projects, gifts, scrap-busting, and block-of-themonth clubs. Cheerful motifs in Kim’s signature style come with
full-size appliqué patterns.
• Each block in this pattern pack measures 10½” x 18½”
• Sew a full year of easy wool appliqué blocks from bestselling 		
author Kim Schaefer
• Make one or make them all! Quickly sew twelve small
10½” x 18½” quilts
• Stitch a monthly mini quilt to remind you of family, celebrations,
and traditions
Kim Schaefer is a bestselling author and the founder of Little Quilt
Company, which is known for its small, fun-to-make quilting patterns.
A fabric designer with Andover Fabrics, Schaefer lives with her
family in Southeastern Wisconsin.

Sew modern quilts that illuminate your life with the help of ombré
fabrics. Easy large-scale piecing shows the entire ombré gradation,
while smaller-pieced quilts let colors dance and glow in hundreds
of hues, tints, and tones! With a single fabric containing subtle
shifts from pale to dark, color feels exciting and new again. Jennifer
Sampou shows you how to make the fabric work for you, with six
brilliant quilt projects featuring her Sky Collection fabric.
• Piece gorgeous gradients of color with six quilts featuring ombré
fabrics
• Capture the glow and luminosity of the sky in your quilts with 		
Sampou’s new Sky Collection fabric
• Use large blocks to capture subtle waves of color, or piece tiny
blocks for dynamic movement
Jennifer Sampou studied textiles and surface design at the
Fashion Institute of Technology in New York City and was creative
director for P&B Textiles before opening Studio Sampou. She
currently designs fabrics exclusively with Robert Kaufman Fabrics.
She resides in Orinda, California.
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Quick & Easy Quilt Block Builder

The Quick & Easy Triangle Block Tool

Frustration-Free Instructions for Piecing; How-To Illustrations &
Easy-to-Follow Charts

Make 100 Triangle, Diamond & Hexagon Blocks in 4 Sizes with
Project Ideas; Packed with Hints, Tips & Tricks; Simple Cutting
Charts, Helpful Reference Tables

BY CATHERINE DREISS

Traditional quilt blocks are made up of common elements such as
Flying Geese, Square-in-Squares, and Quarter-Square Triangles.
Each of the elements can be constructed in a variety of ways—
choose the ones that are easiest and most efficient! In this one
book, you will find each method carefully broken down, explained,
and illustrated, along with comprehensive sizing information. It’s the
ultimate no-math, no-stress reference for all common quilt block
elements!
• Keep cutting instructions and size charts right on your cutting 		
table with this handy, lie-flat reference
• Don’t waste time figuring out quilt block element sizes! We’ve 		
done the math for you
• An indispensable guide to combining classic quilt block elements
Catherine Dreiss is a print maker, graphic designer, and teacher
who recently fell in love with quiltmaking. She resides in Des
Moines, Iowa.
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BY SHEILA CHRISTENSEN

Everything you love about the Quick & Easy Block Tool, now with
triangle blocks! This ultimate no-math reference for quilters includes
cutting charts, piecing tips, quilt layout ideas, and a visual index of
blocks. Plus, get cutting instructions using straight or 60° triangle
rulers for triangles, diamonds, jewels, half diamonds, parallelograms,
hexagons, half hexagons, lozenges, and half lozenges. Ultraportable and indispensable, this is the block guide that no quilter,
modern or traditional, should be without!
Sheila Christensen learned to sew clothes as a teenager and later
began quilting at the local quilt shop. After a few years of taking
every class she could, she ended up buying the shop. She lives in
rural New Zealand where she owns Quilters’ Lane.
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Straight-Line Quilting Designs

Tantalizing Table Toppers

75+ Designs from Charlotte Warr Andersen, Natalia Bonner, Mary
Mashuta, Amanda Murphy, Angela Walters & More!

Sew 20+ Runners, Place Mats & Napkins

COMPILED BY C&T PUBLISHING

Endless inspiration from your favorite quilters
Want inspiration for your straight-line quilting? Now you have
the perfect tool! This spiral-bound book is full of designs—JUST
designs—and will lie flat on your work surface or your quilt to keep
your hands on the quilt and that needle moving! The fourth in our
Quilting Inspiration series, this visual guide is filled with more than
seventy-five distinctive straight-line designs from your favorite
designers to get you stitching.

BY JUDY GAUTHIER

A well-dressed table is just stitches away! Showcase your creativity
with a handmade table runner that’s equal parts functional and
fun. Best-selling author Judy Gauthier shares twenty unique table
quilts you can display year round. Step-by-step instructions are
included for each project, with basics on piecing, pressing, and
understanding color values. Use the coordinating fast2cut Simple
Square Templates for easy blocks that fit together like magic! Try
out new patchwork, appliqué, and quilting designs before making
a commitment to a full quilt. Makers of all skill levels will love the
satisfaction of a quick finish.

•
•
•
•

Perfect for domestic and longarm machines
Full-page spreads with easy-to-follow straight-line designs
Lies flat for easy reference while quilting
Includes work from popular designers Charlotte Warr Andersen,
Natalia Bonner, Mary Mashuta, Amanda Murphy, and
Angela Walters
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• Table accents for every home! Make dinnertime feel special with
a quilted runner.
• Instantly change the look of your kitchen or dining room with 		
twenty fast, fun, and easy projects.
• Share the love—table topper make great gifts!
Judy Gauthier is the owner of Bungalow Quilting and Yarn. She is a
fabric designer for Ink and Arrow Fabrics and has taught classes at
Quilt Expo and International Quilt. Gauthier lives in Ripon, Wisconsin.
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The Ultimate Applique Reference Tool

The Ultimate Thread Guide

Hand & Machine Techniques; Step-by-Step Instructions; Choosing
Supplies; Options for Embellishments

Everything You Need to Know to Choose the Perfect Thread for
Every Project

BY ANNIE SMITH

BY BECKY GOLDSMITH

Get started today with hand and machine appliqué! Sharing her
passion for appliqué, experienced teacher and author Annie Smith
teaches you everything you need to know to sew the quilt of your
dreams! This colorful guide to hand and machine appliqué includes
step-by-step techniques, plus advice on fabric selection, choosing
supplies, and working with templates. Gain the confidence to
design your own applique blocks and quilts, or flip to find several
pretty patterns to get you stitching. Beautiful designs, better
results! Appliqué expert Annie Smith shows you the way. Learn
appliqué by hand or machine, with tips on appliqué elements and
embellishments. Use the included patterns to practice—then start
designing your own appliqué blocks and quilts

Always choose the right thread! This amazing reference guide
features a handy thread use key (organized by thread manufacturer)
that shows the most common uses for each and every thread,
helping you determine which one is right for your project. Plus,
get the inside scoop on thread types and fibers, thread weight,
choosing the correct sewing machine needle, and how thread is
made.

Annie Smith’s quilt pattern company, SimpleArts, has evolved
from a small family business to a global online presence, reaching
more than a million households. She teaches appliqué techniques
at national and international quilt guilds and lives near San Jose,
California.
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• Learn about the most important features of specific threads 		
(grouped by thread manufacturer)
• On the go travel size
• Try out new products and new techniques with confidence
Becky Goldsmith and business partner Linda Jenkins started
Piece O’ Cake Designs in 1994. Designing and making quilts,
writing books, and teaching others how to make quilts is a better
career than Goldsmith could ever have imagined. Goldsmith lives in
Sherman, Texas.
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Jelly Filled—18 Quilts from 2½’’ Strips
All Skill Levels
BY VANESSA GOERTZEN

Raid your fabric pantry! The best-selling author of Charm School is back with
eighteen projects using precut 2½” strips. Vanessa Goertzen’s fabric recipes
will help you cook up basic blocks and more advanced designs—triangles, log
cabins, hexagons, and even curves—from precut strips. Slice into convenient
fabric rolls, or create your own strips from yardage. Whether you are newer
to quilting or a seasoned pro, you’ll spend less time cutting, and more time
creating!
• Sweet and simple! Sew eighteen jelly-rific quilts made from 2½” precut fabric
strips
• Learn precut shortcuts with best-selling Charm School author Vanessa 		
Goertzen
• Start with basic quilt blocks, and build your skills to piece triangles, 		
hexagons, curves, and more.
Vanessa Goertzen’s childhood dream was to be a baker, and she later became
a maker of quilts. A fabric designer for Moda, she loves precuts and their sweet
names: Layer Cakes… Jelly Rolls… simply delectable! She lives in southern Utah.
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Quilt Modern Curves & Bold Stripes
15 Dynamic Projects for All Skill Levels
BY HEATHER BLACK AND DAISY ASCHEHOUG

Sew fifteen inspired designs with strong lines and quilted curves! Laced
with retro-inspired circles and bold stripes, these modern quilts leave an
unforgettable impression. Piecing circles, half circles, and quarter circles is
easier than you think, and the authors will teach you to add movement and
depth two ways—through easy strip sets or stripe-printed fabric. These aren’t
your typical Drunkard’s Path quilts, but distinctive quilts for adventurous quilters!
With block-based patterns, some improvisational piecing, and designs ranging
from beginner-friendly to complex, there’s something for everyone.
• Move beyond common circle-quilt designs to tackle curved 			
piecing with ease
• Add stripes to curved piecing and use color to add depth for a 		
simple way to make complex quilts
• Piece block-based layouts and improv designs ranging from 			
simple to advanced
Heather Black is a modern quilter whose work has appeared in various
publications and at quilt shows. She lives in Spokane, Washington, with
her daughter. Daisy Aschehoug’s quilts have been published in numerous
magazines and books, and she has won three QuiltCon awards. A recent expat,
she lives in Norway with her family.
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Create with Cork Fabric

kraft-tex Creations

Sew 17 Upscale Projects
Bags, Accessories & Home Decor

Sew 18 Projects with Vegan Leather; Print, Stitch, Paint & Design
BY LINDSAY CONNOR

BY JESSICA SALLIE KAPITANSKI

Elevate your sewing with a bagmaker’s secret—cork fabric! Learn
how easy it is to work with cork from the innovative designer behind
Sallie Tomato patterns. Sew seventeen projects from purses and
pouches to gorgeous accessories and home decor. Using only
regular sewing tools, you’ll love adding cork fabric accents to
everything. Cork comes in a rainbow of colors, and it’s eco-friendly,
maintenance-free, pliable, and hypoallergenic—making it the
irresistible choice for all sorts of handmade gifts.
Jessica Sallie Kapitanski founded her sewing business, Sallie
Tomato, while pursuing a degree in Entrepreneurship. Her
innovative designs and products aim to attract the next generation
of sewing enthusiasts. She lives in Wisconsin with her family.
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Print, paint, stamp, and stitch… it’s never been so fun to design
as it is with kraft-tex! Discover the incredibly durable paper that
looks, feels, and wears like leather, but sews just like fabric.
Modern designers share twelve clever kraft-tex projects plus six
bonus ideas, from bags and wallets to coasters and embroidered
bracelets, proving there’s something for everyone. Whether or not
you’ve used kraft-tex before, mixed-media artists and craft sewists
will love its creative versatility.
• Meet kraft-tex, the rugged fabric-paper hybrid! Talented 		
designers share twelve modern projects and six quick ideas, with
illustrated how-tos and step-by-step photos
• Take a mixed-media approach to crafting when you print, paint,
dye, and design
• Sew stylish! Create bags, pouches, wallets, and jewelry from 		
vegan leather
Lindsay Conner stumbled into sewing and quilting over a decade
ago, though she has always been crafty. A writer and editor, Baby
Lock ambassador, and pattern designer for many books and
magazines, she lives in Indianapolis, Indiana, with her family.
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Visual Guide to Creative Straight-Line
Quilting
Professional-Quality Results on Any Machine; 60+ Modern Designs
BY NATALIA WHITING BONNER

Give up your fears of straight-line quilting and learn to love it!
Quilting expert Natalia Bonner is back with more than sixty new
linear patterns for triangle blocks, square blocks, borders, and
allover designs. Learn how satisfying it is to quilt with only straight
lines, using your walking foot or free-motion quilting with rulers.
Domestic or longarm machine…anything goes! Each pattern comes
with step-by-step photos, making it accessible to all quilters—even
beginners.
Natalia Whiting Bonner is an award-winning quilter, teacher, and
best-selling author. She has appeared on television, in magazines,
and in books. A Gammill Quilt Artist and Craftsy instructor, Whiting
Bonner has designed fabric for Moda Fabrics. She lives in St.
George, Utah.

Zakka from the Heart
Sew 16 Charming Projects to Warm Any Home
BY MINKI KIM

Add peace to your busy life with a cozy afternoon of zakka sewing.
Stitching in her signature style, Minki Kim is back with sixteen
whimsical crafts for your must-sew list. With a number of techniques,
from quilting and wool appliqué to embroidery, there’s something
for every sewist! Advance your skills by installing a variety of zipper
styles, bag handles, and hardware. From purses to pouches, these
useful handmade gifts are ideal for gifting—and perfect for keeping!
Stitch and piece a pile of pillows, sewing baskets, and useful gifts
for everyone—including you, Satisfy any style with customizable
projects, Practice wool appliqué, adding zippers, hand stitching,
quilting, and more.
Minki Kim discovered sewing as a creative outlet after formal
training as a sculptor. A pattern and fabric designer with a whimsical
style, she has designed several collections for Riley Blake Designs.
Originally from Korea, she lives in Southern California.
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Tiny Houses, Simple Shacks, Cozy Cottages,
Ramshackle Retreats, Funky Forts
And Whatever the Heck Else We Could Squeeze in Here
BY DEREK DIEDRICKSEN

This Old House meets Wayne’s World in this zany guide to designing and
building tiny homes
Derek “Deek” Diedricksen has always had a love for small, modest houses
ever since his father gave him the book Tiny Tiny Houses by Lester Walker for
his tenth birthday. Combining his artistic abilities, wild imagination, and passion
for small houses, Deek self-published Humble Homes, Simple Shacks, Cozy
Cottages, Ramshackle Retreats, Funky Forts, and Whatever the Heck Else we
could Squeeze in Here in 2009. This new and expanded edition is a collection
of Deek’s creative/imaginative sketches for building small houses, shacks,
cottages, and forts.
Deek’s one-of-a-kind sketches are accompanied with hand-written commentary,
both instructive and comical. His main purpose is to encourage people to get
off the couch and start building. Believing that specific building plans squash
creativity, he avoids too many detailed instructions, so that do-it-yourselfers can
put their own creative spin on their very own small abodes (even if it is just in
their imaginations).
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Derek “Deek” Diedricksen has been a voice for the small house movement
for several years. He has led workshops for Tumbleweed Houses and is the
author/artist/designer of Humble Homes, Simple Shacks, Cozy Cottages,
Ramshackle Retreats, Funky Forts (the original edition of this book), as well as
Micro Shelters and Micro Living. He and his work have been featured in the
New York Times, and on PBS, NPR, ABC, and more. He lives with his wife and
children in Stoughton, Massachusetts.
Praise for the author’s tiny structures
“For ingenuity, thrift, and charm, Mr. Diedricksen’s tiny structures are hard to
beat.”—New York Times
Praise for Humble Homes, Simple Shacks, Cozy Cottages, Ramshackle
Retreats, Funky Forts
“Using salvaged materials and power tools, Diedricksen creates cozy living
spaces filled with artistic touches that you would never expect to see in an
average trailer or treehouse. He’ll create colorful patterns of blue and green
glass circles on a wall by sawing wine bottles in half. He’s been known to
incorporate pickle jars into his designs. That round window that looks like
a portal on a ship? That used to be the window on a front-loading washing
machine. It’s Mad Magazine, meets This Old House.” —Emily Sweeney, The
Boston Globe
“If you like little houses as much as I do, then your friends probably think you’re
weird. The images and ideas in Deek’s book are not only great porn for tiny
house freaks like us, but they also serve to show your friends that there is
someone out there whose fascination with the subject is even more perverse
than yours.” —Jay Shafer, Tiny Tumbleweed House Company
“Think: Wayne’s World-meets-‘This Old House’- in book form.” —Jon KalishNPR/National Public Radio D.I.Y. Host
“Deek brings the element of fun to the tiny house movement. He’s obviously
having a great time with his life, and his easily accessible drawings will inspire
many a reader—who would otherwise not have done so—to pick up a hammer
and saw and build a treehouse, a fort, a shack, or a solar shower, and realize
“Hey, I can do that!” —Lloyd Kahn, Editor of Shelter Publications, and author of
Shelter, HomeWork, and Builders of the Pacific Coast
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The Art of Fine Enameling
Second Edition
BY KAREN L. COHEN

The most comprehensive book of enameling and enameling techniques has
been completely revised to bring you this essential new reference.
The wonderful world of enameling—fusing glass to metal under hightemperature conditions—is diverse! Practically anything made from enamelfriendly metal can be enameled, from vases to jewelry to buttons to metal mesh
and solid forms. In the author’s first book, The Art of Fine Enameling, published
in 2002, she explored this world as it was then, but so much knowledge has
been gained in the last 17 years that it was definitely time for an update!
Every chapter and project has been completely reviewed, revised, and
updated; it’s a whole new book, and one you will want in your reference
library. The look and organization is updated, 15 years of experience has been
added, about half the projects have changed, and two types of mini-projects
to expand your learning experience are included. In addition, each project has
a gallery of the work of other artists working in the same technique, to give a
view of other ways a technique can look and be used. Classic techniques such
as champlevé, cloisonné, and plique-à-jour each have projects, as do newer
approaches such as the use of graphite pencil and enameling on steel—21
project lessons in all.

November 2019 • Crafts & Hobbies/Metal Work
216 pages • 10 Color Illustrations
930 Color Photos • 8½ x 11
978-0-8117-3792-0 • $34.95 • Cloth • [Trade]
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Pre-order campaign
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Featured title at BEA
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National publicity campaign targeting the craft market including
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American Craft, Jewelry Affaire, Design Solutions, Glass Patterns

		

Quarterly, The Flow, and Cloth Paper Scissors Today, and more.

·

Extensive blogger outreach

·

Targeted social media campaign

·

Outreach to art schools/universities

Karen L. Cohen is an artist and teacher working primarily in cloisonné
enameling, but also in beadwork and embroidery. Her Masters degree and
career have been in Computer Science, and she brings that attention to detail
to her work and writing to ensure that every curve is beautiful and every word
precise.

Also Available:
Colored Pencil on Copper Jewelry
Enhance Your Metalwork the Easy Way
BY ROXAN O'BRIEN
August 2017 • Crafts & Hobbies/Jewelry
96 pages • 235 Photos
978-0-8117-1711-3 • $19.95 • Paper • 8½ x 11 • [Trade]
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Paper Bead Jewelry
Step-by-step instructions for 40+ designs
BY KEIKO SAKAMOTO

August 2018 • Crafts & Hobbies/Beadwork/Jewelry
128 Pages • 200 Color Photos • 8½ x 11
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Adorable Beasts
30 Pin Loom Animals + 4 Playscapes
BY MARGARET STUMP

Think outside the square! Although pin looms do make squares and are great
for making rectangular items like place mats and towels, there is so much
more you can do with the cloth you weave on your pin loom, starting with the
adorable creatures in this book. Margaret Stump has once again outdone
herself with this collection of thirty animals and four playscapes: a pin loom
zoo with helicopter, emergency vehicle, and zoo keeper; a baby zoo with play
blanket and baby-safe animals; a castle with princess and unicorn; and Noah’s
ark with ark carrier, play mat, Noah and his wife, and of course two of each
animal aboard.
Detailed instructions of all aspects of weaving are included to help you get
started, even if you have never woven on a pin loom before. Learn what tools
you need and the best yarn to use, and how to weave the shapes you need.
Then follow the step-by-step instructions to make each animal or play item you
choose. Mix and combine your favorite creatures to come up with your own
play scenarios.
Margaret Stump is the author of the successful books Pin Loom Weaving and
Pin Loom Weaving to Go. She has been creating wonderful fabrics and projects
with pin looms for more than forty years. Her work is creative, original, fun, and
appealing to young and old alike. A longtime advocate for this vintage art, she
is delighted to see so many artists and craftspeople rediscovering the joys of
pin loom weaving. She lives in Mankato, Minnesota, and can be found online at
pinloomweaving.com.
September 2019 • Crafts & Hobbies/Weaving & Spinning
168 pages • 50 Color Illustrations • 150 Color Photos
8½ x 11
978-0-8117-3775-3 • $24.95 • Paper • [Trade]
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Pin Loom Weaving
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Featured title at BEA and TNNA
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National publicity campaign targeting the craft market including

40 Projects for Tiny Hand Looms
BY MARGARET STUMP

		 Crochet and more.

June 2014 • Crafts & Hobbies/Weaving & Spinning
132 pages • 76 B/W Illustrations
123 Color Photos • 8½ x 11
978-0-8117-1248-4 • $19.95 • Paper • [Trade]
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		 Vogue Knitting, American Craft, Design Solutions, Fiber Art Now,
		

The Flow, and Cloth Paper Scissors Today, Handwoven Love of

Pin Loom Weaving to Go
30 Projects for Portable Weaving
BY MARGARET STUMP
March 2017 • Crafts & Hobbies/Weaving & Spinning
120 pages • 193 Color Photos • 8½ x 11
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Huck Lace Weaving Patterns with Color and Weave
Effects
576 Drafts and Samples plus 5 Practice Projects
BY TOM KNISELY

Join expert weaver and teacher Tom Knisely in his exploration of Huck Lace!
“Lace Weaves” are best described as loom controlled warp and weft floats
on a Plain Weave ground fabric. The term ”Color and Weave Effects” refers to
a careful arrangement of light and dark colored threads in the warp and weft
that weave into beautiful patterns. Log Cabin is probably the best known color
and weave pattern. Combining Huck with Color and Weave orders opened
the door to astonishing pattern possibilities. He then came up with four color
arrangements: Light and Dark, Complimentary Colors, Monochromatic, and
Triadic colors. With 144 patterns and four color themes for each pattern, that’s
576 patterns. Each pattern includes the full draft and a woven sample for
reference.
Tom also includes full details for five projects that are perfect for weaving Huck:
dish towels, mug rugs, baby blanket, and two scarves.
Tom Knisely operates the Red Stone Glen Fiber Arts Center in York Haven,
Pennsylvania. He has taught weaving for more than thirty years--everything
from beginners’ classes to complex multi-harness weaving--and was named
Teacher of the Year by Handwoven magazine. He is the author of the popular
Weaving Rag Rugs, Handwoven Table Linens, and Handwoven Baby Blankets.

November 2019 • Crafts & Hobbies/Weaving & Spinning
176 pages • 150 Color Illustrations • 450 Color Photos
8 x 10
978-0-8117-3725-8 • $39.95 • Concealed Wire • [Trade]
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Also Available:
Weaving Rag Rugs
BY TOM KNISELY
April 2014 • Crafts & Hobbies/Rugs
144 pages • 37 B/W Illustrations
238 Color Photos • 8½ x 11
978-0-8117-1212-5 • $24.95 • Paper • [Trade]
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Two Simple Shapes = 26 Crocheted Cardigans,
Tops & Sweaters
If You Can Crochet a Square and Rectangle, You Can Make These Easy-toWear Designs!
BY SALENA BACA

Making crochet tops has never been so easy!
Crocheted squares and rectangles can be shaped and combined to form a
surprising array of pullovers, cardigans, lightweight tops, and wraps. Simple and
easy-to-follow instructions will have you hooking up a whole new wardrobe of
beautiful, creative crochet pieces you will be proud to wear. Most designs are
easy or intermediate level and build upon your knowledge of basic stitches to
create textural styles that look more complex than they are. Crochet two squares
to make the Cold-Shoulder Granny, an on-trend top you can whip up quick, or
combine two rectangles to make the Astrid Ruana, a comfy, oversized cardigan.
Sumptuous yarns in gorgeous colors from Lion Brand’s vast selection of yarns
were chosen for the pattern samples shown in this book, assuring that all of the
yarns used are easy-to-find, affordable options. Crochet in the colors shown, or
try your own color scheme. Lion Brand yarns have a large selection of colors
from which to choose, so enjoy the yarn aisle!
Salena Baca is the author of My Crocheted Closet, Crochet in a Day, and
Crochet for Christmas. An ambassador for crochet, Salena often coordinates
efforts with other crochet designers to spread the joy of crochet far and wide.
For this book, she collaborated with ten other designers to create this collection
of simple-shape crochet pieces. Salena resides in Bend, Oregon.
August 2019 • Crafts & Hobbies/Needlework/Crocheting
128 pages • 2 Color Illustrations • 121 Color Photos • 8½ x 11
978-0-8117-3783-8 • $22.95 • Paper • [Trade]
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21 Crocheted Tanks + Tunics
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Partnership with Lion Brand was a partner on this book and will
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Stylish Designs for Every Occasion
BY SANDI ROSNER
April 2016 • Crafts & Hobbies/Needlework/Crocheting
108 pages • 100 Color Photos • 8½ x 11
978-0-8117-1483-9 • $24.95 • Paper • [Trade ]
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Delicate Crochet
23 Light and Pretty Designs for Shawls, Tops and More
BY SHARON HERNES SILVERMAN
December 2018 • Crafts & Hobbies/Needlework/Crocheting
176 pages • 75 Color Illustrations • 235 Color Photos • 8½ x 11
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22 Styles for Every Day of the Week
BY SALENA BACA
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Making Leather Bags, Wallets, and Cases
20+ Projects with Contemporary Style
BY YASUE TSUCHIHIRA

Grab your leather working tools and get started making yourself
some great new leather items you’ll be proud to carry!
Well-crafted leather pieces are always en vogue. And minimalist
modern styles are easy to make following the step-by-step
instructions and templates provided in Making Leather Bags,
Wallets, and Cases. From statement handbags to chic wallets,
eyeglass cases, portfolios, and more, this book includes projects
even a novice leather worker can make but that look so high-end
people will be astonished if you tell them you made it yourself.

The Book of Decorative Knots
BY PETER OWEN

The Book of Decorative Knots illustrates more than 50 beautiful
—and functional—knots for a wide variety of purposes. This
meticulously illustrated book presents each knot with clear, stepby-step line illustrations that explain each phase of the properly tied
knot. Included are lanyard knots for decorative braidwork, bowknots
that make loops, ‘Turk’s head’ knots for making decorative
handgrips, button knots, sinnets, flat knots, and many, many more.
Peter Owen is the author of The Book of Outdoor Knots and is an
accomplished artist and outdoorsman. He lives in England.

Yasue Tsuchihira began crafting with leather at the age of 13. She
studied design at Kuwasawa Design School and thereafter began
her career as an apparel designer. In 2011 Yasue founded the
leather accessories brand and studio URUKUST. Her simple elegant
designs are made with leather that is locally sourced and tanned.
She is an adjunct instructor at Joshibi University of Art and Design,
and also teaches leather craft workshops and classes.

September 2019 • Crafts & Hobbies/Leatherwork
144 pages • 150 B/W Illustrations • 180 Color Photos • 8¼ x 10¼
978-0-8117-3831-6 • $24.95 • Paper • [Trade]
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Crochet for Play

Knits from Nature

80 Toys for Little Grown-ups

Sweaters and Accessories with Garden-Inspired Motifs

BY SARAH PAWLOWSKI

BY DEE HARDWICKE

Fun for everyone! Kids love to play grown-up, and with the
crocheted toys in this book, they can pretend to be a doctor,
hairdresser, carpenter, mail deliverer, policeman, gardener, painter,
or make-up artist. Quick and easy to crochet, the 80 patterns for
fun-to-play-with items include such imaginative toys as a hair dryer,
hammer and nails, carrots and other vegetables, watering can,
stethoscope and doctor bag, handcuffs, walkie talkies, and much,
much more.

Inspired by walks in nature, Dee Hardwicke designed this
breathtaking collection of knits in beautiful heathered yarns that
echo the natural themes. Featuring flowers and other botanical
motifs, the sweaters, scarves, and shawls are fashioned in
favorite classic silhouettes but with a fresh, new look. From workappropriate cardigans to relaxed weekend wear, these pieces are
simply stunning.

Sarah Pawslowski discovered her talent and passion for crochet
after the birth of her daughter in 2014. Since then she has not only
been busy making baby clothes and hats, but also toys for the
children’s kitchen and playroom. Since 2016, she has blogged and
presented her own designs at www.haekelnfuerdiekinderkueche.
wordpress.com. Paslowski lives with her husband and daughter in
Sauerland, Germany.

September 2019 • Crafts & Hobbies/Needlework/Crocheting
128 pages • 9 x 9
978-0-8117-3841-5 • $22.95 • Paper • [Trade]

If you are new to knitting motifs or just need a refresher, you will
find guidance and tips for working in multiple colors. Colorwork
charts and full instructions are provided for each garment to ensure
success.
Dee Hardwicke is an artist, designer, and knitter with a passionate
belief in creating beautiful and accessible pieces that bring color
and joy to everyday life. She is the author of Knit Your Story in Yarn,
and works from a studio in South Wales, United Kingdom.

December 2019 • Crafts & Hobbies/Needlework/Knitting
120 pages • 8¼ x 11¾
978-0-8117-3862-0 • $24.95 • Paper • [Trade]
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Top-Down Knit Sweaters

Colorful Knit Soxx

18 Versatile Styles Featuring Texture, Lace, Cables, and Colorwork

26 Sock Patterns for War, Happy Feet

BY CORRINA FERGUSON

BY KERSTIN BALKE

Scrumptious texture, winding cables, and mesmerizing colorwork
will take your knitwear wardrobe to the next level of fashion.

Bright, colorful socks to knit!

All of these pieces are designed to go from office to errands to
weekends. They are polished yet comfortable, closet staples yet
with interesting details that will make you feel well-dressed every
time you put one on. From textured pullover to cabled raglan
to wrap-front cardigan, the 18 designs in this book will take you
anywhere you want to go.
Knitting sweaters from the top down offers many advantages
knitters appreciate, not the least of which is that it minimizes the
amount of seaming you have to do to finish your sweater. It also
allows more easy options for customization in the yoke, raglan
placement, overall length, and armhole length. Since you can try
your sweater on as you go, you can make sure that you are working
to the exact fit you desire.
Corrina Ferguson is a knitwear designer and editor of Creative
Knitting Magazine. She is known as PicnicKnits on Ravelry,
Instagram, Twitter, and has her own website, picnicknits.com. She
has been designing for over 10 years and has over 200 patterns to
her credit, including those in her first book, Warm Days, Cool Knits.

November 2019 • Crafts & Hobbies/Needlework/Knitting
128 pages • 150 Color Photos • 8½ x 11
978-0-8117-1828-8 • $24.95 • Paper • [Trade]

The 26 designs in this book will ramp your sock knitting from hohum to WOW! Each pair of socks is a masterpiece of luscious color,
but the repeating patterns ensure that the knitting is still relaxing
and easy to track.
Divided into five color sections--bright, maritime, natural, pastel,
and classic retro--there are patterns to please every taste. Wonder
what the socks would look like in other colors? Check out the
inspirational chapter showing some of the socks knitted in other
color schemes, and then choose your own color combinations to try.
New to sock knitting? We’ve got you covered! Explanations of sock
knitting techniques--from the anatomy of a sock to how to work the
heel and toe--are included, along with illustrations. Your feet will be
doing a happy dance every time you wear these beautiful socks
you knit yourself!
Kerstin Balke learned knitting at the age of six from her
grandmother. She has made pullovers, jackets, scarves, hats, and
even fine tablecloths over the years, but her true passion is the
knitted sock For several years she has been designing her own
patterns under the name Stine & Stitch. She lives with her husband
and her two daughters between Hamburg and Lübeck, Germany.

September 2019 • Crafts & Hobbies/Needlework/Knitting
192 pages • 6¼ x 8¼
978-0-8117-3793-7 • $24.95 • Paper • [Trade]
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Amazing Loom Knits

Whitework Embroidery

Learn to Knit Cables, Colorwork, Lace, and Other Stitches * Patterns
For Scarves, Hats, Mittens, Bags & Shawls * Plus All the Basics

Learn the Stitches plus 30 Step-by-Step Projects

BY NICOLE F. COX

BY AYAKO OTSUKA

All you need to know to make exquisite whitework designs!

Prepare to be amazed at the stunning knitted accessories you can
make on your loom!
Cabled hats, lace wraps, colorwork scarves and leg warmers,
textured shawls, cowls, socks, and more! The basic loom knitting
techniques are easy to learn, and when you are ready for more,
lace, cables, Fair Isle, and beautiful textured designs can all be
accomplished on a knitting loom.
•

This book teaches all of the loom-knitting stitches needed in
photo-illustrated steps, so it’s easy to follow along and start
knitting your first project right away. Once you start, you’ll want
to knit all 30 patterns in the book!

•

Learn how to cast on, basic knit and purl stitches, and bind off

•

Expand your knowledge to use more than one color, make
textured stitches, and lace

•

30 knitting patterns included for hats, scarves, shawls, totes,
headbands, mittens, and more

Whether you are new to whitework or just need a refresher,
Whitework Embroidery will show you how to make a variety of
stitches including drawn work, ajour, hedebo, count work, and
Schwalm. Step-by-step instructions make the stitches easy to learn,
and two sampler patterns give you the perfect canvas on which
to practice the stitches and make a decorative wall hanging at the
same time.
Full photo-illustrated instructions and all necessary patterns for
each of 30 projects are included. Choose from a variety of elegant
designs for the home including table linens, pillows, and items for
tea time, and designs for baby including an heirloom christening
gown, bonnet, bib, and booties. Delicate pouches and a ring
bearer pillow will add a personal touch to a special wedding. Each
of the handwork pieces you make is sure to become a cherished
keepsake.

Nicole F. Cox is a loom knitting designer and author of Round Loom
Knitting in 10 Easy Lessons. She is also a professional photographer
and owner of This Moment is Good, a wildly popular loom knitting
blog that has expanded to three platforms: Ravlery, Etsy, and
thismomentisgood.com. Nicole has been married for 27 years, has
two adult daughters and resides in Mays Landing, New Jersey,
where she enjoys gardening, travel, reading, and all things wool.

Embroidery designer Ayako Otsuka is the director of Embroidery
Studio Ecru and a member of the Japan Association of Linen
Spinners. She has been immersed in the world of embroidery
since childhood, learning from her mother, a designer of Japanese
and Western style embroidery. Ayako is the author of several
books about embroidery published in her home country of Japan.
She specializes in teaching whitework, stumpwork and botanical
embroidery and exhibits her work in Japan and abroad. Her official
website is http://www.studio-ecru.com.
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Quilt As-You-Go Made Vintage

Basic Stained Glass Making

Calligraphy Workbook for
Beginners

October 2017 • Crafts & Hobbies/Quilts & Quilting
144 pages • 460 Color Photos • 8 x 10
978-1-61745-472-1 • $21.95 • Paper • [Trade]
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Charm School

Free-Motion Meandering

Quilt As-You-Go Made Modern
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Quilter’s Precut Companion

Shape by Shape Free-Motion
Quilting with Angela Walters

Ultimate 3-in-1 Color Tool
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Treasures of Verse
A Collection of the World’s Most Famous and Familiar
COMPILED BY SARAH ANNE STUART

This wonderful compendium of best-loved verse contains many
of the favorite poems of the American people. Everyone who
appreciates the power of poetry will treasure these masterpieces
about love, friendship, grief, faith, inspiration and much more.
Each poem in this collection is a complete portrait, a painting in
words that is framed by your own thoughts, memories and feelings
about life. Poems by Robert Frost, Walt Whitman, John Keats, Carl
Sandberg, Byron, Shelley, Shakespeare, Browning, Longfellow, and
dozens of others are included in this wonderful treasure. These are
the poems that will linger in the mind and the heart, the poems that
one will want to read again and again. Treasures of Verse will make
a treasured addition to any library.
Sarah Anne Stuart is the editor of several anthologies including
Poems to Read Again and Again, a selection of poems that have
withstood the test of time; Stories to Read Again and Again, an
incredible selection of over 30 stories and familiar writings; For
Mother with Love, a collection of poetry and prose that celebrates
the bond between mother and child; For You With Love, a collection
of poems and prose that celebrate the journey of lovers; Treasured
Stories of Christmas and A Yuletide Treasury of Poems, Carols and
Songs, collections that reflect the enduring spirit of the holiday
season.
·

Visit us on the web at bristolparkbooks.com

·

Follow Bristol Park Books on Instagram and Facebook

October 2019 • Poetry/Anthologies (multiple authors)
544 pages • 6 x 9
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Love Life to Death
BY JASON COOK

The Vicar proudly preaches the One Law of The Order to the
masses.
One Law to unite faith and science as one.
The Order offers pleasant congregations and strong coffee. The
clergy can also, should you be curious, predict your death to the
day.
But when love gets in the way of a proscribed death, the Vicar’s
faith falters. Is it too late to save and be saved?
Jason Cook scribbled his first story when he was three. He
continued to write, slowly gaining a better understanding of the
English language while he pursued, quite publicly, the art of make
believe on Disney, NBC, and ABC. From there, he retreated to
conspiring with small groups of filmmakers to tell visual stories,
some based in reality (see: Numb to Life), some fictionalized (see:
The Creatress), and some in between (see: State of Bacon). Love
Life to Death is his debut novel. Cook lives in Burbank, California.
·

eGalleys available on NetGalley

·

PR outreach to bloggers and podcasters

·

Bi-monthly newsletter to 7,000 US libraries

·

Target US media and review journals for mentions around publication dates and

		

author interviews

·

Social Media campaign
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The Archangels of Vinea

Episode 3

YOKO TSUNO, VOLUME 14

MERMAID PROJECT, VOLUME 3

BY ROGER LELOUP

BY LEO WITH CORINE JAMAR
ILLUSTRATED BY FRED SIMON

August 2019 • Comics & Graphic Novels/Science
Fiction • Ages 8-12
48 pages • 81/2 x 111/4
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Paper • [Trade]
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Beware of (Funny) Dog!

The Goof is Out There

BILLY AND BUDDY, VOLUME 7

GOMER GOOF, VOLUME 4

BY ROBA

BY FRANQUIN

October 2019 • Comics & Graphic Novels
Ages 8+ • 48 pages • 8½ x 11¼
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Boreal Landing

Goofball Season

ISLANDIA, VOLUME 1

GOMER GOOF, VOLUME 5

BY MARC VEDRINES

BY FRANQUIN

November 2019 • Comics & Graphic Novels
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Defcon One

Illinois

BUCK DANNY, VOLUME 10

THE ROUTE 66 LIST, VOLUME 1

BY FRÉDÉRIC ZUMBIEHL
ILLUSTRATED BY GIL FORMOSA

BY ERIC STALNER

October 2019 • Comics & Graphic Novels
Ages 10+ • 48 pages • 8½ x 11¼
978-1-84918-456-4 • $11.95 • Paper • [Trade]

Episode 3

Lucky Luke

DISTANT WORLDS, VOLUME 3

THE COMPLETE COLLECTION, VOLUME 1

BY LEO, ILLUSTRATED BY ICAR

BY MORRIS

October 2019 • Comics & Graphic Novels
Ages 15+ • 48 pages • 8½ x 11¼
978-1-84918-379-6 • $11.95 • Paper • [Trade]

August 2019 • Comics & Graphic Novels
Ages 8+ • 216 pages • 8¾ x 11½
978-1-84918-454-0 • $29.99 • Cloth • [Trade]
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Ages 12+ • 48 pages • 8½ x 11¼
978-1-84918-429-8 • $11.95 • Paper • [Trade]
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Lucky Luke

Episode 1

THE COMPLETE COLLECTION, VOLUME 2

RETURN TO ALDEBARAN, VOLUME 1

BY GOSCINNY WITH MORRIS

BY LEO

September 2019 • Comics & Graphic Novels
Ages 8+ • 216 pages • 8¾ x 11½
978-1-84918-455-7 • $29.99 • Cloth • [Trade]

December 2019 • Comics & Graphic Novels
Ages 15+ • 64 pages • 7¼ x 10
978-1-84918-461-8 • $15.95 • Paper • [Trade]

Lucky Luke

The Sacrifice

THE COMPLETE COLLECTION VOLUME 3

THORGAL, VOLUME 21

BY RENÉ GOSCINNY, ILLUSTRATED BY MORRIS

BY VAN HAMME, ILLUSTRATED BY ROSINSKI

November 2019 • Comics & Graphic Novels
Ages 8+ • 144 pages • 8½ x 11¼
978-1-84918-359-8 • $29.99 • Cloth • [Trade]

August 2019 • Comics & Graphic Novels
Ages 12+ • 48 pages • 7¼ x 10
978-1-84918-426-7 • $11.95 • Paper • [Trade]

The Machine For Undying

The Snow Bird

ALONE, VOLUME 10

YAKARI, VOLUME 17

BY FABIEN VEHLMANN
ILLUSTRATED BY BRUNO GAZZOTTI

BY JOB, ILLUSTRATED BY DERIB

September 2019 • Comics & Graphic Novels
Ages 10+ • 48 pages • 8½ x 11¼
978-1-84918-442-7 • $11.95 • Paper • [Trade]

The Pollen of Monte
Urticando

January 2020 • Comics & Graphic Novels
Ages 6+ • 48 pages • 8½ x 11¼
978-1-84918-460-1 • $11.95 • Paper • [Trade]

The True Story of the SAS
THE REGIMENT, VOLUME 1

THE MARSUPILAMI, VOLUME 4

BY VINCENT BRUGEAS
ILLUSTRATED BY THOMAS LEGRAIN

BY FRANQUIN WITH YANN
ILLUSTRATED BY BATEM
November 2019 • Comics & Graphic Novels
Ages 8-12 • 48 pages • 8½ x 11¼
978-1-84918-458-8 • $11.95 • Paper • [Trade]

December 2019 • Comics & Graphic Novels
Ages 15+ • 64 pages • 8½ x 11¼
978-1-84918-446-5 • $15.95 • Paper • [Trade]

The Prophet

The Z Rises Again

LUCKY LUKE, VOLUME 73

SPIROU & FANTASIO, VOLUME 16

BY PATRICK NORDMANN
ILLUSTRATED BY MORRIS

BY TOME, ILLUSTRATED BY JANRY

August 2019 • Comics & Graphic Novels
Ages 8+ • 48 pages • 8½ x 11¼
978-1-84918-440-3 • $11.95 • Paper • [Trade]

July 2019 • Comics & Graphic Novel • Ages 8+
48 pages • 8½ x 11¼
978-1-84918-441-0 • $11.95 • Paper • [Trade]
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Upper Peculiar
Tales from Above the Bridge
BY JOSEPH HEYWOOD

From the author of the Woods Cop Mystery series comes a new collection
of stories about life in the Upper Peninsula. The UP is often considered its
own character in Heywood’s tales and now we have a book dedicated to this
supporting character. For all the times you wanted to know more about the
world Heywood’s popular characters came from, like Grady Service, Limpy
Allerdyce, and Luticious Treebone, now is your chance. For Yoopers who are
far and away (and some who are not so far away), one thing is true for them all:
They all want to return above the bridge ASAP. Heywood’s collection of stories
shares with his fans why.
Joseph Heywood is the author of The Snowfly, Covered Waters, The Berkut,
Taxi Dancer, The Domino Conspiracy, and the eleven Woods Cop Mysteries.
Featuring Grady Service, a contemporary detective in the Upper Peninsula for
Michigan’s Department of Natural Resources, and Lute Bapcat, a Rough Rider
turned Michigan game warden in the 1910s, Heywood’s mystery series have
earned the author cult status among lovers of the outdoors, law enforcement
officials, and mystery devotees. Heywood lives in Portage, Michigan.

Also Available:
September 2019 • Fiction/Mystery & Detective
272 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-3956-2 • $27.95 • Cloth • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/LYONS PRESS

Bad Optics
BY JOSEPH HEYWOOD
April 2018 • Fiction/Mystery & Detective
312 pages • 6¼ x 9½
978-1-4930-3103-0 • $27.95 • Cloth • [Trade]

LYONS PRESS
·

Promotion on NetGalley

·

Finished book mailings to national print, online and broadcast

		 media
·

Select author appearances

·

Regional print & broadcast media campaign

Buckular Dystrophy
A Woods Cop Mystery
BY JOSEPH HEYWOOD
March 2016 • Fiction/Mystery & Detective
352 pages • 6⅜ x 9¼
978-1-4930-1886-4 • $26.95 • Cloth • [Trade]

LYONS PRESS
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Running Dark

Strike Dog

Death Roe

A Woods Cop Mystery

A Woods Cop Mystery

A Woods Cop Mystery

BY JOSEPH HEYWOOD

BY JOSEPH HEYWOOD

BY JOSEPH HEYWOOD

We go back in time twenty-five years to
meet Service as a young conservation
officer. Still fresh from Vietnam, but on
home turf, Service has been tapped for
an unusual assignment that threatens to
be his last. Full of outrageous characters,
Running Dark is the fourth book in the
Woods Cop Mystery series and is a wild
and is a riveting ride.

A serial killer is knocking off America’s
best conservation officers—and Service
learns he is next on the list. The FBI brings
him on the case, but Service is also out for
blood. The killer has murdered his girlfriend,
Maridly Nantz, and his son, Walter. Service
must navigate the terrain of his own grief
as well as the killer’s twisted mind. The fifth
book in the Woods Cop Mystery series.

“Engrossing stuff. Lots of well-plotted
action and an offbeat, affecting love story.”
—Kirkus Reviews

“Top-notch action scenes, engaging
characters both major and minor, masterful
dialogue and a passionate sense of place
make this a fine series.” —Publishers Weekly

In the sixth title in the successful Woods
Cop Mystery series, another suspenseful
who-done-it finds Grady Service with an
unexpectedly complex, truly rotten, and
important case on his hands. This time tainted
eggs are showing up in caviar and Service
must expose a ring of corruption in state
government and perhaps within his own
beloved DNR, one that could lead him all the
way to the top.
“Heywood has crafted an entertaining bunch
of characters. An absorbing narrative twists
and turns in a setting ripe for corruption.”
—Dallas Morning News

Joseph Heywood is the author of The Snowfly, Covered Waters, The Berkut, Taxi Dancer, The Domino Conspiracy, the eleven Woods
Cop Mysteries. Featuring Grady Service, a contemporary detective in the Upper Peninsula for Michigan’s Department of Natural
Resources, and Lute Bapcat, a Rough Rider turned Michigan game warden in the 1910s, Heywood’s mystery series have earned the
author cult status among lovers of the outdoors, law enforcement officials, and mystery devotees. Heywood lives in Portage, Michigan.

September 2019 • Fiction/Mystery & Detective
328 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-4197-8 • $18.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-1-5922-8617-1

September 2019 • Fiction/Mystery & Detective
392 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-59921-160-2• $18.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-1-59921-160-2

September 2019 • Fiction/Mystery & Detective
432 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-4199-2 • $18.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-0-7627-7177-6
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Baltic Mission
A Nathaniel Drinkwater Novel
BY RICHARD WOODMAN

In the seventh tale of the highly acclaimed Drinkwater series, Captain
Drinkwater’s frigate, HMS Antigone, is ordered to the Baltic Sea in the Spring
of 1807 as Napoleon’s grip has begun to reach across Europe to the borders
of Holy Russia. As country after country falls under the weight of French
domination, Captain Nathaniel Drinkwater is faced with the challenges brought
about by military disaster and diplomatic intrigue.
On board the Antigone, Drinkwater is threatened by the seething discontent
of his crew and the instability of his drunken first lieutenant. Drinkwater’s
task is to cooperate with his country’s allies and intelligence agents. When a
coded message is intercepted, his mission suddenly becomes one of extreme
personal danger. As the fate of Europe is being decided, Drinkwater must carry
out his mission in the face of his old enemy. This final confrontation brings him
to the brink of death.

December 2019 • Fiction/Historical
224 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-4564-8 • $18.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-1-5740-9097-0
GLOBE PEQUOT/SHERIDAN HOUSE

“This duo of sea adventures spans the historic to the contemporary. Written in
1988, Baltic Mission is an installment in Woodman’s Nathaniel Drinkwater series.
This episode finds the British sailor on a secret assignment for the crown while
Napoleon continues to acquire real estate. Drinkwater is soon at odds with his
crew and hamstrung by his drunken first mate. The Endangered Species of
this 1992 title are both the British merchant fleet and Captain John Mackinnon,
skipper of the Matthew Flinders. On his last voyage before retirement,
Mackinnon, too, finds himself facing a hostile crew, as well as a typhoon and
a load of Vietnamese refugees he feels he must rescue and deliver to safety.
Now that Patrick O’Brian is gone, this is a solid author to recommend.”
—Library Journal
Richard Woodman has sailed in a variety of ships, rising through the ranks
from apprentice to captain. A member of the Society for Nautical Research,
he is the author of some two dozen nautical novels, including 14 titles in the
Nathaniel Drinkwater series, as well as several non-fiction books.

Also Available:
Harbor of Spies
A Novel of Historic Havana
BY ROBIN LLOYD

March 2018 • Fiction/Action & Adventure
320 pages • 7 B/W Illustrations • 6½ x 9¼
978-1-4930-3226-6 • $24.95 • Cloth • [Trade]

LYONS PRESS

Rough Passage to London
A Sea Captain’s Tale, A Novel
BY ROBIN LLOYD

October 2018 • Fiction/Historical
376 pages • 1 B/W Photo • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-3693-6 • $19.95 • Paper • [Trade]
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Under False Colours
A Nathaniel Drinkwater Novel
BY RICHARD WOODMAN

Acting for the Admiralty’s Secret Department, Captain Nathaniel Drinkwater
advertises his cargo of Russian military stores, thus embarking on a scheme to
flout Napoleon’s Continental System and antagonize the French Emperor’s new
ally, Czar Alexander.
“Packed with exciting incident worthy of wide appeal to those who love thrilling
nautical encounters and the sea.” —Nautical Magazine
“Much of the enjoyment of Under False Colours is the fact that Woodman writes
with such authority. His mariner s lingo is flawless, and at times, the reader is
befuddled with his sheer virtuosity in the area. But the action fills in the terms
that the reader may be unaware of, and there is no doubt that Nathaniel
Drinkwater rates up there with the best of the nautical world.”
—Midwest Book Review
Richard Woodman has sailed in a variety of ships, rising through the ranks
from apprentice to captain. A member of the Society for Nautical Research,
he is the author of some two dozen nautical novels, including 14 titles in the
Nathaniel Drinkwater series, as well as several non-fiction books.

Also Available:
December 2019 • Fiction/Action & Adventure
256 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-4566-2 • $18.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-1-5740-9079-6
GLOBE PEQUOT/SHERIDAN HOUSE

Wanderer
Lyons Press Maritime Classics
BY STERLING HAYDEN

August 2018 • Sports & Recreation/Boating
456 pages • 5⅜ x 8⅜
978-1-4930-3527-4 • $19.95 • Paper • [Trade]

LYONS PRESS

The Coast of Summer
Sailing New England Waters from Shelter Island to Cape Cod
BY ANTHONY BAILEY

June 2019 • Sports & Recreation/Sailing
368 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-1-4930-4028-5 • $18.95 • Paper • [Trade]
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His name conjures images of the Wild West, of gunfights and gambling halls and a legendary friendship with the lawman Wyatt Earp. But
before Doc Holliday was a Western legend he was a Southern son, born in the last days before the American Civil War and raised to be a
Southern gentleman. Born in the last days of the Civil War with family ties to the author of Gone With the Wind, his story sweeps from the
cotton plantations of Georgia to the cattle country and silver boomtowns of the American West.

Southern Son

Dance with the Devil

Dead Man’s Hand

The Saga of Doc Holliday

The Saga of Doc Holliday

The Saga of Doc Holliday

BY VICTORIA WILCOX

BY VICTORIA WILCOX

BY VICTORIA WILCOX

The story begins with Southern Son, set
during the turbulent times of the American
Civil War, as young John Henry Holliday
welcomes home his heroic father and learns
a terrible secret about his beloved mother.
After the Confederacy falls, John Henry
becomes a troubled teenager and joins in
with a gang of vigilantes trying to chase the
Reconstruction Yankees out of their small
Georgia town.

In Dance with the Devil, the second volume
in the trilogy of novels, in the American Wild
West, Jesse James and his gang are robbing
trains, the Sioux Indians are on the warpath,
and John Henry Holliday arrives in Texas as
a young man with a troubled past hoping to
regain his place as a Southern gentleman. The
story races from the gambling halls of Dallas
to the saloons of Dodge City and the dangers
of the Santa Fe Trail, he finds a new love affair
and a new hero to follow – and an old enemy
eager for a reckoning. Dance with the Devil
is the story of a how a gentleman becomes
an outlaw, how an outlaw becomes a lawman,
and how a Southern son named John Henry
becomes a legend called Doc Holliday.

Tombstone, Arizona Territory, is the richest
silver boom town in the country, promising
fortunes to anyone daring enough to stand
up to the stage coach robbers and rustlers
who infest the nearby mountains. But John
Henry Holliday is only trying to make a little
money off the gambling tables when he’s
caught up in a secretive plot to stop the
disturbances before they start a threatened
war with Mexico. When suspicions rise and
tempers ignite, the plot turns into a war
between cowboys and lawmen, and he
becomes a player in the most famous street
fight in the Wild West.

Victoria Wilcox is Founding Director of Georgia’s Holliday-Dorsey-Fife House Museum (the antebellum home of the family of Doc
Holliday, now a site on the National Register of Historic Places), where she learned the family’s untold stories of their legendary
cousin. Her work with the museum led to two decades of original research, making her a nationally recognized authority on the life of
Doc Holliday. In 2016 she was named Best Historical Western Novelist by True West Magazine. She has lectured across the country,
appeared in local and regional media, guested on NPR affiliates, and was featured in the Fox Network series Legends & Lies: The Real
West. In the summer of 2017, she joined actor Val Kilmer (Tombstone) as guest historian at the inaugural “Doc HolliDays” in Tombstone,
Arizona, site of the legendary OK Corral gunfight.

September 2019 • Fiction/Historical
372 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-4469-6 • $19.95 • Paper • [Trade]

September 2019 • Fiction/Historical
372 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-4471-9 • $19.95 • Paper • [Trade]
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Bigfoot Singularity

By the Feet of Men

A Novel

A Novel

BY RONALD C. MEYER AND MARK REEDER

BY GRANT PRICE

The most common explanation for the Bigfoot phenomena is that
they are artificial life forms brought to Earth tens of thousands of
years ago by aliens, designed to evolve and learn about the nature
of the earth and its inhabitants. In Ron Meyer and Mark Reeder’s
gripping story, thousands of Bigfoot are poised to combine their
knowledge and merge with the first genuine, human-made AGI
machine. Over three days, in the primordial forest of Michigan’s
Upper Peninsula, the Bigfoot take an evolutionary leap....

The world’s population has been decimated by the Change, a
chain reaction of events triggered by global warming. In Europe,
governments have fallen, cities have crumbled and the wheels of
production have ground to a halt. The Alps region, containing most
of the continent’s remaining fresh water, has become a closed state
with heavily fortified borders. Survivors cling on by trading through
the Runners, truck drivers who deliver cargo and take a percentage.
Amid the ruins of central Germany, two Runners, Cassady and
Ghazi, are called on to deliver medical supplies to a research base
deep in the Italian desert, where scientists claim to be building a
machine that could reverse the effects of the Change. Joining the
pair are a ragtag collection of drivers, all of whom have something
to prove. Standing in their way are starving nomads, crumbling
cities, hostile weather and a rogue state hell-bent on the convoy’s
destruction. And there’s another problem: Cassady is close to losing
his nerve.

Ronald C. Meyer owns film and documentary production company
Centre Communications. He is co-author of two books on aikido
with Mark Reeder, as well as several novels, their latest being
Bigfoot Singularity. Meyer leads flow workshops, is a 5th black
belt in Aikido and is a world-renowned fossil collector. He lives
in Louisville, Colorado. Mark Reeder lives in Boulder, Colorado,
where he works as a writer and associate producer for Centre
Communications. His educational programs have appeared on PBS
national television.

November 2019 • Fiction/Thrillers/Supernatural
248 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-1-78904-180-4 • $15.95 • Paper • [Trade]

After spending eight years translating texts from German and Dutch
and writing copy, Grant Price made the switch to writing fiction full
time in 2015. He has had work published in The Daily Telegraph
and a number of magazines and journals, subsequently publishing
his first novel in 2017. Price is a UK-born writer currently living in
Berlin, Germany.

September 2019 • Fiction/Science Fiction/Military
344 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-1-78904-145-3 • $18.95 • Paper • [Trade]
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The Cult of Eden

The Free World War

BOOK ONE OF THE UNRISEN

How Much Impact Can One Man Have on the Future?

BY BILL HALPIN

BY MATTHEW FREND

Newlywed Will Battese finds himself homesick and overwhelmed
after following his ambitious wife, Shannon, to New York City. When
a surprise pregnancy shreds their already meager budget, Will
drops out of college and settles for work at a low-end diner. There,
a small act of kindness draws the attention of Victor Degas, a man
with an unsettling presence and deformed eyes. Unbeknownst
to Will, Degas belongs to an ancient, sophisticated cult known as
the Edens and believes Will to be the key to gaining otherworldly
power. As the sun sets on Good Friday, Degas orchestrates a home
invasion in which Will and his baby boy, Gideon, are kidnapped,
leaving Shannon to join forces with an unreliable agent from the
Roman Catholic Church. While Will struggles to save other innocents
from the Eden parish below the city, Shannon discovers that the cult
plans to use her family for an unimaginable demonic ritual, and that
the Vatican may let it happen. With no one to trust but themselves,
Shannon and Will must fight not only to survive, but to keep their
humanity intact. The Cult of Eden is the first volume in The Unrisen
saga.

In this feat of imaginative writing, Matthew Frend imagines a world in
which the year is 2265 and Earth and its populace is a utopia, freewilled and contented, unlimited in its resources, with a past found in
virtually accessible simulations. One such simulation is built around
General George S. Patton’s car accident in 1945. The simulation
accesses an alternate world, where General Patton had not been
killed and the U.S.S.R. spreads its tyranny throughout the post-war
world. Patton’s homeland will find itself embroiled in another war,
where the power of individual sacrifice makes a last ditch effort
against the corrupt totalitarian state...
Matthew Frend is a computer programmer who has lived in
Australia, the UK, and the USA. He lives by the Benjamin Franklin
motto of “Either write something worth reading or do something
worth writing”. He has lead a diverse life including spending time
in the Australian Army, at racing stables and twenty years in IT. His
short fiction has been published in Black Ice Magazine and Alien
Dimensions. Frend lives in Parker, Colorado.

Bill Halpin was born and raised in Orlando, Florida, where he
grew up on the horror genre. After graduating from the University
of Central Florida, Bill moved on to New York City and earned
a degree in Optometry from SUNY. Now, he lives and practices
in Saratoga Springs, New York and writes in between his
appointments. The Cult of Eden is his debut novel.

October 2019 • Fiction/Horror
336 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-1-78904-062-3 • $18.95 • Paper • [Trade]

September 2019 • Fiction/Science Fiction/Action & Adventure
216 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-1-78904-168-2 • $15.95 • Paper • [Trade]
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Mission from Venus

Soul Murmurs

BOOK I

Seasonal Words of Spiritual Wisdom to Enlighten the Soul

BY SUSAN PLUNKET

BY ANITA NEILSON

The dark side has infiltrated many governments and much of the
world of finance. The mission from Venus threatens their planned
takeover of Earth. Failing a takeover, the dark lords will cause
the planet’s destruction through nuclear war, to prevent Earth
from ascending to the fourth dimension on the path of light. The
volunteer wanderers are all that stand in the way.

From the author of Acts of Kindness from your Armchair and the
uplifting Healing Words blog, comes this new offering for those
seeking deeper meaning to life. Soul Murmurs is a must-have
collection of poetry and prose imbued with spiritual wisdom from
east and west. Each page, resonating with peace and calm, offers
comfort and moments of reflection in a fast-moving world. In this
compilation you will discover: meditative verses which speak to the
heart and soul; silent cries of longing for meaning; joyful searching
for the Divine within and in the wider world; autobiographical
vignettes offering insight on aspects of human life that we all
experience. Gathered under seasonal headings to echo the eternal
cycle of life, each page reverberates with inspiration, spiritual
encouragement and suggested action points to uplift the reader
throughout the year.

Susan Plunket is a fantasy fiction writer and psychologist in
private practice in New York City. Her first novel, When Every
Breath Becomes a Prayer, reflects her interests in Jungian dream
analysis. She lives with her family in Greenwich Village, New York,
unfortunately, still in the third dimension.

Anita Neilson is a writer, spiritual poet, and blogger. She writes for
many mind, body, spirit, and chronic illness publications. Neilson
has fibromyalgia and M.E., and she aims to teach others that anyone
can make a meaningful and positive contribution to the world by
reconnecting with their inner compassion and love. She lives in
Kilmarnock in the west of Scotland.

November 2019 • Fiction/Fantasy/Dark Fantasy
344 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-1-78904-170-5 • $18.95 • Paper • [Trade]
JOHN HUNT/COSMIC EGG BOOKS

August 2019 • Poetry/Subjects & Themes/Inspirational & Religious
248 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-1-78904-111-8 • 1-78904-111-2 • $18.95 • Paper • [Trade]
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The Silence Diaries

Temple of Dreams

A Novel

A Novel of Now and Then

BY JENNIFER KAVANAGH

BY CAROLYN MATHEWS

Suzie and Orbs are in their thirties and have been together for a
couple of years. Orbs reluctantly makes a living in the City and Suzie
is a respected financial journalist, but each has another life hidden
from the outside world.... Their secret existence is threatened first
when Suzie is offered a highly visible job, and then by an accident
that turns their lives upside down. This is their struggle to survive as
partners.

Homeless and jobless following the death of his adoptive parents,
Sebastian enrolls at a college of natural medicine which boasts
a sanctuary modelled on an ancient Greek healing center. After
a night in the temple, he dreams of Apollos, a young Athenian
defeated in a pankration contest, suffering memory loss. More
dreams follow, decrypted by Sybil, the lecturer who insists he keeps
a dream journal. Seb is kept busy in the 21st century by a budding
relationship with Fliss, which stalls when she tries to persuade
him to search for his birth parents. Meanwhile, Apollos, in the fifth
century BC, readies himself to attend the festival of the Greater
Eleusinian Mysteries, to discover the secrets of how to avoid the
perils of the underworld and make it to Elysium.

Jennifer Kavanagh gave up her career as a literary agent to
work in the community in London’s East End. She is a speaker and
writer on the Spirit-led life and an Associate Tutor at Woodbrooke
Quaker Study Centre. She is a Churchill Fellow, a Fellow of the
Royal Society of Arts, and a member of a community of fools.
Kavanagh has published nine books, including her first novel, The
Emancipation of B. She lives in London, England.

November 2019 • Fiction/Literary
176 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-1-78904-182-8 • $13.95 • Paper • [Trade]

Carolyn Mathews is the author of the Pandora Trilogy, whose first
instalment, Transforming Pandora, was showcased by The People’s
Book Prize in 2014. Mathews has an MA in Applied Linguistics and
an abiding interest in metaphysics, both of which have profoundly
influenced her writing. She lives in Hertfordshire, England.

November 2019 • Fiction/Romance/Historical/Ancient World
304 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-1-78904-200-9 • $18.95 • Paper • [Trade]
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Malibu Motel
A Novel about the Colossal Cost of Free Cash
BY CHAUNCETON BIRD

Based on the incredible true story of a hapless lottery winner,
Malibu Motel is a raw, timeless novel exploring the undercurrents
of capitalism. Caish Calloway is struggling to maintain a stake in the
land of limitless privilege. Blinded by pride and fueled by greed,
Caish is slave to the wiles of a moneyed mind, as only one who has
tasted wealth’s powerful fruit can be.
Chaunceton Bird is an attorney and author interested in examining
the lives of those left in the wake of capitalism. While in law school,
Bird has won several awards for exceptional writing. Following
graduation, he clerked for the Utah Supreme Court, entered into
private practice, and began writing. He lives in Salt Lake City, Utah.

Beyond the Fields
BY AYSHA BAQIR

Zara and Tara, twins born to a poor farmer in South Punjab, work
from dawn to dusk. Their father toils day after day but is forced
to sell his produce to their landlord at a subsidized rate. Zara is
passionate about learning and is thrilled at an opportunity to take
an exam that might win her a scholarship to a girls’ school in a
neighbouring village.
However, Zara and Tara discover that their parents have already
arranged their dowries. During an afternoon spree of games, Tara is
kidnapped from the fields and raped. When Zara’s father accepts a
shocking marriage proposal for Tara, Zara opposes his decision.
When it emerges that Tara’s husband has been keeping her in a
brothel, the twin’s parents declare that it is too dangerous for them
to interfere and that they must accept that Tara is lost to them.
Determined to find her twin and seek justice, Zara embarks on a
harrowing quest to rescue Tara and find a safe space in their village
in a world where girls and women, all too often, don’t support one
another.
Aysha Baqir graduated from Mount Holyoke College in the US,
where she studied International Relations. Her time at college
sparked a passion for development and she returned to Pakistan.
She quickly learned that the poor needed access to economic
resources and networks before they could voice their demands
for social justice. In 1998, she founded a pioneering economic
development not-for-profit organization focused on poverty
alleviation through the provision of business development and
market-focused trainings for girls and women. In 2013 she relocated
to Singapore. She is on the Board of Kaarvan Foundation, an
Ashoka Fellow, and member of the Singapore Writers Group.

September 2019 • Fiction/Thrillers/Suspense
416 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-1-78904-172-9 • $21.95 • Paper • [Trade]
JOHN HUNT/ZERO BOOKS

October 2019 • Fiction/Women
232 pages • 5⅛ x 7¾
978-981-484118-4 • $13.99 • Paper • [Trade]
MARSHALL CAVENDISH INTERNATIONAL (ASIA) PTE LTD
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Last Days of the Morning Calm

The Painted Cage

BY TINA JIMIN WALTON

BY MEIRA CHAND

Korea, 1895: Court intrigue and foreign powers threaten the
centuries-old “hermit kingdom”. In a prominent manor, Ji-nah, the
sheltered fourteen-year-old ward, and Han, the seventeen-year-old
servant, are left in the tight grip of Tutor Lim when Master Yi travels
to Peking. The tutor strips Ji-nah’s privileged life and crushes Han’s
future. When the two young people uncover the tutor’s broader
conspiracy with the Japanese to overthrow Queen Min, they
determine to save the queen, whose fate seems tied to their master.
Their plans go awry when the tutor sells them off as slaves: Ji-nah to
the palace and Han to the missionaries.

Marriage at twenty to an older man takes Amy Redmore from the
cool green fields of Somerset to Japan, where Reggie is to take up
the post of Secretary for the Yokohama United Club. Already she
has learned some disturbing things about her new husband. He has
a mistress by the name of Annie Luke, and a child from that liaison.
Secondly he is an arsenic addict and habitually takes massive
doses—more than enough to kill a normal man.

When Ji-nah learns her real identity as the master’s daughter and
the queen’s kinsman, she stakes her life at the palace. Meanwhile,
Han adapts to Westerners, learning strange customs that clash with
his traditional world views. Ultimately, Han faces the tutor, Ji-nah,
the queen, and the two reunite with their master, but Queen Min is
assassinated. Despite the fallen kingdom, the two young people
find hope in their new roles, determined to rebuild their lives and
nation.
Tina Jimin Walton is a Korean-American writer living in Singapore.
She received her Master of Fine Arts in Writing from Vermont
College of Fine Arts in 2016. Jimin Walton writes children’s and
young adult fiction. She teaches English and writing to teens, and
also writes for magazines.

December 2019 • Fiction/Historical/Ancient
232 pages • 5⅛ x 7¾
978-981-484130-6 • $13.99 • Paper • [Trade]

But the real trouble begins with their new life on the Bluff, where
the British all live in segregated splendor. Reggie is out all day
with his work at the Club and at night he is lost to Yokohama’s
social whirl and the temptations of the town’s notorious pleasure
quarter. Amy, with her freshly awakened sense of independence
finds new friends, and, more significantly, enemies—people who
when the time comes will brand her publicly as an adulteress and a
murderess.
Meira Chand is of Indian-Swiss parentage and was born and
educated in London. She has lived for many years in Japan, and
also in India. In 1997 she moved to Singapore, where she is now a
citizen.

August 2019 • Fiction/Romance
432 pages • 5⅛ x 7¾
978-981-482881-9 • $13.99 • Paper • [Trade]
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Birth Right
A Novel
BY JULIAN IRAGORRI AND LOU ARONICA

In the mid-sixties, a young woman and a young man meet and begin the
romance that will define their lives throughout the decades.
In the early nineties, two young men meet and forge a friendship that will propel
both into newfound worlds.
Today, those same two men face a reality that could change the course of the
world . . . and a fantasy that both have only dared to imagine.
How these three stories come together is the driving pulse of Birth Right,
a novel about despots and rulers, spouses and lovers, friendship and
brotherhood. Playing out at once on the most global and the most intimate of
stages, it is a story about the power one is born into and the power one earns
and, at its very heart, the power of love.
“Differential Equations is a fascinating character study that digs deep into
individuals in different eras but tied together by the colors emulating from
others.” —Genre Go Round Reviews
“Like eating a fresh lime sorbet with saltwater in your (sex-tousled) hair.”
—Smallgood Hearth on Differential Equation
“This novel is a phenomenal read. It is a book that I could never get tired of
reading. This wonderful book, with its natural beauty, has got to be one of the
best I have read this entire year.” —A Book a Day on Differential Equations
September 2019 • Fiction/Literary
240 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-1-61188-266-7 • $26.95 • Cloth • [Trade]
THE STORY PLANT
·

Julian Iragorri lives in Manhattan. He has worked on Wall Street since the early
nineties. Lou Aronica is the New York Times bestselling author of more than
two dozen books, including The Element and Creative Schools (with Sir Ken
Robinson), The Culture Code (with Clotaire Rapaille), The Forever Year, and
Blue.

$25,000 marketing campaign including:
·

National podcast advertising

·

Extensive blog tour

·

Major email and social media campaign

·

Sponsored NetGalley promotion

·

Sponsored Goodreads giveaway

·

Backlist price promotion
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From Nothing
A Novel
BY KEN GOLDSTEIN

Victor Selo had blown up his life. A wannabe rock star turned tech savant, he’d
wagered his Silicon Valley executive position on a corporate inside straight
and lost. Having security escort him out of the building was the best thing that
happened to him that day. The rest left him in the hospital, broken, broke, and
with no prospects.
That’s when a shadowy stranger with questionable motives came with an offer:
a chance to get his life back—and better—if he simply cooperates. It would
require becoming invisible for a while, but he would be hiding in the spotlight,
playing guitar in a Vegas cover band. Reluctantly, Victor accepts and begins
an odyssey he never could have imagined. One that involves a charismatic
lead singer who owns the stage but aspires to own an Elvis wedding chapel, a
mesmerizing woman who can play anything on her keyboards and can really
play with Victor’s head, and two specters from his old life offering competing
devil’s bargains.
Suddenly, multiple futures are opening up in front of Victor. All of them offer
opportunity—and each comes with potentially catastrophic risk.
Populated with a wide array of colorful characters, brimming with reflections on
everything from love to God to the price of commitment, and backed by a great
soundtrack, From Nothing is an endlessly engaging work of fiction that will
resonate like your favorite song.
October 2019 • Fiction/Literary
352 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-61188-269-8 • $16.95 • Paper • [Trade]
THE STORY PLANT

·

$25,000 marketing campaign:
·

National radio advertising on classic rock stations

·

National podcast advertising on classic rock shows

·

Extensive email and social media promotion

·

Price promotion for eBook edition of This is Rage one month

		

before publication including an excerpt from From Nothing
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Ken Goldstein advises start-ups and established corporations in technology,
entertainment, media, and e-commerce. He currently serves as chairman of the
board at ThriftBooks Global, the largest seller of used books in North America.
He is also board chair at The Good Men Project, a fast growing digital content
community where he is a frequent contributor. He publishes the business blog
CorporateIntel and speaks frequently on the topics of innovation and creativity.
His first book, This Is Rage: A Novel of Silicon Valley and Other Madness,
was published by The Story Plant in 2013 and a theatrical adaptation is in
development for the stage. His second book, Endless Encores: Repeating
Success through People, Products, and Profits, was published by The Story
Plant in 2015. He and his wife Shelley, who teaches English as a Second
Language, make their home in Southern California.

FICTION/POETRY/GRAPHIC NOVELS

Only Some Can Hear My Voice
A Novel
BY BRIAN O’GRADY

Once every generation comes a story of the world on the brink that has such
scope, such imagination, such humanity that readers can only gasp at the
vision. Only Some Can Hear My Voice is this generation’s. Set just a few years
in the future, it imagines a world where tensions have risen to the point where
any number of events could lead to cataclysmic results. Into this world come
two mysterious figures claiming to be oracles. The worlds they’re predicting are
vastly different, but their presence alone sets off a course of events that could
lead us to the very edge.
And then there is the boy—a boy who might the source of salvation . . . or
apocalypse.
Reminiscent of transcendent works like Stephen King’s The Stand and
Robert McCammon’s Swan Song, Only Some Can Hear My Voice is a work
of extraordinary imagination, a bracing cautionary tale, and a remarkable
adventure.
Praise for Brian O’Grady:
“I thoroughly loved reading Hybrid by Dr. Brian O’ Grady! This well-written,
suspenseful, thrilling novel will keep you on your toes waiting for what happens
next. Move over Michael Crichton there is another medical thriller novelist on
the block!” —Gather

August 2019 • Fiction/Science Fiction/Apocalyptic & PostApocalyptic • 480 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-61188-264-3 • $29.95 • Cloth • [Trade]
THE STORY PLANT
·

$50,000 marketing campaign including:
·

National YouTube advertising campaign

·

National podcast advertising campaign

·

Major ARC mailing both to the trade and to science fiction

		

and thriller big-mouths

·

Sponsored NetGalley promotion

·

Sponsored Goodreads giveaway

·

Backlist price promotion

“This novel grabbed me from the first page and I just couldn’t stop reading.
It is terrifying and intriguing and I was drawn to the author’s use of modern
technology to give the plot a sense of realism.” —Simply Stacie on Hybrid
“Amanda’s Story is the prequel to Hybrid and is just as exciting and terrifying.”
—Single Titles
“The Unyielding Future is a breath of fresh air in its uniqueness and highlights
the darkness of the human soul. This is one story you don’t want to miss!”
—Literarily Illumined
Brian O’Grady is the author of three previous novels, including the national
bestseller Hybrid, Amanda’s Story, and The Unyielding Future. He is a
practicing neurologic surgeon and, when he is not writing or performing brain
surgery, he struggles with Ironman triathlons. He lives with his wife in Idaho.
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When I Got Out
A Novel
BY PETER SETH

Larry Ingber fell deeply in love once . . . and it cost him forty years of his life.
Branded “The Ivy League Killer” by the media that followed his sensational
story of obsession and its consequences, Larry has at last been freed from
prison and tossed into a world he barely understands. At one point, his life was
brimming with promise. Now, he can barely find a job. And when Larry discovers
that his lawyer has stolen the money his late parents had set aside for him, he
comes very close to going off the rails. But the world is a more mysterious place
than Larry can imagine, and it has surprises in store for him that will put him in
grave danger, reunite him with his past, expose him to unscrupulousness, and
teach him what it is truly like to have someone who cares about you.
Filled with tension, nuance, and revelation, When I Got Out is a remarkable
story about what happens when the world you left behind and the world you
never knew collide.
“Once I started reading I had to finish the book as fast as I could.”
—Stan Chervin, screenwriter, Academy Award nominee for Moneyball
“Just when you think you know where the story is headed it changes directions.
It’s a roller coaster ride to the very last page.” —Book Bug
“Passionate, stark, haunted fiction that nails it on the head about young adult
romance gone awry.” —Crystal Book Reviews
“A great beginning of a career for Peter Seth.” —Literarily Illuminated
September 2019 • Fiction/Literary
352 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-61188-265-0 • $26.95 • Cloth • [Trade]
THE STORY PLANT

·

$35,000 marketing campaign including:
·

National podcast advertising campaign

·

Extensive trade advertising

·

Extensive ARC mailing and major review effort

·

Blog tour and major social media effort to author’s network

·

Sponsored NetGalley campaign and Goodreads giveaway

·

Repackage/republication of author’s previous novel, What It

		

Was Like
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Peter Seth is a writer living in Los Angeles, California. He has written for
television shows produced by Gary David Goldberg (Brooklyn Bridge) and
Glenn Gordon Caron (Showroom). He wrote, produced, and directed the awardwinning short film Lunch with Louie, which appeared in more than thirty-five film
festivals around the world. He was born in Brooklyn and raised on Long Island.
He is the author of one previous novel, the national bestseller What It Was Like.
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Last Christmas

The Last Weekend of the Summer

A Novel

A Novel

BY PETER MURPHY

BY PETER MURPHY

The family has not been all together for months, needing the time
to process what happened on that last weekend of the summer.
Some are taking time to mourn. Others are seeking renewal in their
relationships. Others still are stepping gingerly into the future.

They have been coming to their grandmother Gloria’s lake cottage
since they were babies. Now Johnnie and Buddy have families
of their own and C.C. has a life full of adult drama and adventure.
And this trip—the only stated purpose of which is to bring the
family together for the last weekend of the summer—seems full of
portent. Gloria has been hinting that there’s more on the agenda
than grilling and swimming, and when the three siblings learn that
their estranged father will also be in attendance, it becomes clear
that this weekend will have implications that last far beyond the final
days of the season.

But, as the elderly matriarch of the brood, Gloria knows that
distances can multiply quickly. So Gloria invites everyone to share
Christmas with her at the lake house, even suggesting that this
might be her last Christmas. The others comply, though not without
reservations, and when tensions rise the wisdom of this holiday
gathering is called into question. But there is a surprise awaiting
all, one that might change the meaning of Christmas—and even of
family—for all involved.
Continuing the dramatic and touching story begun in The Last
Weekend of Summer, Peter Murphy presents a story steeped in
Christmas spirit while telling a story ever more universal.
Peter Murphy is the author of six novels, including Lagan Love and
the Life & Time trilogy. He lives in Lisbon, Portugal.

A touching, incisive view into the dynamics of a family on the verge
of change and filled with characters both distinctive and utterly
relatable, The Last Weekend of Summer is a rich, lyrical reading
experience that will resonate in your heart.
“Will tug on your heart strings.” —CMash Reads
“The Last Weekend of the Summer is a powerful and compelling
story written from the heart. It is a must read that will make you
ponder your own family dynamic, stir your soul, and resonate with
you for a very long time.” —Jersey Girl Book Reviews
·

Major email and social media campaign

·

National podcast advertising, focusing on Christmas-themed shows

·

Sponsored NetGalley promotion

·

National publicity campaign centered on Christmas stories

·

eBook price promotion one month prior to book release featuring an excerpt

·

30-stop blog tour targeting key fiction blogs and more

		

from Last Christmas

·

$25,000 marketing campaign:

November 2019 • Fiction/Holidays
224 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-1-61188-268-1 • $24.95 • Cloth • [Trade]

October 2019 • Fiction/Family Life/Siblings
224 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-1-61188-271-1 • $14.95 • Paper • [Trade]
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INTRODUCING STORY PLANT MASS MARKET
The commercial fiction segments of The Story Plant’s lists have come of age—specifically in thrillers and women’s fiction—and the
time is ideal for the house to foray into mass market paperbacks. The principals in The Story Plant have been involved with mass
market publishing for nearly four decades, and they are bringing their passion for the format to a list of bestseller-level titles from
writers with notable track records—and providing a level of marketing support uncommon in the mass market world.
The Story Plant will publish between 12 and 18 mass market titles in its first year, all of which will be in genres that remain strongholds
for the format.

The Girl Who Stayed
A Novel
BY TANYA ANNE CROSBY

Zoe Rutherford wasn’t sure what she was expecting when she returned to Sullivan’s Island. The house on
Sullivan’s hadn’t represented home to her in decades. It was the place where she endured her father’s
cruelty. It was the place where her mother closed herself off from the world. It was the place where her sister
disappeared. But now that her parents are gone, Zoe needs to return to the house, to close it down and
prepare it for sale. She intends to get this done as quickly as possible and get on with her life, even though
that life seems clouded by her past, both distant and recent. But what she discovers when she gets there is
far beyond her imagining and will change her in profound ways.
The Girl Who Stayed is a remarkable exploration of the soul by a writer with a rare talent for reaching into the
hearts of her characters and her readers, a novel of transformation that will leave you moved and breathless.
Tanya Anne Crosby is the New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of thirty novels. She has
been featured in magazines, such as People, Romantic Times and Publisher’s Weekly, and her books have
been translated into eight languages. Her first novel was published in 1992 by Avon Books, where Crosby was hailed as “one of Avon’s
fastest rising stars.” Her fourth book was chosen to launch the company’s Avon Romantic Treasure imprint. Known for stories charged
with emotion and humor and filled with flawed characters, Crosby is an award-winning author, journalist, and editor, and her novels have
garnered reader praise and glowing critical reviews. In 2013, she penned her first romantic suspense novel, Speak No Evil, which appeared
on the USA Today list. The Girl Who Stayed brings her full circle to work with Lou Aronica, President and Publisher of The Story Plant, who
first published Crosbyt at Avon Books. Her other Story Plant books include Redemption Song and Everyday Lies. Crosby and her writer
husband split their time between Charleston, South Carolina, where she was raised, and northern Michigan, where the couple make their
home.
·

$25,000 marketing campaign:
·

National podcast advertising focused on women’s issues podcasts

·

Major email blast to author’s mailing list of more than 30,000 and her affiliated network that numbers in the hundreds of thousands

·

Price promotion on author’s digital backlist one month prior to publication featuring an excerpt from The Girl Who Stayed

November 2019 • Fiction/Women
352 pages • 4¼ x 7½
978-1-61188-270-4 • $9.99 • Mass Market Paper • [Trade]
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Only the Strong

The Taker

An Ackerman Novel

An Ackerman Novel

BY ETHAN CROSS

BY ETHAN CROSS

Special Agent Marcus Williams
and his serial killer sibling, Francis
Ackerman Jr., are on the trail of not
just a single murderer, but an entire
network of killers for hire. The trail of
bodies leads them to San Francisco
and a killer going by the codename
Gladiator. Their target is working for
a ruthless and reclusive syndicate
leader, helping to expand the crime
lord’s territories through blood.
But the Gladiator’s machinations
go much deeper than contract killing. Considering himself to be a
modern-day Genghis Khan, the Gladiator has a plan to forever carve
his name onto the evolution of mankind.
To stop him, Ackerman, Marcus, and the team must plumb the
depths of human depravity by diving into the worlds of organized
crime, human trafficking, and underground bloodsports.
The Gladiator is undefeated in his arena of death, but he’s also
never faced an opponent like Ackerman.
Praise for Ethan Cross:
“A fast-paced, all-too-real thriller with a villain right out of James
Patterson and Criminal Minds.” —Andrew Gross, #1 New York Times
bestselling author, on The Shepherd
“The best book of its kind since Thomas Harris retired Hannibal
Lecter. A cat-and-mouse game extraordinaire.”
—Jon Land, bestselling author of Strong Vengance on The Prophet
·

Francis Ackerman Jr. is incapable
of fear and addicted to pain, but
sometimes stopping the worst of
the worst is a job for the best of the
bad. Ackerman—an infamous mass
murderer now working as a special
consultant for the US government—
must find a missing member of his
team before she becomes the next
victim of a serial killer known as the
Taker.
With the help of his brother, Special Agent Marcus Williams,
Ackerman must solve a twenty-year old cold case that connects
to a string of abductions surrounding the Navajo Nation. The
investigation leads them deep into the heart of the largest American
Indian reservation in the US, where a drug runner and gang leader
has established his own kingdom in the small town of Roanhorse,
New Mexico. With the trail ending in the seemingly quiet town,
Ackerman has no choice but to declare war in order to flush out the
Taker and rescue the missing member of what he has begun to call
his family.
But the threats for Ackerman are not only external. He must also
contend with increasingly frequent hallucinations and a growing
concern that his symptoms are worsening…
·

$40,000 marketing campaign:
·

National radio advertising

·

National podcast advertising targeting crime shows

·

Major email and social media campaign

$40,000 marketing campaign:
·

National radio advertising

·

National podcast advertising targeting crime shows

·

Major email and social media campaign

·

Price promotion on Ethan Cross eBook backlist one moth before book release

		

with an excerpt from Only the Strong

Ethan Cross is the award-winning international bestselling author of The Shepherd, The Prophet, The Cage, Callsign: Knight, Father of
Fear, The Judas Game, and Blind Justice. In addition to writing and working in the publishing industry, Cross has also served as the Chief
Technology Officer for a national franchise, recorded albums and opened for national recording artists as lead singer and guitar player in a
musical group, and been an active and involved member of the International Thriller Writers organization.He lives and writes in Illinois with
his wife, three kids, and two Shih Tzus.

October 2019 • Fiction/Thrillers/Suspense
416 pages • 4¼ x 7½
978-1-61188-261-2 • $9.99 • Mass Market Paper • [Trade]

January 2020 • Fiction/Thrillers/Suspense
416 pages • 4¼ x 7½
978-1-61188-272-8 • $9.99 • Mass Market Paper • [Trade]
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Greatest Crosswords
Ever

Greatest Word Games
Ever

EDITED BY RICHARD MANCHESTER

EDITED BY RICHARD ALEXANDER

Are you ready to tackle the greatest
collection of crossword puzzles ever?
Well if you want to experience more
than 500 crosswords in one incredible
edition, you have come to the right
place! Here you’ll discover two
bestselling books combined together
in one amazing collection.

Over 800 pages await in this one of
a kind collection! What’s better than
one word game book? How about
two amazing titles combined in the
greatest compilation ever! Here you’ll
enjoy all time favorite puzzles such as
Cryptograms, Spellathons, Cross Sums,
Kriss Krosses, Figgerits, Laddergrams
and just about any other word game
imaginable!

September 2019 • Games & Activities/Crosswords
832 pages • 7½ x 9¼
978-0-88486-694-7 • $16.95 • Paper • [Trade]

September 2019 • Games & Activities/Puzzles
832 pages • 7½ x 9¼
978-0-88486-696-1 • $16.95 • Paper • [Trade]

Greatest Sudoku Ever

Greatest Word Search
Ever

EDITED BY RICHARD MANCHESTER

EDITED BY RICHARD MANCHESTER

Get ready to enjoy this greatest
compilation of numerical puzzles,
but be warned: Sudoku is seriously
addictive! This collection is a must have
for puzzle connoisseurs everywhere!
Packed with nearly 1,400 mindtwisting, sanity testing puzzles of every
level—from the ego boosters to the
dauntingly difficult—this book will surely
provide hours of entertainment.

October 2019 • Games & Activities/Sudoku
832 pages • 7½ x 9¼
978-0-88486-695-4 • $16.95 • Paper • [Trade]

Over 900 seek-a-words await in this
puzzle adventure of up, down, forward,
backward and diagonal puzzles.
There are even variety word searches
such as Hidden Numbers, Tail Tags,
Tanglewords and Cubes! Guaranteed
to challenge even the most savvy
puzzle solver and dazzle puzzle
addicts everywhere, this hodgepodge
of brain-twisting seek-a-words will
certainly provide hours and hours of
puzzling fun!
October 2019 • Games & Activities/Word & Word Search
832 pages • 7½ x 9¼
978-0-88486-697-8 • $16.95 • Paper • [Trade]

Richard Manchester is the editor of the Super Giant Grab A Pencil, Great Big Grab A Pencil, Jumbo Grab A Pencil, Gigantic Grab A Pencil,
and Mammoth Grab A Pencil puzzle series. He is also the editor of an amazing puzzle series Fun With a Pencil!. In addition, he has edited
several pocket puzzle titles (perfect for solvers on the go!), including Seek-A-Word, Crossword, Sudoku, Fill-Ins, Bible Word Search and
Bible Crosswords. A true puzzle master supreme, he has edited over a 100 puzzle books with total sales well over a 1,000,000 copies.
·

Visit us on the web at bristolparkbooks.com

·

Follow Bristol Park Books on Facebook and Instagram

BRISTOL PARK BOOKS
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Super Great Grab A Pencil
Large Print Crosswords

Super Great Grab A Pencil
Large Print Sudoku

Super Great Grab A Pencil
Large Print Word Search

EDITED BY RICHARD MANCHESTER

EDITED BY RICHARD MANCHESTER

EDITED BY RICHARD MANCHESTER

Crosswords in large print? Now that sounds
perfect for puzzle addicts of all ages and
abilities! Here you will find 180 challenging
puzzles that will help boost your brain
power while remaining easy on your eyes.
Puzzles range in difficulty from the ego
booster (well, not too easy) to the dauntingly
difficult. Want more? How about several
challenging diagramless puzzles that are
sure to test the savvy of any crossword
solver. So open this collection to any page
and get started today. Just be prepared to
think hard while having hours of fun!

Sudoku in large print! Now that is something
to get excited about! Open this collection to
any page and discover one of 324 amazing
Sudoku puzzles that will be easy on the
eyes but certainly challenging to the brain.
Puzzles range in difficulty from easy (well,
maybe) to the dauntingly difficult. Want
more? How about nearly 50 challenger
puzzlers that will surely test the sanity of any
Sudoku addict. So whether you are new to
these popular numerical puzzles or already
a dedicated solver, this collection will be
perfect for everyone. And now in a large
print edition that will exercise your brain
without straining your eyes!

Open this large print edition to any page
and discover one of 180 reasons why this
Word Search collection will be impossible
to put down! Page after page of up, down,
forward, backward, diagonal puzzles
await in this one of a kind collection.
Seek-A-Words are a great way to improve
vocabulary, sharpen your wit and exercise
your mind. And now in a large print edition
that will be easy on your eyes but still
demanding on your brain! The perfect
compilation for beginners and experts alike!

Richard Manchester is the editor of the Super Giant Grab A Pencil, Great Big Grab A Pencil, Jumbo Grab A Pencil, Gigantic Grab A Pencil,
and Mammoth Grab A Pencil puzzle series. He is also the editor of an amazing puzzle series Fun With a Pencil!. In addition, he has edited
several pocket puzzle titles (perfect for solvers on the go!), including Seek-A-Word, Crossword, Sudoku, Fill-Ins, Bible Word Search and
Bible Crosswords. A true puzzle master supreme, he has edited over a 100 puzzle books with total sales well over a 1,000,000 copies.

January 2020 • Games & Activities/Crosswords
416 pages • 7½ x 9¼
978-0-88486-733-3 • $13.95 • Paper • [Trade]

January 2020 • Games & Activities/Sudoku
416 pages • 7½ x 9¼
978-0-88486-734-0 • $13.95 • Paper • [Trade]

January 2020 • Games & Activities/Word & Word
Search • 416 pages • 7½ x 9¼
978-0-88486-735-7 • $13.95 • Paper • [Trade]
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Colorful Creatures Eco Pouch Set

Judy Martin’s Supernova Eco Tote

DESIGNED BY ERICA KAPROW

BY JUDY MARTIN

Stay organized while on the go

Cart your quilting fabric, books, groceries, and more in this sturdy
and spacious bag that will become your new go-to carryall. It
features the Supernova quilt by internationally known and wellloved quilter Judy Martin. The environmentally conscious tote is
made from recycled water bottles, also making it water-resistant.
With double handles—one short, one long—you can carry it over
your shoulder or on your arm as needed.

Stow your stuff in these colorful zippered Eco Pouches and stay
organized everywhere you go. The pouches are made of recycled
plastic that is tough enough to handle even sharp quilting, sewing,
and art tools. (They are also great for pens, jewelry, cosmetics,
coins… the list is endless!) Each pouch features a new, beautiful quilt
by Erica Kaprow.
• Set of two zip-top pouches: large 9.5” x 7” pouch features the 		
House in the Middle quilt image and the small 8.5” x 5” pouch
features the Birds of a Feather quilt image, both by Erica Kaprow.
• Durable, waterproof material is 100% recycled from plastic water
bottles.
• Rugged square-toothed zippers and boxed corners on the larger
pouch for added stability.

Judy Martin has designed and published more original patterns
than anyone in history and has made a four-decade career out of
giving quilters everything they need to do their very best work. She
and her family live in Grinnell, Iowa.
·

judymartin.com

·

National print advertising campaign

·

Email promotions sent to 50,000+ consumers

Erica Kaprow has always enjoyed sewing, starting with making
some of her own clothes as a young girl. Kaprow dyes her own
wool, and a combination of wool and cotton gives her quilts added
dimension. She lives near Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

·

Publicity including website promotions and social media exposure on Facebook

		

(over 2 million impressions) and Twitter (over 240,000 impressions) accounts

·

Reviews in both print and online press

·

Targeted review copy mailing to American Patchwork & Quilting, McCall’s, 		

·

National print advertising campaign

·

·

Email promotions sent to 50,000+ consumers

·

Publicity including website promotions and social media exposure on Facebook

		

(over 2 million impressions) and Twitter (over 240,000 impressions) accounts

·

Reviews in both print and online press

·

Targeted review copy mailing to American Patchwork & Quilting, McCall’s, 		

		 Quiltmaker, Notions, Love of Quilting, and Fabric Shop Network
Promoted at top craft industry shows including Quilt Market and QuiltCon

		 Quiltmaker, Notions, Love of Quilting, and Fabric Shop Network
·

Promoted at top craft industry shows including Quilt Market and QuiltCon

September 2019 • Nonbook Item/Pouches
Large: 9½ x 7 • Small: 8½ x 5
978-1-61745-904-7 • $9.95 • Paper • [Trade]

November 2019 • Nonbook Item/Totebag
15½ x 15 x 8
978-1-61745-903-0 • $9.95 • General merchandise • [Trade]
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Classic Fashion Illustrated Playing Cards
Sarah Gunn & Julie Starr’s Stylish Deck of Standard Playing Cards
DESIGNED BY SARAH GUNN AND JULIE STARR
ILLUSTRATED BY BETH BRIGGS

Fun fashion images from A Stylish Guide to Classic Sewing, by
bestselling authors Sarah Gunn and Julie Starr, spring to life in this
imaginative deck of playing cards. Each watercolor sketch is shown
in exquisite detail, so you can admire the outfits from hat to boots.
So lovely you will want every card in your hand, these popular
playing cards make a great gift for fashion and art lovers, but will be
adored by all!
• Unique set of playing cards featuring Beth Briggs’ whimsical 		
sketches of Sarah Gunn and Julie Starr’s stylish designs
• Evocative watercolor sketches bring outfit inspiration to every 		
game of cards
• This set makes a fun gift for everyone—especially fashionistas,
artists, and sewists
Sarah Gunn and Julie Starr are authors of the award-winning book
The Tunic Bible. They share their enthusiasm for fashion sewing
through book signings, appearances, trunk shows, and workshops
throughout the US. Gunn lives in Spartanburg, South Carolina. Starr
lives in Charleston, South Carolina.
·

goodbyevalentino.com

·

National print advertising campaign

·

Email promotions sent to 50,000+ consumers

·

Publicity including website promotions and social media exposure on Facebook

		

(over 2 million impressions) and Twitter (over 240,000 impressions) accounts

·

Reviews in both print and online press

·

Targeted review copy mailing to American Patchwork & Quilting, McCall’s, 		

Winning Poker in 30 Minutes a Day
BY ASHLEY ADAMS

Are you a social or recreational poker player?
Would you like to improve your game and win a bit more often?
Do you have 30 minutes a day to spare?
Then this is the book for you.
There is much material available for players trying to improve their
poker game. However, most of the advice is too advanced. It’s
complicated and just not easy to implement at the table. Winning
Poker in 30 Minutes a Day is different. It keeps the advice simple
and direct and enables you to learn the basics of winning at no limit
hold’em.
The aim of this book is not to turn a very good player into an expert.
The aim is to take a regular Joe (or Jane) and make him or her good
enough to beat social and recreational games. Poker is a lot more
fun when you are winning and this book will show you the way to
win.
Ashley Adams has been playing poker since 1963 when he
learned it, literally, at his grandfather’s knee. Since then he has gone
on to be a winning home game and casino player, having played
and won cash games and small tournaments all over the world. He
is a poker author as well, having penned over 1,000 poker articles
for Card Player Magazine, Poker Player Newspaper, pokernews.
com, and many other publications and websites. He is also the host,
since 2007, of the longest running broadcast poker radio show in
the world, House of Cards (houseofcardsradio.com).

		 Quiltmaker, Notions, Love of Quilting, and Fabric Shop Network
·

Promoted at top craft industry shows including Quilt Market and QuiltCon

January 2020 • Games & Activities/Playing Cards
2⅜ x 3½
978-1-61745-939-9 • $6.95 • General merchandise • [Trade]
POP (12 Decks): 5 x 3¾ • 978-1-61745-940-5 • $59.95
General merchandise • [Trade]

December 2019 • Games & Activities/Card Games/Poker
256 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-912862-12-2 • $17.95 • Paper • [Trade]
D & B PUBLISHING

C&T PUBLISHING
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Opening Repertoire The Modern Benoni

Your Chess Battle Plan

BY JOHN DOKNJAS

BY NEIL MCDONALD

The Modern Benoni is just about the most aggressive method that
Black can choose to counter White’s 1 d4. In the main line variations
Black allows White to have a preponderance of central pawns
which, traditionally, grants the first player the advantage. However,
in return, Black gains the opportunity for tremendously dynamic
counterplay. This places White and under immediate pressure as
any inaccurate moves can prove to be disastrous.

Many players are serious about their chess but become stuck at
a certain playing strength. It’s rarely a lack of talent or practice or
opening knowledge that holds them back. Usually they get left
behind because they don’t know how to make best use of the time
they have available to study chess.

In this book, FIDE Master John Doknjas examines all aspects of
this highly complex opening and provides the reader with wellresearched, fresh, and innovative analysis. Each annotated game
has valuable lessons on how to play the opening and contains
instructive commentary on typical middlegame plans. With
thorough variations and explanations on pawn structures and piece
placement, this book provides insight for both strong masters
and less experienced players alike. The format is ideal for the
chessplayer keen to improve their game. While reading you are
continually challenged to answer probing questions—a method that
greatly encourages the learning and practising of vital skills just as
much as the traditional assimilation of chess knowledge.
• A complete repetoire for Black in the Modern Benoni.
• A question and answer approach provides an excellent study 		
method.

This book addresses this problem and is your self-improvement
plan. It shows you how to work on your own games to root out
mistakes. It will sharpen your calculation of variations. You will
be challenged to find the best middlegame strategy. Endgame
technique is also covered in detail. All topics are discussed with
numerous examples and puzzles from the games of modern players
such as Magnus Carlsen, Fabiano Caruana and Viswanathan Anand.
If you want your chess to leap forward it’s time to coach yourself!
• A complete self-improvement programme.
• All aspects of the game included.
• Utilizes a structured approach, making the most of your study 		
time.
Neil McDonald became a grandmaster in 1996 and a FIDE trainer
in 2017. He is a regular coach of the England Junior team at
international events. Neil has written numerous books on openings,
endgames, tactics and strategy as well as biographies of famous
players. He lives in Gravesend in Kent, England.

John Doknjas is a FIDE Master, who has finished first in the Under
18 2017 Canadian Youth Chess Championships. He has won several
strong tournaments in British Columbia, Canada, including the
Grand Pacific Open. Donknjas is a chess teacher with over five
years of experience, and has annotated games for distinguished
national chess publications. He is co-author of the highly respected
Opening Repertoire: The Najdorf Sicilian.
December 2019 • Games & Activities/Chess
336 pages • 7 x 9
978-1-78194-526-1 • $29.95 • Paper • [Trade]

December 2019 • Games & Activities/Chess
276 pages • 7 x 9
978-1-78194-528-5 • $28.95 • Paper • [Trade]
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Everyman Chess has recently introduced a number of compilation books. These consist of two or more previous titles that are linked in
some way and thus provide excellent value for players interested in the openings or themes that they discuss.

A Complete Guide to 1 e4
e5 2 Nf3 Nc6 3 Bc4

A Complete Guide to
Systems Where Black
Meets 1 E4 by Supporting
a Pawn on D5

BY JAN PINSKI

Two great books from the Everyman
Chess Library, Italian Game and Evans
Gambit and The Four Knights, both
by Jan Pinski, brought together in one
volume.

BY BYRON JACOBS AND
JOEL GALLAGHER

Two great books from the Everyman
Chess Library, Starting Out: The French
by Byron Jacobs and Starting Out: The
Caro Kann by Joe Gallagher, brought
together in one volume.
August 2019 • Games & Activities/Chess
368 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-78194-499-8 • $26.95 • Paper • [Trade]

September 2019 • Games & Activities/Chess
352 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-78194-500-1 • $27.95 • Paper • [Trade]

A Complete Guide to
Practical Play

The Modern Interpretation
of Two Classical Systems

BY VOLKER SCHLEPUTZ AND JOHN EMMS

BY ALEXANDER CHERNIAEV,
EDUARD PROKURONOV, AND
SIMON WILLIAMS

Two great books from the Everyman
Chess Library, The Chess Tactics
Detection Workbook by Volker Schleputz
and John Emms and The Survival to
Competitive Chess by John Emms,
brought together in one volume.

August 2019 • Games & Activities/Chess
496 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-78194-496-7 • $29.95 • Paper • [Trade]

Two great books from the Everyman
Chess Library, The New Old Indian
by Alexander Cherniaev and Eduard
Prokuronov and The New Sicilian
Dragon by Simon Williams, brought
together in one volume.

September 2019 • Games & Activities/Chess
384 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-78194-503-2 • $29.95 • Paper • [Trade]

EVERYMAN CHESS
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2020 Calendars
Stoecklein Calendars showcase the finest western photography capturing today’s western spirit, with easy to read dates and plenty of room
for notes. 12 x 12 folded with stapled pages.

2020 American Quarter
Horse Calendar

2020 Cowboy Gear
Calendar

August 2019 • Calendar
24 Color Photos • 12 x 12
978-1-933192-59-8 • $13.99 • [Calendar]
Previous Edition: 978-1-933192-00-0 (2018)

August 2019 • Calendar
24 Color Photos • 12 x 12
978-1-933192-57-4 • $13.99 • [Calendar]
Previous Edition: 978-1-933192-23-9 (2018)

2020 Cattle Calendar

2020 Cowgirls Calendar

2020 Sun Valley Images
Calendar

August 2019 • Calendar
24 Color Photos • 12 x 12
978-1-933192-58-1 • $13.99 • [Calendar]
Previous Edition: 978-1-933192-16-1 (2018)

August 2019 • Calendar
24 Color Photos • 12 x 12
978-1-933192-47-5 • $13.99 • [Calendar]
Previous Edition: 978-1-933192-27-7 (2018)

August 2019 • Calendar
24 Color Photos • 12 x 12
978-1-933192-54-3 • $13.99 • [Calendar]
Previous Edition: 978-1-933192-33-8 (2018)

2020 Cow Dogs Calendar

2020 Idaho Cowboy
Calendar

2020 Texas Cowboy
Calendar

August 2019 • Calendar
24 Color Photos • 12 x 12
978-1-933192-50-5 • $13.99 • [Calendar]
Previous Edition: 978-1-933192-29-1 (2018)

August 2019 • Calendar
24 Color Photos • 12 x 12
978-1-933192-55-0 • $13.99 • [Calendar]
Previous Edition: 978-1-933192-34-5 (2018)

2020 Lil Buckaroos
Calendar

2020 Western Horse
Calendar

August 2019 • Calendar
24 Color Photos • 12 x 12
978-1-933192-51-2 • $13.99 • [Calendar]
Previous Edition: 978-1-933192-30-7 (2018)

August 2019 • Calendar
24 Color Photos • 12 x 12
978-1-933192-56-7 • $13.99 • [Calendar]
Previous Edition: 978-1-933192-35-2 (2018)

August 2019 • Calendar
24 Color Photos • 12 x 12
978-1-933192-48-2 • $13.99 • [Calendar]
Previous Edition: 978-1-933192-28-4 (2018)

2020 Cowboy Classic
Calendar
August 2019 • Calendar
24 Color Photos • 12 x 12
978-1-933192-46-8 • $13.99 • [Calendar]
Previous Edition: 978-1-933192-26-0 (2018)

2020 Paint Horse Calendar
August 2019 • Calendar
24 Color Photos • 12 x 12
978-1-933192-52-9 • $13.99 • [Calendar]
Previous Edition: 978-1-933192-32-1 (2018)

2020 Datebooks
These datebooks are a personal day planner, designed in a weekly format that features more than sixty western photographs from the
Stoecklein Collection.

2020 Cowboy Datebook

2020 Cowgirl Datebook

August 2019 • Calendar
52 Color Photos • 7½ x 9
978-1-933192-60-4 • $17.95 • Spiral bound
[Calendar]
Previous Edition: 978-1-933192-36-9 (2018)

August 2019 • Calendar
52 Color Photos • 7½ x 9
978-1-933192-67-3 • $17.95 • Spiral bound
[Calendar]
Previous Edition: 978-1-933192-37-6 (2018)
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2020 Western Horse
Datebook
August 2019 • Calendar
52 Color Photos • 7½ x 9
978-1-933192-70-3 • $17.95 • Spiral bound
[Calendar]
Previous Edition: 978-1-933192-38-3 (2018)
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Transitioning in Grace

Diary of a Death Doula

A Yogi’s Approach to Death and Dying

25 Lessons the Dying Teach Us About the Afterlife

BY NALINI GRAEBER

BY DEBRA DIAMOND

In Transitioning in Grace (based on the teachings of Paramhansa
Yogananda, author of the classic Autobiography of a Yogi), Nalini
Graeber presents true accounts of how longtime yogis and
meditators have left their bodies. More than just a collection of
uplifting stories, this work can serve as a handbook for individuals
helping family or friends to leave this world—or for those soon to
make the transition themselves.

Sooner or later, everyone eventually asks questions about end of
life. What happens to me when my physical body dies? Is there
an afterlife? If so, where do I go? Do my loved ones meet me? Will
they usher me to the next plane of existence? In Diary of a Death
Doula, psychic medium, and near-death experience researcher
Debra Diamond presents the story of life as a hospice “Death
Doula”, revealing 25 critical life lessons from those at the threshold
of the afterlife, and those who have already crossed over, ultimately
revealing a new way of understanding death.

Included in these pages:
• How to prepare for death.
• A yogic “astral ascension” ceremony (funeral/memorial service)
that can be adapted for your particular needs.
• A description, by a great master of yoga, of what we experience
during the moments when we leave our bodies.
• A simple meditation technique that can help greatly to bring 		
calmness to the event.
• Stories, descriptions, and poems that offer helpful insights and
inspiration.

Debra Diamond, PhD. is a psychic/medium, author and death
doula. A former Wall Street money manager, CNBC commentator
and Johns Hopkins University professor, life took a turn in
2008 when a transformational experience left Diamond with
unconventional powers as a clairvoyant. She has a Ph.D. in
Metaphysics from the Esoteric Interfaith Theological Seminary.
Diamond lives in Baltimore, Maryland.

Nalini Graeber is a minister, and a lifelong meditator and follower of
the deeper teachings of yoga, as taught by the great master of yoga
Paramhansa Yogananda. For more than forty years Graeber has
lived at Ananda Village, a yoga community in Northern California.
She is is one of Ananda’s founding members, having joined the
community after receiving academic training at Stanford and
Columbia Universities.

October 2019 • Religion/Spirituality
230 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-1-56589-336-8 • $17.95 • Paper • [Trade]
CRYSTAL CLARITY PUBLISHERS

December 2019 • Body, Mind & Spirit/Afterlife & Reincarnation
224 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-1-78904-184-2 • $18.95 • Paper • [Trade]
JOHN HUNT/6TH BOOKS
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I’ve Never Met a Dead Person I Didn’t Like

Quaker Quicks

Initiation by Spirits

Money and Soul
Quaker Faith and Practice and the Economy

BY SHERRIE DILLARD

The extraordinary travels of a young, alone and broke psychic. The
heart-warming and adventurous true story of a young woman on her
own at age seventeen, broke and surrounded by talkative spirits
that don’t want to go away. Living in-between the physical world
and the spirit realm, yet feeling a stranger in both, Sherrie Dillard
crisscrossed the country by bus, train, and hitchhiking in a search for
answers. Along the way she was led to help the poor and homeless
on skid row, install water systems in Mayan Indian villages, live alone
in a tent in the mountains and make art with juvenile offenders.
It was in these diverse environments that she came face to face
with saints, angels and dark spirits and learned to trust her psychic
ability. From her early secret encounters with spirits who guided and
ultimately saved her life, Sherrie Dillard finally accepted that what
made her different and odd, was also her greatest gift. I’ve Never
Met a Dead Person I Didn’t Like is a powerful story for anyone
who listens to—or doubts their own intuition and the presence of
their loved ones on the other side. Even in our darkest hour, in the
depths of loneliness and overwhelming challenges, divine guidance
and miracles are always present.

BY PAMELA HAINES

If money troubles your soul, try this down-to-earth Quaker
perspective on economies large and small. The economy, as
we usually encounter it, has nothing to do with values or faith.
After all, the “invisible hand” caters to no religious belief. It is all
a matter of science, we are assured: economists have mastered
the mathematical formulas for growth and prosperity. Our role as
individuals is simply to work, consume and save, each adding our
bit to the sum totals of economic activity that will keep the system
humming along; the experts will take care of everything else. This
breezy values-free story, however, is unlikely to be a comfortable fit
for anyone who takes seriously the challenge of bringing our faith
into the world. Knotty issues around economics crop up at every
turn, especially if we are willing to ask the big questions: What is the
economy for? How much is enough? What needs to be equal? How
is well-being best measured? Who should decide? In Money and
Soul this search for answers, through a Quaker lens, gives a taste of
the power of applying faith values to our economic story.

Sherrie Dillard is an internationally renowned psychic, medium,
medical intuitive and best-selling author of nine books that have
been translated into twelve languages. She has been featured
on television and radio for her innovative books and her work as
a psychic detective, medical intuitive and medium. She lives in
Durham, North Carolina.

A student of economics since childhood, Pamela Haines has
spent a lifetime gathering experience, knowledge and perspective
to speak with authority on how economic theories and structures
shape our lives and challenge our values. She has written
pamphlets and magazine articles and lead workshops based on
demystifying connections between economics and daily life, while
challenging people to claim their power and act on their values.
Haines lives in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

August 2019 • Body, Mind & Spirit/Channeling & Mediumship
200 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-1-78535-868-5 • $16.95 • Paper • [Trade]
JOHN HUNT/6TH BOOKS

August 2019 • Religion/Christianity/Quaker
80 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-1-78904-089-0 • $10.95 • Paper • [Trade]
JOHN HUNT/CHRISTIAN ALTERNATIVE
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Quaker Quicks Practical Mystics

Quaker Quicks The Guided Life

Quaker Faith in Action

Finding Purpose in Troubled Times

BY JENNIFER KAVANAGH

BY CRAIG BARNETT

Are Quakers mystics? What does that mean? How does it translate
into how we are and what we do in the world?

Quakers have made the cultivation of the guided life the focus of
their spirituality for over three centuries. Generations of Quakers
have developed practices for nurturing their connection to an
inward source of guidance, meaning and purpose. This Inward
Guide is present in all people, cultures and traditions. It goes by
many names and is understood in many ways, but it is equally
available to everyone who is willing to listen and respond. The
Guided Life shares some of the spiritual practices that the Quaker
tradition has developed to discover purpose and direction in daily
life. These practices may be of use to anyone who is wrestling with
the complex challenges and dilemmas of the modern world.

“Jennifer Kavanagh writes as vividly about spiritual inwardness as
she does about the urgent, unstoppable impulse to give service
to others. The result is an inspiring book about a wellspring of
inspiration. I thoroughly recommend it.” —Geoffrey Durham, author
of The Spirit of the Quakers
Jennifer Kavanagh gave up her career as a literary agent to
work in the community in London’s East End. She is a speaker and
writer on the Spirit-led life and an Associate Tutor at Woodbrooke
Quaker Study Centre. She is a Churchill Fellow, a Fellow of the
Royal Society of Arts and a member of a community of fools.
Kavanagh has published nine books, including her first novel, The
Emancipation of B. She lives in London, England.

“Jennifer Kavanagh writes as vividly about spiritual inwardness as
she does about the urgent, unstoppable impulse to give service
to others. The result is an inspiring book about a wellspring of
inspiration. I thoroughly recommend it.” —Geoffrey Durham, author
of The Spirit of the Quakers
Craig Barnett is a Quaker from the north of England, where he
works for a local refugee charity. He was one of the founders of
the City of Sanctuary movement, and has also worked as Director
of a Quaker rural training center in Zimbabwe. A trained organic
farmer, Barnett’s concern for sustainable agriculture is central to his
exploration of Quaker spirituality. He lives in Sheffield, England.

January 2020 • Religion/Christianity/Quaker
88 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-1-78904-279-5 • $10.95 • Paper • [Trade]

December 2019 • Religion/Christianity/Quaker
80 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-1-78535-896-8 • $10.95 • Paper • [Trade]
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Quaker Quicks

A Secret History of Christianity

Why I am a Pacifist
A Call for a More Nonviolent World

Jesus, the Last Inkling, and the Evolution of Consciousness
BY MARK VERNON

BY TIM GEE

Tim Gee tells the story of why he became a pacifist and what it
means to him. Gee reflects on the lives of peacemakers past and
present to provide responses to questions like “Don’t we have to
hit back if we’re hurt?”, “Don’t we need war to respond to evil?” and
“Doesn’t religion justify wars?” This is a critique of war, but more
than that, it stakes a claim for pacifism’s feminist and anti-racist
qualities. This is a call for a more nonviolent world.
Tim Gee is a writer and campaigner. His first book, Counterpower,
shortlisted for the Bread and Roses Prize for radical nonfiction,
explored movements for change through history. He has written for
The Guardian, New Internationalist and the Independent, and has
worked for Friends of the Earth, Christian Aid, Quaker Peace and
Social Witness. Gee lives in London, England.

October 2019 • Religion/Christianity/Quaker
88 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-1-78904-016-6 • $10.95 • Paper • [Trade]

What has been lost is the secret of Christianity, that mystical truth so
easily stated but so hard to grasp, namely, that human life springs
from God’s.
“Mark Vernon provides fresh insights into the role of Judaism,
ancient Greek philosophy, Jesus Christ, Church history, mysticism,
and imagination in the evolution of Western consciousness. His
book gives an intriguing new perspective on where we are today. A
brilliant overview.” —Rupert Sheldrake, PhD, biologist and author of
The Science Delusion
Mark Vernon is a writer, broadcaster, psychotherapist and former
Anglican priest. He contributes regularly to programs on the BBC,
writes and reviews for the national press including the Guardian and
the Church Times, as well as giving talks and leading workshops.
Vernon works as a psychotherapist in private practice and has
also worked at the Maudsley hospital in south London. He lives in
London, England.

September 2019 • Religion/Mysticism
232 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-1-78904-194-1 • $23.95 • Paper • [Trade]
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The Friendship of Jesus and God’s Secret

A God Beyond Belief

The Ways in Which His Love Can Affect Us

Reclaiming Faith in a Quantum Age

BY JOHN WOOLLEY

BY DR. LANCE MOORE

The way in which we see God’s relationship with us can be
revolutionized by reading The Friendship of Jesus and God’s
Secret. So many struggling Christians have not come across
the way in which His love can affect us. This book will open a
new dimension in our thinking—combined with practical ways of
immediately making what we are learning part of our lives. The
result? A larger place for the love of Jesus in our hearts, whoever
we are! This combined book features wisdom from two otherwiseunavailable John Woolley texts, and will speak to young and old
readers alike. From the author of the bestselling devotional I Am
With You.

Something has gone terribly wrong.… We face a spiritual crisis,
but the extremes of religious fundamentalism on one hand, and
scientific atheism on the other, offer no cure. Scepticism is soaring,
especially among Millennials. Daily, we read of scandals among
our politicians, priests and Hollywood stars. Mass shootings are
epidemic, yet entertainment media glorifies violence. Drugs, not
“religion” as Karl Marx claimed, are now the “opiate of the masses”.
“Christian” TV preachers use donations to purchase private jets
and mansions—while children starve. The White House has claimed
that “Truth is not the truth.” Our leaders and institutions have lost all
moral authority. A common religious response to crisis is to thump
the Bible harder and louder. This book challenges us to go beyond
a simple, childish belief. Dr. Lance Moore offers an intelligent
faith rooted in a respect for Scripture, while taking a fresh look at
calcified orthodoxies. He invites readers to embrace paradox—in
Spirituality and in Science—to rediscover God for our Quantum Age.

The Rev. John Woolley was ordained a priest in the Church of
England in 1964 and served parishes in Liverpool Diocese for many
years before becoming a chaplain in hospitals in Sunderland and
Hertfordshire. He died in 2008. Find more on Father Woolley and
his work at iamwithyou.co.uk/about.

The Reverend Doctor Lance Moore is author of eight nationallypublished books; six-time contributor to the Abingdon Preaching
Annual; repeat panelist on Naomi’s New Morning (Naomi Judd’s
TV show). His previous works have received widespread praise,
including kudos from Pulitzer Prize winner Harper Lee: “Reads
awfully well...a fine job...a beautiful book in every way.”

August 2019 • Religion/Devotional
112 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-1-78904-093-7 • $14.95 • Paper • [Trade]

January 2020 • Religion/Religion & Science
208 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-1-78904-254-2 • $15.95 • Paper • [Trade]
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Pandeism

Stalking White Crows

An Anthology of the Creative Mind

How Evidence and Altered Consciousness Bring Us Better Living
and Better Dying

BY KNUJON MAPSON AND AMY PERRY

Following on from Pandeism: An Anthology this new volume
brings you three returning authors and a dozen new ones,
including renowned physicist and theologian Varadaraja V. Raman,
communications professor and poet John Ross, Jr., mixed martial
artist turned musician Jimmy “Ninja” Chaikong, Judaism blogger
Roger Price, and mythohistorian Julian West. The theme of this
volume is the creativity of the human mind—in art, in poetry,
in recasting historical events in mythological terms, in film and
television, and, indeed, in prose theological writing. A creative
mind is a fire which gives light to the head, warmth to the heart,
and nourishment to the soul, and we are blessed to present talents
sufficient to fuel many a conversation to come. Indeed, perhaps the
creativity of the human mind is a flickering echo of a greater mind
which we all occupy.
Knujon Mapson is a student of the revolutionary evolutionary
theological theory of Pandeism, a constant contributor to various
discussion forums on the topic, and an occasional coordinator
of discussions among other pandeistic thinkers. He lives in Falls
Church, Virginia. Amy Perry is a transcendental poet who is
passionate about ethical, conscious living. Her poetry centers
around self-improvement, mental health, ethics, and friendship. She
lives in San Diego, California.

August 2019 • Religion/Deism
424 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-1-78904-103-3 • $36.95 • Paper • [Trade]

BY JACK CRITTENDEN

How making up our minds and the makeup of our minds can help
us live better and die better. We live in a climate where feelings
trump reason and evidence. Lies are treated as “alternative facts.”
At the same time, it seems our culture does not want us to treat
altered or higher states of consciousness seriously. Focusing both
on evidence and on such states of consciousness can reorient our
attitudes. Jack Crittenden asks the reader to think about life after
death, about the basis of morality and the essence of spirituality,
about the meaning of happiness, about the path of dying, and about
the proper role of work in our lives and how education connects
to that role. What if our memories, thoughts, and whole personality
lived on after we died? What if morality were based on reasons and
evidence and not on God and sacred texts? What if happiness lies
not in what we think, how we feel, and what we long for, but in living
in the present and in the dying of the self itself? Experiences of and
the evidence on altered and higher states of consciousness can
lead us to better lives and better deaths.
Jack Crittenden is Professor Emeritus of the School of Politics and
Global Studies at Arizona State University.

January 2020 • Body, Mind & Spirit/Afterlife & Reincarnation
328 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-1-78904-218-4 • $23.95 • Paper • [Trade]
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Abide As That

The Silent Messenger
The Life and Work of Meher Baba

BY JASON BRETT SERLE

There are some writings that transcend time and tradition and
speak to the ever-present heart of the human experience. Simple
yet profound, challenging yet compassionate, the Song of Ribhu
is one such example of this. In the same tradition as the Bhagavad
Gita or the Ashtavakra Gita, the Ribhu Gita, literally the Song of
Ribhu represents the highest declaration of Advaita Vedanta,
spoken by the enlightened sage Ribhu to his disciple Nidagha on
the slopes of Mount Kedara in the Himalayas. Some 2,500 years
later, another awakened master, Sri Ramana Maharshi was touched
by these same words, considering them to be one of the most
sublime expressions of the awakened state that humanity had ever
produced. He spoke of it reverently and would even give copies to
his devotees to read. The version that follows is a selection, made
by Sri Ramana Maharshi himself, of 45 verses that capture the very
essence of the Ribhu Gita—an essence that this fresh and masterful
modern translation manages to communicate in simple and elegant
English, perfectly adapted to the Western reader. The book also
contains the story of Ribhu and Nidagha as told by Sri Ramana
Maharshi, as well as excerpts from informal talks with his students to
further clarify the themes.
Jason Brett Serle is a British writer, documentary filmmaker,
musician, Neuro-linguistic Programming (NLP) master, and licensed
hypnotherapist with a particular focus on psychology, spirituality,
wellness, and human potential. He has written articles for Jain Spirit
and Watkins magazines, as well as interviewing Eckhart Tolle and
Amado Crowley. He currently lives in Marbella, Spain.

November 2019 • Body, Mind & Spirit/Ancient Mysteries & Controversial
Knowledge • 88 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-1-78904-234-4 • $10.95 • Paper • [Trade]

BY TOM HOPKINSON AND DOROTHY HOPKINSON

The Silent Messenger charts the life of Meher Baba, the Indian
spiritual Master who famously declared: “Don’t worry, be happy,”
and “I have come not to teach, but to awaken.” Meher Baba’s life
and teachings move through Vedantism, Sufism, Christianity and
Buddhism. Uniquely, Baba gave all this to the world whilst remaining
silent for 44 years. The Meher Baba Association presents the final
book by Sir Tom and Lady Dorothy Hopkinson, which depicts the
extraordinary facts of Meher Baba’s life and work, illustrated by
judiciously chosen excerpts from his teachings and the insights of
many of those who were closest to him.
Sir Tom Hopkinson and Lady Dorothy Hopkinson were followers
of Meher Baba and they were key figures in the UK Meher Baba
Association, leaving the organization the rights to their final book
The Silent Messenger. In life Sir Hopkinson was a prolific journalist
and editor in Britain and Africa, and a determined campaigner for
social reform. Lady Hopkinson lived a varied life amongst many
notable artists of the day before the outbreak of war, going on
to study the new science of psychoanalysis. Dorothy Hopkinson
played a significant role in Tom’s professional and literary life, and
in 1974 they co-wrote Much Silence: Meher Baba His Life and Work,
first published by Gollancz.

November 2019 • Religion/Spirituality
328 pages • 5½ x 8½
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Hoodoo in the Psalms

Kitchen Witchcraft

God’s Magick

Crystal Magic

BY TAREN S.

BY RACHEL PATTERSON

You are holding in your hands one of the most powerful grimoires
for practicing the magick found in the Psalms. It contains over 160
complete and ready to use magickal workings for both the novice
and the more experienced magickal folks to add to their personal
libraries. From ancient texts long covered in dust, to the 19th century
Marie Laveau, and the modern-day Doc Buzzard, Hoodoo in the
Psalms offers magickal workings developed and used over a
millennium for the modern conjurer to use today.

In Kitchen Witchcraft: Crystal Magic bestselling author Rachel
Patterson looks at some of the more commonly available crystals
and presents them in a magical light! Combining an extensive
reference section along with topics such as how to work with
crystals for magical purpose, connecting with crystal magical
energy, which crystals to use for specific magical intent, creating
crystal spell grids and using crystals for divination, Kitchen
Witchcraft is an essential book for the modern Kitchen Witch.
Kitchen Witchcraft is the third in a series of books that delve into
the world of the Kitchen Witch. Each book breaks down the whys
and wherefores of the subject and includes practical guides and
exercises. Other titles include Spells and Charms and Garden
Magic and the Elements.

Taren S. stood in her first magickal circle in the backwoods of North
Carolina when she was seventeen years old. She was initiated High
Priestess within American Witchcraft in 1995. For over a decade
she worked at a Haitian Voodoo Doctor’s botanica as a spiritual
counselor and professional tarot card reader in the South Carolina
Lowcountry region. Furthering her magickal and spiritual path she
was initiated as a Mama Bridget within American Voodoo/Hoodoo.
She currently lives in San Diego, California.

October 2019 • Body, Mind & Spirit/Magick Studies
232 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-1-78904-206-1 • $18.95 • Paper • [Trade]

Rachel Patterson has penned more than a dozen books on the
rituals and practices of magic and paganism. She is High Priestess
of the Kitchen Witch Coven and an Elder of the Kitchen Witch
School of Natural Witchcraft. A Hedge/Kitchen Witch with an
added dash of folk magic, Patterson writes regularly for Witches
and Pagans, Moon Books and Patheos Pagan blogs. She lives in
Portsmouth, England.

December 2019 • Body, Mind & Spirit/Crystals
152 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-1-78904-216-0 • $14.95 • Paper • [Trade]
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Pagan Portals Fairy Queens

Pagan Portals Western Animism

Meeting the Queens of the Otherworld

Zen & the Art of Positive Paganism

BY MORGAN DAIMLER

BY MÉLUSINE DRACO

Mysterious and intriguing, the Queens of Fairy have been
intertwined with mortal lives and imaginations for as long as
we have had myth and folklore. Goddesses to some, fictional
characters to others, these powerful Queens are bound up in the
history of witchcraft and still have a role to play today. This book
takes a look at who the Fairy Queens are, explores some of their
individual stories, and considers how we can still connect to them
and honor them in the world today.

A Zen approach to the World, the Universe and Everything. Many of
today’s disenfranchised pagans in the West appear to be seeking
a spiritual connection to life without feeling the need to become
a witch, a Wiccan, a shaman, Heathen, or a Druid. Here the Shinto
approach fulfils the basic need for a belief system based on what
we would define as simple animism and ancestor worship in accord
with the world’s other, authentic, animistic traditions such as the
Australian Aboriginal and Native American way of life; while Zen
provides the intellectual stimulation rising from the simplicity of basic
folk-belief to elevate the soul to a higher level of mysticism.

Morgan Daimler is a blogger, poet, teacher of esoteric subjects,
witch, and priestess of the Daoine Maithe. Daimler is a prolific pagan
writer, having published more than a dozen books under Moon
Books alone, and she is one of the world’s foremost experts on all
things Fairy. She lives in Connecticut.

October 2019 • Religion/Paganism & Neo-Paganism
104 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-1-78535-833-3 • $10.95 • Paper • [Trade]

Mélusine Draco originally trained in the magical arts of traditional
British Old Craft with Bob and Mériém Clay-Egerton. She has been a
magical and spiritual instructor for over 20 years with Arcanum and
the Temple of Khem, and writer of numerous popular books. She
now lives in Ireland near the Galtee Mountains.

August 2019 • Religion/Paganism & Neo-Paganism
96 pages • 5½ x 8½
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Southern Cunning

True Magic

Folkloric Witchcraft in the American South

Unleashing Your Inner Witch

BY AARON OBERON

BY CYNDI BRANNEN

Southern Cunning is a journey through the folklore of the American
South and a look at the power these stories hold for modern
witches. Through the lens of folklore, animism, and bioregionalism
the book shows how to bring rituals in folklore into the modern day
and presents a uniquely American approach to witchcraft born out
of the land and practical application.

True Magic: Unleashing Your Inner Witch goes beyond everything
you’ve ever tried before. Combining traditional magic and modern
strategies, you will transform your life through spells, practices,
rituals, and journeys, unlocking the power of your true self. True
Magic takes the best parts of witchcraft, shamanism, occult and
mystical paths from the ancient to the contemporary so that you can
wield their wisdom. You will learn how to use plant magick, animal
spirits, words of power, alchemy, ancient philosophy, the chakras
and more to unleash your Inner Witch. Revealing the secrets of
healing, great relationships, personal power, maximizing your
potential and connecting to the universal energy flows, True Magic
gives you the tools you need to achieve abundance and wholeness
using the energies of the moon, the elements and the three worlds.
Are you ready for True Magic?

Aaron Oberon is a Southern folk witch with a passion for bringing
witchcraft to people from different roots. Oberon writes about queer
magic, bioregionalism, and witchcraft that gets down in the dirt. It is
deeply important to him that he helps to make witchcraft and magic
more accessible to those from underprivileged areas. His goal in
writing is to demonstrate that there is power in the stories of families
and local land. Oberon lives in Fort Myers, Florida.

Cyndi Brannen is a witch and spiritual teacher dedicated to
Hekate. She is a trained energetic healer, psychic, and herbalist.
Brannen teaches The Sacred Seven: A Course in Applied Modern
Witchcraft and is the author of Keeping Her Keys: An Introduction
to Hekate’s Modern Witchcraft. She enjoys the coastal life in Nova
Scotia, Canada.
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Ancient Teachings for Modern Times

Coherent Self, Coherent World

The Way To a Rich and Deeply Satisfying Life

A New Synthesis of Myth, Metaphysics & Bohm’s Implicate Order

BY PETA MORTON

BY DIANA DURHAM

Is your life fulfilling? Do you feel loved and valued? Are you full of
energy, happy and healthy? Are your days inspiring and fun? This
remarkable book shows you how to stop the struggle and embrace
life. Peta Morton shares the timeless spiritual wisdom of the ages
in a modern, non-religious context and invites you on a journey of
self-discovery.

Greater coherence follows in every aspect of our lives when we
learn to use the magical tool of consciousness. Diana Durham
shows that we do this by connecting to our deeper self. She draws
on her unique understanding of myth and ancient sacred texts
as well as time spent in dialogue with theoretical physicist David
Bohm to guide us on the path to personal coherence. In a poetic,
accessible style, Diana argues passionately that understanding who
we are and how we work is not only the key to individual fulfilment,
but also the way through to a sustainable future for us all.

“Peta Morton elegantly weaves together practical wisdom from a
diverse array of traditions to provide a ‘one stop shop’ for anyone
interested in personal development and well-being. This synthesis
of important teachings and modalities, ranging from the power of
breathing, thoughts, gratitude, and beyond, has the potential to shift
the reader’s perspective and clears the path for a happier, more
peaceful life.” —Mark Gober, author of An End to Upside Down
Thinking
Peta Morton is a professional Reiki and mindfulness teacher, author
and public speaker. Her warm, informal and open style of teaching
has inspired clients and students around the world. She shares
practical, intuitive tools which encourage self-inquiry, increased
awareness, healing, and personal transformation. Morton is from the
United Kingdom, now living in the Ille-et-Vilaine region of France.

December 2019 • Body, Mind & Spirit/Inspiration & Personal Growth
248 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-1-78904-083-8 • $18.95 • Paper • [Trade]

Diana Durham is a writer, poet and documentary film producer. Her
poetry has featured in numerous journals and anthologies in the UK
and USA. She holds a degree from University College London, and
spent time as a Visiting Research Associate at the Womens’ Studies
Research Center, Brandeis University, MA. Durham is also trained in
the healing practice of Attunement. After twenty years living on the
east coast of the US, Durham has recently moved back to the UK,
where she lives in Trowbridge, Wiltshire.

October 2019 • Body, Mind & Spirit/Inspiration & Personal Growth
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The Energetic Dimension
Understanding Our Karmic, Ancestral and Cultural Imprints
BY ANN M. DRAKE

We are energy; our bodies, as well as all matter, are merely slowed
down energy. We all have an energetic body that houses all our
memories and experiences of all our lifetimes. We absorb energies
from our families, our previous incarnations as well as from the
culture in which we live. These energies often mask who we truly
are and may block us from developing our true potential. Ways to
recognize and work with these imprints are at the heart of the book.
The Energetic Dimension offers a new paradigm for the West as to
how we function as humans. It is a paradigm that is intuitively known
by us but has not to date been articulated as it has in this book. This
book explores the energetic web in which we are encased, ways to
cultivate its strengths, and heal and remove the negative aspects of
unwanted energies. The goal is to be able to shed the layers that
block us from truly experiencing our core essence and who we truly
are.
Ann M. Drake is a clinical psychologist, who also apprenticed with
a gifted shaman in Malaysian Borneo. For the past twenty-five years
Drake has devoted herself to the study, practice and teaching of
shamanism, working towards a clinical and theoretical synthesis
of shamanism and psychology. She has presented at conferences
and written numerous articles, as well as her first book, Healing
of the Soul: Shamanism and Psyche. Drake lives in Gloucester,
Massachusetts.

December 2019 • Body, Mind & Spirit/Healing/Energy (Chi Kung, Reiki,
Polarity) • 208 pages • 5½ x 8½
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Esoterism as Principle and as Way
A New Translation with Selected Letters
BY FRITHJOF SCHUON, EDITED BY HARRY OLDMEADOW

Frithjof Schuon’s perspective of pure esoterism focuses on the inward and
universal dimension of religion, also referred to as the sophia perennis
(“perennial wisdom”). His works provide invaluable keys to understanding
the formal contradictions between the world’s religions as well as their
transcendent unity. In Esoterism as Principle and as Way readers will discover
the essential truth that lies at the heart of the world’s religions, as well as the
role of prayer, virtue, and beauty in the spiritual life.
This revised edition of Schuon’s writings on esoterism features a fully revised
translation from the French original as well as over 60 pages of new material,
including previously unpublished selections from the author’s letters and other
private writings, an editor’s preface, editor’s notes, a glossary of foreign terms
and phrases, an index, and biographical notes.
Frithjof Schuon (1907-1998) is best known as the foremost spokesman of
the Perennial Philosophy. A gifted artist and poet as well as the author of
over twenty books on religion, metaphysics, sacred art, and the spiritual path,
Schuon’s books have been translated into over a dozen languages and are
respected by academic and religious authorities alike. Harry Oldmeadow
was Coordinator of Philosophy and Religious Studies at La Trobe University
Bendigo, Australia, until his recent retirement. He is a well-respected authority
on the Perennialist school of comparative religion and the author of Frithjof
Schuon and the Perennial Philosophy. He lives in Bendigo, Australia.
September 2019 • Religion/Philosophy
328 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-936597-64-2 • $19.95 • Paper • [Trade]
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THIRD EDITION
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Centering Prayer and Inner
Awakening

Everyone Leads
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How to Be Happy All the Time

The Jesuits
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Scientocracy
The Tangled Web of Public
Science and Public Policy
EDITED BY PATRICK J. MICHAELS
AND TERENCE KEALEY

Fuel to the Fire

Scientocracy

How Trump Made America’s Broken Foreign Policy Even Worse
(And How We Can Recover)

The Tangled Web of Public Science and Public Policy

BY JOHN GLASER, CHRISTOPHER A. PREBLE, AND TREVOR THRALL

As a presidential candidate, Donald Trump broke not only from the
Republican Party but also from the bipartisan consensus on the
direction of recent U.S. foreign policy. Calling the Iraq war a terrible
mistake and lamenting America’s nation building expeditions, Trump
evinced little interest in maintaining the traditional form of American
leadership of the liberal international order. He threatened to pull
the United States out of NATO, complained that the United States
was being taken advantage of by its trading partners, and argued
that immigration was a terrible threat. Instead, Trump’s “America
First” vision called for a reassertion of American nationalism on the
economic front as well as in foreign affairs.
Since Trump took office, it has become clear that “America First”
was more campaign slogan than coherent vision of American grand
strategy and foreign policy. As president Trump has steered a
course that has maintained some of the worst aspects of previous
foreign policy—namely the pursuit of primacy and frequent military
intervention—while managing to make a new set of mistakes all his
own.
This book provides an assessment of Trump’s America First
doctrine, its performance to date, and its implications for the future.

EDITED BY PATRICK J. MICHAELS AND TERENCE KEALEY

Scientific research is the time-honored key to objective knowledge.
In the past it was funded pluralistically, but today certain portions of
the market for knowledge are dominated by a single buyer, namely
the government. This is especially true in the research fields that
impinge on the regulatory sphere, such as pollution and climate
change. As discussed in Scientocracy: The Tangled Web of Public
Science and Public Policy, science today is in systematic trouble.
The popular notion is that science is a force for good. Knowledge,
derived from theory and experiment, gives rise to technological
advancement, which results in improved lives for all. The editors
and authors of this book believe that this is not always the case.
Science can be a force for good, and it has enhanced our lives in
countless ways, but even a cursory look at the last century shows
that what passes for “science” can be detrimental. This book
examines a number of recent abuses of science in research areas
including nutrition, pollution, drugs and the opioid crisis, and global
warming.
Patrick J. Michaels is the director of the Center for the Study of
Science at the Cato Institute in Washington, DC. Terence Kealey is
a professor of clinical biochemistry at the University of Buckingham
in the United Kingdom and a senior fellow at the Cato Institute.

John Glaser is director of foreign policy studies at the Cato
Institute, in Washington, DC. Christopher A. Preble is the vice
president for defense and foreign policy studies at the Cato Institute
in Washington, DC. Trevor Thrall is a senior fellow for the Cato’s
Institute’s Defense and Foreign Policy Department an associate
professor at George Mason University’s Schar School of Policy and
Government.
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The Soul of Activism

The Way of the Conscious Warrior

A Spirituality for Social Change

A Handbook for 21st Century Men

BY SHMULY YANKLOWITZ

BY P.T. MISTLBERGER

In The Soul of Activism, author and activist Rabbi Shmuly
Yanklowitz, gives a unique re-examination of the power of interfaith
spirituality to fuel the fires of progressive activism. “Religion” in
the public sphere has been claimed by far-right ideologues while
progressives, turned off by the hypocrisy of the religious influence
on contemporary policy, have lost out on the experience of religious
community. As a result, progressives are losing control of political
discourse because they neither grasp nor trust the universal and
invigorating language and practice of religion when expressed
productively for social justice. Progressive activists must find these
missing spiritual tools, cultivate compassion, and lead affirmative
change in their communities.

The early 21st century is a complex time presenting unique
challenges for men. This book examines many of those challenges,
from dysfunctional relationships and confusion about what it means
to be “male” in the postmodern world, to understanding the dark
side of the masculine psyche, as well as how to apply the best
qualities of “warrior consciousness” to experience overall success
and fulfilment in life.
P.T. Mistlberger is a transpersonal therapist, seminar leader, and
author. He is the founder and director of Conscious Relationships
Training and the Samurai Brotherhood. Mistlberger has spent his life
scouring the globe, teaching workshops, and seeking the best of
the world’s wisdom traditions. He lives in Vancouver, Canada.

Rabbi Shmuly Yanklowitz is an author and activist. He is the
President and Dean of the Valley Beit Midrash collaborative adult
education program, Founder & President of Uri L’Tzedek, the
Orthodox Social Justice Movement, and Founder & CEO of The
Shamayim V’Aretz Institute. His work has published in the New York
Times, the Wall Street Journal, The Atlantic, and the Huffington Post,
as well as many secular and religious publications. Yanklowitz is the
author of several books on Jewish spirituality, social justice, and
ethics. He lives in Phoenix, Arizona.
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The Caribbean Irish

Conversations with Socrates and Plato

How the Slave Myth was Made

How a Post-Materialist Social Order Can Solve the Challenges of
Modern Life and Insure Our Survival

BY MIKI GARCIA

The Caribbean Irish explores the little known fact that the Irish
were amongst the earliest settlers in the Caribbean. They became
colonisers, planters and merchants living in the British West
Indies between 1620 and 1800 but the majority of them arrived as
indentured servants. This book explores their lives and poses the
question, were they really slaves? As African slaves started arriving
en masse and taking over servants’ tasks, the role of the Irish
gradually diminished. But the legacy of the Caribbean Irish still
lives on.
Miki Garcia has an MA in journalism from City University
London, and works as a journalist and research writer for various
publications and think-tanks. She’s lived and worked in Africa,
Asia, Europe, and the United States and is the author of Rebuilding
London: Irish Migrants in Post-War Britain. Originally from London,
Garcia currently lives in The Netherlands.

December 2019 • History/Caribbean & West Indies
240 pages • 5½ x 8½
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BY NEAL K. GROSSMAN

An imaginary, extended dialogue with Plato, Socrates, Spinoza, and
William James presents philosophical ideas that have never been
more relevant for Western civilization. Neal K. Grossman discusses
how a post-materialist social order can solve the challenges of
modern life, and insure our survival.
Neal K. Grossman is an associate professor emeritus of philosophy
at the University of Illinois at Chicago. His interests have been
far ranging, from the philosophy of science, especially quantum
mechanics, to Spinoza, Plato, mysticism, and now, parapsychology
and survival research, and the emerging new “world view” arising
from that research. He lives in Evanston, Illinois.
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Reflections on a Surprising Universe

Alphonso Lingis and Existential Genealogy

Extraordinary Discoveries Through Ordinary Eyes

The First Full Length Study of the Work of Alphonso Lingis

BY RICHARD CONRAD DIETER

BY ALEXANDER E. HOOKE

Reflections on a Surprising Universe takes the reader beyond
the headlines of the latest scientific breakthroughs, translating
complicated topics into an understandable narrative. It covers a
wide array of scientific developments in clear and concise language
sharing a sense of wonder felt by the author about the universe we
find ourselves in. The book covers such developments as the size
and expansion of the universe, black holes, gravitational waves, the
relativity of spacetime, the multiverse, exoplanets and the possibility
of extraterrestrial life, DNA, fundamental particles, quantum
mechanics and quantum computers, all in an accessible narrative.
Do you feel a sense of excitement and awe in learning about both
the vastness and intricacies of the world around you? Then let
Richard Conrad Dieter guide you through the unique synthesis of
recent scientific discoveries and what they reveal about us.

What is philosophy? Is philosophy an academic discipline that
produces arguments and theories, or is philosophy also about
understanding the world through stories, metaphors, analogies,
ambience, and even through feelings? Alphonso Lingis approaches
philosophy the way a travel writer approaches a strange new land,
with his eyes open and with a conscious desire for experience.
Using the genealogical approach of Nietzsche and Foucault, his
work continues the phenomenological tradition. Alexander E.
Hooke’s Alphonso Lingis and Existential Genealogy is the first
book-length study of Lingis’ philosophical works.

Richard Conrad Dieter is a graduate of Georgetown University
Law Center, and he has contributed to several books on Law and
history in the United States. His published reports have been
widely cited by the national media and government leaders. Dieter
served as Executive Director of a national non-profit organisation
whose website was selected for archival research by the Library
of Congress. His most recent report concerning military veterans
received the Congressional Black Caucus’s Veterans Braintrust
Award. Dieter lives in Silver Spring, Maryland.
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Alexander E. Hooke is Professor of Philosophy at Stevenson
University. His articles have appeared in numerous journals, with a
philosophical focus on Nietzsche, Foucault, and Alphonso Lingis. He
has published over 40 op-ed essays in the Baltimore Sun and other
local news venues. He is the co-editor of Encounters with Alphonso
Lingis and the author of Philosophy Sketches: 700 Words at a Time.
Hooke lives in Baltimore, Maryland.
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The Blood-Stained Poppy

Can the Left Learn to Meme?

A Critique of the Politics of Commemoration

Adorno, Video Gaming, and Stranger Things

BY KEVIN ROONEY AND JAMES HEARTFIELD

BY MIKE WATSON

For a century the war dead have been honored with Red Poppies
on Remembrance Day. The poppy is part of a cult of death that
celebrates the slaughter of the “Great War” of 1914-18. The poppy
and the Remembrance Day ceremony turn grief to sanctify war.
Here we expose the truth about the First World War, and about the
century of militarism that followed. The war was not fought to make
the world safe, but out of hatred and imperial greed. In the hundred
years since the end of the First World War, Britain’s military ventures
have continued to wreak havoc across the world. The poppy is a
symbol of British militarism, not a badge of peace.

Taking in an array of cultural references from the contemporary
art world, to cat memes, Stranger Things, the Kardashian-Jenners,
Mad Men, Run the Jewels, and video gaming, Can the Left Learn
to Meme? argues that there is positivity in millennial-era cultural
production. Utilising Adorno’s unswerving yet understated hope in
spite of the odds, Mike Watson embraces the abstraction of the new
media landscape as millennials refuse to surrender to cynicism, by
out-weirding even the world at large. They pose a radical alternative
to the right wing approach of Steve Bannon and the conservative
psychology of Jordan Peterson. Here, the cultural elitism of the art
world is contrasted with the anything-goes approach of millennial
culture. The left avant-garde dream of an art-for-all is with us, though
you won’t find it in museums. It is time the left learned to meme,
challenging conventions along the way.

Kevin Rooney is a teacher and writer in North London, England. He
first took part in the Commemoration of the Easter Rising in Belfast,
1972. James Heartfield has worked as a journalist, for a television
company, and as an editor. He lives in North London, England, with
his wife and two daughters, where he writes and lectures on the
history of Empire.
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Mike Watson is an art theorist, critic and curator who holds a PhD
in Philosophy from Goldsmiths College. Watson curated at the 55th
and 56th Venice Biennale, as well as at Manifesta12 in Palermo. He
has written regularly for Art Review, Artforum, Frieze, and Radical
Philosophy. He lives and works in Oulu, Finland.
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Demarcation and Demystification

Frontlines

Philosophy and Its Limits

Stories of Global Environmental Justice

BY J. MOUFAWAD-PAUL

BY NICK MEYNEN

Marx once declared that philosophers have only interpreted the
world, but the point is to change it. Demarcation and Demystification
examines the ways in which a radical practice of philosophy
is possible under the aegis of Marx’s 11th thesis, arguing that
philosophy’s radicality is discovered by understanding that it can
only ever interpret the world; that social transformation lies beyond
the sphere of its operations.

Every unpacked frontline is one cutting edge of an economic
system and political ideology that is destroying life on earth.
Revealing our ecosystems to be under a sustained attack, Nick
Meynen finds causes for hope in unconventional places.

“Demarcation and Demystification is a major statement on the gulf
between what philosophers actually do, and what they think they
do.” —Matthew R. McLennan, author of Philosophy and Vulnerability
J. Moufawad-Paul lives in Toronto, Ontario, and works as
casualized contract faculty at York University where he received
his PhD in philosophy. He blogs regularly at MLM Mayhem, and he
is the author of The Communist Necessity, Continuity and Rupture,
and Austerity Apparatus.
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Nick Meynen writes, speaks and acts for environmental justice
and as a truth-seeker. His writing ranges from peer-reviewed and
investigative journalism to poetry and literary non-fiction books. On
the back of the successes of Meynen’s books he started speaking
regularly for universities, European institutions, think-tanks, NGOs,
and on television. He now gives media training and assistance
to political ecologists and ecological economists and he’s the
spokesperson for the EnvJustice network, who’s behind the largest
database of environmental conflicts in the world. Meynen also
organized a media-savvy three-day long march for environmental
justice and is an active voice in public debates on environmental
and economic matters.
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Furnace of this World

Good Times in Dystopia

Or, 36 Observations about Goodness

BY GEORGE F.

BY ED SIMON

In the tradition of Roland Barthes’ Mythologies and Walter
Benjamin’s aphoristic Theses on the Philosophy of History,
Ed Simon’s Furnace of this World is a fragmentary, digressive,
impressionistic account of what the radical implications of
goodness could possibly be in late capitalism. Furnace of this World
interrogates the concept of goodness, while arguing that it’s always
more interesting and radical than its opposite. With neither hubris
nor reductionism, Furnace of this World speaks of what it means to
pursue justice in a fallen world.
Ed Simon is an Editor-at-Large with the Marginalia Review of Books,
a channel of the Los Angeles Review of Books. He is a regular
contributor on the subjects of literature, religion, culture, and politics
at many publications including The Atlantic, The Paris Review, and
Jacobin. He lives in Arlington, Massachusetts.
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London drowns in sewage and Europe burns. In this creative
nonfiction, George F. falls in with a band of chaos punks who
drink, fight and struggle for shelter when the world ends. From
mass demonstrations in Paris, the rotten squats of Shoreditch,
and the lawless forests of the borderlands, to carnival riots in the
autonomous zones of Berlin they battle fascists, dodge arrest, and
wrestle with the greatest struggle of all: sobriety.
George F. is a writer, performance poet, and natural farmer who has
travelled extensively across Europe and Asia working with sociallyexcluded groups ranging from the homeless in London to heroin
addicts and street kids in Kuala Lumpur. You can read more of his
articles and interviews at thelifeanarchic.com.
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Ideology and the Virtual City

A Left for Itself

Videogames, Power Fantasies and Neoliberalism

Left-Wing Hobbyists and the Rise of Identity Radicalism

BY JON BAILES

BY DAVID SWIFT

Ideology and the Virtual City is an exploration of modern society
and the critical value of popular culture. It combines a prescient
social theory that describes how ‘neoliberal’ ideology in today’s
societies dominates our economic, political and cultural ideals,
with an entertaining exploration of narratives, characters and play
structures in some of today’s most interesting videogames. The
book takes readers into a range of simulated urban environments
that symbolize the hidden antagonisms of social life and create
outlandish resolutions through their power fantasies. Interactive
entertainment can help us understand the ways in which people
relate to a modern “common sense” neoliberal background, in
terms of absorbing assumptions, and questioning them.

In the first full length analysis of the rise of left-wing hobbyists,
performative radicals and the “Identity Left”, A Left for Itself
interrogates the connection between socio-economic realities and
politico-cultural views and boldly asks what is a worthy politics, one
for the follower count or one for affecting change.

Jon Bailes is an independent researcher and writer whose work
focuses on ideology, neoliberalism and popular culture. He has
a PhD in European Studies from University College London. His
publications include Weapon of the Strong: Conversations on US
State Terrorism (Pluto, 2013) (co-authored with Cihan Aksan), plus
numerous academic journal essays and online articles. He coruns stateofnatureblog.com, a website featuring interviews with
academics on social and political theory.
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“In the sometimes febrile environment of contemporary left politics,
this book is a measured and evaluative contribution. David Swift
cuts through the rhetoric of often violent and divisive exchanges
to uncover the roots, motivations, diverse character and strengths
and weaknesses of the current phenomenon of so-called “identity
politics”.” —Dr. Stephen Meredith
David Swift is the Kreitman post-doctoral fellow at Ben Gurion
University, in the faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences. He has
published in journals including the History Workshop Journal and
the Women’s History Review, as well as writing for The Independent
and LabourList. Swift has taught at Queen Mary University of
London and the University of Central Lancashire. He lives in
Cambridge, England.
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Peace or Pacification?

The Three Languages of Politics

Northern Ireland after the Defeat of the IRA

Talking Across the Political Divides
THIRD EDITION

BY LIAM Ó RUAIRC

Often the so-called “Irish question” is reduced to one of ancestral
hatreds, but this timely book following the revenant tensions
borne out of Brexit negotiations grounds its study in the context
of colonialism, anti-imperialism and liberation struggles. This study
demonstrates that “peace” might not be found in “justice”, and
argues instead of a “peace process” for a “pacification process”.
Liam Ó Ruairc has a background in philosophy. He attended
Queen’s University Belfast to study Irish politics. Ó Ruairc is a
member of the editorial board of Fourthwrite and of The Blanket: A
Journal of Pro-test and Dissent which provided influential criticisms
of the so-called Irish peace process as well as what has been called
“a republican digital counter culture”. His work has appeared in
Fortnight magazine, History Ireland, and Radical Philosophy as well
as in many radical publications. He lives in Belfast, Northern Ireland.

BY ARNOLD KLING

When it was first released in 2013, Arnold Kling’s The Three
Languages of Politics was a prescient exploration of political
communication, detailing the “three tribal coalitions” that make up
America’s political landscape. Progressives, conservatives, and
libertarians, he argued, are “like tribes speaking different languages.
As a result, political discussions do not lead to agreement. Instead,
most political commentary serves to increase polarization.”
Now available in its third edition, with new commentary on political
psychology and communication in the Trump era, Kling’s book
could not be any more timely, as Americans—whether as media
pundits or conversing at a party—talk past one another with even
greater volume, heat, and disinterest in contrary opinions. The
Three Languages of Politics is an accessible, precise, and insightful
guide to how to lower the barriers coarsening our politics. This is
not a book about one ideology over another. Instead, it is a book
about how we communicate issues and our ideologies, and how
language intended to persuade instead divides. Kling offers a way
to see through our rhetorical blinders so that we can incorporate
new perspectives, nuances, and thinking into the important issues
we must together share and resolve.
Arnold Kling received his PhD in economics from MIT in 1980.
He is the author of several books, including Crisis of Abundance:
Rethinking How We Pay for Health Care. He writes a monthly
column for the Library of Economics and Liberty. Kling lives in
Rockville, Maryland. Find him online at arnoldkling.com.
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Ads in the National Review, Reason, Publishers Weekly, and Library Journal

·

Publicity campaign to include appearances on major television and radio programs
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The People’s Victory

Brick by Brick

How Malaysians Saved Their Country

Building Hope and Opportunity for Women Survivors Everywhere

BY KEE THUAN CHYE

BY KAREN SHERMAN

Few people believed the corrupt and oppressive Barisan Nasional
government could be toppled. But the people were sick and tired
of it and the scandals surrounding the prime minister. He had
brought shame to Malaysia, which became known to the world as a
kleptocracy.

“A moving, fascinating story filled with emotional highs and lows,
adventures and setbacks—and a large dose of wisdom. Every
woman will relate to aspects of Brick by Brick and be inspired.”
—Melanne Verveer, former United States ambassador for global
women’s issues

This book tells the epic story of how Malaysians took responsibility
for their country and struggled against the odds to change their
government. Of how a 92-year-old former prime minister who had
been an enemy of the Opposition for decades crossed over to join
forces with the very man he had sent to jail 20 years earlier, and led
the charge to topple the party he once loved.

“Karen Sherman tells her poignant story of being a mother, a
successful leader, and an advocate for women worldwide in
Brick by Brick. Her empathy for women who have been victims
of violence, abuse, and disempowerment is inspirational, and her
story truly has the unique power to connect the stories of women
everywhere.” —Joyce Banda, former president of Malawi

Starting with the outcome of the 13th general election in 2013 and
then moving through five years of drama, surprises, ironies and
twists to the climactic 14th general election of 9 May 2018, the
narrative grows from despair to hope to euphoria.

This powerful memoir weaves the stories of valiant women who
survived the Rwandan genocide with the challenges facing their
teacher, Karen Sherman, as she fought to recover from her own
history of abuse. The struggles of these survivors, she realized,
were the struggles of women everywhere, regardless of place or
circumstance: how we strive to balance work and family, how we
fight for real options and choices, how we try to make our voices
heard. How all women want and deserve to live a life free from
violence and abuse, in peace and with dignity. The strength of
these women helped Karen find her own way—through conflict
zones, dicey negotiations with local politicians, and to the top of Mt.
Kilimanjaro. In the end, the journey brings her home: to her family
and a renewed commitment to the work of fighting for women
around the world to have choice.

The book honors the concerned citizens who fought the good
fight and contributed in ways big and small to bring about a new
Malaysia.
What they achieved was truly a victory of the people.
Kee Thuan Chye was a full-time journalist for more than 30 years
until 2009. He writes political commentaries for online news
websites and is a published poet and playwright.

Karen Sherman president of the Akilah Institute, an all-women’s
college in Rwanda. Prior to joining Akilah, she was the COO at
Women for Women International. She lives in Bethesda, Maryland.
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Democracy in Danger

Slaves among Us

How Hackers and Activists Exposed Fatal Flaws in the
Election System

The Hidden World of Human Trafficking

BY JAKE BRAUN

When Jake Braun challenged hackers at DEFCON, the largest
hacking conference in the world, to breach the security of a voting
machine, a hacker in Europe conquered the task in less than two
minutes. From hacking into voting machines to more mundane, but
no less serious problems, our democracy faces unprecedented
tests from without and within. In Democracy in Danger,
cybersecurity expert Jake Braun, a veteran of three presidential
campaigns and former White House Liaison to the Department of
Homeland Security, reveals what the national security apparatus,
local election administrators, and political parties have gotten wrong
about election security and what America needs to do to protect the
ballot box in 2020 and beyond.
Jake Braun, CEO of Cambridge Global Advisors, brings more than
15 years of national security and cybersecurity expertise to this
project. He served in the Obama White House as Director of White
House and Public Liaison to Department of Homeland Security.
He has appeared extensively on tv, radio, print, and online media,
including CNN, NBC, CBS radio, NPR, CSPAN, USA Today, Wired
magazine, Wall Street Journal, the HBO documentary Democracy
Hacked and many others. He resides in Chicago, Illinois.
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BY MONIQUE VILLA

Monique Villa shows us the world of slaves no longer physically in
chains who walk among us, trapped in a cycle of exploitation. Her
moving book, bringing in the voices of workers she knows, vividly
illustrates dire situations we can do something about. Her call to
action outlines concrete steps in order to outlaw and eliminate
modern slavery.
“Monique Villa’s book is an eye opener on the human experience of
slavery.” —Gillian Anderson, award-winning actress
“As a survivor myself, I know firsthand how Monique’s fierce and
relentless drive in fighting modern slavery and empowering those
who have endured it has been transformative. Her knowledge and
expertise, strengthened over many years of being at the frontline of
this fight, is stamped on every page of this book, a real page turner.”
—Evelyne Chumbow, survivor of forced labor
Monique Villa, a former journalist, has been the CEO of the
Thomson Reuters Foundation for over a decade. As CEO, she
has chosen the subject of modern slavery as one of her three
missions. With over 350 prominent delegates from across the globe
representing at least 34 countries, she created the TrustWomen
Conference to tackle global human trafficking, child marriage, and
female genital mutilation. TrustLaw pro bono is the legal program
she established to aid women and men caught in the shackles of
slavery. She lives in London.
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Reading the Gaelic Landscape

World of Geology

Leughadh Aghaidh na Tire

Travels to Rocky Places

SECOND EDITION
BY TONY WALTHAM
BY JOHN MURRAY

Following the success of the first edition, this new edition has been
expanded and improved with additional images and enhanced
drawings. The subject matter has been expanded with the chapter
on grammar and pronunciation extended. There are examples
of how Gaelic personal names and the human body are used in
place-names and many etymological sources have been added to
place-name tables.
Reading the Gaelic Landscape is essential for anyone who is
interested in the Scottish Highlands and its native language. It
enables people to read and understand place-names in Gaelic,
providing insights into landscape character and history. The book
enriches the experience of walkers, climbers, sailors, bird watchers
and fishers by sketching the named context, where they practise
their pursuits.
The ways Gaelic poets like Sorley MacLean and Duncan Bàn
MacIntyre used the named landscape in their work is explored.
Names are used to speculate about species extinctions and the
history of the Caledonian Forest. Readers learn how place has
been defined in Gaelic and how this has been recorded, through
a deeper understanding of how native speakers applied their
language to the landscape.
John Murray was landscape architect for Scottish Borders Region,
and Head of Landscape Architecture at Edinburgh College of Art,
latterly Director of the discipline at the University of Edinburgh. He is
a published poet—see Tweed Rivers (Platform Projects).
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A core component of the natural world is the geology, in the rocks
and the landforms that have been created by their erosion. The
plants that cover so much of the world’s land areas, and the myriad
animals that inhabit each environment, form the wonderful world of
nature, but the backdrops to all of them are the landscapes that are
the world of geology.
So many of the world’s great natural attractions—the sites, the
sights, the national parks, the wow places that folk travel to see—
are features of their geology, with landforms that range from
awe-inspiring to simply beautiful. And then there are so many more
terrains and landscapes that have great stories to tell.
Travelling the world, always armed with a camera, led to the author
compiling a substantial collection of photographs, many of which
reflected his own interests in their geological theme. This has grown
into a worldwide overview of just a fraction of the magnificent sights,
both natural and influenced by mankind, that make the geological
world so totally fascinating and frequently so beautiful.
Within these pages, the photographs and their short, accompanying
texts offer just a taste of the visual delights within the world of
geology. They constitute a grand tour across the surface of our
planet, taking in as many as possible of our most spectacular and
most fascinating sites. The whole book is perhaps best viewed as a
glorious journey of discovery.
Dr. Tony Waltham is a former lecturer in Engineering Geology,
international photographer and the author of numerous technical
books and papers.
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A New York Times Bestseller!

How to Disappear
Erase Your Digital Footprint, Leave False Trails, And Vanish Without A Trace
BY FRANK AHEARN AND EILEEN HORAN

Written by the world’s leading experts on finding people and helping people
avoid being found, How to Disappear covers everything from tools for
disappearing to discovering and eliminating the nearly invisible tracks and
clues we tend to leave wherever we go. Learn the three keys to disappearing,
all about your electronic footprints, the dangers and opportunities of social
networking sites, and how to disappear from a stalker.
Frank Ahearn and Eileen Horan provide field-tested methods for maintaining
privacy, as well as tactics and strategies for protecting personal information
and preventing identity theft. They explain and illustrate key tactics such
as misinformation (destroying all the data known about you); disinformation
(creating fake trails); and, finally, reformation—the act of getting you from point A
to point B without leaving clues.
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Ahearn illustrates every step with real-life stories of his fascinating career, from
undercover work to nab thieving department store employees to a stint as a
private investigator; and, later, as a career “skip tracer” who finds people who
don’t want to be found. In 1997, when news broke of President Bill Clinton’s
dalliance with a White House intern, Ahearn was hired to find her. When Oscar
statuettes were stolen in Beverly Hills, Ahearn pinpointed a principal in the
caper to help solve the case. When Russell Crowe threw a telephone at a hotel
clerk in 2005, Ahearn located the victim and hid him from the media.
An indispensable resource not just for those determined to become utterly
anonymous, but also for just about anyone in the brave new world of on-line
information, How to Disappear sums up Ahearn’s dual philosophy: Don’t break
the law, but know how to protect yourself.
“It may shock the hell out of you. It did me…. I couldn’t put this book down,
finding out all of the ways anyone could get their hands on information about
any of us. You’re more vulnerable than you may think.”
—Tammy Chase, Chicago Sun-Times
Frank Ahearn is a privacy consultant who helps people who want to start
a new life. He began his carreer working undercover in retail, looking for
employees stealing from department stores. That lead to a career in private
investigating and becoming a “skip tracer,” a person who finds people who
don’t want to be found.
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The Funniest Things Ever Said

Breverton’s Encyclopedia of Inventions

NEW AND EXPANDED
BY TERRY BREVERTON
EDITED BY STEVEN PRICE

Here are 1,237 laugh-out-loud quotes, quips, and jokes, all in one
packed-to-the-brim volume. Yes, folks, sit back and enjoy this
collection of inadvertent gaffes, thigh-slappers, puns, and everything
and anything else that’ll tickle your funny bone. There’s something
old, something new, something stolen, and something blue—from
favorite comedians, sports and political figures, and literary wits.
There are even giggles for the kids and groaners for the grown-ups.
Just a few among the 1,237 funniest things ever said:
“I think men who have a pierced ear are better prepared for
marriage. They’ve experienced pain and bought jewelry.”
—Rita Rudner
“I don’t know if it’s good for baseball, but it sure beats the hell out
of rooming with Phil Rizzuto.”—Yogi Berra on being told that Joe
DiMaggio was to marry Marilyn Monroe

Who flew before the Wright Brothers? How was plastic surgery
invented? Did Leonardo da Vinci design the first robot? When
was the first email sent? Where was beer first brewed? Who
invented zero? From the fish hook to fibre optics, the pyramids
to postage stamps, and from gunpowder to GPS, this eclectic
compendium will inform, inspire and fascinate anyone to know
more about the moments of genius that have shaped our lives
today. An extraordinary guide to the greatest feats of ingenuity and
innovation.
Terry Breverton is the author of numerous books on the sea and
pirates, including The Pirate Dictionary, The Pirate Handbook, and
Black Bart Roberts: The Greatest Pirate of Them All, A five-time
recipient of the Welsh Books Council’s Book of the Month award,
he has presented documentaries on the Discovery Channel and the
History Channel, and has appeared on numerous other television
programs on pirates and privateers. He lives in the United Kingdom.

“The Dalai Lama visited the White House and told the President that
he could teach him to find a higher state of consciousness. Then,
after talking to Bush for a few minutes, he said, ‘You know what?
Let’s just grab lunch.’”—Bill Maher
Steven D. Price is the author or editor of more than twenty-three
books, including 1001 Dumbest Things Ever Said, The 1001 Smartest
Things Ever Said, 1001 Insults, Put-Downs, & Comebacks, and The
Quotable Horse Lover. A resident of New York City, he is a keen
observer of human achievement and folly.
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Manglish
Malaysian English at its Wackiest
BY LEE SU KIM AND STEPHEN J. HALL

No head no tail when confronted with “Let’s cabut”? Unsure of why
something will “sure koyak”? Is “so humsup” a compliment or not?
Sometimes charming, often witty, and always inventive, Malaysian
English is a vital part of the colorful Malaysian cultural fabric.
Manglish casts a fun, entertaining look at Malaysian English in all
its unique, idiosyncratic, rojak glory. Whether you’re a true-blue
Malaysian or a fresh-off-the-plane mat salleh, you’ll never be at a
loss for words.
This classic bestseller includes brand new content, with updated
entries as well as new illustrations by prominent Malaysian
cartoonist Zunar.

Where will your
adventures take you?
We’ve got a book for
that! Outdoor recreation
titles begin on page 209
and travel on page 243
with even more titles
available on Edelweiss.

Lee Su Kim is a Malaysian author, educator, and cultural activist.
She is the author of a trilogy of short stories on the Peranakans:
Kebaya Tales, Sarong Secrets and Manek Mischiefs. Kebaya Tales
won First prize in the Popular-Star Readers’ Choice Awards 2011
(Fiction). Stephen J. Hall is a multilingual New Zealander who
has lived and worked in Singapore and Malaysia since 1991. He is
currently Professor and Head, Centre for English Language Studies,
Sunway University, Malaysia. He has taught university, secondary,
and primary levels in the Asia Pacific region.

November 2019 • Literary Collections/Asian
136 pages • 5⅛ x 7¾
978-981-484142-9 • $10.99 • Paper • [Trade]
MARSHALL CAVENDISH INTERNATIONAL (ASIA) PTE LTD
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Answers to 100 Frequently Asked Questions Answers to 100 Frequently Asked
About Social Security Retirement Benefits
Questions About Social Security Retirement
Benefits for Married People, Divorcees,
THIRD EDITION
Dependents and Survivors
EDITED BY JOHN WEBER

EDITED BY JOHN WEBER

Please Note: Although the “Answers” in this book are drawn from
the SSA website and publications, this book is not published,
authorized, or endorsed by the Social Security Administration.
For most Americans, Social Security is their largest financial asset,
worth hundreds of thousands of dollars, and indexed against
inflation.
It is also an incredibly complicated program, with thousands of rules
and regulations. Failure to understand these rules and regulations
costs Americans billions of dollars every year in lost benefits.
The editor of this book has sifted through thousands of pages
of SSA publications to select the answers to the most important
questions about retirement benefits, and presents them here in a
useful and coherent manner.
Updated for 2020, the third edition of this book includes recent
changes in rules and regulations; the latest COLA (Cost-of-Living
Adjustment); maximum taxable earnings; earnings limit; amount
needed to earn a “credit”; and average and maximum benefits
payable.

Please Note: Although the “Answers” in this book are drawn from
the SSA website and publications, this book is not published,
authorized, or endorsed by the Social Security Administration.
The first book in this series, Answers to the 100 Frequently Asked
Questions About Social Security Retirement Benefits, is a primer
on how to apply for benefits based on your own work record—
explaining eligibility, when and how to apply, how your benefits are
calculated, and what you need to report to Social Security once you
are in the program.
The response to this title indicated the need for additional
information for anyone applying for benefits based on someone
else’s work record. Now, Answers to 100 Frequently Asked
Questions About Social Security Retirement Benefits for Married
People, Divorcees, Dependents and Survivors reports in depth
on “Auxiliary Benefits,” which are based on someone else’s work
record that may be worth more than the benefits you are entitled to
on your own work record, or that you may be entitled to even if you
have never worked.
The rules and regulations for Auxiliary Benefits are changing rapidly,
as those in same sex marriages, civil unions, domestic partnerships,
and other non-marital relationships become eligible for spousal
benefits.

John Weber has previously deciphered The Sopranos in The Tao of Bada Bing, Dan Brown in An Illustrated Guide to the Lost Symbol, and
Donald Rumsfeld in The World According to Rummy. He lives in Brooklyn, New York.
December 2019 • Business & Economics/Personal Finance/Retirement
Planning • 128 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-56649-401-4 • $12.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-1-56649-400-7 (2018)

December 2019 • Business & Economics/Personal Finance/Retirement
Planning • 96 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-56649-402-1 • $12.95 • Paper • [Trade]
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Essential Guide to Winter Recreation

The Unlikely Thru-Hiker

Learn the Skills You Need—Hiking, Snowshoeing, First Aid, and
More—for a Safe and Adventurous Season Outdoors

An Appalachian Trail Journey

BY ANDREW VIETZE

Winter opens up a whole new world of beauty and adventure:
the sparkle of new-fallen snow on tree boughs, the spectacular
panorama of stark mountaintops, and the invigorating chill of
morning air. Embracing this dramatic landscape might seem beyond
the reach of the casual outdoor lover, but mastering some basic
techniques will help hikers, snowshoers, skiers, backpackers,
and other recreationists of all skill levels get the most out of the
season—safely and with confidence.
This comprehensive guide by Baxter State Park ranger Andrew
Vietze walks you through planning outdoor adventures of all
kinds, with practical advice that emphasizes preparation, safety,
outdoor stewardship, and fun. You’ll learn when to go, what gear
and clothing to bring, the essentials of staying warm and dry, how
to navigate, and what to eat to stay energized in winter weather.
Essential Guide to Winter Recreation also offers special instruction
on snowshoeing, skiing, and other winter recreation. Whether
you’re planning an advanced backcountry trip or want to dip a
toe into cold-weather day-hiking, let Essential Guide to Winter
Recreation be your trusted guide.
Andrew Vietze is a writer and Baxter State Park ranger who
spends six months a year in the wilds surrounding Maine’s highest
mountain, Katahdin. He has written more than a dozen books,
including Boon Island: A True Story of Mutiny, Shipwreck, and
Cannibalism, winner of the 2013 Independent Publisher Book
Award, and Becoming Teddy Roosevelt: How a Maine Guide
Inspired America’s 26th President.

October 2019 • Sports & Recreation/Outdoor Skills
268 pages • 50 B/W Illustrations • 6 x 9
978-1-62842-051-7 • $21.95 • Paper • [Trade]

BY DERICK LUGO

Derick Lugo had never been hiking. He didn’t even know if he
liked being outside all that much. He certainly couldn’t imagine
going more than a day without manicuring his goatee. But with a
job overseas cut short and no immediate plans, this fixture of the
greater New York comedy circuit began to think about what he
might do with months of free time and no commitments. He had
heard of the Appalachian Trail and knew of its potential for danger
and adventure, but he had never seriously considered attempting
to hike all 2,192 miles of it. Then again, what could go wrong for a
young black man from the city trekking solo across the East Coast
backwoods?
The Unlikely Thru-Hiker is the story of how an unknowing
ambassador of one of the trail’s least common demographics,
unfamiliar with both the outdoors and thru-hiking culture, sets off
with an extremely overweight pack and a willfully can-do attitude to
conquer the infamous trail. What follows are lessons on preparation,
humility, and nature’s wild unpredictability. But this isn’t a hard-nosed
memoir of discouragement or intolerance. What sets Lugo apart
from the typical walk in the woods is his refusal to let any challenge
squash his inner Pollyanna. Through it all, he perseveres with humor,
tenacity, and an unshakeable commitment to grooming—earning
him the trail name “Mr. Fabulous”—that sees him from Springer
Mountain in Georgia to Katahdin in Maine.
Derick Lugo is a Brooklyn-born and -raised author who continues
to pursue unlikely adventures. This is his first book.

September 2019 • Biography & Autobiography/Personal Memoirs
304 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-62842-118-7 • $19.95 • Paper • [Trade]
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White Mountain Winter Recreation
Map & Guide

Daily Fantasy Sports Unlocked

BY APPALACHIAN MOUNTAIN CLUB BOOKS

BY ERIC CRAIN

This map and guide provides explorers with the only trail map of
the White Mountain National Forest—a paradise for backcountry
and cross-country skiers, snowboarders, snowshoers, hikers, and
beyond—specifically designed for winter use. Featuring more
than 30 trails maintained for winter skiing and recreation in the
Pinkham Notch, Twin Mountain, and Kancamagus areas, this map
and guide covers what you need to know for a safe and enjoyable
winter experience: trip descriptions, trailhead access and parking
locations, seasonal road closures, safety and avalanche awareness
tips, and detailed ski and hiking trails—including where humanpowered routes overlap with snowmobile trails. Also new to this
map is backcountry glade skiing, a growing trend that gained two
U.S. Forest Service-approved ski zones in the White Mountain
National Forest in 2018. Waterproof and tear-resistant for years of
use on the slopes, this full-color, topographic map is the ultimate
guide to backcountry winter recreation in the White Mountains.

Daily Fantasy Sports Unlocked explores how to be successful in
the booming Daily Fantasy Sports industry through the eyes of Eric
Crain, one of the most successful DFS players in the world.

How to Win Big in the Competitive World of DFS

In Daily Fantasy Sports Unlocked, Crain explains the strategy that
has enabled him to score multiple big wins, including first place
in the Draftkings Millionaire Maker in 2016. Crain lays his out his
personal playbook for profiting at DFS. Topics include:
• The DFS calendar: the best times to profit playing Daily Fantasy
Sports.
• Game selection: how to choose the right games for you.
• The process: which stats matter and which can be ignored.
• How to recognize situations where it pays to be contrarian.
Whether you are just starting out in DFS or you are a seasoned
veteran, Daily Fantasy Sports Unlocked will prove to be an
invaluable tool. You will finally be able to answer the question
you’ve always wondered about, “what do the pros know that I
don’t?”
Eric Crain has been a professional gambler since 2006,
specializing in DFS since 2014. He has made 14 live finals and has
multiple five- and six-figure wins. Crain currently hosts DFS shows
on rotogrinders.com and Sirius XM Fantasy Sports Radio. He lives in
Caterville, Illinois.

September 2019 • Reference/Atlases, Gazetteers & Maps
4x9
978-1-62842-117-0 • $9.95 • Sheet map, folded • [Trade]
APPALACHIAN MOUNTAIN CLUB BOOKS
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Staying Alive
An Anthology of Survival Stories from Outside Magazine
BY THE EDITORS OF OUTSIDE MAGAZINE

Longtime readers of Outside Magazine know that they have chronicled some
of the most harrowing stories of near misses and close calls the great outdoors
has ever known. Now, in Staying Alive, the editors of Outside have pulled
together the best wilderness survival stories from the magazine’s archives.
Tales of miraculous rescues from extreme weather and terrain, accidents and
injuries that threatened an explorer’s life, and brushes with dangerous wildlife
all remind us that the natural world can be just as dangerous as it is beautiful.
FalconGuides’s ongoing partnership with Outside Magazine has produced
several anthologies on the weird, wild, and wonderful in the outdoors, including
The Darkest Places, Out There, and Edge of the World.
Outside is an American magazine focused on the outdoors. The first issue was
published in September 1977 and since then the magazine has featured writers
such as Jim Harrison, Sebastian Junger, Thomas McGuane, and Jon Krakauer.
Its mission statement is “to inspire active participation in the world outside
through award-winning coverage of the sports, people, places, adventure,
discoveries, health and fitness, gear and apparel, trends and events that make
up an active lifestyle.”

October 2019 • Sports & Recreation
400 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-4668-3 • $26.95 • Cloth • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/FALCON GUIDES

Also Available:
Out There
The Wildest Stories from Outside Magazine
BY THE EDITORS OF OUTSIDE MAGAZINE

·

Extensive promotion on Outside Magazine’s platform: Facebook:

		

845 K/ Instagram: 845 K

·

Outside Mag: 687 K circ./Online: 3,746,814 uvpm will promote

·

Galley mailing to national and regional long-lead media

·

Promotion on NetGalley

·

National print & broadcast media campaign

April 2018 • Sports & Recreation/Essays
400 pages • 6¼ x 9¼
978-1-4930-3081-1 • $26.95 • Cloth • [ Trade ]

The Darkest Places
Unsolved Mysteries, True Crimes, and Harrowing Disasters in
the Wild
BY THE EDITORS OF OUTSIDE MAGAZINE

May 2019 • Sports & Recreation/Essays
400 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-3988-3 • 1-4930-3988-1 • $26.95 • Cloth • [ S01 ]
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The Little Book of Outdoor Wisdom
An Adventurer's Collection of Anecdotes and Advice
BY JOHN LONG

There’s a reason we pause at the vista overlook and be quiet for a second.
The wilderness, or simply being outside in the natural world, provides us with
a psychological reboot. It declutters our minds, washes off the guff, gives us
a chance to see and feel ourselves as expansively as the Tunnel Overlook in
Yosemite Valley. But the process is different, and in some ways, more powerful
than the benefits we get from sleep.
The Little Book of Outdoor Wisdom is a collection of all-new essays from
legendary climber and outdoor writer John Long, an exploration of what
connects us fundamentally to the outdoors and of why we return again and
again. Through evocative anecdotes and sketches, told in Long’s visceral yet
poignant style, readers will rediscover their love for nature and glean a deeper
appreciation for its rejuvenating effect.
John Long is an acclaimed rock climber and author of more than forty
books, including several in Falcon’s catalog. He is one of the most prolific
adventure writers out there and has authored magazine articles, screenplays,
documentary films, and television and movie scripts, as well as instructional
rock climbing books.

October 2019 • Nature/Essays
224 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-1-4930-3473-4 • $24.95 • Cloth • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/FALCON GUIDES

·

Galley mailing to outdoor and general interest long-lead media

·

Promotion on NetGalley

·

National broadcast media campaign for author interviews,

		

mentions and reviews

·

Advertising in Outside magazine and Backpacker magazine

·

Promotion through Adidas

Beginning in the mid-1970s with his historic one-day ascent of the Nose route
on El Capitan, Long became a mainstay in the world of extreme sports and
adventure. He and his elite group of climbers, the “Stonemasters”, ushered in a
new era of big wall climbing with their epic climbs in Yosemite National Park and
elsewhere. In the years that followed, John Long transitioned from rock climbing
to international exploration, traveling around the world from the jungles of
Southeast Asia to the North Pole. Some of his many achievements include the
first coast-to-coast traverse of Borneo and the discovery and exploration of the
world’s largest river cave.
John Long has also built a successful television and film career, producing the
International Guinness Book of World Records television show before moving
to feature films. The Sylvester Stallone movie, Cliffhanger, is based on one of
Long’s stories.
In recent years, John Long has continued to write books and articles and to
work in television and film. He is also an Adidas Ambassador and frequently
works with them at various events around the country.

Also Available:
Stories from the Dirt
Indiscretions of an Adventure Junkie
BY JOHN LONG

September 2017 • Sports & Recreation/Essays
240 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-1-4930-3095-8 • $18.95 • Paper • [Trade]
FALCON GUIDES
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The Wilderness Idiot

Primal

Lessons from an Accidental Adventurer

Why We Long to Be Wild and Free

BY TED ALVAREZ

BY NATE SUMMERS

Author Ted Alvarez built a career and an outdoor lifestyle by simply
not being smart enough to say no to things that will probably kill
him, or at least embarrass him severely. From nearly drowning in
pro kayak races to hallucinating on solo trips across bear-and-buginfested wildernesses, his work exists to show that the outsider
Everywoman and -man can have the spotlight.

TV survival shows and survival schools are more popular than ever;
Paleo diets are proving to be more than just a passing trend; and
free-range parenting is gaining steady momentum. So in an age when
living in a modern society often equates to comfort and ease, why is it
that we are so interested in these primal aspects of being human whey
they are no long really necessary? Why are we still so fascinated with
making fire or stone tools in this social media-driven digital age? Why
are we urging our children to run back out into the wild?

In a series of hilarious and insightful essays, The Wilderness Idiot
shows that you don’t need to shred sick lines to find adventure—
you just have to embrace the blank spots beyond your comfort
zone. That way lies self-knowledge, soul-quieting confidence, and
the soul of wilderness. Alvarez knows outsiders belong outside—
and he wants to welcome them into the tribe.
The Wilderness Idiot airlifts readers to the world’s most remote
places and make them feel so at home they’ll start dreaming about
adventures of their own.
Ted Alvarez is Backpacker magazine’s Northwest Editor and was
a National Magazine Award finalist in 2014. Whether chasing grizzly
bears in the North Cascades, fording an icy Alaska river, or drinking
his own urine in the desert, he regularly goes to extreme lengths in
pursuit of a good story. He lives in Seattle, Washington, where he
survives on heroic doses of strong coffee.

October 2019 • Sports & Recreation/Essays
224 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-1-4930-4304-0 • $18.95 • Paper • [Trade]

The answer to all of these questions—to why we seek out the natural
world—stares us in the mirror every day: We long to fulfill our natural
destiny as upright-walking hunger-gatherer-nomads. It’s who we are.
Primal explores the natural human desire—the primal desire—to
fulfill our original design. From the telling of anecdotes and stories
from author Nate Summer’s twenty years as a survival specialist
to conversations with world-renown survival and human nature
specialists to digging into the rewilding and free-range parenting
trends, Nate explores how humans have—and continue to—pursue
“survival” situations to fulfill their deep, soulful longings.
Nate Summers, M.Ac., has been a survival skills instructor for over
20 years and directed at the Wilderness Awareness School for over
15 years where he started both the Anake Outdoor School and the
Anake Leadership Program. Nate’s passions include ethnobotany,
natural mentoring, hunter-gatherer childhoods, natural movement,
herbal medicine, internal martial arts, mentoring, and leadership.
He helped found the Vashon Wilderness Program and Outdoor
Connections, and has served as a naturalist for King County Parks
and Seattle Parks and Rec. Summers likes to fish, practice internal
martial arts, go on adventures with his family, and gather wild foods
and medicine.

January 2020 • Nature/Essays
224 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-1-4930-4463-4 • $18.95 • Paper • [Trade]
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Comfortably Wild
The Best Glamping Destinations in North America
BY MIKE HOWARD AND ANNE HOWARD

From hut-to-hut hiking to river rafting to plush camps, Hobbit homes to
helicopters turned luxury suites to canopy villages, treehouses to yurts to
safari tents, Comfortably Wild is an experiential travel guide, highlighting
the best glamping destinations around the world. Grounded in the authors’
experience glamping across 7 continents and 47 countries, they showcase the
glamping properties that honor the great outdoors with thoughtful architecture,
adventurous activities, and luxurious accommodations that bring nature within
reach.
Mike and Anne Howard left on their honeymoon in 2012 and have been
traveling the world ever since.HoneyTrek.com chronicles their adventures
across 7 continents, 47 countries, and counting! Their writing, photography, and
the story of the “World’s Longest Honeymoon” can also be found on Condé
Nast Traveler, BBC Travel, The Knot, Los Angeles Times, CBS, and dozens of
other international publications. To further inspire more people to travel the
world, they are Smithsonian speakers and National Geographic book authors.

Also Available:

October 2019 • Sports & Recreation/Camping
244 pages • 150 Color Photos • 10 x 8½
978-1-4930-3779-7 • $29.95 • Paper • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/FALCON GUIDES

The Art of Getting Lost
365 Days of Adventure, Big and Small
BY BRENDAN LEONARD

·

Galley mailing to outdoor and general interest long-lead media

November 2018 • Travel/Special Interest/Adventure
176 pages • 85 Color Photos • 7½ x 9¼
978-1-4930-3178-8 • $26.00 • Paper

·

Promotion on NetGalley

FALCON GUIDES

·

National broadcast media campaign for author interviews,

		

mentions and reviews

·

Advertising in Outside magazine and Backpacker magazine

·

Social media and digital marketing campaign

Backpacker Hidden Gems
100 Greatest Undiscovered Hikes Across America
BY MAREN HORJUS AND BACKPACKER MAGAZINE
June 2018 • Sports & Recreation/Hiking
336 pages • 200 Color Photos • 7½ x 9¼
978-1-4930-3386-7 • $28.00 • Paper

FALCON GUIDES
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Camping Florida

Mountain Biking Moab Pocket Guide

A Comprehensive Guide To Hundreds Of Campgrounds

More than 40 of the Area’s Greatest Off-Road Bicycle Rides

THIRD EDITION

FOURTH EDITION

BY RICK SAPP

BY DAVID CROWELL

Florida hosts some six million campers annually, and many of them
stay at the state’s public campgrounds and campsites—for reliability,
affordability, and their beautiful locations in remote nooks and
crannies of the state. This revised edition of Camping Florida is the
most comprehensive guide available to the Sunshine State’s public
campgrounds and campsites. Nearly exhaustive in scope, this guide
covers everything from primitive sites to developed ones; and from
youth and group sites to teepees, yurts, and cabins for individuals,
friends, and families.

The Mountain Biking Moab Pocket Guide gives fat-tire enthusiasts
the skinny on where to ride in this southwestern Mecca for
mountain biking. The best rides around Moab, in Canyonlands and
Arches national parks, high in the La Sals, and along the Colorado
River are all covered in this handy pocket-size guidebook. Detailed
ride descriptions make it easy to find the trailheads and follow
the routes, with easy-to-read maps and ratings for physical and
technical difficulty. This guide will help mountain bikers choose
a ride that’s appropriate for their fitness and skill level and is an
indispensable companion for all their fat-tire fun.

Rick Sapp has been camping all his life, first in his back yard, then
in his father’s World War II canvas shelter as a Boy Scout, and now
in the latest camping equipment that makes camping easy for any
outdoorsperson. An accomplished writer—“Writing for a living is
the only thing I have ever wanted to do,” he says - Rick Sapp has
authored a dozen books and literally hundreds of magazine articles.
As always, his subjects are travel, the outdoors, and people who are
making the most of their opportunities.

September 2019 • Sports & Recreation/Camping
224 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-4312-5 • $18.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-0-7627-4447-3

David Crowell is a professional writer and photographer with a
passion for the outdoors and penchant for mountain biking and
surfing. He has written numerous books, including Mountain
Biking Colorado Springs, Exploring Southern California’s Beaches,
and Exploring Capital Reef National Park, each of which are
FalconGuides.

September 2019 • Sports & Recreation/Cycling
256 pages • 4¼ x 7
978-1-4930-4500-6 • $19.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-0-7627-9327-3
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Outward Bound
Backcountry Cooking

Outward Bound Map &
Compass Handbook

SECOND EDITION

FOURTH EDITION

BY MOLLY ABSOLON

BY GLENN RANDALL

Outward Bound Backcountry
Cooking is a handy resource on
the fundamentals of great trail food,
including information about food
preparation and storage, cooking
tips for different weather, keeping
food fresh, and planning and packing
meals.

Long recognized as one of the seminal
volumes on the fundamentals of map,
compass, and altimeter route finding, this
new edition of Outward Bound Map &
Compass Handbook features practical
advice on choosing the right compass,
reading and using topographical maps,
using an altimeter to pinpoint your
position, and mastering GPS.

Molly Absolon worked as a climbing, backpacking,
mountaineering, and winter instructor for the National Outdoor
Leadership School (NOLS) from 1986 until 2000.

Glenn Randall, a renowned author, outdoor photographer, and
mountaineer, has written nine other books, He lives in Boulder,
Colorado.
November 2019 • Sports & Recreation/Outdoor Skills
128 pages • 6 x 9 • $18.95
978-1-4930-3507-6 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-0-7627-7857-7

September 2019 • Sports & Recreation/Outdoor Skills
128 pages • 60 Color Photos • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-3505-2 • $18.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-0-7627-8173-7

Outward Bound Ropes,
Knots & Hitches

Outward Bound
Wilderness First-Aid
Handbook

SECOND EDITION

FIFTH EDITION

BY BUCK TILTON

This revised easy-to-follow guide,
published in partnership with Outward
Bound, includes information on
using knots in your favorite outdoor
activities.
Buck Tilton is a regular columnist
for Backpacker magazine and is
also the author of the award-winning
Wilderness First Responder. He lives in
Lander, Wyoming.

BY JEFFREY ISAAC

This comprehensive reference book,
based on the Wilderness Medical
Associates curriculum, clearly explains
essential diagnostics and first aid
procedures necessary for wilderness
injuries, including general principles in
wilderness medicine; basic life support;
medical supplies; wilderness travel; and the newest first aid
methods for outdoor situations.
Jeffrey Isaac is a senior instructor with Wilderness Medical
Associates and an experienced physician assistant with an interest
in remote and extreme environments. For more than twenty
seasons he was an instructor and course director with Outward
Bound. He lives in Crested Butte, Colorado.

November 2019 • Sports & Recreation/Outdoor Skills
256 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-3509-0 • $18.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-0-7627-7858-4

September 2019 • Sports & Recreation/Outdoor Skills
144 pages • 200 Color Photos • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-3503-8 • $18.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-0-7627-7861-4

·

Promotion to Outward Bound’s supporters and alumni

·

National broadcast media campaign with outdoor and general interest for author

·

Promotion on Outward Bound’s digital channels: Facebook: 52k; Twitter: 8k; 		

		

interviews, mentions and reviews

		

Instagram 15k

·

Advertising in Outside magazine and Backpacker magazine
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NOLS Games
BY NOLS FACULTY, EDITED BY HELEN WILSON

Playing games while on courses is a part of the NOLS life, and course leaders
are great resources for games that work—those that are popular and are used
year after year. This book contains 100 tried-and-true, field-tested games
collected from and vetted by NOLS instructors: getting-to-know-you games,
name games, team games for encouraging cooperation and leadership, games
on the trail and in the water, and brain/creative/word games.
Helen Wilson is Curriculum Editor and Field Instructor for NOLS, the National
Outdoor Leadership School.

Also Available:
NOLS Wilderness Navigation
Third Edition
BY GENE TRANTHAM AND DARRAN WELLS

October 2019 • Sports & Recreation/Outdoor Skills
160 pages • 40 B/W Illustrations • 5½ x 8¼
978-0-8117-3856-9 • $12.95 • Paper • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/STACKPOLE BOOKS

November 2018 • Sports & Recreation/Hiking
200 pages • 65 B/W Illustrations • 3 B/W Photos • 5½ x 8½
978-0-8117-3773-9 • $16.95 • Paper • [Trade ]
STACKPOLE BOOKS

·

Promotion to NOLS supporters and alumni

·

Promotion on Outward Bound’s digital channels: Facebook: 90k;

		

Twitter: 14.5k; Instagram 32k

·

National media campaign with outdoor and general interest for

		

mentions and reviews

The History of NOLS

·

Advertising in outdoor media outlets

BY NATIONAL OUTDOOR LEADERSHIP SCHOOL

A Worthy Expedition

January 2017 • Sports & Recreation/History
392 pages • 240 Color Photos • 7¾ x 9½
978-1-4930-2607-4 • $34.95 • Cloth • [Trade ]
FALCON GUIDES

NOLS Wilderness Medicine
Sixth Edition
BY TOD SCHIMELPFENIG,
ILLUSTRATED BY JOAN SAFFORD

August 2016 • Sports & Recreation/Outdoor Skills
352 pages • 75 B/W Illustrations • 5¾ x 8¼
978-0-8117-1825-7 • $16.95 • Paper • [Trade ]
STACKPOLE BOOKS
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Eiger Dreams
Ventures Among Men And Mountains
BY JON KRAKAUER

No one writes about mountaineering and its attendant hardships and victories
more brilliantly than critically acclaimed author Jon Krakauer. In this collection of
his finest work from such magazines as Outside and Smithsonian, he explores
the subject from the unique and memorable perspective of one who has
battled peaks like K2, Denali, Everest, and, of course, the Eiger. Always with a
keen eye, an open heart, and a hunger for the ultimate experience, he gives us
unerring portraits of the mountaineering experience.
Yet Eiger Dreams is more about people than about rock and ice—people with
that odd, sometimes maniacal obsession with mountain summits that sets
them apart from other men and women. Here we meet Adrian the Romanian,
determined to be the first of his countrymen to solo Denali; John Gill, climber
not of great mountains but of house-sized boulders so difficult to surmount that
even demanding alpine climbs seem easy; and many more compelling and
colorful characters. In the most intimate piece, “The Devils Thumb,” Krakauer
recounts his own near-fatal, ultimately triumphant struggle with solo-madness
as he scales Alaska’s Devils Thumb. Eiger Dreams is stirring, vivid writing about
one of the most compelling and dangerous of all human pursuits.
“Armchair adventurers can’t ask for better entertainment than this tour of the
legendary locations of mountaineering and the eccentric climbers who gather
there.” —Publisher’s Weekly

October 2019 • Sports & Recreation/Mountaineering
208 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-3537-3 • $18.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-1-59921-610-2
GLOBE PEQUOT/LYONS PRESS

Jon Krakauer is the author of the best-selling Into the Wild, Under the Banner
of Heaven, and Into Thin Air, and is the editor of the Modern Library Exploration
series. His writings have been published in Outside, GEO, Architecture Digest,
Rolling Stone, TIME, the Washington Post, the New York Times, and the
National Geographic.

Also Available:
The author of Into Thin Air “has taken the literature of
mountains onto a higher ledge.” —New York Times
Book Review
“Armchair adventurers can’t ask for better
entertainment than this tour of the legendary
locations of mountaineering and the eccentric
climbers who gather there.” —Publisher’s Weekly

The Pacific Alone
The Untold Story of Kayaking's Boldest Voyage
BY DAVE SHIVELY
October 2018 • Sports & Recreation/Kayaking
184 pages • 19 Color Photos • 6¼ x 9¼
978-1-4930-2681-4 • $24.95 • Cloth
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Climbing

How to Ice Climb!

From Rock to Ice

REVISED EDITION

BY NATE FITCH AND RON FUNDERBURKE

BY TIM BANFIELD

There are similarities in movements on ice, rock, and mixed
terrain. The way a climber moves his or her body and the thought
processes in movement on ice are remarkably similar to the way
in which a climber approaches rock in the summer. As part of the
larger Climbing progression series, Climbing: From Rock to Ice gets
climbers comfortable with transferring their skills to the ice.

Ice climbing continues to grow more popular every year. Advances
in equipment and technique have helped make the sport accessible
to a wide variety of outdoor enthusiasts. How to Ice Climb! is the
most complete and up-to-date reference available on the sport.
Accomplished climber Tim Banfield provides all the information
beginners need to get into ice climbing, as well as many valuable
tips that the experts will appreciate, too. Starting with an overview
of the history of ice climbing, the authors move on to cover clothing,
gear, approach strategies, avalanche safety, snow climbing,
frontpointing, overhanging ice, mixed climbing, hazards….all facets
of ice climbing are thoroughly examined and explained. Full color
photos complement the text to make How to Ice Climb! the most
complete resource available.

Nate Fitch is a faculty member of the outdoor education
department at the University of New Hampshire where he teaches
climbing classes. He is active with the American Mountain Guides
Association (AMGA), where he is a climbing wall instructor provider
and a single pitch instructor assistant provider. Ron Funderburke
is an AMGA-certified rock guide, and the national discipline
coordinator for the AMGA single pitch instructor program. He is the
head guide at Fox Mountain Guides and Climbing School and is
a senior climbing specialist at the North Carolina Outward Bound
School. Ron was a contributing editor on Rock Climbing: The AMGA
Single Pitch Manual (Falcon).

October 2019 • Sports & Recreation/Mountaineering
144 pages • 80 Color Photos • 4¼ x 7
978-1-4930-2762-0 • $16.00 • Paper • [Trade]

Tim Banfield has worked in the adventure photography industry for
nine years, gaining experience in his niche—ice climbing—while at
the same time writing feature articles that support his photos. As a
seasoned climbing photographer, he is passionate about capturing
authentic ice and mixed climbing images taken in the moment.
Outside of the “office”, Banfield enjoys climbing for fun, skiing, and
taking Instagrams of his dog Trango. Follow along on Instagram at
@timbanfield.

September 2019 • Sports & Recreation/Mountaineering
272 pages • 100 Color Photos • 7½ x 9¼
978-0-7627-8277-2 • $29.95 • Paper • [Trade]
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Learning to Climb Indoors

Rock Climbing Colorado

THIRD EDITION

A Guide To More Than 1,800 Routes
THIRD EDITION

BY ERIC HORST

The essential handbook for every beginner, Learning to Climb
Indoors is the most complete book available on indoor climbing—
now revised and in its third edition!
Veteran climber, performance coach, and renowned author Eric
J. Hörst gives you all the information you need to get started and
have fun. From what to expect on your first visit to a climbing gym
to in-depth instruction on climbing techniques, tactics, strategy, and
taking your indoor climbing skills outside, this guide will take you
through your first few days—and years—as a climber.
Hörst covers basic gear, fundamental safety techniques, and the
importance of personal one-on-one instruction at the gym. Chapters
on mental control, physical conditioning, and self-assessment
round out the training. And as you progress, advice on advanced
techniques and tactics will help you conquer the steepest walls.
This revised and fully updated edition includes a new section on
youth climbing as well as more information on taking your indoorclimbing skills outside onto real rock. Full color photos round out
the package to make Learning to Climb Indoors an indispensable
resource for new climbers.
Eric Hörst has been climbing for over thirty years. He is a
performance coach who has helped thousands of climbers improve
their performance through his books, magazine articles, seminars,
and Web sites. He is the author of Training for Climbing, How to
Climb 5.12,The Rock Climber’s Exercise Guide, and Rock Climbing
Virginia, West Virginia, and Maryland. He lives with his wife Lisa
Ann and their two sons, Cameron and Jonathan, in Lancaster,
Pennsylvania.

August 2019 • Sports & Recreation/Mountaineering
208 pages • 177 Color Photos • 7½ x 9¼
978-1-4930-4310-1 • $24.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-0-7627-8005-1

BY STEWART M. GREEN

The birthplace of American rock climbing, Colorado provides a
greater variety of rock and routes than any other state—and Rock
Climbing Colorado is the only guidebook available to all its major
climbing areas. This updated edition includes hundreds of routes.
Included are the big cliffs and faces of Rocky Mountain National
Park and the Black Canyon of the Gunnison, as well as the smaller
crags and outcrops of Pikes Peak, Boulder, Rifle, Shelf Road,
Elevenmile Canyon, and many more. All areas covered include firsthand overviews, route descriptions, topos, and full-color photos.
Rock Climbing Colorado is ideal for anyone aiming to discover, or
rediscover, the diverse and wonderful rock climbing found in the
Centennial State.
Stewart M. Green is a lifelong climber as well as a professional
writer and photographer. He is the author of Best Climbs Moab,
Rock Climbing New England, Rock Climbing Utah, Scenic
Routes and Byways California’s Pacific Coast, and many other
FalconGuides. He also writes and photographs for publications,
including Alpinist, Climbing, and Rock and Ice. Stewart lives in
Colorado, where he is also a Senior Climbing Guide for Front Range
Climbing Company.

September 2019 • Sports & Recreation/Mountaineering
608 pages • 47 Color Photos • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-3735-3 • $40.00 • Paper • [Trade]
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Touring Hot Springs Montana and Wyoming
The States’ Best Resorts and Rustic Soaks

BY JOHNNY MOLLOY

THIRD EDITION
BY JEFF BIRKBY

Featuring everything from developed hot springs resorts to
isolated mountain pools, this newly revised guide covers the
publicly accessible hot springs in Montana and Wyoming. Clear
directions are given to each hot spring along with historical notes,
nearby attractions, accommodations, and soaking regulations in
Yellowstone National Park.
Jeff Birkby’s passion for hot springs began in the early 1980s
when he was hired as a geothermal energy specialist for state of
Montana. Jeff currently consults on geothermal energy projects and
more than a dozen soakable hot springs are within a two-hour drive
of Jeff’s home in Missoula, Montana.

September 2019 • Sports & Recreation/Hiking
256 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-4121-3 • $24.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-0-7627-8530-8

Best Outdoor Adventures Chattanooga
Who says you have to travel far from home to go on a great hike,
paddle, or bike ride? Best Outdoor Adventures Chattanooga
details forty of the best hikes, paddles, and bike routes within
an hour’s drive of the Scenic City, perfect for the urban dweller
and suburbanite who may be hard-pressed to find great outdoor
activities close to home.
Johnny Molloy is a writer and adventurer based in nearby Johnson
City, Tennessee. His outdoor passion started on a backpacking
trip in Great Smoky Mountains National Park while attending the
University of Tennessee. That first foray unleashed love of the
outdoors that has led Molloy to spending most of his time hiking,
backpacking, canoe camping and tent camping for the past three
decades. He has written more than 60 books and writes for varied
magazines, websites, and is a columnist/feature writer for his local
paper, the Johnson City Press. Molloy lives in Asheville, North
Carolina.

September 2019 • Sports & Recreation
256 pages • 6 x 9
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Spooky Trails and Tall Tales California

Spooky Trails and Tall Tales Connecticut

Hiking the Golden State’s Legends, Hauntings, and History

Hiking the State’s Legends, Hauntings, and History

BY TOM OGDEN

BY STEPHEN GENCARELLA

California, home to Hollywood stars, gorgeous vineyards, and some
of the most haunted areas of the country. Its immense wilderness
has been the setting for mysterious disappearances, unsolved
murders, and bone-chilling supernatural occurrences. Exploring all
the spookiness the state has to offer has been a difficult challenge…
until now.

Connecticut, a New England state with a proud history and vibrant
culture. But there is more to this place than white church steeples
and town greens. In the forests and meadows surrounding these
quaint, colonial towns lurk spine-chilling ghosts such as the
Headless Horseman of Canton, rumored hermits such as the
Winsted Wild Man, and shadowy creatures such as the Glawackus
of Glastonbury, all awaiting the next hiker to stumble down the trail.

Twisted Trails and Tall Tales California features different
spooky stories across northern, central, and southern California.
Accompanying each of these captivating tales is hiking information
for the brave reader interested in venturing into the wilderness to
test their mettle. Written in an engaging, “campfire-style” voice and
with dozens of stories and hikes throughout, readers will discover
and explore the haunted history of the Golden State.
Tom Ogden has been a magician for forty years. As such he has
a natural interest in ghosts, hauntings, and all things supernatural.
He’s the author of nearly twenty books, many of which in Globe
Pequot’s successful “Haunted” series. Ogden is in demand as a
speaker on the Spirit World and is a member of the Paranormal
Investigation Committee of the Society of American Magicians.

For years, tales of these mysterious beings and places existed
only in whispers and campfire tales, but now for the first time
these legends have been collected and retold in one volume:
Twisted Trails and Tall Tales Connecticut. Alongside each of these
captivating tales is the necessary route and trailhead information
brave readers will need to go beyond their town lines and test their
nerve.
Stephen Gencarella is the resident folklorist at the Connecticut
River Museum and teaches folklore studies and humor studies at
UMass Amherst, where his work focuses on the cultural traditions of
the Connecticut River Valley.

September 2019 • Sports & Recreation/Hiking
288 pages • 6 x 9
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Hiking Joshua Tree National Park
38 Day And Overnight Hikes
SECOND EDITION
BY BILL CUNNINGHAM AND
POLLY CUNNINGHAM,
REVISED BY BRUCE GRUBBS

Hiking Southern California

Hiking Texas

A Guide to Southern California’s Greatest
Hiking Adventures

A Guide to the State’s Greatest Hiking
Adventures

SECOND EDITION

THIRD EDITION

BY RODDY SCHEER

BY LAURENCE PARENT

These hiking guides are your ticket to rewarding outdoor adventures. They will satisfy both beginning and veteran hikers with everything
you need to explore America’s most gorgeous landscapes.
Each guide includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hikes suited to every ability
Accurate directions to popular as well as less-traveled trails
Up-to-date trail descriptions with mile-by-mile directional cues
Detailed trail maps and GPS coordinates
Difficulty ratings, average hiking times, and best hiking seasons for each hike
Trail Finder for best hikes with dogs, children, great views, or wildlife viewing
Information on fees and permits, contacts, events and attractions, restaurants and accommodations, canine compatibility, and more
Zero-impact and wilderness safety tips and techniques

September 2019 • Sports & Recreation/Hiking
144 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-3906-7 • $22.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-0-7627-4464-0
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Who says you have to travel far from home to go on a great hike? In the Best Hikes series these local authors detail the best hikes
within an hour’s drive of the city – perfect for the urban and suburbanite hard-pressed to find great outdoor activities close to home.
Each featured hike includes detailed hike specs, a brief hike description, trailhead location, directional cues, and a detailed map.

Best Hikes Austin and San
Antonio
The Greatest Views, Wildlife,
and Forest Strolls
SECOND EDITION

Best Hikes San Francisco
The Greatest Views, Wildlife, and Forest
Strolls
SECOND EDITION
BY LINDA HAMILTON

REVISED BY MATT FORSTER
BY KEITH STELTER

September 2019 • Sports & Recreation/Hiking
200 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-4251-7 • $22.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-0-7627-4602-6
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288 pages • 6 x 9
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Best Hikes Houston

Best Hikes Sedona,
Arizona

The Greatest Views, Wildlife, and Forest
Strolls
SECOND EDITION

The Greatest Views, Desert Hikes,
and Forest Strolls

REVISED BY MATT FORSTER
BY KEITH STELTER

BY BRUCE GRUBBS

September 2019 • Sports & Recreation/Hiking
224 pages • 6 x 9
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Previous ISBN: 978-0-7627-5951-4
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The Best Easy Day Hikes series offers something for everyone, including families. From casual hikes to full day adventures, you’ll find
mile-by-mile directions, clear and concise maps, and GPS coordinates.

Best Easy Day Hikes Austin
and San Antonio

Best Easy Day Hikes
Houston

SECOND EDITION

SECOND EDITION

BY MATT FORSTER

BY MATT FORSTER

November 2019 • Sports & Recreation/Hiking
104 pages • 4¼ x 7
978-1-4930-4247-0 • $12.95 • Paper • [Trade]
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Hiking Waterfalls Southern California

Paddling Northern California

A Guide to the Region’s Best Waterfall Hikes

A Guide To The Region’s Greatest Paddling Adventures
THIRD EDITION

BY JUSTIN LICHTER AND ELIZABETH THOMAS

A beautiful, full-color guidebook to more than 100 of the best
waterfall hikes in Southern California.
Justin Lichter, also known as Trauma, has hiked over 40,000 miles
and recently completed the first winter thru-hike of the Pacific Crest
Trail. He has hiked many of the major long trails in the United States
and worldwide. He has written articles for Backpacker Magazine
and Trail Runner Magazine, and has helped design products that
have won Backpacker Magazine Editor’s Choice Awards and
Outside Magazine Gear of the Year Awards. He is the author of
FalconGuide’s Trail Tested and Ultralight Survival Kit. Lichter lives in
the heart of the Sierra Nevada Mountains in Truckee, CA and works
as a ski patroller during the winter.
Liz Thomas broke the women’s self-assisted speed record on
the 2,181-mile long Appalachian Trail, besting the previous record
by almost a week, in 2011. She has completed the Triple Crown of
Hiking–the Appalachian Trail, the 2,650 mile Pacific Crest Trail, and
the 3,100 mile Continental Divide Trail–and has backpacked over
17,000 miles across the United States on 20 long distance hikes,
including the pioneering traverse of the Chinook Trail across the
Columbia River Gorge and the pioneering traverse of the Wasatch
Range, which she did solo. Liz has been featured in Backpacker
magazine, The Wall Street Journal, Yahoo! News, Outside Online,
and Gizmodo. She is Vice President of the American Long Distance
Hiking Association-West and one of four ambassadors for American
Hiking Society.

November 2019 • Sports & Recreation/Hiking
256 pages • 6 x 9
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BY CHARLES PIKE

Northern California is a paddler’s paradise, and this updated and
revised guide has all the information you need to plan a variety of
excursions. Whether you want to canoe down relaxed rivers or glide
across tranquil lakes, squirtboat on frothing whitewater or sea kayak
on the Pacific Ocean, this book describes more than 70 paddling
trips along 868 miles of California waterways, encompassing 53,400
square miles between Monterey and the Oregon border. Detailed
maps include access points and landmarks; flow charts indicate
optimum floating seasons; tide information for the ocean trips will
help you ride with the current; and full-color photos throughout will
inspire you.
For more than 50 years, Charlie Pike has enjoyed paddling wide
rivers, lazy float streams, lakes big and small, roaring whitewater,
tidal estuaries, and Pacific Coast headlands. Where ever he has
lived—upstate New York, New England, Missouri, Arkansas, or the
West Coast—he has enjoyed paddling. In each location he has
organized training sessions and paddling trips with whitewater
kayaks, rafts, canoes, and sea kayaks. His paddling adventures
have led him to enjoy waters as diverse as kayaking the Grand
Canyon, floating the Allagash River in Maine and canoeing the
Stikine River in Alaska and British Columbia with his two grown sons.
Before retiring, Charlie researched and developed water efficiency
programs for local, state and national water organizations.

October 2019 • Sports & Recreation/Kayaking
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The Seven Seat
A True Story of Rowing, Redemption, and Revenge
BY DANIEL J. BOYNE

Harvard University rowing coach and long-time luminary in crew, Dan Boyne
tells a tale in The Seven Seat of redemption and revenge against a rival who
had bullied him throughout high school. For Dan, this teenage torture came at
the hands of a loud-mouthed football player named Michael Smith.
After being accepted at Trinity College in Hartford, CT, Dan took up crew. His
arch-nemesis, Smith, who had applied to Trinity as his first choice but didn’t get
in, went off to the Coast Guard Academy, where he also began to row.
Halfway into his freshman year, Dan encountered a strange twist of fate. It
turned out that Trinity and Coast Guard were archrivals and would face off in
a dual race to lead off the spring season, as well as at the year-end National
Championships. As the spring approached, Dan’s final fears were realized when
he discovered that his high school bully was rowing in the very same position in
the boat—the seven seat.
In rowing, when you lose a race, you have to remove your shirt and surrender it
to your opponent. Would Dan finally get his revenge on Michael Smith, or would
he once again be shorn of his pride?

September 2019 • Sports & Recreation/Water Sports
192 pages • 35 B/W Photos • 5½ x 8½
978-1-4930-4354-5 • $22.95 • Cloth • [Trade]
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·

Galley mailing to national and regional long-lead media

·

Promotion on NetGalley

·

National print, online, and broadcast media campaign

·

Outreach to regional and national sports media outlets

Daniel J. Boyne is the author of Kelly: A Father, A Son, An American Quest
(Mystic Seaport/Lyons); The Red Rose Crew: A True Story of Women, Winning,
and the Water (Hyperion/Lyons); and Essential Sculling (Lyons). In 2008, he was
awarded first prize in the category of biography in the Premier Book Awards
(Kelly), and The Red Rose Crew earned a starred Kirkus Review and became
a Boston Globe bestseller in 2001. His essays have appeared in numerous
magazines, including The Atlantic, Harvard Magazine, and Gray’s Sporting
Journal. He is a frequent contributor to the internationally acclaimed rowing
website, row2k.com.

Also Available:
The Ultimate Guide to Whitewater Rafting and
River Camping
BY MOLLY ABSOLON

June 2018 • Sports & Recreation/Water Sports
280 pages • 229 Color Photos • 7½ x 9¼
978-1-4930-3233-4 • $22.95 • Paper

Paddling America
Discover and Explore Our 50 Greatest Wild and Scenic Rivers
BY SUSAN ELLIOTT AND ADAM ELLIOTT
October 2018 • Sports & Recreation/Canoeing
312 pages • 250 Color Photos • 7½ x 9¼
978-1-4930-3368-3 • $27.95 • Paper
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The Long Way

A Sea Vagabond’s World

BY BERNARD MOITESSIER. TRANSLATED BY WILLIAM RODARMOR

BY BERNARD MOITESSIER

The Long Way is Bernard Moitessier’s own incredible story of
his participation in the first Golden Globe Race, a solo, non-stop
circumnavigation rounding the three great Capes of Good Hope,
Leeuwin, and the Horn. For seven months, the veteran seafarer
battled storms, doldrums, gear-failures, knock-downs, as well as
overwhelming fatigue and loneliness. Then, nearing the finish,
Moitessier pulled out of the race and sailed on for another three
months before ending his 37,455-mile journey in Tahiti. Not once
had he touched land.

“I would like now to write a practical book that will cover three
topics: boats, the sea, and the beachcombing life.” These were the
thought of Bernard Moitessier after he finished writing his last book,
Tamata and the Alliance, while in Polynesia.

Bernard Moitessier was born in 1925 in Indochina and much of
his sailing knowledge was gained during time spent at sea with the
fishermen of the Gulf of Siam. One of the greatest ocean voyagers,
he became a legend in his time. He was also a gifted writer and
wrote four books describing his seagoing adventures. He moved
to France where he spent the last years of his life working on his
memoirs, Tamata and the Alliance (Sheridan House, 1995), the story
of an unusual man and an exciting life. Bernard Moitessier died in
the summer of 1994.

August 2019 • Sports & Recreation/Sailing
256 pages • 40 B/W Illustrations • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-4278-4 • $16.95 • Paper • [Trade]

The great master died in 1994 and never completed the book,
but here it is, meticulously collected from his many writings,
published and unpublished, by his companion Véronique Lerebours
Pigeonnière. Moitessier’s notebooks include all the know-how and
the 1001 tips of this legendary sailor, the knowledge he acquired on
the water, in meeting with sailors, during long passages, and during
his many years living on various islands. The first part of the book
details how to prepare for an extensive cruise, what kind of boat to
choose, the rigging, the sails, the anchors, on deck and below deck.
The second part describes the passage: the weather, navigation,
watch-keeping, and heavy weather. In the third part, Moitessier
takes us to the South Sea islands and shows how to adapt to living
on an atoll, gardening, fishing and attaining self-sufficiency.
Bernard Moitessier was one of the greatest ocean voyagers. He
became a legend in his own time. Born in 1925 in Indochina, he
gained much of his sailing knowledge from the fishermen of the Gulf
of Siam. A gifted writer, he wrote four books describing his seagoing
adventures, including the major autobiographical work Tamata and
the Alliance.
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Squaretail The Definitive Guide to Brook
Trout and Where to Catch Them

The Trout Dreams

BY BOB MALLARD

BY DEREK GRZELEWSKI

Brook trout are native in the Eastern United States and were the
most important fly rod gamefish for early anglers, until they were
supplanted by nonnative brown and rainbow trout. Today, brook
trout are indicators of cold, clean water and healthy ecosystems,
and in almost every place they are found, anglers will also find
wild country and relative solitude. They have been introduced
throughout the Rocky Mountains, where they grow large and
abundant.

In the years since writing his second book, The Trout Bohemia,
Derek Grzelewski has returned to guiding, sharing his passion and
secrets for fly fishing with enthusiastic anglers from around the
world. But his life is about to change when he is contacted by “a
simple Colorado girl who just loves to fly fish.” They strike up a longdistance relationship, and Jennifer soon flies out to New Zealand
to join Derek for a season of fly fishing—an experience that will
transform their approach to life and trout fishing forever.

This is the most complete guide to brook trout ever written and not
only includes information on tackle and techniques but important
conservation information and an in-depth section on top brook
trout destinations, from Maine to Argentina. With a foreword by Ted
Williams.

With Jennifer’s fly fishing techniques best described as “punk rock,”
Derek has his work cut out for him, sharing with her his skills and
techniques for successfully fishing New Zealand’s waterways and
landing that prize trout.

Bob Mallard is a former fly shop owner. He is a blogger, writer,
author, fly designer, and native fish advocate. He is the Publisher
and Northeast Regional Editor for Fly Fish America magazine,
a columnist with Southern Trout online magazine, and staff fly
designer for Catch Fly Fishing, and a member of the R. L. Winston
Rod Co. Pro Staff. His writing, photographs and flies have been
featured at the local, regional, and national level including Outdoor
Life, Fly Fisherman, Fly Fish America, Fly Rod & Reel, American
Angler, Fly Fishing & Tying Journal, Fly Tyer, Angling Trade, Eastern
Fly Fishing, Fly Fishing New England, Southern Trout, The Maine
Sportsman, Northwoods Sporting Journal and OrvisNews.
Look for his books 50 Best Places Fly Fishing the Northeast and
25 Best Towns Fly Fishing for Trout (Stonefly Press). He lives in
Skowhegan, ME.
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A True Romance of Fly-Fishing in New Zealand

Join Derek and Jennifer as they embark upon an angling adventure
that takes them from the banks of the Cutha River in the South
Island of New Zealand to the roaring rivers of Colorado. Filled with
Derek’s wry storytelling and expert advice and secret tips for fly
fishing, this is a true tale of finding trout and love in New Zealand.
Derek Grzelewski is a former professional fly-fishing guide and
IFF casting instructor. He lives near Carbondale, CO with his wife
Jennifer. His website is www.derekgrzelewski.com.
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Sight Fishing for Trout

The Orvis Guide to Stillwater Trout Fishing

SECOND EDITION
BY PHIL ROWLEY. FOREWORD BY TOM ROSENBAUER
BY LANDON MAYER. FOREWORD BY ED ENGLE

In this updated edition, sight-fishing expert Landon Mayer teaches
you what you need to know to spot the trout before you cast-because if you can see a trout, you are more likely to catch that
trout. In this comprehensive book on the tricks and skills anglers
need to master, Mayer reveals his knowledge of trout and trout
water, learned through years of fishing and guiding on prime trout
waters.
Hunting for large trout with lightweight fishing equipment is what
Landon does best. With detailed instructions on how to cast into
tricky spots, how to present the fly whatever the conditions, and
how to read the rise, he gives you the extra edge to find and catch
more and larger fish. He tells you where to look for the trout, how
to rig your line, how to retrieve the fish when you get a strike, and
how to use the buddy system for a more productive day on the
water. Sight fishing is intriguing, fun, addictive, and best of all, it gets
result—more and bigger trout.
Landon Mayer is a fly-fishing instructor, guide, and writer with
nearly two decades of experience. He is a contributing writer for Fly
Fisherman and High Country Angler, and his contributions have also
been featured in Field & Stream, Fly Rod & Reel, American Angler,
and Fly Fisherman magazines. Landon’s previous books include
Sight Fishing for Trout, Colorado’s Best Fly Fishing, and How to
Catch the Biggest Trout of Your Life. He is a popular speaker
around the country, attends every major fly fishing show as well as
regional (Colorado) events, and has a newsletter email blast.
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Lakes are one of the most challenging opportunities available
to today’s fly fisher. Stillwaters offer a long active season with
numerous hatches and presentation challenges. Fish grow big and
fat and many fishers find this appeal hard to resist. But the transfer
from rivers and streams is often difficult, especially if a prolonged
trial-and-error approach is adopted. This book examines the
stillwater fly fisher’s kit bag, expectations, and offers an introduction
to the diverse stillwater food sources. The Orvis Guide to Stillwater
Trout Fishing explains everything the aspiring stillwater fly fisher
needs to be successful and build a sound foundation that will last
through a lifetime plying stillwaters.
Phil Rowley is the most highly respected authority on Stillwater
trout fishing in North America. He does seminars, writes magazine
articles, and gives presentations throughout the country. He is also
very active in Trout Unlimited Canada and is a regular host for The
New Fly Fisher TV show (PBS, WFN, and soon to be on Amazon
Prime). Tom Rosenbauer has been a fly fisher for four decades,
and was tying flies commercially at age fourteen. He is the author
of numerous books, as well as countless articles for American
Angler, Outdoor Life, Field & Stream, and other periodicals. He
is a marketing manager with the Orvis Company in Manchester,
Vermont, and lives in nearby Pawlet.
·

Featured on “Orvis Fly-Fishing Podcast” (35K downloads per month on iTunes)

·

Social media campaign (Facebook 185K)

·

Fly Club Presentations
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Tenkara Today

Storied Waters

BY MORGAN LYLE

BY DAVID A. VAN WIE

Since Tenkara was introduced to the United States in 2009, it has
become a rapidly growing trend, and many anglers have adapted
the traditional Japanese techniques for waters in the United States.
This comprehensive book covers the current state of Tenkara—the
best flies, a rundown of equipment (it is no longer simple), essential
techniques, and advice from anglers around the country.

In a 5,000-mile odyssey covering over 50 locations in eight states,
Van Wie follows and fishes in the footsteps of giants from Thoreau
to Hemingway, Robert Traver to Corey Ford, Louise Dickinson Rich
to Aldo Leopold to Winslow Homer and many more. Storied Waters
provides a virtual roadmap through 200 years of fly-fishing literature
and a literal roadmap—complete with local fishing tips—to the
hallowed waters of our sport. In each chapter, informative sidebars
detail fishing spots, best times to fish, major hatches, and other intel.

Morgan Lyle is the author of Simple Flies: 52 Easy-to-Tie Patterns
That Catch Fish. He has written dozens of articles for American
Angler, Fly Tyer, The Drake, Trout and other magazines, and his
writing has appeared in The New York Times and Newsday. Morgan
has written the On The Fly column for the New York Outdoor News
since the paper’s inception in 2004 and serves as the master of
ceremonies for the Catskill Fly Fishing Center and Museum Hall of
Fame induction ceremony. Lyle does most of his fishing in fresh and
saltwater in New York, Massachusetts, and Connecticut. He lives in
Brooklyn, New York.

Storied Waters is a grand vicarious adventure, driving the
backroads for weeks at a time exploring beautiful places, and
meeting fascinating people who share a common interest. With
an easy, conversational writing voice enhanced with spectacular
photographs, Van Wie relates an eclectic mix of travel narrative,
natural history, and fishing tips and advice, as well as a deep (but
sometimes humorously irreverent) appreciation for the writers who
have created such a rich legacy of stories about fishing over the
past 200 years.
David A. Van Wie writes a monthly column for The Maine
Sportsman magazine, has published feature articles in Northern
Woodlands magazine and the Maine Sunday Telegram, and
is coauthor of The Confluence: Fly-fishing & Friendship at the
Dartmouth College Grant. After a 35-year career in environmental
consulting and government (director of Bureau of Land and Water
Quality, Maine Department of Environmental Protection and member
of Maine House of Representatives in the 124th Legislature), he now
teaches environmental studies at the University of New England.
He is a member of the Outdoor Writers Association of America
and is a blogger on fly-fishing and environmental issues at www.
watchyourbackcast.com. He lives in New Gloucester, Maine.
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365 Fly Fishing Tips for Trout, Bass, and
Panfish

Tying Bugs
The Complete Guide to Poppers, Sliders, and Divers for Fresh and
Salt Water

BY SKIP MORRIS

Fly fishers are always looking for useful, reliable, and trustworthy
tips to improve their fishing. Veteran author and fly fisherman Skip
Morris gives a year’s worth of practical tips for taking trout, large and
smallmouth bass, and panfish from streams and lakes in a handy,
easy-to-read and grasp format. Tips include info on casting, finding
fish, rigs and strategies for using them, techniques, the right tackle,
knots, hooking, playing and landing fish, releasing, fishing lingo and
terms, and staying safe. For further help, the tips are illustrated with
instructive line drawings and color photos.
Skip Morris is a full-time fly-fishing author and speaker who has
published dozens of books on fly tying and fly fishing. Among them,
his Fly-Tying Made Clear and Simple has become the standard
beginner’s fly-tying guide. Morris lives with his photographer/
illustrator wife, Carol, on Washington’s Olympic Peninsula.

BY KIRK DIETRICH

Bugs are back. Bugs—a generic name for poppers traditionally
fished for bass species—encompass a range of diverse surface
patterns that are not only effective for smallmouth and largemouth
bass but also a host of saltwater species including redfish, sea
trout, stripers, and dorado. More and more anglers now fish for
smallmouth and largemouth bass around the US, and new materials
have come on the scene that make tying these flies exciting (and
productive) again.
The most complete fly tying book on poppers, divers, sliders
(collectively called “bugs”) ever written. Includes over 400 detailed
step by steps for traditional patterns such as Lefty’s Bug and the
Sneaky Pete, as well as new and innovative patterns tied with the
latest materials. All facets of bug making are covered, from shaping
the heads on cork, foam, and balsa, to tying articulated patterns, to
creating weedguards. Also included is an extensive section on DIY
painting and coloring techniques.
Kirk Dietrich is an Orvis contract tier and owner/operator of Flies
by Kirk, a part-time commercial tying business. His articles have
appeared in Fly Tyer, Eastern Flyfishing, and Flyfishing & Tying
Journal. He is a member of FFI, NOFF, Pro Staff with Cascade Crest
Tools, Deer Creek UK, and Imagination International Copic Markers.
He has been a participating and featured tier at shows throughout
the south and has conducted classes at various FFI conclaves and
affiliated mini-conclaves held by clubs across the south. He lives in
Kenner, Louisiana.
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Western Waters

The Yellowstone Fly-Fishing Guide
REVISED EDITION

BY TOM ALKIRE

In this collection of essays about well-known (and some not-so-wellknown) Western waters—John Day River steelhead, the Deschutes
and its headwaters, the Sandy, Klickitat, and Columbia Rivers, the
Olympic Peninsula, trout fishing in Idaho and Montana, to name a
few—author Tom Alkire blends how-to, where-to, and natural history
with lyrical prose and a deep insight that only comes with knowing
a place well.
Tom Alkire has written about fishing, rivers, and the natural world
for more than 30 years. In addition to a prolific freelance writing
career, he spent three decades covering business and environment
as a Northwest staff correspondent for Bloomberg BNA. His writing
has been awarded by the Scripps Howard Foundation and the
Newspaper Guild, among others. He is a frequent presenter at local
fly fishing clubs and is the author of There’s More to Fishing (Than
Catching Fish) and River Stories: Headwaters to the Sea. His essays
have appeared in national and regional publications including
Gray’s Sporting Journal, Sporting Classics, Flyfishing and Tying
Journal, Salmon Trout and Steelheader, and Willamette Week. He
lives in Portland, Oregon and can be found at tomalkire.com.
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BY CRAIG MATHEWS AND CLAYTON MOLINERO

This fine little guidebook to the best fishing in Yellowstone Park
discusses aquatic and terrestrial insect emergences and activity
periods, fly patterns to imitate these insects, and effective fishing
techniques. Included are specific locations, access points and
trailheads, distances, and terrain descriptions. The handy icons
located at the beginning of each of the more than two hundred
waters discussed provide helpful, at-a-glance information about fish
type, ease of access, and wildlife to watch for. This book is required
reading for any fly fisher planning a trip to Yellowstone Park - an
area that holds more wild trout water for its size than anywhere else
in the world. Includes both color and B&W photos and illustrations
throughout.
Craig Mathews owns and operates Blue Ribbon Flies in West
Yellowstone, Montana. He has fished and studied Yellowstone
hatches for more than 40 years. Clayton Molinero has explored,
fished, and guided on Yellowstone’s major and backcountry waters
for more than twenty years.
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A Fish Come True
Fables, Farces, and Fantasies for the Hopeful Angler
BY PAUL SCHULLERY

A Fish Come True celebrates the enduring joys, mysteries, and
miseries of fishing through a series of “what-if” stories:
•

What if someone discovered a fly that worked on every cast?

•

What if we could fish anywhere, any time in the distant past?

•

What if we could explore the fishing on a different planet?

•

What if our sport’s leading thinkers suddenly decided that an
infamous trash fish was really cool and a great sporting trophy
after all?

A Fish Come True answers these and other engaging questions in
stories full of sympathy, surprises, good humor, and—most important
of all—hope.
In this remarkable array of stories, a tour de force of literary styles
ranging from unadorned tale to historical mystery to faux press
release to science-fiction adventure, Schullery honors the angler’s
innate and precious need to hope. And in the midst of this lively
storytelling he illuminates the rich rewards and deeply satisfying
misadventures that arise from the fulfillment of our angling dreams.
Paul Schullery, the author, coauthor, or editor of more than forty
books, is the recipient of numerous awards for his work as a
writer and conservationist, including honorary doctorates from
Ohio University and Montana State University. Schullery advised
and participated in Ken Burn’s National Parks documentary and
is currently scholar-in-residence at the Montana State University
Library. He received the Roderick Haig-Brown Award from Fly Fisher’s
International and was inducted into the Fly Fishing Hall of Fame in
2014. Schullery lives in Bozeman, Montana with his artist wife Marsha
Karle.
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The Orvis Wingshooting Handbook,
Fully Revised and Updated
Proven Techniques For Better Shotgunning
BY BRUCE BOWLEN AND DYLAN SNELL

Too many shotgunners imagine that their success in the field, or
lack of it, is largely a question of innate ability and luck. Not true, say
Bruce Bowlen and Dylan Snell, long-time Orvis shotgun instructors.
Good shooting depends as much on effective technique as it does
on natural talent, instinct, and favorable circumstances. With the
proper instruction, bad shots can become good ones, and good
shots will surprise themselves with how much better they can be.
In this concise and clearly written guide to the fundamentals of
the sport, the authors cover the basic elements as well as the
intricacies of proper wing shooting. The correct stance, timing and
motion, equipment, and safety procedures are described in detail.
In addition, there are sections on field shooting versus clay-target
shooting, how to lead, the master eye, gun fit, and much more. The
updated text and illustrations contain the latest insights into the
sport as it has evolved since the publication of the first edition more
than twenty years ago.
Maybe you shoot a great deal, or maybe you hunt just a few times a
year, or maybe you’ve already decided to take lessons. In any case,
The Orvis Wingshooting Handbook is your primer. For the cost of a
few boxes of shells, you’ve got at your fingertips the techniques for
making every shot count.
Bruce Bowlen is the former director of the Orvis Shooting Schools.
He lives in Dorset, Vermont. Dylan Snell is a current Orvis FlyFishing & Wingshooting Guide and Instructor. He is also a former
e-commerce copywriter and an Alpine Ski Racing Coach. He lives in
Peru, Vermont.
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The Faraway Horses

Believe

The Adventures and Wisdom of One of America’s Most Renowned
Horsemen

A Horseman’s Journey

REVISED EDITON

REVISED EDITION
BY BUCK BRANNAMAN AND WILLIAM REYNOLDS

BY BUCK BRANNAMAN, WITH BILL REYNOLDS

“I’ve started horses since I was 12 years old and have been bit,
kicked, bucked off and run over. I’ve tried every physical means to
contain my horse in an effort to keep from getting myself killed. I
started to realize that things would come much easier for me once
I learned why a horse does what he does. This method works well
for me because of the kinship that develops between horse and
rider. “ —Buck Brannaman
The Faraway Horses, which was the inspiration for the Sundance
Film Festival’s award-winning documentary Buck in 2011, is Buck
Brannaman’s richly textured and stunning account of his life from
an abusive childhood to his phenomenally successful approach to
horses. A real-life “horse-whisperer,” Buck possesses near magical
abilities as he dramatically transforms horses--and people--with his
understanding, compassion, and respect. A truly American story
about a cowboy and sage, The Faraway Horses tells the tale of
the extraordinary life of an extraordinary man. At heart, this rich
and rewarding memoir is a roadmap for living a harmonious and
honorable existence among horses and humans. This updated
edition features a new foreword and introduction.

Master horseman Buck Brannaman, the real-life Horse Whisperer,
continues the chronicle of his life as trainer and mentor in Believe,
where we meet thirteen remarkable people whose lives he has
affected. Through their accounts of help and healing and through
Brannaman’s own introductions, the reader is inspired by the hope
and confidence that he instilled in these individuals. This updated
edition includes a new foreword, introduction, and account by one
of Brannaman’s longtime observers.
“Others have falsely claimed to be the inspiration for Tom Booker
in The Horse Whisperer. The one who truly inspired me was Buck
Brannaman.” –Nicholas Evans, author of The Horse Whisperer
“Buck Brannaman is part of a lineage of skilled horsemen, and for
the horses he works with, it is about trust and understanding, not
submission.” –Robert Redford

Buck Brannaman is a horse gentler—not a horse “breaker”—who has started more than 10,000 young horses in his clinics. He lives with
his family in Sheridan, Wyoming. William Reynolds is the former associate publisher of Cowboys & Indians magazine. He lives with his
family in Santa Ynez, California.
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Running to Glory
An Unlikely Team, a Challenging Season, and Chasing the American Dream
BY SAM MCMANIS

The runners from Eisenhower High School had every possible justification
to fail. They were poor with little time to devote to their passion. They had
problems at home and distractions that would test even Job. Yet they gave their
quest for the Washington State cross country championship everything they
had.
Running is a religion to millions of men and women who devoutly head
out each day. They view any book that celebrates their passion as Holy
Scripture—a must-read that can take them to The Promised Land. Salvation is at
hand with Running to Glory--a celebration of grit, perseverance and ultimately
the American Dream. It is the inspiring story of an Irish immigrant coach and
a group of Hispanic boys and girls as they chase their hopes and a state
championship.
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Outreach to runners and general sports media podcasts

·

Outreach to relevant Reddit forums for AMAs

Running to Glory, by veteran journalist Sam McManis, follows the cross country
team from Eisenhower High in Yakima, Washington, through a tumultuous and
challenging season with excitement, suspense and pathos. The Eisenhower
runners are primarily Latino from economically challenged families, many of
whom are migrant farm workers. They must compete with more affluent schools
in the Seattle-Tacoma area, where parent involvement is strong and funds
are readily available to augment performance. Their coach Phil English knows
how his runners feel. He grew up poor in rural Ireland in the 1960s during The
Troubles, emigrated to the U.S. for a college track scholarship, and over 37
years coaching in Yakima, has won 11 state titles and sent more than 100 kids to
college with full or partial scholarships for their running.
How Eisenhower runners have accomplished such feats lies at the heart of the
book’s compelling narrative. McManis follows the team from summer workouts
in the blistering sun to the state championship meet in the bitter cold. Readers
will learn how these young men and women either overcome their environment
or succumb to it—on the course and in the classroom.
Sam McManis has worked as a staff writer and columnist for California’s
leading newspapers (the Los Angeles Times, San Francisco Chronicle,
Sacramento Bee) for more than three decades. Until May, 2016, he was a
lifestyle columnist and feature writer for the Sacramento Bee. His stories
have been published in The New York Times and Wall StreetJournal. He has
received numerous national journalism awards and has covered two Olympic
Games, World Series, NBA Championship series and Super Bowls. In 2016, he
received a “Best in the West” award for arts and entertainment writing and was
named California’s “in-state” journalist of the year. He also teaches English and
composition at Central Washington University. McManis has run 17 marathons—
including the prestigious Boston Marathon twice—and also completed 7
ultramarathons and countless races of shorter distances. He knows running
and, as a journalist with more than three decades of experience, he knows
what makes a good story.
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Swim, Bike, Bonk

Thin Ice

Confessions of a Reluctant Triathlete

A Hockey Journey from Unknown to Elite--and the Gift of a
Lifetime

BY WILL MCGOUGH

Just as George Plimpton had his proverbial cup of coffee in the NFL
as the un-recruited and certainly unwanted fourth-string quarterback
for the Detroit Lions, so, too, did Will McGough immerse himself in
a sport he had no business trying. Like Plimpton, whose football
folly turned into the bestselling Paper Lion, travel and outdoor
writer McGough writes of his participation in, around, and over
the course of the one of the world’s premier triathlons, the annual
Ironman 70.3 in Tempe, Arizona. McGough chronicles the Ironman’s
history, his unorthodox training, the pageantry of the race weekend,
and his attempt to finish the epic event. The narrative follows not
just his race but also explores the cult and habits of the triathlete
community, beginning with the first Ironman competition in Hawaii in
1978. This is a light-hearted, self-deprecating, and at times hilarious
look at one man’s attempt to conquer the ultimate endurance sport,
with a conclusion that will surprise and delight both dedicated
triathletes as well as strangers to the sport.
Will McGough has been a working journalist/writer since 2010.
He has a Masters in Journalism from Temple University and is
currently the publisher and editor of a travel magazine in Hawaii,
Wake andWander Hawaii. He’s been to more than 70 countries
on assignment, and his work has been published in the following
publications: Conde Nast Traveler, AFAR, Travel Channel, Outside
Magazine, Forbes Travel Guide, Men’s Journal, AAA, TravelAge
West, Travel Weekly, Paste Magazine, Alaska Airlines Magazine,
Alaska Magazine, the Brewer’s Association, and Sherman’s Travel,
among others. He lives on the island of Oahu in Hawaii.
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BY RYAN MINKOFF

Growing up in hockey-mad Minnesota, Ryan Minkoff set out to play
in the NHL. A talented athlete he thought he had what it take. But
so did thousands of other young players in his native Minnesota and
across the country and Canada.
Ryan Minkhoff’s story is for anyone who roots for an underdog
whose dreams will not fade in the face of overwhelming odds.
Minkhoff fought his way to a national scoring title on a club team at
the University of Washington. After college, he took further journeys
across the US through hockey’s minor leagues and played well
enough to get a spot on an elite European professional team in
Finland. Everything was working according to plan, he thought.
His first professional season proved less romantic than it seemed
at first blush, but for Ryan Minkoff it was the journey that provided
enlightenment, not the destination. Unblinking, raucous, and at
times irreverently humorous, Thin Ice will inspire anyone who
dreams big and is unafraid of perceived obstacle suffocate the
passion they hold for anything—whether it is hockey or something
else.
Ryan Minkoff is the founder and owner of 83, LLC, a global ice
hockey agency representing players at the professional level.
An economics and entrepreneur graduate of the University of
Washington, he became the first player from that school play
pro hockey with Lapuan Virkia, a top Finnish club—a signing that
garnered the attention of Derek Jeter’s The Player’s Tribune.
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A Century of NFL Football
The All-Time Quiz
BY ROGER GORDON

The birth of the National Football League can be traced to a meeting held in the
showroom of a Canton, Ohio, car dealership in September, 1920. From these
humble beginnings pro football has grown into a global phenomenon. Today,
nearly a century later, fans flock to stadiums across the country and worldwide
television viewership numbers in the hundreds of millions. To commemorate the
100th anniversary of the NFL’s founding as the American Professional Football
League, Roger Gordon describes the evolution of the sport in trivia questions,
answers, and anecdotes. Rather than merely posing questions and providing
short answers, Gordon provides details behind each stories that bring to life
players, coaches, rivalries, and championships.
Roger Gordon is a freelance writer who has authored four football books
including Cleveland Browns A-Z, So You Think You’re a Cleveland Browns Fan?
and Cincinnati Bengals Facts and Trivia. He lives in North Canton, Ohio.
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The 50 Greatest Players in New England Patriots
History
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The 50 Greatest Players in Green Bay Packers
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The 50 Greatest Players series examines the careers of the 50 men who made the greatest impact on one of the National Football
League’s most iconic and successful franchises. Using as measuring sticks the degree to which they impacted the fortunes of the
team, the extent to which they added to the legacy of excellence, and the levels of statistical compilation and overall dominance
they attained while wearing a team uniform, The 50 Greatest Players ranks, from 1 to 50, the top 50 players in team history. Quotes
from opposing players and former teammates are provided along the way, as are summaries of each player’s greatest season, most
memorable performances, and most notable achievements

The 50 Greatest Players
in Denver Broncos
History

The 50 Greatest Players
in Dallas Cowboys
History

BY MIKE KLIS

BY ROBERT W. COHEN

Mike Klis is a longtime Colorado
sportswriter who covered the Broncos
from 2005 to 2015 as the team’s
beat writer for the Denver Post , then
moved to KUSA-TV 9News where
he continues to cover the team as
the station’s Broncos Insider. Klis is
a two-time recipient of the Colorado
Sportswriter of the Year award from
the National Sportscasters and
Sportswriters Association.

Sports historian Robert W. Cohen
began writing professionally in 2004
and has written numerous books,
primarily on the sports of baseball,
football, and basketball. Robert has
appeared on numerous sports-talk
radio programs around the nation to
discuss his published works. He lives in
Clifton, New Jersey.
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The 50 Greatest Players
in Philadelphia Eagles
History

The 50 Greatest Players
in Pittsburgh Steelers
History

BY ROBERT W. COHEN

BY ROBERT W. COHEN

Sports historian Robert W. Cohen began
writing professionally in 2004 and has
written numerous books, primarily on
the sports of baseball, football, and
basketball. Robert has appeared on
numerous sports-talk radio programs
around the nation to discuss his published
works. He lives in Clifton, New Jersey.

Sports historian Robert W. Cohen began
writing professionally in 2004 and has
written numerous books, primarily on
the sports of baseball, football, and
basketball. Robert has appeared on
numerous sports-talk radio programs
around the nation to discuss his
published works. He lives in Clifton,
New Jersey.
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The Green Bay Packers All-Time All-Pros

The New York Yankees All-Time All-Stars

The Best Players at Each Position for the Green and Gold

The Best Players at Each Position for the Bronx Bombers

BY CHUCK CARLSON

BY JIM GRIFFIN

Let’s say you’re the coach of the Green Bay Packers, deciding
which players should start in a Super Bowl matchup against the
toughest team in the AFC. But instead of choosing from the current
roster, you have every player in the team’s 100-year history in your
locker room. Who starts at quarterback: the steady field general
Bart Starr, gunslinger Brett Favre, or cannon-armed Aaron Rodgers?
At outside linebacker, do you play Hall of Famer Dave Robinson,
Lombardi-favorite Dan Currie, current All Pro Clay Matthews, or
another player from the team’s deep roster? Which players get the
start at wide receiver? Donald Driver, James Lofton, Sterling Sharpe,
Max McGee, Jordy Nelson, or Antonio Freeman? Combining career
stats, common sense, and a host of intangibles, veteran sportswriter
Chuck Carlson imagines an embarrassment of riches and sets the
all-time All-Pro Packer lineup for the ages.

Let’s say you’re the manager of the most successful professional
baseball team in history, with every past and current player available
on your bench. Game time is approaching and the ump needs
your line-up card. Who’s your starting pitcher? Crafty Whitey Ford,
lights-out Ron Guidry, or a big-game right-hander? Is Munson behind
the plate or Yogi? Who’ll bat clean-up? Who’s your DH? Combining
statistical analysis, common sense, and a host of intangibles, Jim
Griffin constructs an all-time All-Star Yankee line-up for the ages.
Agree with his choices or not, you’ll learn all there is to know about
the men who played for and managed the winning-est baseball
team of all time.

Chuck Carlson was a sports writer/columnist for more than thirty
years with newspapers in Virginia, Maryland, Washington, Illinois,
Nevada, and Wisconsin. He spent eleven years covering the Green
Bay Packers for the Appleton Post-Crescent and this is his eleventh
book on the Packers. He is now director of media relations for
Albion College in Michigan and he lives in Marshall, Michigan.

September 2019 • Sports & Recreation/Football
304 pages • 15 B/W Photos • 5½ x 8½
978-1-4930-4177-0 • $18.95 • Paper • [Trade]

Jim Griffin is a lifelong baseball fan with experience writing for
Yankee-specific blogs from 2010 through 2016. An analyst by trade,
he holds degrees in Mathematical Sciences (B.S.) and Applied
Statistics (M.S.) from Villanova University where his master’s thesis
was a study on New York Yankees offensive statistics since 1920.
He lives in Glenside, Pennsylvania.

September 2019 • Sports & Recreation/Baseball
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The Complete Martial Artist

The Sambo Encyclopedia

Developing the Mind, Body, and Spirit of a Champion

Comprehensive Throws, Holds, and Submission Techniques for All
Grappling Styles

BY WILLIE “THE BAM” JOHNSON WITH NANCY MUSICK

Today, young adults and twenty-somethings are subject to chronic
fears of missing out and mental health issues unlike any generation
that has come before. Martial arts have the potential to help.
Traditional martial arts revolve around principles and core values to
promote individual growth and a balanced approach to living.
A complete martial artist learns how to conquer “self” and how to
live by these traditional core values. Although there are occasions
when martial arts may be used for self-defense, its primary uses are
for sport, and character building.
This book offers young adults and twenty-somethings an
opportunity to see what martial arts can do for their lives. It provides
a key to unlock a door for self-development and balanced living.
Willie “The Bam” Johnson, is an award winning martial arts
teacher whose mission is to help young adults and others become
empowered, through the martial arts in order to make good
life choices. He is a seven-time sport karate and kung fu world
champion, a two-time All American champion, and a nationally
ranked Triple Crown martial arts champion. He teaches at The
BAMS Martial Arts Academy. Johnson resides in Laurel Maryland.

BY STEVE SCOTT

Sambo is considered one of the most effective, technically diverse,
and dynamic modern fighting styles ever devised. Developed in the
Soviet Union and based on Kodokan Judo and wrestling, sambo
emphasizes utility over aesthetics. In fact, sambo techniques are
being integrated into modern mixed martial arts with winning results.
This book presents a systematic approach to how the sport of
sambo is taught and practiced. Contents include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Essentials of Sambo
Throwing Techniques
Leg, Ankle, and Hip Locks
Armlocks
Holds and Breakdowns
Over 1200 instructional photographs

Steve Scott is an expert in grappling martial arts. He has decades
of training and experience in sambo, judo, and jjujitsu and a seventh
dan in judo and a seventh dan in Shingitai jujitsu. He is a member
of the US Sambo Hall of Fame. As a coach, he has developed
hundreds of national and international medal winners, as well as
members of world, Pan American, and Olympic teams. Steve Scott
lives in Kansas City, Missouri.

·

Ads in Kung Fu Magazine, Blackbelt magazine, ForeWord Reviews, New Leaf 		

		

catalog, Ingram Advance

·

Ads in Kung Fu Magazine, Blackbelt magazine, Ingram Advance

·

Direct mail campaign, website, and email promotion

·

Direct mail campaign, website, and email promotions

·

Publicity mailing to interest specific media outlets

·

Publicity mailing to interest specific media outlets

·

Publicity and review copy mailing

·

Publicity and review copy mailing

·

Goodreads.com, Facebook, Librarything.com, Twitter promotions

·

Goodreads.com, Facebook, Librarything.com, Twitter promotions

·

Ongoing author tour

·

National publicity campaign

·

Ongoing author tour
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The Anatomy of a Golf Course

The Art and Science of Staff
Fighting

Coaching the Mental Game

July 1998 • Sports & Recreation/Golf
288 pages • 6⅜ x 9⅜
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Greatest Baseball Stories
Ever Told

The Mental ABCs of Pitching

The Mental Game of Baseball
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336 pages • 6 x 9
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National Park

The Bug Book
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Angola

Azores

THIRD EDITION

SEVENTH EDITION

BY OSCAR SCAFIDI

BY DAVID SAYERS WITH MURRAY STEWART, FOREWORD BY BEN FOGLE

This new third edition of Bradt’s Angola remains the only dedicated
English-language guide to this increasingly popular southern
African nation. Thoroughly updated, it includes full practical and
background information, everything you need to know about the
capital city, Luanda, plus coverage of the rest of the country in 16
chapters. Also featured are 36 maps, including detailed city maps
for all 18 provincial capitals, plus a specific section devoted to the
sometimes tricky process of applying for a visa.

Bradt’s Azores is the only comprehensive guidebook to this nineisland archipelago, one of the best places in the world for whale
watching. Thanks to the experience of expert botanist and author
David Sayers, and the ongoing involvement of author Murray
Stewart, the book retains a depth of knowledge about flora and
fauna and continues to provide the strong geological and botanical
information that is so integral to getting to know the islands.
This new edition has been thoroughly updated and also has an
expanded focus taking in the land- and sea-based activities which
have become a significant part of Azores attractions.

Whether wildlife watcher or surfer, business traveler or pioneering
adventurer, Bradt’s Angola provides all the information you will need
to get the most out of this vast country.
Oscar Scafidi is originally from the UK and Italy and spent five years
living and working in Luanda as a history teacher. In 2016, Scafidi
and his friend Alfy completed the first ever source-to-sea navigation
of Angola’s longest river, the Kwanza, a journey of over 1300km.
When not teaching, Scafidi also writes travel journalism focusing on
difficult destinations, such as Somalia, Afghanistan, Liberia and East
Timor.
·

Author website: kayakthekwanza.com

·

Author Facebook: facebook.com/kayakthekwanza/

·

Author Twitter: @kayakthekwanza

·

Dedicated destination page on Bradt website: bradtguides.com/angola

·

Dedicated author page on Bradt website: bradtguides.com/authors/oscar-scafidi

September 2019 • Travel/Africa/South
352 pages • 3 B/W Photos • 38 Color Photos • 36 Maps • 5¼ x 8½
978-1-78477-024-2 • $28.99 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-1-84162-443-3 (2013)

A geological curiosity, nature-lover’s paradise and, more recently,
mid-Atlantic adventure playground, the Azores have become
increasingly accessible in recent years, notably with more flights
arriving direct from North America and an increasing number of
visitors arriving on cruise ships. Despite the increase in visitor
numbers, though, the islands retain an authenticity, a genuineness
which in most places remains true to its roots.
Horticulturist and author David Sayers ran a travel company for 26
years and in 1984 pioneered the first ever walking/botanical tour
to the Azores. He has been going back ever since and has led
many tours, sharing his enthusiasm for the life of all nine islands.
While Sayers has continued to lend his considerable expertise and
knowledge to the writing of this new edition, general authorship has
rested with Murray Stewart. While working on the previous edition
of this guide, he spent some months visiting the Azores, and for
this edition he has returned once more. Stewart is an experienced
guidebook updater and author with a passion for wildlife and the
outdoors in general.

November 2019 • Travel/Europe/Spain & Portugal
320 pages • 66 B/W Illustrations • 1 B/W Photo • 37 Color Photos • 5¼ x 8½
978-1-78477-623-7 • $24.99 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-1-78477-023-5 (2017)
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Benin

Britain from the Rails

SECOND EDITION

A Window Gazer’s Guide
THIRD EDITION

BY STUART BUTLER

Bradt’s Benin remains the original and one of the only
comprehensive guides in English to this French-speaking country,
arguably the region’s best wildlife destination and the birthplace of
the much maligned and little understood religion of Vodou (voodoo).
This new edition includes coverage of the growing range of ecotravel and community based tourism options that have sprung up
in recent years. Also included is more information on the wildlife
and national parks of the north which are becoming more popular
with general safari tourists. A dedicated chapter on Cotonou
ensures the capital is covered in full detail, including up-to-date
recommendations for places to eat and stay, while the rest of the
country is divided into five easy-to-follow chapters, each replete
with listings, hotels and restaurants, background and historical text,
as well as recommendations on what to see and entertainment.
Stuart Butler is a writer, award-wining photographer and
guidebook author specializing in Africa and the Himalaya region. He
has authored over forty guidebooks including the first edition of this
book. He has travelled extensively in every part of Africa and written
on subjects as varied as conservation in Africa, indigenous rights,
tourism, food and music. Butler lives in France.
·

Author website stuartbutlerjournalist.com and walkingwiththemaasai.com

·

Author Twitter: @StuartButler2

·

Author Instagram: @Stuartbutler1974

·

Dedicated destination page on Bradt website: bradtguides.com/benin

·

Dedicated author page on Bradt website: bradtguides.com/authors/stuart-butler
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978-1-78477-060-0 • $29.99 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-1-84162-148-7 (2006)

BY BENEDICT LE VAY

Expert railway enthusiast Benedict Le Vay returns with a new edition
of his much-acclaimed guide to discovering Britain from the rails.
This latest edition adds new lines and destinations in Britain’s fastchanging railway, while updating the guide to the classic greats.
Thoroughly updated, it includes a full, fascinating guide to the new
Borders Railway in Scotland, plus details of the new route from
London to Oxford and expanded coverage of the eccentric Jolly
Fisherman line in Lincolnshire and the charming Cotswold line from
Oxford to Hereford. Also included are more details of the Far North
line from Inverness to Wick and Thurso.
Additional information ranges from the practical—such as a guide
to the layout of some of the country’s main termini—to the ‘Inside
Track: a window-gazer’s guide to stuff to look out for on your
journey’ and intriguing train trivia. The best historic and preserved
railways are also included, as are Ben’s Top Ten Rail Journeys.
Railways are in Benedict Le Vay’s blood as his grandfather was an
inspector of Indian railways and his mother grew up on their private
train in which they rolled around the Sub-Continent. A sub-editor of
a national newspaper by trade, he combines his love of writing with
his passion for rail travel in this much-praised and unique guide.
·

Dedicated author page on Bradt website: bradtguides.com/authors/benedict-le-vay

December 2019 • Travel/Europe/Great Britain
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The Country of Larks

Exmoor National Park

A Chiltern Journey in the Footsteps of Robert Louis Stevenson and
the Footprint of HS2

Local, Characterful Guides to Britain’s Special Places

BY GAIL SIMMONS

Travel writer and journalist Gail Simmons follows in the footsteps
of Robert Louis Stevenson as she walks from High Wycombe in
Buckinghamshire to Tring in Hertfordshire via Great Missenden and
Wendover, tracing not only the changes in the landscape of the
last 150 years but also those yet to come with the imminent arrival
of the controversial HS2, the high-speed railway from London to
Birmingham. Just as Stevenson spoke to people he met along the
way, Simmons encounters those whose lives will be affected by
HS2: a tenant farmer, a retired businessman-turned-campaigner, a
landscape historian and a conservationist.
Travel writer Gail Simmons was born in Northumberland to
an army family who, after periods living overseas, settled in a
Chiltern commuter village on the borders of Buckinghamshire and
Hertfordshire. Despite her lifelong global wanderings Simmons finds
special enjoyment in exploring her home country of Britain, recently
rediscovering the quiet allure of the Chiltern Hills where she grew
up. Now, with HS2 looming, Simmons realizes just how important
this threatened landscape still is to her.
·

Author website travelscribe.co.uk

·

Author Facebook: /gailvsimmons and facebook.com/Travelscribe-396575822517

·

Author Twitter @TravelscribeUK

·

Author Instagram @gailsimmons

·

Dedicated author page on Bradt website: bradtguides.com/gail-simmons
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978-1-78477-080-8 • $19.99 • Cloth • [Trade]

BY HILARY BRADT

Written by expert resident author Hilary Bradt, this new title is the
only general guide to focus exclusively on Exmoor, covering all of
the National Park plus towns and villages just outside the boundary.
Coast, moorland, wildlife and birdwatching are all covered, as are
food and drink, historical background and culture both present and
past, including Lorna Doone (and Doone Country). Divided into
five regions and complete with 13 walks, Bradt’s Exmoor National
Park also covers National Trust villages and nature reserves, littleknown attractions such as private gardens, and the region’s most
interesting little churches.
Exmoor is one of England’s smallest but most beautiful national
parks and is also particularly rich in festivals. The area is also
increasingly recognised as a foodie destination and as a place for
active holidays of all types. With its long coastline there are beaches
for everyone, plus wild swimming in the sea, rivers and reservoirs.
This is also one of the region’s most rewarding areas for walking,
combining stunning sections of the South West Coast Path with
inland walks over heather-rich moorland and up river valleys.
Bradt’s Exmoor National Park is the essential companion for a
successful trip regardless of age or budget.
Hilary Bradt co-founded Bradt Travel Guides in 1974, but now
lives in semi-retirement in East Devon. After 40 years of writing
guidebooks to Africa and South America, she has embraced her
chosen home to the extent of insisting that such a large, varied
and beautiful county deserves four guides, not just one. In 2008
she was awarded an MBE for services to the tourist industry and to
charity and in 2009 she received a Lifetime Achievement Award
from the British Guild of Travel Writers.
October 2019 • Travel/Europe/Great Britain
144 pages • 70 Color Photos • 5 x 7¾
978-1-78477-156-0 • $11.99 • Paper • [Trade]
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From the Lion’s Mouth

Gabon

A Journey Along the Indus

SECOND EDITION

BY IAIN CAMPBELL

BY SEAN CONNOLLY

Iain Campbell has been fascinated by mountains for as long
as he can remember. In his new book, he tells the story of a
journey following the course of the Indus River from its mouth in
the mudflats of Karachi through the Karakorum, Kashmir and the
Himalayas to its source in Ladakh on the Indian side of the Tibetan
plateau, where it springs from the ‘Lion’s Mouth’ on Mount Kailash.
His narrative paints an insightful, honest and heartfelt portrait of
Pakistan, a place which combines a rich religious heritage with
some of the most spectacular mountains in the world.

Bradt’s Gabon remains the only English-language guide dedicated
exclusively to what is considered by many to be “Africa’s last Eden”
thanks to its sparse population and perhaps the highest percentage
of forest cover of any country in the world. This new edition has
been fully updated and covers all recent developments, including
in the national parks. Several new maps have been added (taking
the total to 31) and most sketch maps have been upgraded. Also
covered is the discovery of the extraordinary orange-colored
crocodiles living in the Abanda cave system.

Over the course of his journey, he is exposed to all sides of local
life, from a Sufi shrine attended by crocodiles to a Pathan magic
man competing with Saudi sponsored Wahabi clerics in the Swat
Valley, a near meeting with the fairies of Nanga Parbat and the
temple of a three-year-old Buddhist lama on the Tibetan plateau.

Full background, natural history, conservation, practical and health
information is accompanied by a nine-chapter regional breakdown
of the country. Gabon is more than just nature, however, and culture
lovers will be taken with one of the region’s finest carving traditions
(in both wood and soapstone), floored by the furious tempos played
on the moungongo mouth-harp, and transported to another place
entirely by the all-night drums, dance, fire, and faith of the traditional
Bwiti rites.

Engrossing and eye-opening, Iain Campbell’s account of his
travels will appeal to travelers, mountaineers, trekkers, wilderness
enthusiasts, anyone interested in the culture and history of the
subcontinent, and fans of quality travel writing.
Iain Campbell has travelled widely in the mountains of his home
country of Scotland and further afield. He studied history at Oxford
University where he specialized in medieval religious history. In
2002 he decided to combine these interests by travelling to the
holy mountains of Asia. His first book, With Unblest Feet, tells the
story of a journey among the mountain pilgrims of the Silk Road. He
lives with his family in Edinburgh and continues to travel frequently
to Asia.

September 2019 • Travel/Essays & Travelogues
192 pages • 16 Color Photos • 5 x 7¾
978-1-78477-160-7 • $16.99 • Paper • [Trade]

Bradt’s Gabon offers the most thorough and up-to-date information
available and is an ideal companion for wildlife enthusiasts, Africa
aficionados and completists, and overlanders travelling along
Africa’s west coast.
Sean Connolly first travelled to Africa as a student in 2008 and has
been returning to the continent regularly to research, teach English
or simply soak up the ambience. He has updated or contributed to
a range of Bradt’s African and South American titles and authored
the first two editions of Bradt’s Senegal. Raised in Chicago, Connolly
stays on the move whenever possible, though lately you’ll find him
most often in Berlin.
December 2019 • Travel/Africa/Central
200 pages • 40 Color Photos • 5¼ x 8½
978-1-78477-601-5 • $27.99 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-1-84162-554-6 (2014)
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Ghana

Italy Friuli Venezia Giulia

EIGHTH EDITION

Trieste, Udine, Pordenone, Gorizia, Coastal Resorts and Lagoons,
Carnia, the Julian Alps and the Friulian Dolomites

BY PHILIP BRIGGS

Bradt’s Ghana remains the only dedicated guidebook on the market
and the most comprehensive source of travel information on the
first country in sub-Saharan Africa to gain independence and the
world’s second-largest producer of chocolate. Covering everything
from Ghana’s 550km of Atlantic coastline to its remote and sparsely
populated northern border with Burkina Faso, this new edition has
been thoroughly updated and is an ideal companion no matter what
your interests are.
Background, practical and health information are complemented by
a dedicated, illustrated chapter on wildlife, 60 maps and 18 chapters
split across five regional sections, from Accra and surrounds to the
coast, through eastern and central Ghana, right up to the north. The
popular Cape Coast and Ashanti regions are both covered, as is the
increasingly high profile Chale Wote Street Art festival.
Philip Briggs has been exploring Africa since 1986. He has visited
more than two dozen African countries and written about most of
them for specialist travel and wildlife magazines. Nancy Chuang is
fully immersed in all aspects of Ghana. After multiple visits around
Africa, she sees Ghana as one of the friendliest, liveliest, and
quirkiest countries on the continent. Chuang is physically based
in Brooklyn where her commute unfortunately doesn’t involve
canoeing through Ghana’s mangroves.

BY DANA FACAROS AND MICHAEL PAULS

This new title continues Bradt’s coverage of lesser-known but
increasingly popular Italian regions and is the only guide available
to Friuli Venezia Giulia, a region which forms the major part of the
hinterland of Venice (but does not—despite the name—include
Venice itself), and which is a convenient and fascinating place to
spend time on the beach, in the Alps or relaxing in the country. It is
notable also for its wines and distinctive cuisine which, with touches
of neighbouring Austria and Slovenia stirred in, are starting to attract
attention around the world.
Written by long-time travel authors and Italy specialists Dana
Facaros and Michael Pauls, background and practical information
are complemented by six easy-to-follow chapters.
Dana Facaros and Michael Pauls have been tramping over Italy
for decades with notebook in hand, in an unending search for the
next double espresso. The two spent years living in a tiny village in
the Apennines with their small children, and since then they have
written over twenty regional and city guides covering every corner
of Italy. Over the past decades they have lived in and written about
Greece, Spain, Italy, Ireland, and southwest France, where they are
currently based.
·

Author website: facarospauls.com

·

Author website: philipbriggs.com

·

Author Facebook: facebook.com/DanaFacarosandMichaelPauls/

·

Facebook: /facebook.com/pb.travel.updates/

·

Author Twitter: @facarospauls

·

Twitter: @philipbriggs

·

Dedicated destination page on Bradt website: bradtguides.com/fvg

·

Updater website: nancychuang.com

·

Dedicated author pages on Bradt website: bradtguides.com/authors/dana-facaros

·

Updater Instagram: @nancyc_huang
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512 pages • 24 B/W Illustrations • 2 B/W Photos • 44 Color Photos • 5¼ x 8½
978-1-78477-628-2 • $27.99 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-1-78477-034-1 (2017)

September 2019 • Travel/Europe/Italy
256 pages • 40 Color Photos • 5¼ x 8½
978-1-78477-629-9 • $22.99 • Paper • [Trade]
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Ladakh, Jammu & Kashmir

North Macedonia

SECOND EDITION

SIXTH EDITION

BY SOPHIE IBBOTSON AND STUART BUTLER

UPDATED BY PHILIP BRIGGS

Bradt’s Ladakh, Jammu and Kashmir remains the only standalone
guide in English available to this stunning region of mountain
wilderness and lush valleys. Although Ladakh is becoming an
ever more popular destination, Zanskar, the Kashmir Valley and
Jammu are still off the beaten path and full of wonders waiting to be
discovered. This book is the ideal companion to these contrasting
and spellbinding regions whether you want to white-water raft on
the Indus, travel in a jeep along nerve- wracking mountain roads,
relax on a houseboat, explore Buddhist culture in tucked away
Ladakhi monasteries or hike over the high passes.

Bradt’s North Macedonia remains the only standalone Englishlanguage guidebook available outside the country. Originally written
by Thammy Evans, a political analyst who lived in Macedonia for
five years, this new edition has been thoroughly updated and
restructured to make it even easier to use by Philip Briggs, arguably
the world’s most experienced guidebook writer.

Fully updated, this new edition includes chapters on background
and practical information and a dedicated chapter on trekking, with
nine easy-to-follow chapters covering the whole area.
Whatever your interest, Bradt’s Ladakh, Jammu and Kashmir is an
indispensable guide.
Sophie Ibbotson has worked in Central Asia since 2008. This
edition has been updated by writer, award-wining photographer and
guidebook author Stuart Butler, who has travelled—and walked—
throughout the Himalaya and produced many articles, photo-stories
and guidebooks on the region.

Coverage of national parks has been increased and hiking
information has been fully integrated to make it more accessible
to casual users. Introductions to many points of interest have been
expanded to give more of an overview of what the attractions are
and there are several new and redrawn maps.
Wherever you go and whatever your interest, this is a country that
offers countless rewards to independent-minded travelers and
those who want to get away from the crowds. And with Bradt’s
North Macedonia, you’ll find everything you need for a successful
trip.
This edition has been updated by Philip Briggs, one of the world’s
most experienced and prolific guidebook writers, who spends at
least four months on the road every year, usually accompanied by
his wife, the travel photographer Ariadne Van Zandbergen, and
spends his rest of the time battering away at a keyboard in the
sleepy South African coastal village of Wilderness.

·

Author website: stuartbutlerjournalist.com

·

Author Twitter: @StuartButler2 and Instagram: @Stuartbutler1974

·

Dedicated destination page on Bradt website: bradtguides.com/ladakh

·

Updater website: philipbriggs.com

·

Dedicated author pages on Bradt website:

·

Updater Facebook: facebook.com/pb.travel.updates and Twitter: @philipbriggs

		

bradtguides.com/authors/sophie-ibbotson and

·

Dedicated destination page on Bradt website: bradtguides.com/northmacedonia

·

Dedicated author page on Bradt website: bradtguides.com/authors/thammy-evans

·

Dedicated updater page on Bradt website: bradtguides.com/authors/philip-briggs

		 bradtguides.com/authors/stuart-butler

January 2020 • Travel/Asia/India & South Asia
264 pages • 1 B/W Photo • 41 Color Photos • 5¼ x 8½
978-1-78477-095-2 • $27.99 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-1-84162-396-2 (2014)

August 2019 • Travel/Europe/Eastern
392 pages • 2 B/W Photos • 33 Color Photos • 5¼ x 8½
978-1-78477-084-6 • $27.99 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-1-84162-858-5 (2015)
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Malawi

Namibia

EIGHTH EDITION

SIXTH EDITION

BY PHILIP BRIGGS

BY CHRIS MCINTYRE

This new eighth edition of Bradt’s Malawi remains the only
standalone practical guidebook to this magical East African
destination and benefits from a thorough country-wide update of
all the practical information, with the addition of significant new
game park accommodation. Dedicated chapters on background
information, health and flora and fauna are complemented by a
19-chapter breakdown of the country and 37 maps, making this an
ideal companion for backpackers, over-landers, wildlife spotters,
birdwatchers and other outdoor enthusiasts.

This new thoroughly updated edition of Bradt’s Namibia remains
the essential guide for a successful visit to this vast country. Written
by expert author and long-standing tour specialist Chris McIntyre,
this sixth edition incorporates all the most recent changes, including
unrivalled coverage of places to stay and eat, from small, personal
guesthouses to classy hotels and upmarket game lodges, and
detailed information for self-drivers (including personally researched
and checked GPS coordinates) as well as for fly-in and guided
safaris. There’s also in-depth coverage of wildlife and where to see
it, including a new full-color wildlife field guide section, covering
mammals, reptiles and amphibians, marine life, and birds.

Included in the guide are the many outstanding adventure
opportunities: kayaking, hiking, and watching the “big five” animals
in wonderful natural surroundings.
From luxury camps to local guesthouses, from rhino trekking to
cycle tours and from crafts to cultural tourism, Bradt’s Malawi covers
every aspect of your trip.
Philip Briggs has been exploring the highways, byways and
backwaters of Africa since 1986. He spends at least four months
on the road every year, usually accompanied by his wife, the travel
photographer Ariadne Van Zandbergen, and spends the rest
of his time battering away at a keyboard in the sleepy village of
Wilderness in South Africa.
·

Author website: philipbriggs.com

·

Author Facebook: facebook.com/pb.travel.updates/

·

Author Twitter: @philipbriggs

·

Dedicated destination page on Bradt website: bradtguides.com/malawi

·

Dedicated author page on Bradt website: bradtguides.com/authors/philip-briggs

September 2019 • Travel/Africa/East
352 pages • 23 B/W Illustrations • 2 B/W Photos
48 Color Photos • 5¼ x 8½
978-1-78477-636-7 • $27.99 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-1-78477-014-3 (2016)

Two background chapters covering everything from history and
politics to people, ethnic groups and culture are complemented by
two chapters on planning, preparation, health and safety and two
on the practicalities of getting around and camping and walking
in the bush (including canoeing). Helping you to discover Namibia
in detail, 13 chapters offer a regional breakdown, from the capital,
Windhoek to the Southern Kalahari, Namib Desert, Swakopmund,
Skeleton Coast, Etosha National Park, and the Kavango and
Zambezi regions in the extreme northeast, including excursions into
neighboring Botswana.
Chris McIntyre first visited Namibia in 1989. McIntyre’s day job is
managing director of Expert Africa—a specialist tour operator which
organizes high-quality trips throughout Africa for individual travelers
from around the world, including a very wide range of trips to
Namibia. Now based in Dockenfield, Surrey, McIntyre and his wife,
Susan, still regularly travel and research in Africa.

October 2019 • Travel/Africa/South
552 pages • 1 B/W Photo • 54 Color Photos • 5¼ x 8½
978-1-78477-637-4 • $27.99 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-1-84162-914-8 (2015)
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Northern Belgium

Somerset

Flanders with Brussels, Bruges, Ghent and Antwerp

Local, Characterful Guides to Britain’s Special Places

SECOND EDITION
BY NORM LONGLEY
BY EMMA THOMSON

This new second edition of Bradt’s award-winning Northern
Belgium: Flanders with Brussels, Bruges, Ghent and Antwerp
remains the only standalone guide to this enticing region, home to
more Michelin-starred restaurants per head than France and the
largest number of comic-strip cartoonists in the world. It provides
in-depth coverage of Brussels, including the outer communes that
are often overlooked but are home to excellent off-the-beaten track
eateries and kooky museums. The guide covers every inch of the
region, from the sandy stretch of North Sea coast, through medieval
cloth-spinning cities like Bruges and Ghent, to quaint villages.
New for this edition is information on the new Brussels Airlines
“Hi Belgium Pass”, a nationwide Belgian rail pass and city pass,
a focus on the best Christmas markets of northern Belgium, and
details of new WWI information offices and permanent artworks.
Restaurant listings have been completely revised to keep pace
with Flanders’ dynamic dining scene and there is a new feature on
quirky accommodation options and museums, including Brussels’
Underpants Museum! Carefully designed walking tours of Brussels
city centre are featured, and the guide includes more maps of the
area than any other.
Emma Thomson is an award-winning travel writer and
photographer, who has lived in Belgium for nearly a decade and
writes about the country for international newspapers, magazines
and publishers (print and online).
·

Author website: ethomson.co.uk, author Twitter: @emmasthomson,

		

author Instagram: @Emmathomsontravels

·

Dedicated destination page on Bradt website: bradtguides.com/flanders

December 2019 • Travel/Europe/Benelux Countries
368 pages • 40 Color Photos • 5¼ x 8½
978-1-78477-088-4 • $23.99 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-1-84162-377-1 (2012)

This new guide to the idyllic and popular county of Somerset is ideal
for both visitors and locals alike with its mix of visitor information,
history, culture and anecdote, not to mention coverage of wildlife,
birdwatching, walking, cycling and other outdoor activities.
Accommodation and restaurants—and cider—are covered, too;
as Longley himself says, he often spends weekends “roaming the
Somerset countryside in search of exciting and/or novel things to
do—or at the very least, hunting down good food and drink.”
Divided into seven easy-to-explore geographical regions, from
Bath and north Somerset through Wells and the Mendips to
Exmoor National Park and International Dark Sky Reserve, this is an
indispensable companion for everyone from culture devotees to
outdoor adventurers, birders to beach lovers, transport enthusiasts
to event-goers, families to foodies. The Somerset Levels are
covered, and so too are the Quantock and Blackdown Hills, the
coast, and east and south Somerset.
Norm Longley was brought up in Somerset and after a fifteen-year
hiatus moved back in 2009, settling in the village of Chilcompton,
roughly equidistant between Bath and Wells. He has been a
guidebook writer for around 20 years and has written for The
Guardian and Independent.
·

Author Twitter and Instagram: @normlongley

·

Dedicated destination page on Bradt website: bradtguides.com/somerset

·

Dedicated author page on Bradt website: bradtguides.com/authors/norm-longley

October 2019 • Travel/Europe/Great Britain
288 pages • 1 B/W Photo • 38 Color Photos • 5 x 7¾
978-1-78477-617-6 • $19.99 • Paper • [Trade]
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Taiwan

Unlikely Positions

THIRD EDITION

A Yoga Journey Around Britain

BY STEVEN CROOK

BY ELIZABETH GOWING

Bradt’s Taiwan continues to offer some of the most comprehensive
coverage available and has been fully updated to reflect all the
most recent developments on the ground. Author and long-term
resident of Taiwan Steven Crook has been to every corner of
the main island and every one of the outlying archipelagos and
he has written about Taiwan’s cultural and scenic attractions for
international newspapers and inflight magazines and he has a keen
understanding of what international visitors are likely to enjoy and
what they need help with to appreciate.

Elizabeth Gowing is not a likely yogini. She is too fond of chocolate
and to-do lists, and sometimes falls over on her mat.

This new edition includes an even greater emphasis on the
Taiwanese favorite pastime of local food, as well as increased
coverage of increasingly popular east Taiwan. Place names and
other useful words and phrases (for ordering food and arranging
transport) are presented in Chinese script for convenient
communication.
Detailed coverage of the capital city Taipei is complemented
by a chapter-by-chapter breakdown of the rest of the country,
from Hakka Country to Kaoshiung and Pingtung and the minor
islands. Taroko Gorge, Mount Jade, national parks, beaches and
birdwatching, temples and monasteries, peaks and mountains are
all covered.
Educated in the UK, Steven Crook was backpacking through
Asia in 1991 when he decided to go to Taiwan. By 2009, when he
accepted Bradt’s offer to write the first edition of this travel guide,
he’d seen most of the country. Despite that, his “to do and see” list
doesn’t seem to be getting any shorter.

But yoga has taken her on journeys both inside and out and now
she follows yoga around Britain—from the village hall where a
quivering triangle pose was interrupted by the council recycling
collection to a sound gong bath in the country’s noisiest city. In
schools and hospitals, from Newcastle to Nottingham, Scotland to
Stroud, she untangles the Ashtanga from the Kundalini, the Sanskrit
from the whimsical new age, and finds the ways that yoga is
rebuilding communities and lives—and her own wobbling body.
Sometimes funny, sometimes touching, Gowing evokes the
characters and communities she meets along a fascinating journey
in a celebration of ancient wisdom solving modern-day problems
and the exultation of finally mastering the Crow.
Elizabeth Gowing has been practicing yoga for twelve years and
as a speaker has traveled to over 180 groups around Britain. This is
her fifth travel book; she is also a winner of the Bradt/ Independent
on Sunday travel writing competition (2014) and an established
voice in quirky travel narratives. She also appears regularly on BBC
Radio 4’s From Our Own Correspondent.
·

Author website: elizabethgowing.com

·

Author Facebook: Elizabeth.gowing

·

Author Twitter: @elizabethgowing

·

Author Instagram: @Elizabeth.gowing

·

Dedicated author page on Bradt website: bradtguides.com/authors/elizabeth-		

		 gowing

August 2019 • Travel/Asia/Far East
368 pages • 42 Color Photos • 5¼ x 8½
978-1-78477-622-0 • $26.99 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-1-84162-497-6 (2014)

August 2019 • Travel/Essays & Travelogues
224 pages • 15 B/W Photos • 5 x 7¾
978-1-78477-640-4 • $16.99 • Paper • [Trade]
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Footprint Handbooks are written and designed for
experienced, independent travelers looking to get off-thebeaten track. Written by a team of experts with firsthand
local knowledge, the Handbooks are rich in places not
covered in other guidebooks.

Belize, Guatemala
and Southern Mexico
Handbook

Nicaragua Handbook
SEVENTH EDITION
BY RICHARD ARGHIRIS

FOURTH EDITION
BY RICHARD ARGHIRIS
August 2019 • Travel/Central America
464 pages • 5 x 7
978-1-911082-63-7 • $25.99 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-1-910120-08-8 (2015)

Central America Handbook

Vietnam, Cambodia & Laos

TWENTY-FIRST EDITION

SIXTH EDITION

BY RICHARD ARGHIRIS

BY DAVID W. LLOYD AND
ANDREW SPOONER

September 2019 • Travel/Central America
1104 pages • 5 x 7
978-1-911082-64-4 • $27.99 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-1-910120-38-5 (2016)

FOOTPRINT
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September 2019 • Travel/Central America
336 pages • 5 x 7
978-1-911082-65-1 • $24.99 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-1-910120-84-2 (2016)

October 2019 • Travel/Asia/Southeast
576 pages • 5 x 7
978-1-911082-62-0 • $25.99 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-1-910120-33-0 (2015)
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Europe by Eurail 2020

Where to Retire

Touring Europe by Train

America’s Best & Most Affordable Places

FORTY-FOURTH EDITION

NINTH EDITION

BY LAVERNE FERGUSON-KOSINSKI. REVISED BY DARREN PRICE

BY JOHN HOWELLS, REVISED BY TEAL CONROY

Europe by Eurail has been the train traveler’s one-stop source for
visiting Europe’s cities and countries by rail for more than forty
years. This comprehensive guide provides the latest information on
fares, schedules, and pass options, as well as detailed information
on more than one hundred specific rail excursions.

Where to Retire offers the best advice not only on where to relocate
in the retirement years, but why people should pick up and move
just as life is settling down. Retirement guru John Howells provides
well-researched and completely revised and updated information
on how to find the ideal home base for the retirement years. To
help the decision-making process, the author offers a list of items
to consider when selecting the ideal community: safety; climate;
housing availability; cultural and recreation opportunities in the
area; social compatibility; affordability; medical care; distance from
relatives and friends; transportation; and jobs and/or volunteer
opportunities. Howells gives readers clear snapshots of life in
hundreds of the most affordable, comfortable, and stimulating
places to retire in the United States, including locations in Florida,
California, the Pacific Northwest, the Gulf Coast, the Ozarks, the
Appalachians, the Southwest, and the Rockies. This guide tells not
how to retire, but where readers can retire happily.

The book contains information readers need to enjoy visits in
historic cities, romantic villages, and scenic hamlets on more than
ninety rail trips starting from twenty-eight base cities located in
twenty countries. Sample rail-tour itineraries combine several
base cities and day excursions into fifteen-day rail-tour packages
complete with hotel recommendations and sightseeing options.
Packed with practical information, step-by-step directions, advice
on where to go and what to see and do, and complemented by the
inclusion of twenty maps, Europe by Eurail takes the puzzle out of
European Rail Travel.
LaVerne Ferguson-Kosinski and her late husband, George
Ferguson, first coauthored this unique and comprehensive how-to
guide in 1980. They also coauthored Britain by BritRail (GPP Travel).
A resident of Fort Myers Beach, Florida, she has more than thirty
years of experience traveling the rails in Europe.

John Howells the author or coauthor of several books for Globe
Pequot Press about retirement locations, including Choose the
South, Choose Mexico, and Choose Costa Rica, and has written for
magazines such as Consumers Digest and Where to Retire.

October 2019 • Travel/Food, Lodging & Transportation/Rail Travel
584 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-3815-2 • $24.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-1-4930-3176-4

December 2019 • Travel/Special Interest/Senior
352 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-4366-8 • $21.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-1-4930-0639-7
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The 2020 Good Sam Guide Series for the RV &
Outdoor Enthusiast
BY GOOD SAM ENTERPRISES

The Good Sam Guide Series is the only print edition of RV parks and
campgrounds in North America.
The 2020 Good Sam Guide Series features an exclusive, expert rating
system for privately owned parks, with all evaluations completed in person by
consultants in the field during the past 12 months. RVers enjoy detailed park
listings, Good Sam Discount locations and hundreds of dollars in Camping
World coupons. Also included are articles on the best places for outdoor
adventures and information on hunting, fishing and boating for each state and
province.
The 2020 Good Sam Guide Series is a must-have travel resource for RVers!

November 2019 • Travel/United States
1535 pages • 8 x 11
978-1-937321-56-7 • $29.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-1-93732-148-2 (2018)
GOOD SAM
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Abandoned Australia

Secret Geneva
THIRD EDITION

BY SHANE THOMS
BY CHRISTIAN VELLAS

Digging beneath the sun-baked soil,
Shane Thoms uncovers the modern
ruins scattered over this arid continent
and reveals a series of beautifully
broken abodes hiding in the crevices
of the Great Southern Land.

October 2019 • Photography/Subjects & Themes/Architectural & Industrial
224 pages • 8½ x 12
978-2-36195347-8 • $39.95 • Cloth • [Trade]

Far from the crowds and clichés, Geneva
holds well-hidden treasures that are only
revealed to residents and travelers who
know how to wander off the beaten track.
An indispensable guide for those who think
they know Geneva well or who want to
discover the hidden side of the city.

October 2019 • Travel/Europe/Switzerland
240 pages • 4½ x 7½
978-2-36195272-3 • $21.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous Edition: 978-2-36195-137-5 (2016)

After the Final Curtain

Soul of Tokyo

The Fall of the American Movie
Theater

Guía de las 30 Mejores Experiencias
BY FANY PECHIODAT AND AMANDINE
PECHIODAT

VOLUME 2
BY MATT LAMBROS

Guides for those who want to unlock
the hidden doors of a city, feel out
its heartbeat, plumb every last nook
and cranny to uncover its soul. Thirty
unforgettable experiences that capture
the soul of Tokyo. Spanish language
edition.

Internationally-renowned photographer
Matt Lambros continues his travels
across the United States, documenting once elegant movie
theaters. From the supposedly haunted Pacific Warner Theatre
in Los Angeles to the Orpheum Theatre in New Bedford,
Massachusets—which opened the same day the Titanic sank—
Lambros pulls back the curtain to reveal what is left, giving these
palaces a chance to shine again.
November 2019 • Photography/Subjects & Themes/Architectural & Industrial
224 pages • 8½ x 12
978-2-36195348-5 • $39.95 • Cloth • [Trade]

August 2019 • Travel/Asia/Japan
144 pages • 5 x 7¼
978-2-36195322-5 • $14.95 • Paper • [Trade]

Also Available:

After the Final Curtain
VOLUME 1

November 2016 • Antiques & Collectibles
240 pages • 8½ x 12
978-2-36195164-1 • $39.95 • Cloth • [ Trade]
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CultureShock! Melbourne

CultureShock! Thailand

BY RUTH RAJASINGAM

BY ROBERT COOPER

A city with a reputation to maintain, Melbourne is famous variously
for being Australia’s coffee capital, the Europe of Australia and
consistently ranked amongst the top most liveable cities in the
world. CultureShock! Melbourne takes both long- and short-term
residents through the city’s inner workings.

CultureShock! Thailand is the complete guide for those who wish
to make sense of the fascinating, manifold and often contradictory
aspects of this ancient kingdom.

The city offers world-class urban landscapes and experiences,
spiced with a uniquely Melburnian spirit: a stroll along the Yarra
River surrounded by a glittering skyline and artisanal sandwich in
hand, top-drawer entertainment, restaurants helmed by celebrity
chefs, or even a simple breakfast of toast with smashed avo’ and a
flat white at a legendary café along a boulevard.
Get the most out of your stay in Melbourne with this essential guide
to one of the jazziest, most cosmopolitan cities in the world.
Ruth Rajasingam is a lawyer by training and taught law for the last
ten years. Born in Singapore, she first lived in Melbourne in 1998 for
a few years and more recently since 2017.

Can you tell your tom yum goong from your tom kha kai? Do
Buddhist monks eat meat? Why do Thais all seem to call each other
“Khun”? When introduced to someone, do you shake hands, wai
or do both? What is Buddhist Lent? What is a farang to make of the
famous Thai Smile?
Whether you’re in Bangkok for business, Hua Hin to soak up in the
sun, or on a retreat at a forest wat to find inner peace, get the most
out of your stay with this essential guide written by an old hand at
the intriguing mass of contradictions that is Thailand - the country
with so much that is often both calming and infuriating, violent and
passive, and beautiful and ugly.
Robert Cooper has a PDH in Economic Anthropology and was
elected Fellow of the Royal Anthropological Institute in 1979.
He has served with the UN in Laos, Malawi, the Philippines and
Thailand, among others, and spent a year advising the Vietnamese
government in poverty reduction before settling in Vientiane, Laos,
where he currently manages Book-Cafe Vientiane, the largest
bookshop in the country. He is the author of The Hmong and Thais
Mean Business, in addition to various cultural guides and novels.

September 2019 • Travel/Australia & Oceania
240 pages • 5 x 8¼
978-981-482817-8 • $15.95 • Paper • [Trade]

November 2019 • Travel/Asia/Southeast
356 pages • 5 x 8¼
978-981-482877-2 • $15.95 • Paper • [Trade]
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MICHELIN Guides
Feel confident eating or staying at the recommended selection of restaurants and hotels in the MICHELIN Guides. Our
famous one, two and three stars identify establishements serving the highest quality cuisine. The Bib Gourmand’s are the
inspectors’ favorites for good value, and the Michelin Plate point out a good meal. The guides that include hotels show
symbols indicating the comfort and ambience of an establishment. No matter what the occasion, you’ll make the right choice
with the MICHELIN Guide.

W

NE

MICHELIN Guide California 2019

MICHELIN Guide Washington DC 2020

Restaurants

Restaurants

June 2019 • Travel/United States/West/Pacific
544 pages • 120 Color Photos • 4½ x 7½
978-2-06724129-9 • $19.95 • Paper • [Trade]

MICHELIN Guide Chicago 2020
Restaurant Guide
TENTH EDITION

FOURTH EDITION
September 2019 • Travel/United States/South/South Atlantic
104 pages • 25 Color Photos • 4½ x 7½
978-2-06723900-5 • $12.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-2-06723-055-2 (2018)

MICHELIN Guide Great Britain & Ireland
2020
Restaurants & Hotels

September 2019 • Travel/United States/Midwest/East North Central
272 pages • 4½ x 7½
978-2-06723891-6 • $18.99 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-2-06723-062-0 (2018)

FORTY-SEVENTH EDITION

MICHELIN Guide New York City 2020

MICHELIN Guide London 2020

Restaurants

Restaurants

FIFTEENTH EDITION

FORTY-SIXTH EDITION

November 2019 • Travel/United States/Northeast/Middle Atlantic
528 pages • 190 Color Photos • 4½ x 7½
978-2-06723905-0 • $18.99 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-2-06723-051-4 (2018)

December 2019 • Travel/Europe/Great Britain
512 pages • 4½ x 7½
978-2-06723-897-8 • $19.99 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous Edition: 978-2-06723-048-4 (2018)

December 2019 • Travel/Europe/Great Britain
1152 pages • 20 Color Photos • 4½ x 7½
978-2-06723-896-1 • $27.99 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous Edition: 978-2-06723-045-3 (2018)
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Michelin Green Guides
The ultimate sightseeing guide. Full of colorful easy-to-read maps, attractions using the Michelin star-rating system, driving
and walking tours, practical information, and comprehensive cultural and historical information. The Principal Sights map
helps you plan your trip according to your own time and taste.

Michelin Green Guide Germany
Travel Guide
ELEVENTH EDITION
September 2019 • Travel/Europe/Germany
640 pages • 16 Color Illustrations • 185 Color Photos • 4½ x 8¾
978-2-06723552-6 • $23.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-2-06721-610-5 (2017)

Michelin Green Guide London
Travel Guide
TWEFLTH EDITION
August 2019 • Travel/Europe/Great Britain
468 pages • 4 B/W Illustrations • 8 Color Illustrations • 130 Color Photos • 4½ x 8¾
978-2-06723557-1 • $22.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-2-06722-056-0 (2017)

Michelin Green Guides Short Stays
A handy pocket-size travel guide highlighting the best a destination has to offer for a 24-hour visit, a weekend, or longer. The
detachable pull out map helps you navigate your way to Michelin star-rated sights, restaurants and hotels.

Michelin Green Guide Short Stays Budapest
July 2019 • Travel/Europe
160 pages • 30 Color Photos • 4¾ x 6⅜
978-2-06724117-6 • $11.99 • Paper • [Trade]

Michelin Green Guide Short Stays Havana
September 2019 • Travel/Caribbean & West Indies
160 pages • 60 Color Photos • 4¾ x 6⅜
978-2-06723993-7 • $11.99 • Paper • [Trade]
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Michelin Laminated City Maps
These durable maps feature city center streets, metro/subway maps and highlight sights from the Michelin Green Guides.
Using a dry-erase marker you can plan your routes with ease.

Michelin Bangkok City Map
BY MICHELIN
June 2019 • Travel/Maps & Road Atlases
4 x 8¾
978-2-06724069-8 • $9.95 • Sheet map, folded • [Trade]

Michelin Budapest City Map
BY MICHELIN
June 2019 • Travel/Maps & Road Atlases
4 x 8¾
978-2-06724068-1 • $9.95 • Sheet map, folded • [Trade]

Michelin Moscow City Map
BY MICHELIN
August 2019 • Travel/Maps & Road Atlases
4 x 8¾
978-2-06724075-9 • $9.95 • Sheet map, folded • [Trade]

Michelin Shanghai City Map
BY MICHELIN
August 2019 • Travel/Maps & Road Atlases
4 x 8¾
978-2-06724076-6 • $9.95 • Sheet map, folded • [Trade]
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Every traveler wants a great photo. But where do you go for that perfect shot?
PhotoSecrets shows you where to find the best photo locations and how to take great pictures. Save time on research enhance your
experience, and make your pictures look professional.
Color photos show you all the great views—flick through and pick your favorites. See where to stand, which direction to point, and where
to shoot. Read what the sight is, why it is interesting, when to get the best light, and how to take better photos. Discover secret sights, get
inspiring ideas and capture your picture-perfect memories.
Andrew Hudson is a professional travel photographer with over 20 nationally-distributed color photography books. On a round-the-world
trip, Hudson wanted to find the exotic beach used in the James Bond movie The Man with the Golden Gun. No travel guide showed its
location so he imagined a book series for photographers. His first book won the Benjamin Franklin Award for Best First Book and his
second won the Grand Prize in the National Self-Published Book Awards. Hudson has photographed assignments for Macy’s, Martha
Stewart, Men’s Health and Seventeen, and been a location scout for Nikon. His photos and articles have appeared in National Geographic
Traveler, Shutterbug Outdoor and Nature Photography, Alaska Airlines and Woman’s World. Born in England, Hudson lives in San Diego,
California with his wife, two kids, and two chocolate Labs.

PhotoSecrets Athens

PhotoSecrets Austin

Where to Take Pictures

Where to Take Pictures

August 2019 • Travel/Europe/Greece
176 pages • 300 Color Photos • 6 x 9
978-1-930495-59-3 • $19.95 • Paper
[Trade]

October 2019 • Travel/United States/
South/West South Central
176 pages • 300 Color Photos • 6 x 9
978-1-930495-60-9 • $19.95 • Paper
[Trade]

PhotoSecrets
Montreal

PhotoSecrets
New Orleans

Where to Take Pictures

Where to Take Pictures

October 2019 • Travel/Canada/
Quebec • 176 pages
300 Color Photos 6 x 9
978-1-930495-67-8 • $19.95 • Paper
[Trade]

August 2019 • Travel/United States/
South/West South Central
176 pages • 300 Color Photos • 6 x 9
978-1-930495-58-6 • $19.95 • Paper
[Trade]
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•
•
•
•
•

Unique, genuinely pocket-sized maps
Patented PopOut fold
Thorough street index included
Hotels, restaurants, stores, attractions included
Over sixty US and international city destinations available

THE LEADING POCKET CITY MAP RANGE

Edinburgh PopOut Map

Prague PopOut Map

August 2019 • Travel/Europe/Great Britain
5¼ x 3¾
978-1-910218-85-3 • $3.95 • Sheet map, folded • [Trade]
Previous Edition: 978-1-910218-35-8 (2017)

October 2019 • Travel/Europe/Eastern
5¼ x 3¾
978-1-910218-81-5 • $6.95 • Sheet map, folded • [Trade]
Previous Edition: 978-1-910218-25-9 (2016)

Krakow PopOut Map

Sydney PopOut Map

October 2019 • Travel/Europe/Eastern
5¼ x 3¾
978-1-910218-83-9 • $6.95 • Sheet map, folded • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-1-84587-983-9 (2014)

November 2019 • Travel/Australia & Oceania
5¼ x 3¾
978-1-910218-86-0 • $6.95 • Sheet map, folded • [Trade]
Previous Edition: 978-1-84587-961-7 (2013)

Marrakesh PopOut Map
October 2019 • Travel/Africa/Morocco
5¼ x 3¾
978-1-910218-82-2 • $6.95 • Sheet map, folded • [Trade]
Previous Edition: 978-1-84587-990-7 (2014)
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Disneyland’s Hidden Mickeys

Hidden Mickeys

A Field Guide to Disneyland Resort’s Best Kept Secrets

A Field Guide to Walt Disney World’s Best Kept Secrets

SEVENTH EDITION

NINTH EDITION

BY STEVEN M. BARRETT

BY STEVEN M. BARRETT

“Hidden Mickey Guy” Steven Barrett searches all through the theme
parks and resort hotels and everywhere else on Disneyland Resort
property for camouflaged images of Mickey Mouse to bring his Field
Guide to Disneyland Resort’s Hidden Mickeys up-to-date with his
latest findings. Three scavenger hunts offer cryptic clues to Mickey’s
hiding places in Disneyland, Disney California Adventure, and the
Resort Hotels and everywhere else on Disneyland Resort property.
Compete with family and friends to spot Mickey, or simply search for
him wherever you find yourself by turning to the Index to Mickey’s
Hiding Places. Finding Mickeys is fun for all! This field guide
includes complete descriptions of every Hidden Mickey, so you can
find Mickey wherever you happen to be in Disneyland.

“Hidden Mickey Guy” Steven Barrett searches all through the theme
parks and resort hotels and everywhere else on Walt Disney World
property for camouflaged images of Mickey Mouse to bring his Field
Guide to Walt Disney World’s Hidden Mickeys up-to-date with his
latest findings. Six scavenger hunts offer cryptic clues to Mickey’s
hiding places in the Magic Kingdom, Epcot, Disney’s Hollywood
Studios, Disney’s Animal Kingdom, the Disney World Resort Hotels,
and everywhere else on Disney World property. Compete with
family and friends to spot Mickey or simply search for him wherever
you find yourself by turning to the Index to Mickey’s Hiding Places.
Finding Mickeys is fun for all! This Field Guide includes complete
descriptions of every Hidden Mickey, so you can find Mickey
wherever you happen to be in Walt Disney World.

Steven M. Barrett is a leading authority on Hidden Mickeys,
camouflaged images of Mickey Mouse that Disney’s Imagineers
and artists have hidden in virtually every Disney property in the
world. The author of the best-selling guides Hidden Mickeys; A
Field Guide to Walt Disney World’s Best Kept Secrets, Disneyland’s
Hidden Mickeys, and Hidden Mickeys Go to Sea, Barrett lives near
Orlando, Florida. His website, HiddenMickeyGuy.com, is the go-to
reference for Hidden Mickey fans.

Steven M. Barrett is a leading authority on Hidden Mickeys that
Disney’s Imagineers and artists have hidden in virtually every Disney
property in the world. The author of the best-selling guides Hidden
Mickeys; A Field Guide to Walt Disney World’s Best Kept Secrets,
Disneyland’s Hidden Mickeys, and Hidden Mickeys Go to Sea,
Barrett lives in Seminole County, Florida, close to both Orlando and
Walt Disney World. His website, HiddenMickeyGuy.com, is the go-to
reference for Hidden Mickey fans.

·

Special promotions to Disney blogs and fan sites, travel blogs, and family and travel-

		

related publications

·

Special promotions to Disney blogs and fan sites, travel blogs, and family and travel-

·

Author’s personal appearances at Disney fan meets, in Disney-related videos, and
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·
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Author provides news of his books on his website (HiddenMickeyGuy.com), 		
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Facebook Page (Hidden Mickey Guy), and Twitter (@hiddenmickeyguy)

·

Author provides news of his books on his website, Facebook Page (Hidden Mickey

		

Guy), and Twitter (@hiddenmickeyguy)

September 2019 • Travel/Special Interest/Amusement & Theme Parks
162 pages • 4 x 9
978-0-578-41350-1 • $11.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-0-69288-264-1 (2017)

August 2019 • Travel/Special Interest/Amusement & Theme Parks
343 pages • 4 x 9
978-0-578-41349-5 • $14.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-0-61527-451-5 (2017)
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Cornwall Coast Path

Cotswold Way

South-West Coast Path Part 2 Includes 142 Large-scale Walking
Maps & Guides to 81 Towns and Villages—Planning, Places to Stay,
Places to Eat—Bude to Plymouth

Chipping Campden to Bath
Planning, Places to Stay, Places to Eat Includes 44 Large-scale
Walking Maps

SIXTH EDITION

FOURTH EDITION

BY JOEL NEWTON AND HENRY STEDMAN

BY BOB HAYNE, TRICIA HAYNE, AND HENRY STEDMAN

This second part of the South West Coast Path around the southwestern tip of Britain includes some of the best coastal walking
in Europe. With constantly changing scenery, the footpath takes
in secluded coves, tiny fishing villages, rocky headlands, bustling
resorts, wooded estuaries, and golden surf-washed beaches. It is an
area rich in wildlife with seabirds, wild flowers, dolphins, and seals.

All-in-one hiking route guide and maps to the Cotswold Way, a
102-mile National Trail that runs from Chipping Campden to Bath,
following the beautiful Cotswold escarpment for most of its course.
The trail leads through quintessentially English countryside with little
villages of honey-colored stone to the well-known city of Bath.

• 24 town plans, 16 overview maps and 142 large-scale walking 		
maps—at 31/8 inches to one mile ( just under 1:20,000)—showing
route times, places to stay, places to eat, points of interest and
much more. These are not general-purpose maps but fully-edited
maps drawn by walkers for walkers.
• Itineraries for all walkers
• Places to stay and eat for all budgets
• Comprehensive public transport information
• Flora and fauna—four page full color flower guide, plus an 		
illustrated section on local wildlife
• Green hiking: understanding the local environment and 		
minimizing our impact on it
• Includes downloadable GPS waypoints
Henry Stedman is a hiker of considerable experience, having
hiked in many parts of Europe, Asia and Africa. He has been
writing guidebooks for more than 15 years. Joel Newton is a keen
outdoorsman, having completed most of Britain’s long-distance
paths.

September 2019 • Travel/Europe/Great Britain
352 pages • 10 B/W Illustrations • 10 B/W Photos • 60 Color Photos • 4¾ x 7
978-1-912716-05-0 • $19.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-1-905864-71-3 (2016)

• 44 large-scale walking maps—at 31/8 inches to one mile ( just 		
under 1:20,000)—showing route times, places to stay, points of
interest and much more
• 9 town plans—Chipping Campden, Broadway, Winchcombe, 		
Cheltenham, Painswick, Dursley, Wotton-under-Edge, and the city
of Bath
• 8 area maps and trail profiles
• Itineraries for all walkers
• Practical information for all budgets
• Comprehensive public transport information—for all access 		
points on the Cotswold Way.
• Flora and fauna—four page full color flower guide, plus an 		
illustrated section on local wildlife
• Green hiking• Bath city guide
• Includes downloadable GPS waypoints
Tricia and Bob Hayne are hikers of considerable experience,
having trekked in many parts of the world. For many years Tricia
Hayne was editorial director of Bradt Travel Guides. This edition was
updated by Henry Stedman, who has written several Trailblazer
guides.

September 2019 • Travel/Europe/Great Britain
208 pages • 10 B/W Illustrations • 10 B/W Photos • 60 Color Photos • 4¾ x 7
978-1-912716-04-3 • $19.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-1-905864-70-6 (2016)
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Trans-Canada Rail Guide
Includes Rail Routes and Maps plus Guides to 10 Cities
SIXTH EDITION
BY MELISSA GRAHAM

The world’s most scenic rail ride
“For anyone contemplating all or part of this journey, this is THE guide.”
—Traveller Magazine (UK)
“Invaluable.” —The Daily Telegraph (UK)
“An essential companion for the rail tourist to Canada.” —The Railway Magazine
A journey on Canada’s transcontinental railroad ranks as one of the greatest
rail experiences in the world. Stretching from the Atlantic to the Pacific, the
lines span 6358km (3974 miles), taking in not only several of North America’s
finest cities but also some of the most dramatic scenery on earth, including the
spectacular Rocky Mountains.
• Rail travel for all budgets—where to get the best deals whether you are
looking for the cheapest rail tickets with shoestring accommodation along
the way or the most luxurious guided tours
• City guides and maps—the best sights, recommended hotels and restaurants
in 10 major stops along the lines: Halifax, Quebec City, Montreal, Toronto,
Winnipeg, Edmonton, Jasper, Calgary, Churchill and Vancouver
• Mile-by-mile route guide—what to see along the route; with 45 maps
• Railway history—the rail link that created modern Canada
September 2019 • Travel/Canada
288 pages • 10 B/W Illustrations • 15 B/W Photos
70 Color Photos • 4¾ x 7
978-1-912716-07-4 • $22.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-1-905864-33-1 (2011)
TRAILBLAZER PUBLICATIONS
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Melissa Graham is a freelance travel writer who has worked on guides for
several travel publishers. She is the author of the Rough Guide to Ecuador and
the Rough Guide to Chile.

TRAVEL

Trans-Siberian Handbook
The Guide to the World’s Longest Railway Journey with 90 Maps and Guides to
the Route, Cities and Towns in Russia, Mongolia & China
TENTH EDITION
BY BRYN THOMAS AND DANIEL MCCROHAN

Over 135,000 copies sold and now in its tenth edition
“Definitive guide.” —Conde Nast Traveler
“The one I like best is the current edition of the Trans-Siberian Handbook by
Bryn Thomas.” —Wanderlust
A trip across Siberia on the longest continuous railway track in the world is
undoubtedly the journey of a lifetime. It’s also a convenient way to reach China,
Mongolia, or Japan. Tickets are not expensive or difficult to arrange.
Russia is changing fast and it’s now no more difficult to arrange a ticket for the
journey of a lifetime on the Trans-Siberian Railway than it is to book a flight
online, as the new edition of this acclaimed guide shows. The Trans-Siberian
Handbook includes everything from how to arrange the trip, where to go and
what to see along the way.
Kilometer-by-kilometer route guides covering the entire routes of the TransSiberian, Trans-Manchurian, Trans-Mongolian, and Siberian BAM railways with
strip maps in English, Russian and Chinese.
City guides and maps—the best sights, places to stay and restaurants for all
budgets in 32 cities and towns from Moscow to Beijing.
September 2019 • Travel/Russia
532 pages • 10 B/W Illustrations • 20 B/W Photos
80 Color Photos • 4¾ x 7¼
978-1-912716-08-1 • $24.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-1-905864-56-0 (2014)
TRAILBLAZER PUBLICATIONS

Siberia and the railway—the detailed history of Siberia, the construction and the
running of the railway today are of great interest not only to visitors but also to
armchair travelers.
• Includes 90 maps—plus timetables and fares
• Practical information—planning your trip; what to take; getting to Russia from
Europe, North America and Australasia
• Kilometer-by-kilometer route guides covering the entire routes of the TransSiberian, Trans-Manchurian, Trans-Mongolian and Siberian BAM railways with
49 strip maps in English, Russian and Chinese: see where you are as you
travel.
• City guides and maps—the best sights, places to stay and restaurants for all
budgets: Moscow, St Petersburg, Ulaan Baatar, Beijing and 32 towns in 		
Siberia; plus Lake Baikal guide
• Siberia and the railway—the detailed history of Siberia, the construction and
the running of the railway today are of great interest not only to visitors but
also to armchair travelers.
• With 90 maps—plus timetables, fares, Russian & Chinese phrases
• New tenth edition includes a new 16pp color introduction and trip planner
Written by Bryn Thomas, the first edition of this book was shortlisted for the
Thomas Cook Travel and Guide Book Awards. In 1991 he set up Trailblazer,
to produce the series of route guides for adventurous travelers that has
now grown to over 40 titles. Fully revised and expanded, this tenth edition is
updated by Daniel McCrohan, a veteran guide-book writer who lived in Beijing
and also writes for Lonely Planet.
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Day Trips® from Phoenix, Tucson
& Flagstaff

Azores

Death in Yellowstone

March 2017 • Travel/United States/West/Mountain
336 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-2805-4 • $16.95 • Paper • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT

January 2017 • Travel/Europe
288 pages • 40 Color Photos • 5¼ x 8¾
978-1-78477-023-5 • $24.99 • Paper • [Trade]
BRADT TRAVEL GUIDES

January 2014 • Travel/Parks & Campgrounds
440 pages • 12 B/W Illustrations • 19 B/W Photos • 6 x 9
978-1-57098-450-1 • $18.95 • Paper • [Trade]
ROBERTS RINEHART

Hidden Mickeys Go To Sea

MICHELIN Guide New York City
2019

Michelin Green Guide Provence

June 2017 • Travel/Food, Lodging & Transportation/
Cruises • 133 pages • 4 x 9
978-0-692-88045-6 • $10.95 • Paper • [Trade]
SMBBOOKS

November 2018 • Travel/United States/Northeast/Middle
Atlantic • 528 pages • 190 Color Photos • 4½ x 7¾
978-2-06723051-4 • $18.99 • Paper • [Trade]
MICHELIN

August 2017 • Travel/Europe/France
408 pages • 130 Color Photos • 4¾ x 8¾
978-2-06721609-9 • $22.99 • Paper • [Trade]
MICHELIN

MICHELIN Guide San Francisco
2019

Whatever You Do, Don’t Run

Yankee’s New England
Adventures

December 2018 • Travel/United States/West/Pacific
336 pages • 135 Color Photos • 5 x 7½
978-2-06723053-8 • $18.99 • Paper • [Trade]
MICHELIN

June 2014 • Travel/Africa
288 pages • 5½ x 8
978-0-7627-9647-2 • $18.95 • Paper • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/LYONS PRESS

May 2018 • Travel/United States/Northeast/New England
232 pages • 302 Color Photos • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-3413-0 • $22.95 • Paper • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT
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Christmas on Nantucket
BY LESLIE LINSLEY

People from all over the United States come to Nantucket Island to celebrate
Christmas in the charming Early American setting. Every year, during the week
after Thanksgiving, a select number of houses—most more than 200 years
old—are chosen to be on a house-tour for visiting tourists and islanders. Leslie
Linsley, renowned style and craft expert offers ideas for Christmas trees, door
decorations, mantels, and much more, all inspired by the homes of Nantucket.
Also included are projects such as ornaments and stockings as well as festive
recipes and inspirations for table settings and entertaining.
Leslie Linsley is the author of more than sixty books on crafts, home style, and
decorating including Nantucket Cottages and Gardens, Nantucket Island Living
and Key West Houses. As a lifelong resident of Nantucket, Linsley’s column for
the Nantucket Inquirer & Mirror, “At Home on Nantucket,” has appeared weekly
for 35 years and she also produces a monthly lifestyle feature for Nantucket
Today. She also writes a monthly feature about Nantucket for Bird’s Eye View,
the inflight magazine for Cape Air Airline and has appeared as a guest on
national television shows such as Today, Good Morning America, and Oprah.

August 2019 • Travel/United States/Northeast/New England
224 pages • 200 Color Photos • 8 x 10
978-1-4930-4494-8 • $29.95 • Cloth • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT PRESS
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Colonial Williamsburg
The Official Guide
BY COLONIAL WILIAMSBURG FOUNDATION

The story of America begins here. In Colonial Williamsburg’s Historic Area,
you can see hundreds of restored, reconstructed, and historically furnished
buildings from the Colonial and Revolutionary eras. You can meet the men
and women—black, white, and Native American, enslaved and free—who built
a new nation. And you can experience the enduring relevance of America’s
founding documents and principles.
This practical guide features:
•
•
•
•
•

Historic sites, including public buildings, private homes, and taverns
Historic trades
Art museums
Resorts, dining, and shopping
More than 200 illustrations and maps

The Colonial Williamsburg Foundation operates the world’s largest living
history museum—the 301-acre restored eighteenth-century capital of Virginia.

Also Available:
October, 2019 • Travel/United States/South/South Atlantic
160 pages • 7 x 9
978-1-4930-4822-9 • $22.95 • Paper • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT

Insiders’ Guide® to Williamsburg
And Virginia’s Historic Triangle
SEVENTEENTH EDITION

BY SUE CORBETT
February 2016 • Travel/United States/South/South Atlantic
296 pages • 5½ x 8¾
978-1-4930-1831-4 • $18.95 • Paper • [Trade]

GLOBE PEQUOT

Insiders’ Guide® to Hampton Roads
Virginia Beach, Norfolk & Newport News
BY ANTHONY GERMANOTTA
January 2011 • Travel/United States
288 pages • 5½ x 8¾
978-0-7627-6017-6 • $18.95 • Paper • [Trade]
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New England at 400
From Plymouth Rock to the Present Day
BY ERIC D. LEHMAN

At the 400th anniversary of the pilgrims’ arrival (1620-2020), it’s time to look
back, commemorate, and reflect on what New England has meant to its people,
and to the world. New England at 400: From Plymouth Rock to Present Day
describes how every generation of immigrants and natives, Puritans and
patriots, has defined this land anew. It is a story of transformation, but also
continuity, since “New England” embodies both a collective philosophy and a
shared past. Each chapter covers a decade of important incidents and events
that defined or shaped the regional character, land, and culture.
Eric D. Lehman is the director of creative writing at the University of Bridgeport
and his work has been published in dozens of journals and magazines. He
has written or edited fourteen books of history, travel, and fiction, including
Yankee’s New England, Insiders’ Guide to Connecticut, A Connecticut
Christmas, and The Quotable New Englander. His novella Shadows of Paris
was a finalist for the Connecticut Book Award, won a silver medal in romance
from the Foreword Review, and was judged the novella of the year by the Next
Generation Independent Book Awards. He lives in Hamden, Connecticut.

January 2020 • History/United States/State & Local/New
England
256 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-4348-4 • $24.95 • Cloth • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT

Also Available:
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Regional media campaign for author interviews, mentions

		

and reviews

·

Promotion on NetGalley

Classic New England Stories

·

Inclusion in regional holiday round up guides

Colorful Tales of a Place and a People

·

Local author events

·

Featured title at NEIBA, New England Made, and MLA

SECOND EDITION
EDITED BY JAKE ELWELL

October 2014 • Travel/United States
274 pages • 5¾ x 8
978-1-4930-0737-0 • $16.95 • Paper • [Trade]

LYONS PRESS

Remarkable Women of New England
Daughters, Wives, Sisters, and Mothers: The War Years 1754
to 1787
BY CAROLE OWENS

January 2016 • History/Women
232 pages • 15 B/W Photos • 6¼ x 9
978-1-4930-1668-6 • $19.95 • Paper • [Trade]
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The New England Orchard
Cookbook
Harvesting Dishes & Desserts from the
Region’s Bounty

New England Ruins

Christmas in Pennsylvania

Photographs of Abandoned Places

60TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION

BY ROBERT DOBI

BY ALFRED L. SHOEMAKER AND DON YODER.
AFTERWORD BY DON YODER

Rob Dobi has been photographing
abandoned places in the Northeast since
1999 when he was a student at RISD. His
A classic regional cookbook filled with
photographs include those of iconic places,
recipes from iconic orchards and cider
asylums school house, churches, factories,
mills throughout New England. Many of
and abandoned homes in the middle of
the featured farms grow more than just the
beloved apple––pears, peaches, berries, and nowhere. Sometimes the most interesting
more––and over 200 recipes included in this finds are the things others might look
book reflect that bounty. From sweet desserts over, like a doodle on a sheet of paper, or
some hidden patient scrawl on a brick. The
to savory dinners, the recipes in The New
collection of photographs, accompanied
England Orchard Cookbook are designed
by short essay, evokes feeling of loss and
for the home cook and pay homage to the
abundance of the local farm. Throughout are nostalgia, but also rouses the imagination
about those New England days now long in
features about life and work at the orchards
the past.
alongside gorgeous photography.
BY LINDA BEAULIEU

Originally published in 1959 and written by
one of the seminal figures in American folklife
studies, this classic work examines the folk
origins of Christmas in the Keystone State.
Composed of interviews and contemporary
newspaper reports, it records holiday
traditions from the eighteenth century
through the early twentieth century, including
mummers, Christ-Kindel and Kriss Kringle,
Christmas trees and trimming, Belsnickels,
the Philadelphia carnival of horns, Moravian
pyramids and putzes, Pittsburgh firecracker
celebrations, and holiday treats.

Alfred L. Shoemaker and Don Yoder were
Rob Dobi, in addition to photographing the founders of the Pennsylvania Folklife Society
Linda Beaulieu is an award-winning food
and both served as editor of its serial,
and travel writer. She received the prestigious decaying ruins of the Northeast, has worked
Pennsylvania Folklife. The late Shoemaker
with
the
likes
of
the
New
York
Times,
James Beard Award for magazine writing for
Entertainment Weekly, Lonely Planet, Time wrote several ground-breaking books on
an article on Native American food, which
Out New York, Variety, New York Observer, the Pennsylvania Dutch. Don Yoder was
appeared in the National Culinary Review.
Professor of Folklife Studies at the University
Buzzfeed, Gawker, Mother Jones, Ebony
She is also the author of The Providence &
of Pennsylvania from 1956 to 1996.
Magazine,
Green
Day,
The
Rolling
Stones,
Rhode Island Cookbook and the Providence
Pearl Jam, George Harrison, Eminem, The
and Rhode Island Chef’s Table.
Black Eyed Peas, Blink-182, Weezer, Island
Def Jam, Atlantic Records, Urban Outfitters,
and many more. He currently resides in
Connecticut.

August 2019 • Cooking/Regional & Ethnic/
American/New England
230 pages • 195 Color Photos
213 Recipes • 7½ x 9¼
978-1-4930-4634-8 • $19.95 • Paper • [Trade]

July 2019 • Photography/Subjects & Themes/
Regional
192 pages • 150 Color Photos • 7 x 9
978-1-4930-2500-8 • $34.95 • Cloth • [Trade]
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September 2019 • History/United States/State &
Local/Middle Atlantic
224 pages • 100 Color Photos • 7¼ x 9⅛
978-1-4930-4674-4 • $27.95 • Cloth • [Trade]
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Garden Cemeteries of New
England

Ghost Writers
The Hallowed Haunts of Unforgettable Literary
Icons

BY TRUDY IRENE SCEE

In 1831 a new entity appeared on
the American landscape: the garden
cemetery. Meant to be places where the
living could enjoy peace, tranquility and
beauty, as well as to provide a final resting
place for the dead, the garden cemeteries
would forever change the culture of death
and burial in the United States. New
England was the first region in America to
take up the new ideals.
The author takes readers on a visual
tour of many of the region’s cemeteries,
exploring the landscape architecture, the
stunning beauty, and delving into the rich
history of both the sites and of those who
are buried there.

BY SAM BALTRUSIS

Writers have a reputation of being tortured souls
languishing among the living. Does the unrest
continue in the afterlife? Sam Baltrusis, author
of Wicked Salem: Exploring Lingering Lore and
Legends, revisits the haunts associated with
America’s most beloved writers of ghost stories,
including Edgar Allan Poe’s enduring legacy in
New York City to Nathaniel Hawthorne’s indelible
imprint at the House of the Seven Gables in
Salem, Massachusetts. Armed with the ghost lore
and legends associated with these unforgettable
literary icons, Baltrusis breathes new life into the
long departed.

Historian Trudy Irene Scee holds
a master of arts in history from the
University of Montana and a PhD in
history from the University of Maine. Her
books on Maine history include City on
the Penobscot and Tragedy in the North
Woods. She lives in Brewer, Maine.

Sam Baltrusis is the author of several books,
including Wicked Salem, and has been
featured as Boston’s paranormal expert on
the Biography Channel’s Haunted Encounters,
Destination America’s Haunted Towns, and
the Travel Channel’s Haunted USA. Baltrusis
is a sought-after lecturer who speaks at
dozens of paranormal-related events scattered
throughout New England. He lives in Somerville,
Massachusetts.

August 2019 • Travel/United States/Northeast/
New England
272 pages • 75 Color Photos • 6 x 9
978-1-60893-907-7 • $19.95 • Paper • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/DOWN EAST BOOKS

October 2019 • Body, Mind & Spirit/Supernatural (incl.
Ghosts)
256 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-4368-2 • $16.95 • Paper • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT

Pulling Boats, Dunkirkers,
and Sardine Carriers
Classic and Unique Boats of New
England
BY TOM VERDE

Each boat has a story to tell and this book
features nearly two dozen profiles of
classic/unique boats, drawn from articles
written for the Westerly Sun newspaper
during the summers of 2014 and 2015.
Explore not only the histories of the
individual vessels, but of their classes and
designers, as well as their relationships to
the environs in which they sailed, raced,
cruised and, in some case, still operate
as working vessels. These stories include
the fabled history of the cat boat; the first
fiberglass sailing yacht; a NY ferry boat
repurposed as a houseboat; the oldest
working fishing boat in Stonington, CT;
racing rivalries in the Sound; the French
love affair with American boat designs;
and the Jazz Age era of luxury yachting,
among others.
Tom Verde is the author of several books
and a freelance writer who contributes
regularly to the New York Times, NPR, the
New London Day, and more. He lives in
Pawcatuck, Connecticut.

October 2019 • Transportation/Ships &
Shipbuilding
160 pages • 75 Color Photos • 7 x 10
978-1-4930-4352-1 • $24.95 • Paper • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT
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Encounters in Yellowstone

Historic Rocky Mountain National Park

The Nez Perce Summer of 1877

The Stories Behind One of America’s Great Treasures

BY M. MARK MILLER

BY RANDI MINETOR

The tragic tale of the Nez Perce flight for freedom in the summer
of 1877 is a touchstone in the history of the American West. Chief
Joseph’s 1,200-mile running battle with the United States Army
ended just forty miles from the Canadian border and safety, when
he famously declared “I will fight no more forever” and accepted
the fate of his people. However few people know the story of the
confrontation between the Nez Perce and tourists in Yellowstone
Park during that fateful summer. This collection of true stories from
that extraordinary summer reveals the history of the ordinary people
who were caught up in those dramatic events.

Historic Rocky Mountain National Park captures fascinating
moments and untold stories in the history of this magnificent
national park, from the days when Paleo-Indians roamed between
the mountain peaks to the settlement of the valleys by ranchers
and hoteliers. Stories of the Ute and Arapaho tribes, the 1859 Gold
Rush, the first people to summit 14,259-foot-high Long’s Peak, the
women who climbed to the top of the Rockies, the fossils revealed
by snowfield melt, the advocates who worked to protect this
landscape, and more provide just enough history to make your visit
to the top of America even more exciting than you anticipated.

M. Mark Miller is a fifth-generation Montanan who grew up on a
cattle ranch in southwest Montana about 90 miles from Yellowstone
Park. His interest in Yellowstone history began when he was a small
boy listening to his grandmother’s tales of her father’s trip there in
1909 and her grandfather’s trip there in 1882.

Randi Minetor has written more than thirty books, including Historic
Glacier National Park, Death in Glacier National Park, and Death in
Zion National Park. She lives in Rochester, New York.

November 2019 • History/United States/State & Local/West
224 pages • 20 B/W Photos • Paperback original • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-4520-4 • $19.95 • Paper • [Trade]

September 2019 • History/United States/State & Local/West
224 Pages • 50 B/W Photos • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-3876-3 • $16.95 • Paper • [Trade]
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All-Time-Favorite Recipes
From Texas Cooks

All-Time-Favorite Recipes
From Washington Cooks

BY GOOSEBERRY PATCH

BY GOOSEBERRY PATCH

All-Time-Favorite Recipes
From Southern California
Cooks
BY GOOSEBERRY PATCH

Gooseberry Patch has been publishing cookbooks filled with recipes shared by cooks all across the country for nearly 30 years. Now
we bring you the recipes from cooks in individual states or areas. We start with all-time favorites from cooks in Texas, Washington and
Southern California.

October 2019 • Cooking/Regional & Ethnic/
American/Southwestern States
150 pages • 36 Color Photos • 150 Recipes • 6 x 9
978-1-62093-345-9• $13.95 • Hardcover Wire
[Trade]

October 2019 • Cooking/Regional & Ethnic/
American/Northwestern States
150 pages • 36 Color Photos • 150 Recipes • 6 x 9
978-1-62093-343-5 • $13.95 • Hardcover Wire
[Trade]

October 2019 • Cooking/Regional & Ethnic/
American/Western
150 pages • 36 Color Photos • 150 Recipes • 6 x 9
978-1-62093-344-2• $13.95 • Hardcover Wire
[Trade]

Also Available:
400 Calorie Slow-Cooker
Recipes

One Pot Wonders
BY GOOSEBERRY PATCH

BY GOOSEBERRY PATCH
October 2018 • Cooking/Methods/Special
Appliances
256 pages • 145 Color Illustrations • 148 Color
Photos • 150 Recipes • 6 x 9
978-1-62093-267-4 • $16.95 • Paper • [Trade]

July 2018 • Cooking/Methods/Quick &
Easy • 288 pages • 200 Color Photos
350 Recipes • 8 x 9
978-1-62093-290-2 • $19.95 • Paper
[Trade]
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Austin Food Crawls

Beer Lover’s Colorado

Touring the Neighborhoods One Bite & Libation at a Time

Best Breweries, Brewpubs and Beer Bars
SECOND EDITION

BY KELSEY KENNEDY

Austin Food Crawls takes the reader on a fun, tasty culinary tour.
Discover the hidden gems and long-standing institutions of Austin.
Experience 14 crawls, each featuring 3-8 establishments, centered
on a neighborhood or theme. Each tour is the complete recipe for
a great night out, the perfect tourist day, a new way to experience
your own city, or simply food porn and great stories to enjoy from
home. Eat your way through one of the trendiest cities in the US,
the live music capital of the world, where queso was created and
breakfast tacos are practically a religion.

BY JOHN FRANK

Written by a professional journalist and beer enthusiast, this guide
covers the entire beer experience for the local enthusiast and
traveling visitor alike, including information on brewery and beer
profiles with tasting notes, must-visit brewpubs and beer bars, top
annual events and festivals, city and regional pub crawl itineraries
with maps. It features breweries, brewpubs, and beer bars
throughout the state for those seeking the best beers Colorado has
to offer—from citrusy IPAs to rich stouts.

Kelsey Kennedy is the creator of the popular Austin restaurant and
lifestyle blog, So Much Life, which reaches 20,000 monthly readers
and 13,000 instagram followers. Her approachable and uplifting
writing style paired with her specific interest in the independent
restaurant scene of Austin has quickly made her food blog the
go-to for both visitors and local Austinites wondering where to eat
next. Her blog has been featured in Austin Woman Magazine, Eater
Austin, and Austin Food Magazine. She lives in Austin, Texas.

John Frank is a political reporter and craft beer columnist at
The Denver Post. He has been writing about beer for the past 14
years, including managing the publicity and press coverage for the
Great American BeerFest in Denver, an annual event that draws
over 60k visitors to the area. When he’s not writing about politics
or Colorado’s beer scene, he brews his own beer at his home in
Denver, Colorado.

September 2019 • Travel/United States/South/West South Central
216 pages • 300 Color Photos • 5½ x 8½
978-1-4930-4146-6 • $21.95 • Paper • [Trade]

August 2019 • Travel/United States/West/Mountain
240 pages • 87 Color Photos • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-4142-8 • $19.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-0-7627-8098-3
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The New Chicago
Chef’s Table

The New Orleans
Chef’s Table

The New Philadelphia
Chef’s Table

Extraordinary Recipes From The Windy City

Extraordinary Recipes From The French
Quarter To The Garden District

Extraordinary Recipes From The City Of
Brotherly Love

BY LORIN GAUDIN

BY APRIL WHITE

New Orleans continues to be a most
delicious city, from its finest white tablecloth
restaurants to homey mom and pop cafes
and chic new eateries—and there’s a place
at the table waiting for you. With recipes
for the home cook from some of the city’s
most celebrated restaurants. The New
Orleans Chef’s Table is the ultimate gift and
keepsake cookbook.

One thing hasn’t changed since the city’s
cheesesteak days, when friendly rivalries
between vendors earned the humble
sandwich its place atop Philly foodie lore.
The personalities—the talented, memorable
chefs in the city’s kitchens—are the driving
force behind the city’s current restaurant
revolution. The New Philadelphia Chef’s
Table captures this vibrant moment in
Philadelphia’s dining scene through recipes
from and conversations with more the city’s
most influential and well-known chefs.

BY AMELIA LEVIN

Celebrating Chicago’s best restaurants and
eateries with recipes and photographs,
The New Chicago Chef’s Table profiles
signature “at home” recipes from the
city’s legendary dining establishments. A
keepsake for tourists and locals alike, the
book is a celebration of Chicago’s farm-totable way of life.
Amelia Levin is a freelance writer whose
work has appeared in the Chicago Tribune
and Chicago Sun-Times, Edible Chicago,
and other regional publications as well as
in various food and restaurant industry trade
magazines. A certified professional chef,
Amelia also develops and tests recipes
for chefs and media outlets, including
Oxmoor House’s Cooking Light Fresh Food
Fast series. Visit her at amelialevin.com.

October 2019 • Cooking/Regional & Ethnic/
American • 224 pages
140 Color Photos • 50 Recipes
8 x 10
978-1-4930-4438-2 • $27.95 • Cloth • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-0-7627-7140-0

Lorin Gaudin has passion for all things
food and drink. With a culinary diploma from
The Ritz-Escoffier in Paris, she parlayed
her education to become a Food Editor/
Reporter for national, regional, and local
publications as well as local television and
radio stations. She is the creator-founder of
FiveOhFork, specializing in culinary social
media/web content.

October 2019 • Cooking/Regional & Ethnic/
American • 224 pages
140 Color Photos • 50 Recipes
8 x 10
978-1-4930-4440-5 • $27.95 • Cloth • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-0-7627-8140-9

April White is an award-winning food writer
and recipe developer and the former food
editor of Philadelphia magazine, and her
writing has also appeared in Food & Wine,
Every Day with Rachael Ray and US Airways
magazine, among other publications

October 2019 • Cooking/Regional & Ethnic/
American • 224 pages
140 Color Photos • 50 Recipes
8 x 10
978-1-4930-4070-4 • $26.95 • Cloth • [Trade]
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Now in paperback come five beloved books in the Chef Table Series, each one celebrating a city’s legendary restaurants and eateries with
favorite recipes adapted for the at home cook.

Austin Chef’s Table

Baltimore Chef’s Table

Extraordinary Recipes From The Texas
Capital

Extraordinary Recipes From Charm City
And The Surrounding Counties

BY CRYSTAL ESQUIVEL

BY KATHRYN WIELECH PATTERSON
AND NEAL PATTERSON.

August 2019 • Cooking/Regional & Ethnic/
American • 224 pages
121 Color Photos • 100 Recipes • 7¼ x 9
978-1-4930-4444-3 • $19.95 • Paper • [Trade]

August 2019 • Cooking/Regional & Ethnic/
American • 224 pages
169 Color Photos • 84 Recipes • 7¼ x 9
978-1-4930-4445-0 • $19.95 • Paper • [Trade]

Denver & Boulder Chef’s
Table
Extraordinary Recipes From The Colorado
Front Range
BY RUTH TOBIAS

August 2019 • Cooking/Regional & Ethnic/
American • 224 pages
167 Color Photos • 81 Recipes • 7¼ x 9
978-1-4930-4446-7 • $19.95 • Paper • [Trade]

Portland, Oregon Chef’s Table

Seattle Chef’s Table

Extraordinary Recipes From The City Of Roses

Extraordinary Recipes From The Emerald City

BY LAURIE WOLF

BY JAMES FRAIOLI

August 2019 • Cooking/Regional & Ethnic/American
208 pages • 153 Color Photos • 91 Recipes • 7¼ x 9
978-1-4930-4447-4 • $19.95 • Paper • [Trade]
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Touring Hot Springs Arizona

Touring Hot Springs New Mexico

The State’s Best Resorts and Rustic Soaks

The State’s Best Resorts and Rustic Soaks

THIRD EDITION

THIRD EDITION

BY MATT C. BISCHOFF

BY MATT C. BISCHOFF

Whether you’re seeking a soak in naturally heated mineral water
or out for a sightseeing adventure, this fully updated and revised
color edition of Touring Hot Springs Arizona guides you to the best
sites for soaking in the beauty of the region. Historian and veteran
outdoors author Matt Bischoff reveals his favorite “hot spots,” from
primitive pools in the backcountry to handcrafted bathhouses
surrounded by civilization.

Whether you’re seeking a soak in naturally heated mineral water or
out for a sightseeing adventure, this fully updated and revised color
edition of Touring Hot Springs New Mexico guides you to the best
sites for soaking in the beauty of the region. Historian and veteran
outdoors author Matt Bischoff reveals his favorite “hot spots,” from
primitive pools in the backcountry to handcrafted bathhouses
surrounded by civilization.

Matt C. Bischoff received his bachelor’s degree in History and Geology at the University of California, Davis, and his master’s degree in
History and Historical Archaeology at the University of Nevada, Reno. He has worked for several private consulting firms in San Diego and
in Tucson, Arizona. He currently works for California State Parks and lives in the foothills outside Sacramento, California, with his wife and
son.

September 2019 • Travel/United States/West/Mountain
128 Pages • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-4181-7 • $18.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-0-7627-3640-9

September 2019 • Travel/United States/West/Mountain
128 Pages • 6 x 9
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Foraging California

Rockhounding Nevada

Finding, Identifying, And Preparing Edible Wild Foods In California

A Guide To The State’s Best Rockhounding Sites

SECOND EDITION

THIRD EDITION

BY CHRISTOPHER NYERGES

REVISED BY GARY WARREN,
BY WILLIAM A. KAPPELE

From acacia to wild grape, Foraging California guides the reader
to the edible wild foods and healthful herbs of the Golden State.
Helpfully organized by plant families, with detailed information
on locations, the book is an authoritative guide for nature lovers,
outdoorsmen, and gastronomes. It Includes folk remedies, old-time
recipes and is categorized by environmental zones (seashore,
woodland edge, etc.).
Christopher Nyerges has been actively involved with self-reliance
and survival for over 40 years. He co-founded the School of Selfreliance, and since 1974 has taught thousands of students about
wild food, survival, and self-reliance. He is the author of ten books,
including How to Survive Anywhere, and Extreme Simplicity. He was
the editor of Wilderness Way magazine for seven years. Thousands
of his articles have appeared in newspapers and magazines. He
lives with his wife in Southern California.

September 2019 • Nature/Plants
256 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-4089-6 • $22.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-0-7627-8684-8

A complete guide and source-book brimming with advice on
collecting and preparing gems and minerals.
Gary Warren (reviser) and his wife eventually settled in Brigham
City, Utah. Gary has been a member of the Cache Rock and Gem
Club, located in Logan, Utah, for 10 years, 8 of which he served as
president. He enjoys sharing his love of rockhounding with children
through school lectures and after-school group demonstrations
and activities. William A. Kappele has been rockhounding across
the West for more than forty years. His other books include
Rockhounding Nevada and Rockhounding Colorado.

October 2019 • Nature/Rocks & Minerals
256 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-3402-4 • $22.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-0-7627-7142-4
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Atlanta Underground

Pioneers in Paradise

History from Below

West Palm Beach - the First 100 Years

BY JEFFREY MORRISON

BY JAN TUCKWOOD AND ELIOT KLEINBERG

Atlanta Underground presents a city history through the lens of its
buried and paved-over urban landscape. Atlanta has been built,
rebuilt, destroyed and rebuilt so many times that it has created an
artificial surface dozens of feet above the original ground plane,
leaving room to explore the stories that lie below. Clues and pavedover evidence of the original streetscape are still accessible, but
only to those who know where to look. The story begins with the
railroads that brought people and business to Atlanta, and the
intersections of transportation that Atlanta eventually outgrew. Sites
on this tour of the city’s history include Union Station, Centennial
Park and the Zero Milepost, and the artistic attempts to fill the
void they left behind (a wax museum, musical instrument museum,
a skating rink). Contemporary photos of this urban spelunking
landscape illustrate this telling of Atlanta’s history.

When Henry Flagler came to the Lake Worth region in 1893, he
called it “a veritable paradise.”

Jeffrey Morrison is an architect in Atlanta. His long-running Unseen
Underground walking tours have been named “Best Way to Play
Tourist” by Atlanta Magazine and “Best Intro to Atlanta History” by
Creative Loafing.

December 2019 • History/United States/State & Local/South)
224 pages • 60 B/W Photos • 7 x 9
978-1-4930-4370-5 • $24.95 • Paper • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT

And then he had a vision: He would turn Palm Beach into the most
highfalutin resort in the world. And he would build a commercial
city across the lake “for my help.” That city was West Palm Beach. In
its 100 fascinating years, West Palm Beach has survived a boom, a
bust, a hurricane that killed 2,000, a war right off its shore, another
boom, and a recession. Now it faces perhaps the greatest challenge
of all, the revitalization of downtown. Pioneers in Paradise captures
the frontier spirit of the people who turned swamp into a city—and
the natural beauty that lured them here.
Jan Tuckwood is presentation editor for The Palm Beach Post. She
grew up in Lake Worth and returned home in 1986 after several
years as a writer and editor at The Denver Post. Eliot Kleinberg, a
native Floridian, has spent four decades in both broadcast and print
news, including 30 years at the Palm Beach Post.

October 2019 • History/United States/State & Local
224 pages • 15 B/W Illustrations • 150 B/W Photos
25 Color Illustrations • 75 Color Photos • 8½ x 11
978-1-4930-4222-7 • $24.95 • Paper • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/LYONS PRESS
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Seven Montanas

Storied & Scandalous Kansas City

A Journey in Search of the Soul of the Treasure State

A History of Corruption, Mischief and a Whole Lot of Booze

BY EDNOR THERRIAULT

BY KARLA DEEL

The vast space of the American West that has been designated as
the state of Montana is such a diverse and varied landscape that
it’s been said it could easily be sliced up into several smaller states.
And with its smorgasbord of industry, history, culture and the various
worldviews held by its residents, getting a bead on Montana’s
personality is a challenge. That may be because Montana, in fact,
has several fairly distinct personalities. This book examines those
personalities, through the lens of six geographic and cultural
regions commonly recognized in the state.

A toast to the wild parties, the wicked deeds, the streets and the
characters who colored Kansas City history.

While Montanans share a few attitudes and love of the land that
attracts them to Big Sky country, it’s the differences between the
regions that truly give the state its unique flavor. Through interviews,
photos, history and personal observations, Therriault profiles each
region and in the process gives a more complete view of the
state as a whole. Along the way the reader will learn why some
people choose to live where they do, how they view the rest of the
state, and what some of the factors are that give each region its
singularity.

Welcome to Kansas City—the best town this side of Hell. The Paris
of the Plains. Home to the Wettest Block in the World. This collection
celebrates a storied history of one notorious city. Meet the mobsters
and victims, bootleggers, madams, political bosses and raucous
entertainers who truly brought the party to the plains even during
Prohibition. Witness the best parades, the wackiest costumes and
the wildest scams. Kansas City’s sordid underbelly is full of surprises
sure to delight and entice—the odd, macabre and delightful.
Karla Deel is the founder and editor of SqueezeBox City, an online
magazine dedicated to the history and culture of Kansas City.
SqueezeBox City publishes a variety of original content in addition
to curating and producing events related to Kansas City history
throughout the city.

Ednor Therriault has spent more than 20 years exploring
Montana from corner to corner. He’s authored two editions of
Montana Curiosities, revised the current edition of Montana Off
the Beaten Path, and has completed work on Myths and Legends
of Yellowstone, which includes in-depth historical information on
Montana’s gateway communities of Gardiner and West Yellowstone.

October 2019 • History/United States/State & Local/West
224 pages • 100 B/W Photos • 7 x 9
978-1-4930-4160-2 • $26.95 • Cloth • [Trade]

November 2019 • History/United States/State & Local/Midwest
256 pages • 80 B/W Photos • 6 x 9
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Historic Pennsylvania

Historic Virginia

A Tour of the State’s Top 100 National Landmarks

A Tour of the State’s Top 75 National Landmarks

BY MINDY GULDEN CRAWFORD

BY LAURA A. MACALUSO

Historic Pennsylvania is a carefully curated travel guide, written by
a local historian, featuring the most intriguing and significant of the
state’s nationally recognized historic landmarks. This guide provides
interesting anecdotes and color photography of famous homes
and churches, man-made wonders set amid the splendor of nature,
and the crumbling remains of the region’s industrial, coal mining
past. Tour the Keystone State and travel back in time with Historic
Pennsylvania.

Historic Virginia is a carefully curated travel guide, written by a
local historian, featuring the most intriguing and significant of the
state’s nationally recognized historic landmarks. This guide provides
interesting anecdotes and color photography of famous churches,
the homes of Founding Fathers, and monuments of natural splendor
amid the Blue Ridge Mountains. Tour the Old Dominion State and
travel back in time with Historic Virginia.

Mindy Gulden Crawford has been the Executive Director of
Preservation Pennsylvania since 2006. Gulden Crawford is also
an adjunct professor at Penn State Harrisburg and York College of
Pennsylvania and serves on the Board of the National Alliance of
Preservation Commissions. She lives in Hanover, Pennsylvania.

October 2019 • Travel/United States/Northeast/Middle Atlantic
256 pages • 100 Color Photos • 5½ x 8½
978-1-4930-4185-5 • $21.95 • Paperback Original • [Trade]

Laura A. Macaluso, Ph.D., is a curator, writer, teacher and grants
writer working with material culture, monuments, museums and the
communities in which these works reside. She lives in Lynchburg,
Virginia and can be found online at lauramacaluso.com.

October 2019 • Travel/United States/South/South Atlantic
256 pages • 100 Color Photos • 5½ x 8½
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The Florida Night Sky

African American Sites in Florida

A Guide to Observing from Dusk Till Dawn

UPDATED EDITION

BY ELINOR DE WIRE

BY KEVIN MCCARTHY

The Florida Night Sky will get you started on a rewarding journey
of cosmic discovery, beginning with how the known universe is
organized and where Florida fits into the picture. Every place
on earth has its own singular view of the stars and Florida is no
different. Theres an enviable openness to the Florida landscape
and flat horizon, allowing for a broader view of the sky in all
directions. The warm, snowless winter nights, with their long periods
of darkness, are ideal for stargazing, and Florida’s position near the
tropics offers a view of the four stars in the Southern Cross in the
spring and early summer. The two coasts offer stunning views of the
sun rising and setting in the water—watch for the Green Flash as the
sun finally drops into the ocean on the Gulf Coast.

African Americans have risen from the slave plantations of
nineteenth-century Florida to become the heads of corporations
and members of congress in the twenty-first century. They have
played an important role in making Florida the successful state it is
today. This book takes you on a tour through the 67 counties, of the
sites that commemorate the role of African Americans in Florida’s
history. Behind the hundreds of sites documented in this book are
the courageous African Americans who dedicated themselves to
making a difference.

An ideal starting point for those who want to learn about the Florida
night sky and enjoy its treasures, this book also serves as a helpful
reference for serious amateur astronomers. Step outside, look up,
and get acquainted with the Florida night. The rewards will surprise
and delight you.

Kevin McCarthy taught for two years in Turkey as a Peace Corps
volunteer, one year in Lebanon and two years in Saudi Arabia as a
Fullbright Professor, and 37 years at the University of Florida, where
he taught courses in linguistics and writing. He has had 36 books
published, including these by Pineapple Press: African Americans
in Florida, Twenty Florida Pirates, Thirty Florida Shipwrecks, Native
Americans in Florida, and Apalachicola Bay.

Elinor De Wire, one of the most distinguished lighthouse historians
in the USA, has been researching and photographing lighthouses
for more than 25 years. She is the author of Lighthouses of the
South and Lighthouses of the Mid-Atlantic Coast. Elinore De Wire
lives in Seabeck, Washington.

September 2019 • Science/Astronomy
404 pages • 122 B/W Illustrations • 8 Color Photos • 6 x 9
978-1-68334-047-8 • $24.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-1-56164-238-X

September 2019 • History/United States/State & Local/South
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Good Time Girls of Arizona
and New Mexico

Good Time Girls of Colorado
A Red-Light History of the Centennial State

A Red-Light History of the Southwest

BY JAN MACKELL COLLINS

BY JAN MACKELL COLLINS

Throughout the development of the American West, prostitution grew and flourished within the mining camps, small towns, and cities of
the nineteenth-century Southwest. Whether escaping a bad home life, lured by false advertising, or seeking to subsidize their income,
thousands of women chose or were forced to enter an industry where they faced segregation and persecution, fines and jailing, and
battled the hazards of disease, drug addiction, physical abuse, pregnancy, and abortion. They dreamed of escape through marriage or
retirement, but more often found relief only in death. An integral part of western history, the stories of these women continue to fascinate
readers and captivate the minds of historians today.
Historian Jan MacKell explores the history of prostitution in the Southwestern states of Colorado, Arizona and New Mexico. Each state had
its share of working girls and madams like Big Nose Kate or Calamity Jane who remain celebrities in the annals of history, but MacKell also
includes the stories of lesser-known women whose role in this illicit trade nonetheless shaped our understanding of the American West.

Jan MacKell Collins has been a published author, speaker and presenter since 2003. Her focus has always been on western history,
with an emphasis on historical prostitution. Collins has published numerous articles on her subjects in such magazines as True West,
Montana Magazine, All About History and numerous regional magazines. Collins currently resides in Oregon, where she continues
researching the history of prostitution.

September 2019 • History/United States/State & Local/Southwest
196 pages • 15 B/W Photos • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-3811-4 • $19.95 • Paperback Original • [Trade]

September 2019 • History/United States/State & Local/West
196 pages • 15 B/W Photos • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-3805-3 • $19.95 • Paperback Original • [Trade]
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It Happened in Michigan

It Happened in Ohio

Stories of Events and People that Shaped Great Lake State History

Stories of Events and People that Shaped Buckeye State History

SECOND EDITION

SECOND EDITION

BY COLLEEN BURCAR

BY CAROL CARTAINO

True Tales from the Great Lakes State’s Past—from the pageant of
the Sault to a World Series that healed wounds.

True Tales from the Buckeye State’s Past—from the birth of
Tecumseh to the Bicentennial Barnstorm.

Michigan is one-of-a-kind. America’s only two-part state, with dual
peninsulas, it has been host to a medley of cultures. And, while
these cultures have not always coexisted peacefully, Michigan has
conquered its brushes with adversity to reunite stronger than ever.
It Happened in Michigan goes behind the scenes to tell its story,
in short episodes that reveal the intriguing people and events that
have shaped the Great Lakes State.

For a small state, Ohio has had a big impact on America. This
agricultural, political, and industrial power has long been known for
the vigor, earnestness, and imagination of its citizens. It Happened
in Ohio goes behind the scenes to tell its story, in short episodes
that reveal the intriguing people and events that have shaped the
Buckeye State.

Colleen Burcar has worked in radio, television, and newspapers for
many years. She now works in media consulting and public relations
and her voice continues to be heard on commercials across the
country. The mother of a daughter, Kimberly, Colleen currently
resides in suburban Detroit with her husband, Bryan Becker, and toy
poodle, Chloe.

September 2019 • History/United States/State & Local/Midwest
160 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-1-4930-3945-6 • $16.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-0-7627-6024-4

Carol Cartaino has more than thirty years’ experience as a handson writer, editor, and book publisher. Her office is located on her
66-acre farm in Ohio’s scenic Adams County, five miles from the
Great Serpent Mound.

August 2019 • History/United States/State & Local/Midwest
224 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-1-4930-3961-6 • $16.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-0-7627-4307-0
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Nevada Myths and Legends

New York Myths and Legends

The True Stories behind History’s Mysteries

The True Stories behind History’s Mysteries

SECOND EDITION

SECOND EDITION

BY RICHARD MORENO

BY FRAN CAPO

From the mystery of a U.S. Senator’s death (was he kept on ice until
after the election?) to a haunting of the Governor’s mansion, this
selection of fourteen stories from Nevada’s past explores some of
the Silver State’s most compelling mysteries and debunks some of
its most famous myths.

Are there alligators under New York City? Did the military take the
lessons learned in the so-called “Philadelphia Experiment” of 1943
and apply the same technology at Montauk—to develop a weapon
that would literally drive the enemy insane? Just who was the
homeless man who walked a 365-mile route every thirty-four days,
dressed in heavy leather?

Richard Moreno served as publisher of Nevada Magazine and has
authored nine Nevada-related books, including Nevada Curiosities
(Globe Pequot Press). In 2007 he was honored with the Nevada
Writers Hall of Fame Silver Pen Award.

From the Lake Champlain monster to the friendly ghost hostess
of Skene Manor, New York Myths and Legends makes history fun
and pulls back the curtain on some of the Empire State’s most
fascinating stories.
Fran Capo is a freelance writer, standup comic, lecturer, and the
Guinness Book of World Records’ Fastest Talking Female. This
Queens College graduate has appeared on more than 248 radio
shows and 98 TV shows, including Larry King Live, Entertainment
Tonight, and Good Morning America.

September 2019 • History/United States/State & Local/West
208 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-3982-1 • $18.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-0-7627-5412-0

September 2019 • History/United States/State & Local/Middle Atlantic
208 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-3984-5 • $18.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-0-7627-6107-4
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Tired of the same old tourist traps?
Whether you’re a visitor or a local looking for something different Off the Beaten Path shows you the State you never knew existed. So if
you’ve “been there, done that” one too many times, get off the main road and venture the road less traveled.

Arizona Off the Beaten
Path®

Arkansas Off the Beaten
Path®

Discover Your Fun

Discover Your Fun

EIGHTH EDITION

ELEVENTH EDITION

BY ROGER NAYLOR

BY PATTI DELANO

Take a scenic drive on Schultz Pass Road
for views of the San Francisco Peaks and
ponderosa pine forests. Enjoy a spooky
overnight stay at the Ghost City Inn Bedand-Breakfast. Feed a roadrunner out of the
palm of your hand at Sabino Canyon.

Explore the cave systems of the Ozark
Mountains, and spend the night at the
Beckham Creek Cave House. Rent a canoe
or kayak at Wild Bill’s Outfitter and float
down the beautiful Buffalo River. Stop by
The Walmart Museum in Bentonville to learn
about the international company’s humble
roots.

Roger Naylor spends his days rambling
around the backroads of his beloved
Arizona and writes about what he finds. He
lives in Cottonwood, Arizona.

October 2019 • Travel/United States/West/
Mountain
192 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-4284-5 • $17.95 • Paper • [Trade]

Discover Your Fun
TENTH EDITION
BY SEAN PAGER, REVISED BY JAMES CHARISMA

Hike through the natural splendor of Waipio
Valley to reach Hiilawe Falls, the longest
unbroken waterfall descent in Hawaii at
1,200 feet. Follow Jack London’s trail on
Kalae Stables’ “world-famous Moloka`i mule
ride” to Kalaupapa Peninsula. Dine on a
“plate lunch,” the quintessential meal of Hilo,
at Cafe 100, the city’s first drive-in.

Patti DeLano is a travel writer and
photographer who has vacationed in
Arkansas for more than 20 years. She lives
in Venice, Florida.

Reviser James Charisma is a culture and
entertainment writer based in Honolulu.
He is editor-in-chief of Abstract Magazine,
and contributing editor for HONOLULU
Magazine, the largest city magazine in the
state.

November 2019 • Travel/United States/South/
West South Central
272 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-4271-5 • $17.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-1-4930-0635-9

November 2019 • Travel/United States/West/
Pacific
320 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-4286-9 • $17.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-0-7627-4863-1
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Louisiana Off the
Beaten Path®

Vermont Off the
Beaten Path®

Discover Your Fun

Discover Your Fun

ELEVENTH EDITION

TENTH EDITION

BY JACKIE SHECKLER FINCH

BY BERNARD W. NOBLE

Grab a quick bite (to eat) and a peek
at the baby vampire bats at the
Transylvania General Store. Ride over
a pirate pistol–adorned bridge to
swashbuckler Jean Lafitte’s stomping
grounds. Explore a colorful garden of
good and evil in the Chauvin Sculpture
Garden.

Ski fresh powder at Smugglers Notch,
Okemo, and dozens of other resort.
Savor the best in locally produced
food—wfrom Cabot Creamery to Long
Trail Brewing Company. Learn about the
state’s the scientific-farming history with
interactive exhibits and livestock demos
at the Billings Farm & Museum.

Jackie Sheckler Finch is the author of several guidebooks,
including Insiders’ Guide to Nashville. An award-winning journalist
and photographer, she was named the Mark Twain Travel Writer
of the Year a record four times by the Midwest Travel Writers
Association.

Bernard W. Noble, a resident of New Haven, Vermont, is now
a freelance writer after thirty-four years teaching middle school
English and History.

November 2019 • Travel/United States/South/West South Central
192 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-4267-8 • $17.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-1-4930-1275-6

September 2019 • Travel/United States/Northeast/New England
256 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-4288-3 • $17.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-0-7627-9209-2

South Carolina Off
the Beaten Path®

Virginia Off the
Beaten Path®

Discover Your Fun

Discover Your Fun

NINTH EDITION

TWELFTH EDITION

BY LEE DAVIS PERRY

BY JUDY COLBERT

Explore the wildlife refuge at Hobcaw
Barony for an in-depth look at
everything from butterflies to oysters.
Hop a steam engine train for an
excursion into the mountains of Fairfield
County. Take a white-water rafting trip
on the Chattanooga River.

Take a trip back in time along the Mount
Vernon Trail. Play on the Upton Hill
Regional Mini Golf Course, where you’ll
find one of the longest miniature holes
in the world. Blast off at the Air Power
Park, with its outdoor exhibit of missiles,
rockets, and military aircraft.

Lee Davis Perry was raised in Charleston. She is the author
of More Than Petticoats: Remarkable South Carolina Women,
South Carolina Curiosities, and the co-author of Insiders’ Guide to
Charleston.

Judy Colbert is an award-winning author and photographer whose
work has appeared in more than 500 publications. She is the author
of Maryland & Delaware Off the Beaten Path and Insiders’ Guide to
Baltimore (both Globe Pequot Press).

December 2019 • Travel/United States/South/South Atlantic
176 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-4290-6 • $17.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-0-7627-7327-5

September 2019 • Travel/United States/South/South Atlantic
240 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-4265-4 • $17.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-0-7627-7330-5
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Reader, beware! Turn these pages and enter the world of the paranormal, where ghosts and ghouls alike creep just out of sight. These
authors shine a light in the dark corners of your state and scare those spirits out of hiding in this thrilling collection. These stories of strange
occurrences will keep you glued to the edge of your seat. Around the campfire or tucked away on a dark and stormy night, these big books
of ghost stories are hauntingly good reads.

The Big Book of Illinois
Ghost Stories

The Big Book of Maryland
Ghost Stories

The Big Book of Missouri
Ghost Stories

BY TROY TAYLOR

BY ED OKONOWICZ

BY TROY TAYLOR

August 2019 • Body, Mind & Spirit/Supernatural
(incl. Ghosts)
384 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-4380-4 • $19.95 • Paper • [Trade]

August 2019 • Body, Mind & Spirit/Supernatural
(incl. Ghosts)
424 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-4388-0 • $19.95 • Paper • [Trade]

August 2019 • Body, Mind & Spirit/Supernatural
(incl. Ghosts)
288 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-4384-2 • $19.95 • Paper • [Trade]

The Big Book of New Jersey Ghost Stories

The Big Book of New York Ghost Stories

BY PATRICIA A. MARTINELLI

BY CHERI FARNSWORTH

August 2019 • Body, Mind & Spirit/Supernatural (incl. Ghosts)
288 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-4382-8 • $19.95 • Paper • [Trade]

August 2019 • Body, Mind & Spirit/Supernatural (incl. Ghosts)
360 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-4386-6 • $19.95 • Paper • [Trade]
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The Big Book of Ohio Ghost
Stories

The Big Book of
Pennsylvania Ghost Stories

The Big Book of Texas
Ghost Stories

BY JAMES A. WILLIS

BY MARK NESBITT AND PATTY A. WILSON

BY ALAN BROWN

August 2019 • Body, Mind & Spirit/Supernatural
(incl. Ghosts)
264 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-4390-3 • $19.95 • Paper • [Trade]

August 2019 • Body, Mind & Spirit/Supernatural
(incl. Ghosts)
360 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-4392-7 • $19.95 • Paper • [Trade]

August 2019 • Body, Mind & Spirit/Supernatural
(incl. Ghosts)
288 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-4394-1 • $19.95 • Paper • [Trade]

The Big Book of Virginia Ghost Stories

The Big Book of West Virginia Ghost Stories

BY L. B. TAYLOR JR.

BY ROSEMARY ELLEN GUILEY

August 2019 • Body, Mind & Spirit/Supernatural (incl. Ghosts)
384 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-4396-5 • $19.95 • Paper • [Trade]

August 2019 • Body, Mind & Spirit/Supernatural (incl. Ghosts)
288 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-4398-9 • $19.95 • Paper • [Trade]
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Old Hundredth

Twelve Grindstones

Reflections on the Seasons in Maine

An Uproarious Collection of Down East Folklore

BY JOHN GOULD

BY JOHN GOULD

“You know that fall is here and winter comes soon when the
summer people leave and Maine is restored to righteousness.”

Twelve Grindstones continues the laughter and wisdom, the legpulling and the literate chuckling of John Gould. Starting down the
road to hilarity, there are some old stories and some new stories, all
of them great stories from the canon of Maine folklore. Within are
some long and some tall tales about blueberry picking, railroading,
wood buying, lobster wars, and bootlegging.

So says celebrated essayist John Gould in this wonderful collection
inspired by the changing of the seasons in Maine. These forty-nine
essays revel in the seasonal magnificence the state has to offer and
offer just enough humor, seasoned with country lore and wisdom to
keep you turning the pages as you read in front of the wood stove
on a cold winter afternoon.
No wonder the critic Mark Kramer said, “If there is reincarnation, I’m
selfish enough to wish that the next time around John Gould would
come back as a writer again.”
Essays inspired by the change of seasons or the nature of the
seasons themselves discuss life in Maine and its people.

So sit down and put your feet up and prepare for some of the most
amusing, preposterous, and heartwarming tales you’ve likely heard
in a very long time. You’re in for a treat.
This Maine classic long been out-of-print and describes a simpler
time when kids were free-range. They went out in the morning and
returned home at sun-down. This concept should be an appealing
antidote to today’s helicopter parenting.

Born and bred in Maine, John Gould (1908-2003) was well known for his acerbic Yankee wit. Over his life he wrote dozens of books and
for an astounding sixty-two years was a regular columnist for the Christian Science Monitor. Despite his literary fame, he would always claim
that he was, first, last, and always, a farmer.

August 2019 • Humor/Form/Essays
176 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-1-60893-600-7 • $19.95 • Paper • [Trade]

August 2019 • Humor/Form/Essays
244 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-1-60893-556-7 • $19.95 • Paper • [Trade]
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A Walking Tour of the Georgetown Set
BY RICK MASSIMO, PHOTOGRAPHS BY MISSY JANES

“The hand that mixes the Georgetown martini is time and again the
hand that guides the destiny of the Western world.”
—Henry Kissinger
The tony, leafy neighborhood of Georgetown along the Potomac
river in Washington, D.C. has been influential in American history
since the 18th century when it was a thriving seaport. But during
the Cold War, following World War II and up until the end of the
20th century, it was home to the Capitol’s most influential players
in government, spycraft, journalism, and the arts. Within less than a
square mile were located the red brick Federal era homes of the
best and the brightest, most of them close friends and frequent
dinner companions. They came to be known as the “Georgetown
Set”, despised by Richard Nixon for their Ivy League, patrician
clannishness, their secret “old boy” arrogance, and their unfettered
access to the highest levels of power in the city.
The inner circle included Phillip and Katharine Graham, owners
of the Washington Post; the columnists Joe and Stewart Alsop;
the Bundy brothers; Secretary of State John Foster Dulles; Jack
and Jackie Kennedy; and many more spooks. Now, for the first
time, author Richard Massimo takes us on a walking tour of the
neighborhood where the Georgetown Set lived, including a map,
recent photos of each house, and sketches of each inhabitant.
Spend an afternoon walking the brick sidewalks of Georgetown and
you’ll see where these historic figures resided.

Scenic Driving Oregon
Exploring the State’s Most Spectacular Back Roads
FOURTH EDITION
BY TOM BARR, REVISED BY KIM COOPER FINDLING

Pack up the car and enjoy forty-five memorable routes in the
Beaver State. Featuring over 4,800 miles of riding pleasure, this
indispensable highway companion maps out unforgettable trips for
exploring the region’s scenic back roads.
Embark on an adventure that winds along the mountainsides.
Take in the magnificence of the Columbia River Gorge. Trek
along a coastline that sports some of the earth’s most spectacular
scenery. Along the way you’ll discover fertile farmlands, unspoiled
wilderness, deserts filled with sagebrush, and breathtaking
vineyards and orchards.
Reviser Kim Cooper Findling is a fifth generation Oregonian and
award-winning writer of stories about her beloved home state. For
two decades, she has worked as a magazine editor, travel writer,
author and teacher. See kimcooperfindling.com.

Rick Massimo is a writer and editor at WTOP who previously spent
nine years reporting for Providence Journal where he won awards
for his arts criticism and diversity in media writing. He has also
written I Got a Song: A History of the Newport Folk Festival. He lives
in Washington, DC.
August 2019 • History/United States/State & Local/Middle Atlantic
168 pages • 42 Color Photos • 5½ x 8½
978-1-4422-5107-6 • $19.95 • Paper • [Trade]
GLOBE PEQUOT/LYONS PRESS

August 2019 • Travel/United States/West/Pacific
360 pages • 75 Color Photos • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-4465-8 • $23.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-0-7627-7956-7
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Insiders’ Guide® to Nashville

Insiders’ Guide® to North Carolina’s
Mountains

TENTH EDITION

Including Asheville, Biltmore Estate, Cherokee, And
The Blue Ridge Parkway

BY JACKIE SHECKLER FINCH

Nashville offers extraordinary opportunities for those either visiting
or seeking to relocate to this country music mecca. Insiders’ Guide
to Nashville is packed with information on the best attractions,
restaurants, accommodations, shopping and events from the
perspective of one who knows the area well.
Jackie Sheckler Finch, an award-winning journalist, has covered a
wide array of topics—from birth to death with all the joy and sorrow
in between. She has written for many publications and was named
the Mark Twain Travel Writer of the Year by Midwest Travel Writers in
1998, 2001, and 2003.

ELEVENTH EDITION
BY CONSTANCE RICHARDS AND KENNETH RICHARDS

Insiders’ Guide to North Carolina’s Mountains is the essential source
for in-depth travel and relocation information to the region that
includes Asheville, Biltmore Estate, Cherokee, Blue Ridge Parkway,
and other nearby environs. Written by two locals (and true insiders),
this guide offers a personal and practical perspective of the area
and its surrounding environs.
Constance E. Richards is a journalist and travel writer. Her
coauthor and father, Kenneth L. Richards is an editor, feature
columnist, poet, winemaster, educator, and tour guide.

August 2019 • Travel/United States/South/East South Central
264 pages • 100 Color Photos • 5½ x 8½
978-1-4930-4344-6 • $22.95 • Paper • [Trade]
Previous ISBN: 978-1-4930-1839-0
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Rivers of America: The Missouri

Rivers of America: The Housatonic

BY STANLEY VESTAL

BY CHARD POWERS SMITH

The Missouri was the river of Lewis and Clark, of Manuel Lisa,
General Ashley, and other organizers of the fur trade; of such
noted travelers as George Catlin, Henry R. Schoolcraft, and Prince
Maximilian; of a host of adventurous steamboat captains; of
explorers like Jedediah Smith, Kit Carson, and Frémont; of doughty
hunters and trappers like Hugh Glass, Jim Bridger, and John Colter.
Stanley Vestal’s rollicking story of one of America’s most fabled
waterways presents western history on a grand scale, one that.
according to the New York Times, “anyone remotely interested in
the American West will read.”

The Rivers of America Series is a landmark series of books on
American rivers, for the most part written by literary figures rather
than historians. The series spanned three publishers and thirtyseven years. Known as the “Great River” to early colonists, The
Housatonic etches a 115-mile-long valley from its headwaters
near Pittsfield, Mass. to its harbor in Long Island Sound between
Bridgeport and New Haven. A region “apart from the common
restlessness of America,” it has given life to native American tribes,
colonists, tobacco farmers, and refugees from the cities seeking
creative, academic, or interpretive peace. Rivers of America:The
Housatonic tells the story of this famous waterway, since its
emergence from the last ice age, to native settlement, colonization
by Europeans, and more recent invasion by “tribes of miscellaneous
writers, artists, and musicians.”

“Vestal takes the Big Muddy as the central character in an intriguing
story. . . . It is always readable, always informative.”
—Los Angeles Times
Stanley Vestal (August 15, 1887 – December 25, 1957) was an
American writer, poet, biographer, and historian, perhaps best
known for his books on the American Old West, including Sitting
Bull, Champion of the Sioux.

The author of over a dozen books, Chard Powers Smith
held degrees from Yale, Harvard, and Columbia, and taught at
Northwestern University and the University of Kansas.

September 2019 • Nature
368 pages • 5½ x 8½
978-1-4930-4010-0 • $18.95 • Paper • [Trade]

September 2019 • Nature
544 pages • 20 Illustrations • 5½ x 8½
978-1-4930-4016-2 • $21.95 • Paper • [Trade]
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Union Park Press joins the Globe Pequot family!
American Burger Revival
Brazen Recipes to Electrify a Timeless
Classic
BY SAMUEL MONSOUR AND RICHARD
CHUDY

Organized by the elements it takes
to reach burger nirvana and sizzling
with dynamic writing and design these
renegade chefs provide you with the
inspiration to realize your own wild
creations.

Discovering the Boston
Harbor Islands
A Guide to the City’s Hidden Shores
BY CHRISTOPHER KLEIN

Part history, part travel guide, this is the
most compelling invitation to explore
the Boston Harbor Islands national park
area to date.
June 2018 • Travel/United States/Northeast
224 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-934598-06-1 • $17.95 • Paper • [Trade]

May 2015 • Cooking
264 pages • 8 x 10
978-1-934598-13-9 • $30.00 • Paper • [Trade]

Boston’s Gardens and
Green Spaces

Drinking Boston

BY MEG MUCKENHOUPT

BY STEPHANIE SCHOROW

This lavishly designed guide provides
readers with a new way to explore the
contemporary and long-revered public
spaces of the Boston area.

Drinking Boston is a tribute to the
fascinating role alcohol has played
throughout the city’s history.

April 2010 • Nature/Reference
192 pages • 7½ x 9¼
978-1-934598-03-0 • $22.95 • Paper
[Trade]

A History of the City and Its Spirits

May 2019 • History/United States/State &
Local/New England)
288 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-4898-4 • $18.95 • Paper • [Trade]

Dirty Old Boston

Inside the Combat Zone

Four Decades of a City in Transition

The Stripped Down Story of Boston’s
Most Notorious Neighborhood

BY JIM BOTTICELLI

Raw and beautiful, this book is an
evocative tribute to the city and its
people.

November 2014 • History/United States/
State & Local/New England
296 pages • 8 x 10
978-1-934598-12-2 • $30.00 • Paper
[Trade]

BY STEPHANIE SCHOROW

Schorow introduces us to the
politicians, exotic dancers, wise guys,
and residents brought together by the
adult entertainment district—a five-acre
neighborhood the city engineered
to contain the very porno plague it
wanted to eliminate.

May 2019 • History/United States/State &
Local/New England
168 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-4930-4899-1 • $18.95 • Paper • [Trade]
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Crafty Bastards

My Kitchen Chalkboard

The Coastal Table

Beer in New England from the Mayflower to
Modern Day

Seasonal Menus for Modern New England
Families

Recipes Inspired by the Farmlands and
Seaside of Southern New England

BY LAUREN CLARK

BY LEIGH BELANGER

BY KAREN COVEY

Giving voice to the inimitable Yankee spirit
that allows New Englanders to faithfully
produce some of the best beers in the
nation, Clark invites readers to take a giant
swig.

Sixteen seasonal menus lay out the
strategy for this stunning and approachable
cookbook—an invaluable guide for families
who want to eat locally and in season
but know that getting dinner on the table
requires a dash of reality.

Savor the spectacular food and flavors coming
from the region with more than 120 recipes.

May 2018 • Cooking
288 pages • 8 x 10
978-1-934598-16-0 • $35.00 • Cloth • [Trade]

Under Cape Cod Waters

New England’s Historic
Homes & Gardens

An award-winning photojournalist captures
the mystery and importance of the often
overlooked natural communities along the
Cape Cod coast.

May 2014 • History/United States/State & Local/
New England
200 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-934598-11-5 • $18.50 • Paper • [Trade]

Fluff
The Sticky Sweet Story of an American Icon
BY MIMI GRANEY

Graney deftly brings the factory floor alive,
weaving a fascinating narrative about New
England’s forgotten candy industry.

March 2017 • History/United States/State & Local/
New England • 224 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-934598-19-1 • $18.50 • Paper • [Trade]

BY KIM KNOX BECKIUS
PHOTOGRAPHS BY WILLIAM H. JOHNSON

Kim Knox Beckius and photographer William
H. Johnson breathe life into the history
of the region’s thirty-six most important
and picturesque homes, from the earliest
homesteads of the 1600s through the Gilded
Age mansions of the early twentieth century.

August 2013 • Cooking/Regional & Ethnic/
American/New England
232 pages • 7 x 9
978-1-934598-10-8 • $29.95 • Paper • [Trade]

BY ETHAN DANIELS

June 2010 • Photography/Subjects & Themes/
Regional
164 pages • 12 x 10
978-1-934598-05-4 • 1-934598-05-4
$35.00 • Cloth • [Trade]

October 2011 • Travel/United States/Northeast/
New England • 248 pages • 71/2 x 91/4
978-1-934598-08-5 • $23.50 • Paper • [Trade]
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ABA Immigration Compliance and Best
Practices

ADR Advocacy, Strategies, and Practices for
Intellectual Property and Technology Cases
SECOND EDITION

BY CHARLES M. MILLER, DANIEL BROWN, AND MARCINE A. SEID,
FOREWORD BY IRA J. KURZBAN

“[A] major contribution to our field” and “a public service to all of us
laboring in the fields of employment, labor, and immigration law.”
—Ira J. Kurzban
ABA Immigration Compliance and Best Practices provides the
private bar with hard-to-find information that rivals the resources
found on the desks of government lawyers. This book focuses on
the best practices that will ensure that your employer is protected
by effective compliance solutions.
Charles M. Miller, of Studio City, California, founded the Miller
Law Offices in 1979 after serving as a general attorney for the U.S.
Immigration and Naturalization Service. He is a California State
Bar Certified Immigration Law Specialist and helped to establish
immigration law as a field of legal specialization in California.
Daniel Brown is a partner in Fragomen, Del Rey, Bernsen &
Loewy LLP’s Washington, D.C., office, and is part of the firm’s
Government Strategies and Compliance Group. His experience
includes counseling corporate clients on business immigration
and compliance and enforcement matters. Marcine A. Seid is the
principal attorney of the Seid Law Group in Palo Alto, California. Her
practice focuses on business immigration, where she represents
start-ups, emerging high-tech companies, and multinational
companies in the IT, engineering, clean energy, and construction
industries.
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EDITED BY HARRIE SAMARAS

Considering the number of intellectual property cases that settle
and the financial and business risks that are avoided as a result,
specialized knowledge and experience in ADR has become
increasingly important. Providing a practical resource for lawyers
and executives to help them understand alternative processes to
litigation and how they are used, this state-of-the-art compendium
considers all relevant perspectives in the ADR process: the attorney,
the client, and the neutral.
From negotiating agreements with pre-dispute resolution clauses,
counseling clients about ADR, and evaluating the terms of settlement, this expanded second edition combines the wisdom of
attorneys, neutrals, judges, academics and clients to give you the
strategies and practical expertise for applying ADR in the simplest
to most complex IP and technology cases.
Harrie Samaras is a full-time neutral in her own practice in West
Chester, Pennsylvania, where she focuses on arbitrating and
mediating intellectual property and technology disputes involving
U.S. and international parties. She also consults in the area of
alternative dispute resolution, including developing conflict
resolution programs for organizations; teaching; and training.
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Anatomy of a Mortgage

Arbitrating Patent Disputes

Understanding and Negotiating Commercial Real Estate Loans

A Practical Guide

SECOND EDITION
BY DAVID ALLGEYER
BY LAWRENCE UCHILL

A practical guide to the basic concepts of real estate finance,
Anatomy of a Mortgage provides the information a lawyer needs
to know and understand to provide effective counsel to borrowers
in a commercial real estate transaction. Author Lawrence Uchill, a
veteran real estate attorney, analyzes the key provisions contained
in real estate mortgages and several other related mortgage loan
documents. The detailed analysis and commentary are focused on
provisions used for income-producing property and the provisions
especially related to the “commercial” nature of the property.
The book also considers relevant provisions in other related loan
documents such as the Note, Loan Agreement and Assignment
of Leases and Rents. Each section follows an easy-to-understand
format, introducing a specific provision of a loan document, followed
by the verbatim text and commentary on the provision. Includes a
complete sample Mortgage and Security Agreement.
Lawrence Uchill is the principal and founder of Uchill Law, PLLC,
a boutique law firm specializing in complex real estate and capital
market transactions as well as alternative energy transactions
and corporate law. Having been a partner at several national and
international law firms as well as vice president of Legal Affairs at
Cabot, Cabot & Forbes, a real estate development firm, he has been
practicing real estate transactional law for over forty years.
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Patent litigation is increasingly prevalent today, but this use of the
courts to resolve disputes makes the process significantly more
expensive for the client, sometimes prohibitively so. Ultimately, the
real advantage of patent arbitration is that it avoids complication,
even while it involves topics that are inherently complex—patent law
and technology. Providing a step-by step road map of what to bear
in mind when arbitration is being used to resolve patent issues,
Arbitrating Patent Disputes: A Practical Guide covers everything
from determining whether or not it is a good idea to include
arbitration in a patent-related agreement, drafting the clause,
kickstarting arbitration, how to conduct it, how to enforce or attack
the award, and plenty of ground in between.
David Allgeyer has been litigating, arbitrating, and mediating
intellectual property and commercial cases for more than thirty-four
years. He has served as an arbitrator in over sixty-five patent and
commercial disputes. Formerly a partner at Lindquist & Vennum, he
recently formed his own practice focused on Alternative Dispute
Resolution located in Minneapolis, Minnesota.
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Blockchain for Business Lawyers

Captive Insurance Deskbook for the
Business Lawyer

EDITED BY JAMES A. COX AND MARK W. RASMUSSEN

Blockchain technology is a major technological innovation that
promises to work significant changes to the way we do business
in several different fields. Those changes, in turn, will bring new
legal challenges that our laws, courts, regulatory agencies, and
other institutions will need to address. Given what we see as
the wide scope and lasting impact of blockchain technology, we
cannot expect to discern (much less solve) these legal challenges
now; nevertheless, Blockchain for Business Lawyers looks at the
challenges and analyzes legal developments that have occurred so
far, and then offers possible resolutions.
James A. Cox is of counsel to Jones Day in Dallas, Texas. With
more than two decades of legal experience and a background
in computer science, Cox has successfully advised clients on
their most challenging and difficult matters in litigation and
arbitration, including complex technology-related disputes,
international disputes, class actions, and disputes involving
corporate acquisitions. Mark W. Rasmussen is a partner of
Jones Day, resident in Dallas, Texas. Jones is a seasoned litigator
and investigator with more than a dozen years of experience
representing clients in complex commercial litigation, securities
litigation, regulatory and internal investigations, and bankruptcy
litigation.
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BY DAVID J. SLENN

To help lawyers decipher the intricacies of captive insurance,
this guidebook begins with a discussion of types of captives and
addresses how to approach whether a captive makes sense for
a business owner. The book focuses on various aspects of the
captive’s operation and management—from taxation, special uses,
and regulation to eventual exit and potential tax litigation issues.
Captive insurance covers legal and non-legal practice areas such as
taxation (domestic, foreign, state, and local), insurance (regulatory,
coverage, and reinsurance), securities, commercial transactions,
employee benefits, tax controversy, actuarial science, underwriting,
and more.
David J. Slenn is a partner in the Tampa, Florida, office of
Shumaker, Loop & Kendrick, LLP. He concentrates his practice in tax,
estate, and business planning with an emphasis on risk mitigation.
He helps business owners from various industries, small to
publicly-held, with decisions related to captive insurance feasibility,
operational issues, tax audit exposure, as well as exit options and
strategies.
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The Charging Orders Practice Guide
Understanding Judgment Creditor Rights Against LLC Members
BY J. D. ADKISSON

A charging order is a remedy by which a judgment-creditor may
collect against a member’s interest in an LLC or a partner’s interest
in a partnership. With the increased popularity of LLCs, charging
orders are becoming more common and it is crucial that both
planners and those seeking to collect on judgments understand
what a charging order does and does not do. Likewise, those
seeking to resist a charging order need to understand how they
may do so. Written by Jay Adkisson, a nationally-recognized
expert on charging orders, with input from members of the
LLCs, Partnerships and Unincorporated Entities Committee of
the Business Law Section of the American Bar Association, The
Charging Orders Practice Guide will help lawyers understand the
complexities of this area of the law.
J. D. Adkisson practices creditor-debtor law and captive insurance
with offices in Las Vegas and Newport Beach, and is admitted to
practice law in Arizona, California, Nevada, Oklahoma, and Texas.
He is the co-author of Asset Protection: Concepts & Strategies
(McGraw-Hill), and writes the “Wealth Conservation” column for
Forbes.com.
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Class Action Strategy and Practice Guide
EDITED BY GREGORY C. COOK AND JOCELYN D. LARKIN

As class actions have evolved, they have become larger and more
complex, requiring mastery of and compliance with ever-evolving
case law. Authors and editors Gregory Cook and Jocelyn Larkin,
master class action strategists and litigators, worked with other
seasoned class action lawyers to produce this essential practice
guide for lawyers, judges, and advocates and decision makers at
every level.
This book provides practical guidance to lawyers on how to conduct
a class action, including both the plaintiff and defense perspective
on the key decisions during the class action battle. It looks at each
major phase of the action, from the filing of the action to settlement
decisions and mechanisms. The thorough, comprehensive, and
sophisticated treatment and discussion of all aspects of class
action litigation makes this text a vital and necessary addition to the
libraries of class action veterans and newbies alike.
Gregory C. Cook is a partner in the Birmingham, Alabama, law firm
Balch & Bingham LLP and now chairs the firm’s Financial Services
Litigation Practice Group. Jocelyn D. Larkin is the executive
director of the Impact Fund, a legal foundation in Berkeley,
California, that provides funding and representation in support of
complex public interest litigation.
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The Commercial Property Insurance Policy
Deskbook

Compendium of Professional Responsibility
Rules and Standards

How to Acquire a Commercial Property Policy and Present and
Collect a First-Party Property Insurance Claim

2018 EDITION

BY BARRY ZALMA

The Compendium presents models for ethical and professional
conduct and standards for enforcing that conduct that have been
developed by the American Bar Association. These models
have been used as the foundation for most state regulations
and as interpretive guidance for the courts in their resolution of
professional responsibility issues. Despite the local variations in the
way they have been adopted, they serve to familiarize the reader
with the philosophy of lawyer regulation and can be used to initiate
review of substantive issues unfamiliar to the lawyer, student or
scholar.

The Commercial Property Insurance Policy Deskbook is a
comprhensive resource on acquiring a commercial property
policy and presenting and collecting first-party property insurance
claims. The book looks at the fundamentals of insurance and
a wealth of topics including rules of construction of a policy of
commercial property insurance, the commercial first party property
insurance policy, different types of property losses, conditions
and limitations,specific and blanket coverages, mortgage clauses,
the need for a prompt notice of claim, the commercial property
claim, adjusting the commercial property loss, the sworn statement
in proof of loss, the adjustment of the commercial property loss,
subrogation and salvage, and common law bad faith.
Barry Zalma, of Culver City, California, now limits his practice
to service as an insurance consultant specializing in insurance
coverage, insurance claims handling, insurance bad faith, and
insurance fraud almost equally for insurers and policyholders.
He also serves as an arbitrator or mediator for insurance-related
disputes. He practiced law in California for more than 44 years as
an insurance coverage and claims handling lawyer and has worked
more than 50 years in the insurance business.
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EDITED BY TRACY L. KEPLER

In addition, the Compendium contains a selection of federal Rules
and Standards that are commonly needed in the general practice
of law, in practice before the SEC and IRS, and that impact upon
a number of ethical rules of conduct, such as the rules regarding
competence and meritorious claims and contentions. Information on
the composition, jurisdiction and procedures of the ABA Standing
Committee on Ethics and Professional Responsibility is included to
explain how ABA ethics rules are formulated and interpreted
Tracy L. Kepler, of Chicago, Illinois, is the Director of the American
Bar Association’s Center for Professional Responsibility, providing
national leadership in developing and interpreting standards
and scholarly resources in legal and judicial ethics, professional
regulation, professionalism and client protection.
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Crafting Effective Settlement Agreements

The Early-Career Guide for Attorneys

A Guidebook for Attorneys and Mediators

Starting and Building a Successful Career in Law

BY BRENDON ISHIKAWA

BY KERRY M. LAVELLE

Effective settlement agreements convert the risks, delays, and
expenses of lawsuits into solutions that the parties choose
for themselves. The drafting of a written, binding, enforceable
settlement agreement requires an amount of attention, time,
energy, and effort for which attorneys and mediators are seldom
fully prepared. In a single, comprehensive volume, this essential
handbook provides valuable guidance for attorneys regarding the
process of drafting settlements as well as the substantive terms
required for enforceable agreements. This book contains a very
detailed, valuable checklist of items to be included in a settlement
agreement. Attorneys and mediators will want to carry it with them
you to every mediation and negotiation they attend.

Whether you will work in a small rural community, a mediumsized firm, or a big-city/big-law firm (“BigLaw”), the principles and
disciplines contained in The Early-Career Guide for Attorneys will
set you on a path to success. This book helps avoid the mistakes
that partners see being made by new associates in a variety of law
firm environments. These mistakes are not made because of a lack
of preparation or intelligence, but are often due to a lack of training
by the partners and senior attorneys, who may not set forth clear
objectives and rules to allow new associates to be successful.

Brendon Ishikawa is certified as a specialist in appellate law by
the State Bar of California Board of Legal Specialization and has
practiced appellate law for more than 20 years. He serves as lead
appellate court attorney at the California Court of Appeal, Third
District, in Sacramento, California, and writes about and teaches
appellate law, risk analysis, and other mediation-related skills to
attorneys and mediators.

Kerry M. Lavelle, of Schaumburg, Illinois, began his own practice,
Lavelle Legal Services in 1989, focusing primarily on matters of tax
law. Today, the firm known as Lavelle Law, Ltd. has practice groups
in Tax, Business Law, Commercial Real Estate, Estate Planning,
Criminal Law, HomeHealth Care, Small Business, Gaming Law,
Bankruptcy, Corporate Formation, Family Law, Litigation, Grocery
Law, Employment Law, Residential Real Estate,Securities and LGBT
Law. A frequently published attorney, Lavelle has also hosted a
weekly public policy television program and along with the other
attorneys in the firm is a regular contributor to a weekly podcast
series “Chicago’s Legal Latte.”
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Electronic Payment Systems
Law and Emerging Technologies

The Essential Case Law Guide to
PTAB Trials

BY EDWARD A. MORSE

BY JOHN M. BIRD, J. WARREN LYTLE, SUSAN P. PAN, AND RAJA N. SALIBA

This guide explores innovations and the legal and technological
questions presented in the banking and payment systems industry.
Written by experts in the field, this book provides a topical
discussion of the principal electronic payment systems utilized
today and how they are ever changing to keep current with
changes in technology.

Observing a consistency in the complex framework of decisions
from the PTAB, the authors of this comprehensive resource
provide a wealth of information to guide practitioners in their
understanding of the Board’s treatment of key issues. It is the first
resource to compile and organize a multitude of case decisions
from the PTAB and outlines important fact patterns that have guided
PTAB decisions. It provides commentary on facts that have led to
divergent outcomes and explores critical issues specific to the
PTAB in terms of claim construction and substantive patentability
determinations.

Edward A. Morse is a professor of law at Creighton University
School of Law in Omaha, Nebraska where he also currently serves
as president of the university faculty. His research interests include
taxation, regulation, and the intersection of law and technology,
often involving interdisciplinary collaboration with colleagues in
accounting, economics, and finance.
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The Essential Case Law Guide to PTAB Trials supplies a wealth of
guidance on the Board’s treatment of various issues, providing the
legal practitioner with significant information to guide their PTAB
strategies, noting specific patterns that have arisen during inter
partes review (IPR), post-grant review (PGR) and transitory covered
business method review (CBM). The authors explain the general
procedure for each type of proceeding and summarize the rules
and regulations at each phase.
John M. Bird, J. Warren Lytle, Susan Perng Pan, and Raja N.
Saliba are all partners of Sughrue Mion, PLLC, an intellectual
property law firm headquartered in Washington, D.C. Together, they
have 90 years of experience specializing in patent matters before
the USPTO and other federal IP tribunals. All are registered to
practice before the USPTO and the Patent Trial and Appeal Board.
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The Family Lawyer’s Guide to Bankruptcy

From the Trenches III

Forms, Tips, and Strategies

Pretrial Strategies for Success

FOURTH EDITION
EDITED BY SAWNIE A. MCENTIRE
BY SHAYNA M. STEINFELD AND BRUCE R. STEINFELD

An overview of bankruptcy law as it pertains to the unique needs
of the divorce practitioner, this fourth edition of The Family
Lawyer's Guide to Bankruptcy offers practical guidance on how
bankruptcy law affects divorcing spouses, updating developing
caselaw under BAPCPA. Topics include types of bankruptcy cases,
case commencement, automatic stay, property of the estate, lien
avoidance, priority of alimony, maintenance and support debts,
avoidability of transfers between married spouses, executory
contracts, dismissal, and revocation of discharge.
Extensive appendices include forms, a glossary, bankruptcy court
directory and other resources, as well as a state-by-state summary
of divorce exemptions that will save the family lawyer hours of
research time when handling a divorce or separation case where a
bankruptcy is involved.
Shayna M. Steinfeld, a partner in Steinfeld & Steinfeld, P.C.,
practices exclusively in the areas of bankruptcy and corporate
reorganization in Atlanta, Georgia. Bruce R. Steinfeld, also a
partner in Steinfeld & Steinfeld, P.C., is a Fellow of the American
Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers and practices exclusively in the
area of family law.

From the Trenches III, Pretrial Strategies for Success follows two
prior successful volumes. Embodied in this volume are important
and invaluable insights from experienced trial lawyers from across
the country. Each author volunteered his or her time, skill, and
experience in making this must-have resource.
Volume 3 focuses on strategies and techniques to enhance the
chances for successful esolution of lawsuits and disputes. Topics
begin with discussions of pre-suit tasks and options, including
investigations, pre-suit mediation, and pre-suit discovery. Also
included are practice tips for enhancing case organization after the
lawsuit is filed, effective advocacy, use of jury consultants, forum
selection strategies, and important considerations for witness
selection and final trial preparations. This book places a premium
on effective case management, early planning and preparation, and
strategic and creative approaches to issues.
Sawnie A. McEntire, Dallas Texas, is a founding shareholder in
and director of the law firm of Parsons McEntire McCleary PLLC. He
has been practicing trial law for over 36 years, and has substantial
jury trial experience in both state and federal courts in Texas and
throughout the country. McEntire specializes in products liability
litigation and complex commercial tort litigation. Sawnie was
identified as a leading product liability lawyer in the United States in
2013 by Law 360.
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A Guide to Federal Agency Rulemaking

A Guide to the Federal Tort Claims Act

SIXTH EDITION
BY PAUL FIGLEY
BY JEFFREY S. LUBBERS

As procedures governing the rulemaking process have proliferated
since the Administrative Procedure Act was enacted, the potential
procedural pitfalls have multiplied. This sixth edition brings the
Guide up-to-date with respect to recent cases and changes
introduced during the latter half of the Obama Administration and
the early years of the Trump Administration.
Jeffrey S. Lubbers is a Professor of Practice in Administrative Law
at American University’s Washington College of Law, where he has
also served as a Fellow of Law and Government. He has also taught
at the University of Miami School of Law, Georgetown University
Law Center, and Washington and Lee University School of Law, the
University of Ottawa, and Ritsumeikan University Law School in
Kyoto, Japan.
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The guide addresses the FTCA’s waiver of sovereign immunity, its
purpose, scope, exclusions, exceptions, and the procedures for
presenting administrative tort claims and filing suit. It discusses
the protections the FTCA may provide to federal employees sued
in tort. It explains the FTCA’s rules for damages and for financial
matters, including attorneys’ fees, costs, and interest. Finally,
it examines the FTCA settlement process and recommends
approaches to settlement negotiations
Paul Figley was a litigator in the Civil Division of the U.S.
Department of Justice for three decades, much of that time working
on Federal Tort Claims Act issues. For fifteen years he served as
Deputy Director, Torts Branch, where his responsibilities included
the defense of many of the cases discussed in this book. He
now teaches Torts and Legal Rhetoric at American University’s
Washington College of Law. There, he was twice elected Professor/
Faculty Member of the Year by the Student Bar Association and, in
2017, received the Emalee C. Godsey Award for faculty scholarship.
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Homeland Security and Emergency
Management
A Legal Guide for State and Local Governments

The Indian Child Welfare Act Handbook
THIRD EDITION
BY KELLY GAINES-STONER, MARK C. TILDEN, AND JACK F. TROPE

THIRD EDITION
EDITED BY ERNEST B. ABBOT AND OTTO J. HETZEL

This Legal Guide provides practical insight and guidance to help
legal counsel for state, tribal, and local governments, as well as
businesses and citizens to protect lives, property, public safety,
and the public welfare consistent with relevelant laws and the
Constitution—while also ensuring government and business clients
act both according to the law and in a way that does not jeopardize
their ability to obtain or maintain funding for the extraordinary costs
generated by disaster events.
Ernest B. Abbott, Washington, DC, is Of Counsel to Baker,
Donelson, Bearman, Caldwell & Berkowitz, leading its Disaster
Recovery Group. He is also an adjunct professor in disaster law
at the George Washington University Law School. Prior to joining
Baker Donelson, Mr. Abbott practiced federal disaster and flood
insurance law from his own firm, FEMA Law Associates, PLLC. He
served as general counsel of the Federal Emergency Management
Agency from 1997–2001. Otto J. Hetzel is a practicing attorney in
Washington, D.C. with a legal and consulting practice with private
sector and local government entities primarily with respect to
matters arising with federal agencies over administration of federal
programs. He is also a professor of law emeritus, Wayne State
University Law School, with over 20 years of teaching experience.

A respected legal resource, this is a comprehensive, one-of-a-kind
guide that assists lawyers, social workers, counselors, and others
whose professions and interests involve them with Native American
children. This updated edition incorporates the hundreds of new
legal decisions since the last edition, including the impact of the
recent Department of Interior’s ICWA regulations and two critical
Supreme Court decisions. The book examines case law from courts
around the country -- this is an issue not confined to reservations
and their border towns. The authors, who each command extensive
practical experience with ICWA and working with Native American
legal issues, explain the history and foundation of the act, how it
is applied and what provisions are covered, and its jurisdictional,
procedural, and placement provisions. They also address collateral
challenges to ICWA determinations and funding of ICWA programs.
Kelly Gaines-Stoner (Cherokee) is the director of the Native
American Legal Resource Center at Oklahoma City University
School of Law and is also director of Clinical Programs. Mark C.
Tilden (Navajo) is a partner in the law firm of Tilden Toelupe LLC
in Boulder, Colorado, where he represents tribal governments and
Native peoples. Jack F. Trope is a Senior Director in Indian Child
Welfare Programs at Casey Family Programs in Denver, Colorado.
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Joint Tenancies

Kiss, Bow, or Shake Hands

Property Leasing in Cannabis Commerce

Courtrooms to Corporate Counsels

BY MICHAEL N. WIDENER

BY TERRI MORRISON, FOREWORD BY TOM SAGAR

Joint Tenancies remains the only work inviting careful thought about
the commercial landlord’s riskand reward scenarios in leasing to
marijuana businesses. The book gives the prospective tenant a
valuable background in how to coordinate with potential landlords
to address concerns about the occupancy of these businesses.

Every successful lawyer requires the knowledge and complex skills
to communicate effectively with fellow citizens from a wide variety
of ethnicities and belief systems. Understanding how an individual’s
culture can influence a case or a negotiation is not only a valuable
skill but also an imperative. Kiss, Bow, or Shake Hands will help
lawyers develop the tangible intercultural skills that will support a
successful legal practice.

This book is not intended as legal advice it instead seeks to teach
readers about issues to take to heart in the Cannabis industry real
estate leasing process.
Mike N. Widener was appointed to the Arizona State Liquor Board
by Governor Ducey in 2017. He has practiced law in Arizona for 35
years, where he primarily counsels clients in real property, land use,
contracts, and in business formation, maintenance, and decoupling
matters. He has represented potential MBE landlords owning
industrial, commerce park, and retail properties. Author of more
than 20 articles in academic and professional journals on property
and land use legal topics, Widender is an adjunct professor at
Arizona Summit Law School. He also teaches continuing legal
education seminars, including on the topic of property law aspects
of controlled substances. Widener is a certified specialist in real
estate law, regulated by the Board of Legal Specialization of the
State Bar of Arizona. Widener is a certified specialist in real estate
law, regulated by the Board of Legal Specialization of the State Bar
of Arizona and he counsels law firms that advise clients on MBErelated property and land use matters.

December 2019 • Law/Property
188 pages • 6 x 9
978-1-64105-064-7 • $55.95 • Paper • [Professional]

Terri Morrison has appeared on news sources including CNN, and
repeatedly on NPR and the BBC. She has been quoted or profiled in
the Wall Street Journal, Asia Times, Investor’s Weekly, USA Today,
Washington Post, Philadelphia Inquirer, Fast Company, National
Geographic, Nature, ESPN, Fortune Magazine, and many more.
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The Law and Liability of Small Aircraft
BY CECIL C. KUHNE

Using Split-Dollar and Related Party Premium Financing Techniques

The jurisprudence of aviation contains a plethora of cases dealing
with the difficult issues of liability resulting from flying small aircraft.
The Law and Liability of Small Aircraft contains a compelling
representation of judicial decisions—divided between product
liability lawsuits and those that deal with the regulatory scheme that
oversees aviation—that present the standard dilemmas of the courts
in this area of law.
Cecil Kuhne is a litigator in Dallas, Texas, where he has been a
member of the firm since 1993. His primary areas of practice include
corporate investigations (both governmental and internal) and the
analysis and resolution of a wide range of commercial disputes.
Kuhne is a prolific writer who has written numerous books for the
American Bar Association.
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Leveraging Life Insurance Premium
Payments
BY LAWRENCE BRODY AND DONALD O. JANSEN

Split-dollar financing of life insurance premium payments is useful
in a situation where one person or entity has the cash to pay the
premiums and another has the need for life insurance coverage.
In recent years, these arrangements have been used in a wealth
transfer context, allowing the annual gift to the Irrevocable Life
Insurance Trust to be much less than the entire premium payment.
Leveraging Life Insurance Premium Payments examines and
explains the rules for the two premium financing regimes that came
into effect with the final Split-Dollar Regulations in 2003—the loan
regime, the most prevalent form of split-dollar financing, and the
economic benefit regime—as well as the tax consequences and
planning techniques of each.
Lawrence Brody is a Partner of Bryan Cave Leighton Paisner LLP,
an international law firm, in the firm’s St. Louis, Missouri, office. He
is a member of its Private Client Service Group and its Technology,
Entrepreneurial & Commercial Practice Client Service Group. He is
the author or co-author of numerous articles and books on the use
of life insurance in estate and employee benefit planning. Donald
O. Jansen is the Assistant General Counsel, Office of the General
Counsel, The University of Texas System, in Austin, Texas. He is
also a retired partner of Fulbright & Jaworski L.L.P. in their Houston
office. His practice was concentrated on estate tax, life insurance,
and employee benefits.
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Patent Freedom to Operate Searches,
Opinions, Techniques, and Studies

Patent Neutral
Expanding Use of ADR for Settlement of Patent Disputes
at the PTAB

EDITED BY AUSTEN P. ZUEGE

Anyone involved with patent searching and risk management
requires the proper tools and methodology to avoid patent
infringement. Designed to build the necessary competencies,
techniques, and best practices, this guide addresses all relevant
topics, from conducting freedom-to-operate (FTO) studies and
analyzing the results to developing appropriate risk management
strategies. The authors provide valuable details the methodologies
and strategies for performing PTO studies and present options for
mitigating risks associated with patent infringement. Everyone from
in-house and private practice attorneys to businesspeople, nonlawyer patent professionals, engineers, and academics will find
utility in this thorough and accessible resource.
Austen P. Zuege is an officer and attorney with Westman, Champlin
& Koehler in Minneapolis, Minnesota. He has extensive experience
organizing and conducting patent freedom-to-operate studies as
well as managing large teams involved with them. The contributing
authors have worked with clients in a wide range of technological
fields and regularly prosecute patents and engage in freedom-tooperate studies, helping clients to identify, understand, and avoid
risks posed by the patents of their competitors.

BY DAVID L. NEWMAN

The USPTO encourages participants to use ADR processes to
facilitate resolution of complex conflicts. The flexibility and benefits
of ADR proceedings are based on the expertise of qualified neutrals
such as experienced intellectual property attorneys and former
judges and magistrates who are uniquely equipped to evaluate
these issues and settle conflicts in a more streamlined manner than
a Patent Trial and Appeal Board (PTAB) proceeding. To accomplish
this, the expertise of a qualified neutral who can evaluate IP issues
and settle conflicts more efficiently is a necessity. Patent Neutral:
Expanding Use of ADR for Settlement of Patent Disputes at the
PTAB describes how neutrals can be engaged to help decide IP
conflicts, particularly proceedings at the USPTO.
David L. Newman is chair of the IP Practice at Gould & Ratner LLP
in Chicago, Illinois, and has more than twenty years of experience
with IP law and ADR, working both in-house and in private practice.
He has represented parties during mediations and arbitrations
involving patent rights and has successfully challenged the
enforceability of a patent during arbitration and obtained a rare
award finding that the arbitrated patent was procured inequitably.
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A Practical Guide to Commercial Real Estate Representing People with Mental
Transactions
Disabilities
From Contract to Closing

A Practical Guide for Criminal Defense Lawyers

THIRD EDITION
BY ELIZABETH KELLEY
BY GREGORY M. STEIN, MORTON P. FISHER, JR., AND
MICHAEL D. GOODWIN

For proven guidance and techniques on how to handle a
commercial real estate deal, this guide will help you successfully
negotiate and close the deal. The authors cover each step of a real
estate transaction in the order in which it generally arises, and offer
pertinent advice, practice comments, and sample forms throughout.
Because much of the real estate lawyer’s practice revolves
around transactional documents, chapters emphasize the drafting,
negotiation, and revisions involved. Written by a law professor and
two real estate practitioners, this book offers a useful combination
of text overview and practice pointers. It helps lawyers with less
experience navigate through the maze of steps involved in a real
estate transaction while also serving as a valuable reference for
more seasoned attorneys. Downloadable forms are available online.
Gregory M. Stein is a professor at the University of Tennessee
College of Law in Knoxville, Tennesee, where he teaches property,
real estate finance, and development, and land use courses.
Morton P. Fisher, Jr., is a retired partner in the Baltimore office
of Ballard Spahr LLP, where he handled real estate transactions
representing developers, lending institutions, and tenants. Michael
D. Goodwin is a partner in Arnold & Porter LLP’s Washington, DC,
office, with a practice focused on commercial real estate.
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Representing People with Mental Disabilities is intended that you
can throw the book in your briefcase on the way to the courthouse,
or load it on your iPad, and turn to the appropriate chapter or
chapters when needed. If you want to learn more about a topic, the
Suggested Works section at the end of the book contains titles of
books and articles as well as websites. Additionally, many chapters
contain the statement at the end, “Complete citations are available
from the author/authors upon request.” The accompanying website
has motions and pleadings which you can adapt to your jurisdiction.
Elizabeth Kelley, of Spokane, Washington, is a criminal defense
lawyer with a nationwide practice focused on representing people
with mental disabilities. Her experience includes co-chairing the
Criminal Justice Advisory Panel of The Arc’s National Center on
Criminal Justice and Disability, serving on the Editorial Board
of the ABA’s Criminal Justice Section magazine, and serving
three terms on the board of the National Association of Criminal
Defense Lawyers (NACDL), and chaired its Mental Health as well as
Membership Committees.
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Russia Corporate, Financial, and
Commercial Law

The Trial Lawyer
What It Takes to Win
SECOND EDITION

EDITED AND TRANSLATED BY SCOTT ALEXANDR SHOSTAK

Following the dissolution of the Soviet Union in 1991, the Russian
financial system was transformed from a centrally planned command
economy to a market-based economy. With increasing business
transactions and investment in Russia, implementing effective
investment strategies and successful business relationships with
(and between) Russian entities will require the ability to navigate the
business laws of Russia.
Written for attorneys, business professionals, government officials,
academics, and the general public, Russia Corporate, Financial,
and Commercial Law provides an authoritative legal resource
on the Russian legal system, laws, rules, regulations, and court
decisions. This book is the only legal reference to provide practical
legal lessons, case studies and a detailed analysis for conducting
business with Russia.
Scott Alexandr Shostak studied Russian law for over 25 years
and participated in multiple conferences (Moscow, St. Petersburg,
Nizhny Novgorod, and Yekaterinburg), forums, higher education
courses, and committees on the laws, rules, regulations, and
court system of Russia. Shostak has provided advice to Russian
Government municipalities and regional offices. He has extensive
legal experience in economic development and real property law
with a specialty in waterfront matters as a counsel since 1987 for the
City of New York, Brooklyn Navy Yard, and New York City Economic
Development Corporation.
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BY DAVID BERG

David Berg, one of America’s leading trial lawyers, knows how to
win cases. And he knows how to tell a story. In the newly updated
The Trial Lawyer: What It Takes To Win, Second Edition, Berg puts
both skills to dazzling use in an engaging and instructive guide to
winning at trial, illustrating each trial skill with excerpts from his own
cases and those of trial lawyers he admires. In this edition, you will
learn not only from Berg’s cases but also how his close friend, the
late Joe Jamail, won a $10.5 billion verdict in Pennzoil v. Texaco.
Berg likes to say that the trial lawyer who will become a master
of the art of trying cases, is the lawyer who asks, “How can I get
better?”—a question Berg himself has never quit asking. Many
of those answers will be found on these pages as Berg, who
has tried virtually every kind of civil and criminal case, shares his
deeply psychological and practical insights into each trial skill. This
second edition is quintessential Berg—colorful, insightful, funny and
instructive—and difficult to put down. It will keep you reading—and
make you a better trial lawyer.
David Berg is a member of the New York and Texas State Bar
Associations and the founding partner of Berg & Androphy, a
national trial boutique located in New York and Houston.
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Using Legal Project Management in Merger
and Acquisition Transactions
A Guidebook for Managing Deals Effectively and Efficiently
SECOND EDITION

The Value-Able Law Firm
Delivering Client-Focused, Higher-Value Legal Service for Clients
and Law Firms
BY STEVEN LAUER AND KENNETH VERMILION

EDITED BY BYRON S. KALOGEROU AND DENNIS J. WHITE

To meet the increasing demands for transparency and efficiency
in the deal process and predictability of legal costs in M&A, this
updated, second edition contains tools to help M&A lawyers
streamline and manage transactions, without overlooking important
matters or compromising the quality of their legal services.
Containing five new tools for the practitioner, this valuable resource
outlines each step of the M&A process, from “Pre-Deal,” “Deal,”
to “Post-Closing,” offering insight to help deal lawyers effectively
scope, plan, manage, and execute M&A deals. This book contains
contains downloadable checklists, forms, and tools that can be
customized for legal project management in your M&A practice.

How can law firms enhance how they create and measure value
for corporate clients when the traditional cost-per-hour analysis
is seen as outdated and ineffective? How can firms successfully
approach the challenge of defining and delivering high-value legal
service? Satisfying client demands and meeting client expectations
is essential for a law firm to succeed in today’s ever-changing
legal climate. The key to long-term success in the legal profession
revolves around “client centricity.” To help lawyers understand
the importance of what the client values, The Value-Able Law
Firm provides a new approach to analyzing and discussing, both
internally and with clients and potential clients, the issues related
to defining, measuring, and implementing higher-value legal service.

Byron S. Kalogerou is a partner with McDermott Will and Emery
in Boston, Massachusetts. He focuses his practice on domestic
and cross-border mergers and acquisitions, finance, and joint
ventures and alliances. Dennis J. White is a partner in the Boston,
Massachusetts, office of Verrill Dana LLP. He focuses his practice
on transactional matters, including M&A, securities offerings,
restructurings and sales of distressed companies, and corporate
governance.

Steven Lauer, Charlotte, North Carolina, is a former in-house
counsel who now assists corporate law departments to realize
greater value from their companies’ relationships with external
service providers, including law firms. Kenneth Vermilion currently
is the principal in The Vermilion Group Strategic Legal Management
LLC in Cleveland, Ohio. He specializes in providing middle market
legal departments strategic planning and operational guidance.
Previously, he was a founding director in the Houston office of Duff
& Phelps Legal Management Consulting practice.
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